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CO_IDDNUM,C,7HEADLINE,C,80
WD 188 Compact Plan Versatile
WD 189 Plan For A Vacation Cabin Or Private Little Bungalow
WD 190SLA Thrifty Plan For Limited Lot Width
WD 190SLB Plan is Ideal for Limited Lot Width
WD 073V Vacation Cottage Includes Screened Porch
WD 0804V Lake Cabin Boasts Wrap Around Deck
WD 0805A Mountain Cabin Plan Or First-Time Home Buyer
WD 0907 Second Home Garage Apartment Plan Economical
WD 0909 Efficient And Economical Design
WD 105E Traditional Economy Plan Has Columned Porch
WD 150 Rustic Country Porch
WD 163B Thrifty small Home Plan
WD 164B Contemporary Ranch For Economy
WD 167A Ranch Plan Wastes No Money
WD 167B Colonial Ranch Plan Wastes No Money
WD 171B Compact Plan For Penny Pinchers
WD 172A Ultra Contemporary Plan Unique
WD 172C Great Room From Front to Back
WD 173A Contemporary Cottage - Contemporary Inside Too
WD 173B Versatile Plan With Double or Single Carport
WD 174B Ranch Plan Economical To Build
WD 175 Narrow Lot Economy Plan
WD 175B Narrow Lot Economy Plan
WD 177 Vacation Plan Will Accommodate Crowd
WD 183A Snug Bungalow Plan Special
WD 186A Affordable House For First Time Buyer
WD 186B Affordable House For First Time Buyer
WD 187 Modest Plan Suitable For The First Home Buyer
WD 191C Compact Plan Utilizes Small Lot
WD 193A Cozy Cottage Suits A Leisurely Lifestyle
WD 194A Simple Lines Equal Dollar Sense
WD 195 Need A Compact Plan?
WD 196 Modest House Plan For That First Home
WD 197 Space For Expansion Is Under Roof Now
WD 199 Compact Plan With Flair
WD 2043 Country Style In Every Detail
WD 2046 Country Rustic Two Story With Front Porch
WD 2049B Cottage Boasts Enormous Kitchen
WD 245V Lake View Home Plan Designed To Perfection
WD 263V Popular Isolated Bedrooms Included
WD 267A Cottage Plan With A Country Flair
WD 270A Great Room Plan Offers Contemporary Exterior
WD 270B Great Room Plan Offers Ranch Exterior
WD 275A Contemporary Cottage Available With Or Without Basement
WD 277A Economy Plan Fits Narrow Lot
WD 277B Economy Plan Fits Narrow Lot
WD 286SL Multi-Level Plan Offers Many Alternate Choices
WD 287SL Split Level Plan Offers Optional Lower Levels
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WD 288 Economy Plan For Budget Minded
WD 289 Small Plan With A Lot Of Livability On One Floor
WD 290 Build A Home On A Small Budget
WD 291 Plan For Your Narrow Lot
WD 292SL Split Level Stresses Practicality And Comfort
WD 293 Compact Plan Allows For Maximum Use Of Space
WD 294 Especially For The First Time Home Buyer
WD 295 Country Charmer
WD 296 Narrow Lot Home With High Ceilings
WD 297 Two Bedroom Cottage Compact Luxury
WD 353SL Open Living Area For Today's Family
WD 360SF A Split Foyer Features Super Economy
WD 362SL A Split Level Plan Provides Balcony Overlooking Family Room
WD 364A Cottage Plan Suitable For City Or Country
WD 366 Vacation Plan Inventive
WD 367SL Split Level Has Multiple Choice Arrangements
WD 368B Spacious Master Bedroom & Bath
WD 369D Compact Plan Allows For Maximum Use Of Space
WD 370 Small Plan Has Large Great Room And Garden Tub
WD 371 Compact Cottage, Yet Spacious Anyway
WD 372 Small Plan Includes Luxury Master Bedroom Suite
WD 373 European Design Outstanding
WD 374 Compact Cottage Doubles As A Vacation Retreat
WD 375 Compact Plan Features Smooth Flowing Traffic Pattern
WD 377 Narrow Plan Inexpensive To Build
WD 379 Deluxe Design For Not So Deluxe Bankroll
WD 380 Impressive Vaulted Family Room
WD 381SF Split Foyer Design For Economical Construction
WD 383 Extraordinary Small Home
WD 384 Affordable Compact Plan
WD 385 Small Homes Stands Out From The Crowd
WD 386 Room to Grow
WD 387 Stucco And Stone Give European Flair
WD 388 Small Plan Packed With First Class Features
WD 389 Quality, Value & Affordable
WD 390 Picturesque Country Home With Character
WD 438V Both Bedrooms Are Masters
WD 444 Contemporary Rustic Plan Offers Large Activity Room
WD 447A Country Rustic Includes Front Porch
WD 448B Plan For Modest Budget
WD 449 Narrow House Includes Spacious Living Area
WD 449A Plan Features Enormous Sunken Great Room
WD 450C Inexpensive House Plan With Room For Expansion
WD 452B Stone Fireplace Beautifies Facade
WD 453D Isolated Master Bedroom Plan For Economy
WD 456C Country Plan Features Front Porch
WD 458 Two Bedroom Plan Has Country Kitchen With Bay Window
WD 459A Small Home Plan Great For Empty Nesters
WD 459B Small Home Plan Lives Big
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WD 460B Charming Country Style Plan Fits Narrow Lot
WD 462A Narrow Lot Plan With Three Faces
WD 463A Narrow Home with Garage
WD 463B Narrow Home with bay Window and Garage
WD 463C Narrow Home with Single or Double Garage
WD 463D Narrow Home with Garage
WD 463E Narrow Home with Garage
WD 463F Narrow Home with Single or Double Garage
WD 466 Narrow Lot? Try This Plan For Size
WD 468 Small Narrow Lot Plan Is View Oriented
WD 469 Luxury Master Bedroom Suite In A Small Plan
WD 470 Symmetrical Plan Affords Luxury Look
WD 471 Contemporary Exterior - Country Interior
WD 472 A Lot Of Livable Space In Small Home Plan
WD 473SL Convenience Galore For Bringing In Groceries
WD 474 Comfortable Home Design For The Moderate Budget
WD 475 European Plan Of Classic Style
WD 477 A Mix Of Old And New
WD 478 Raised Cottage Design Offers Economical Construction
WD 479 Tray And Vaulted Ceilings Abound
WD 480 Small Home Plan More Comfortable Overall
WD 482SL Small Home - Large On Economy
WD 483SL Large Bedrooms In A Split Level Plan
WD 484 Indulge Your Family In Comfort
WD 485 Small Scale Luxury
WD 576A Compact Two-Story Has Only 1,576 Square Feet
WD 577 Country Plan Has Wide-Deep Shed Front Porch
WD 580A Cottage Plan With Stone And Wood Exterior
WD 585A Plan Available With Or Without Basement
WD 586A Country Front Porch For Sitting
WD 587A Multiple Level Layout Features Flexibility
WD 591 Ranch Plan Embraces Country Kitchen
WD 593 Perfect Rectangular House Builds Cheaper
WD 595 Contemporary Two Story Plan Eye Appealing
WD 599A Contemporary Plan Accented By Stone
WD 599B Country Plan Includes Front Porch
WD 599D Adjoining Screen Porch And Sun Deck
WD 632D Duplex Plan Excellent For Rental Property
WD 660 Inexpensive Two Story Plan For Budget
WD 674 Victorian Plan Fits Budget Purse
WD 680 Victorian Style Narrow Lot Plan
WD 682A Country Design With Real Front Porch
WD 683 Modern Design For Comfort
WD 684 Charming Accents Enhance A Country Home
WD 685 Comfortable Living Quarters Within Compact Dimensions
WD 687 Cottage Style Plan With European Flair
WD 688 Entertainment Area Centrally Located
WD 689 Especially Designed For Wheelchair Accessibility
WD 691 All American Country Home
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WD 692 Authentic Country Home Indeed
WD 693 Rich Frame Exterior Has Timeless Appeal
WD 694 European Design Only 55 Feet Wide
WD 695 Rocking Chair Front Porch
WD 696 Design For Rear Sloping Lot With A View
WD 698 Compact Plan For Narrow Lot
WD 699 Dynamic Open Floor Plan With Room For Expansion
WD 759 Contemporary Planning Exciting
WD 763 Country Plan Has Wide Front Porch
WD 767 Country Ranch Accented By Natural Stone
WD 770A Early American Cottage Warm And Cozy
WD 771 Contemporary Home Has Open Feeling
WD 777A Independent Dining And Breakfast Rooms
WD 779A Bonus Pantry In Laundry Area
WD 780 Brick Country Plan Has Wood Rail Front Porch
WD 781B Conventional Style Boasts Multiple Gable Roof Design
WD 785B Narrow Lot Two-Story With Minimum Footage
WD 790 Cape Cod Plan Constructed Of Horizontal Wood Frame
WD 796 Rustic Wood Rail Porch Enhances Country Design
WD 797 Plan For Your Narrow Lot
WD 798 Economical Plan With Innovative Architectural Design
WD 799 Efficiency And Charm Guiding Principles In This Design
WD 872B Country Rustic Front Porch And All
WD 879 Plan Has Great Room Full Depth
WD 880 Victorian Two Story Plan Only 1,841 Square Feet
WD 883 Isolated Master Bedroom A New Idea
WD 884A Victorian Two Story Boasts Stacked Bay Areas
WD 884C Dramatic Roof Design Affords A Breathtaking Facade
WD 885B Victorian Narrow Lot Two Story Plan
WD 885C Small Two-Story Plan Appears Large
WD 886A Narrow Lot Plan Has Garage Under
WD 887B Country Plan Includes Large Master Bedroom Suite
WD 891 Compact Cottage With Extra Appeal
WD 892 Luxury Plan Fits Narrow Lot
WD 893 Modified Victorian Features Front Porch & Bay Windows
WD 894 Cottage Features Easy Flowing Floor Plan
WD 895 Moderately Sized Home With Good Use of Space
WD 896 Open Floor Plan for Modern Family
WD 897 Private Master Bedroom Suite Features Luxury Bath
WD 898 L-Shaped Ranch Provides Comfortable Living
WD 899 Simple But Stylish Facade
WD Z100 Sensational Luxury In A Small Home
WD Z101 Compact Plan Rewards You With Creative Comforts
WD Z500A Plan Fits Narrow Lot With Garage To Rear
WD Z501 Stone Facade Enhances Eye-Catching Plan
WD Z503 Rooms With A View
WD Z504 Expanse Of Glass Brightens A Modified A-Frame
WD Z505 A Lot Of Livability On One Floor
WD Z506 European Design Features Quiet Zone Sleeping Wing
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WD Z509 Porch With Room For Rocking Chairs
WD Z511 Tray Ceilings Top Off Interior Settings
WD Z513 Quaint One and One Half Story Plan Only 35 Feet Wide
WD Z514 Narrow Lot With Rear View
WD Z516 Practical Home Design Features Space Where It Counts
WD Z518 Independently Functional Practical Plan
WD Z519 Open Plan With Bright Interior
WD Z520 Designed For A Growing Family
WD Z600 Open Floor Plan
WD Z601 Two Story Plan For Narrow Lot
WD Z602 Reasonably Small - Definitely Country
WD Z603SF Split Foyer Plan Has Full Range Of Options
WD Z604 Luxury Living On One Level
WD Z605 Master Suite Beyond Expectations
WD Z606 Memorable Home Also Handicap Adaptive
WD Z607 Small Home With Victorian Charm
WD Z608 Home for Pleasant Living.
WD Z700 Towering Open Foyer Looks Up To Balcony
WD Z701 Modest Plan Embellished With Country Front Porch
WD Z702 Classic Lines - Elegant Flair
WD Z703 Ranch Plan With A Loft
WD Z704 Comfortable Plan - Also Handicap Adaptive
WD Z705 Plentiful Windows For Sun Drenched Rooms
WD Z706 Master Bedroom - Splendid Isolation
WD Z707 Dream Home Dormers
WD Z801 Design Provides For Master Bedroom Privacy
WD Z802 Country Living In Refined Comfort
WD Z803 Immense Vaulted Family Room
WD Z804 Quality Design Also Handicap Adaptive
WD Z805 Eloquent European Plan In Tune With Today
WD Z807 Memorable Home With Careful Design Touches
WD Z808 Luxury Master Suite On First Floor
WD Z809 Arched Entry Gives Continuity
WD 2215B Contemporary Design For Economical Construction
WD 2228A Breakfast Space Designed To Accommodate Large Family
WD 2237A Country English Style Constructed Of Wood
WD 2237C Two Story Plan Has Twin Bay Windows
WD 2239 Country Plan Has Wrap-Around Porch
WD 2240 Nostalgic Victorian Plan With Modern Conveniences
WD 2241 Cape Cod Plan Boasts Front And Rear View From Kitchen
WD 2242B Four Bedrooms And Bonus Game Room
WD 2246B Contemporary Plan Accented By Stone
WD 2253 Plan Ideal For Corner Lot
WD 2254 L-Shaped Luxury Plan Has Secluded Master Bedroom Suite
WD 2255 Custom Look Graces A Mid-Sized European Style
WD 2257 Luxurious Narrow Lot, Many Features
WD 2258 Traditional Style Appears Larger Than It Is
WD 2260 Charming 2-Story Is Perfect For Family Living
WD 2261 Central Gallery, Large Great Room, Formal Dining Room
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WD 2263 Environmentally Styled And Classically Rich
WD 2264 Ease And Comfort In A Single Level Plan
WD 2265 Porch Provides Sheltered Entrance
WD 2266 Front Porch Is Fifty Feet Wide
WD 2267 Secluded Master Suite Has Designer Bath
WD 2268 Plan Designed For Large Family
WD 2269 Feature Filled Kitchen Makes This Design Special
WD 2270 Multiple Purpose Open Loft Upstairs
WD 2271 Indulge Yourself  In Complete Comfort
WD 2273 Country Plan Maintains Ideal Master Suite
WD 2274 Isolated Splendor
WD 2276D Sumptuous Duplex Living
WD 2328B Colonial Tara Style Plan Offers Family Room
WD 2351 Stacked Bay Windows And Stacked Porches
WD 2353 Old Fashioned Porch Wraps All Around
WD 2356A Four Bedrooms-Two Full Baths
WD 2356B Three Or Four Bedrooms
WD 2358A Traditional Plan Includes Bonus Game Room
WD 2362 Great Room Plan - No Formal Living Room
WD 2367DA Duplex Plan Looks Like Single Family Residence
WD 2369B Stately English Tudor Plan With Sheltered Entrance
WD 2370 Detached Two-Car Garage Plan Included
WD 2371 Contemporary Design - Economical To Build
WD 2372 Exceptional Character Defines Luxury Home Plan
WD 2378 Make The Most Of Modest Lot Size
WD 2379 Master Suite For The Self Indulgent
WD 2380 Southern Colonial Charm
WD 2381 Luxury Living On One Level
WD 2382 Country Living - Open Floor Plan
WD 2383 A New Class Of Victorian Style Home
WD 2436B Design For Expansion
WD 2449B Victorian Turn Of The Century Plan
WD 2450C Traditional Plan With Ornate Pediment Entry
WD 2452DA Duplex Plan With Garage For Both Sides
WD 2453 Two Story Great Room Plan - Or An Extra Bedroom Upstairs
WD 2454 Large Plan Fits Narrow Lot
WD 2456 European Design Includes Optional Bonus Room
WD 2457 Ranch Has Very Private Master Suite
WD 2458 Single Story Living Loaded With Lavish Details
WD 2459 Large Family Room - Large Formal Living Room
WD 2460 Uncompromising Standards In Luxury Home Plan
WD 2461 First Floor Master Suite Practical By Design
WD 2462 Rambling Ranch Plan Boasts Four Large Bedrooms
WD 2464 Strong Design Upscale Features
WD 2465 Three Massive Bedrooms In 2,422 Sq. Ft.
WD 2466 Dynamic Atrium Central Core Of The Home
WD 2467D Innovative Duplex Home
WD 2468D Duplex Plan Worthy Of Particular Note
WD 2525 Single Story Traditional Features Large Game Room
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WD 2534B Unparalleled Four Bedroom Home
WD 2535 Boxed Two Story Plan Economical To Build
WD 2539 Country Plan For Comfort
WD 2540 Williamsburg Design, Formal Living And Dining Rooms
WD 2541A Formal European Styling
WD 2542 Popular Trey Ceilings Create Elegant Atmosphere
WD 2544 European Facade Accents A Lavish Floor Plan
WD 2545 Unusual Touches Create New Appeal
WD 2546 Modern Day Amenities, Distinctive Williamsburg Style
WD 2547 Country Home With Wrap-Around Porch
WD 2548 Traditional Flavor Offers Detached Two Car Garage
WD 2549 Two Story Plan Rich In Classic Style
WD 2550 Popular European Style Plan Features Ornate Exterior Trim
WD 2551 Yesterday's Charm, Today's Convenience
WD 2552 Four Bedroom Plan Sequesters The Master Bedroom Suite
WD 2553 Wonderful Master Bedroom Suite
WD 2554 Country Home Design Complete
WD 2555 Master Bedroom Enjoys Private Sitting Area
WD 2556 Isolated Master Bedroom
WD 2557 Distinctive Master Bedroom A Major Highlight
WD 2558 Country Plan With Four Bedrooms
WD 2559 Large Front Porch On Both Floors
WD 2562D Duplex Plan Brimming With Features
WD 2564 Luxury Living On One Level
WD 2565 Make The Most Of A Narrow Lot
WD 2637B Symmetrical Two Story Country Plan
WD 2639 Cape Cod Plan Has Vaulted Ceiling In Family Room
WD 2641B Traditional Exterior Features Stacked Bay Windows
WD 2643A New England Style Plan Resembles Old Add On House
WD 2644 Contemporary Plan Includes Four Bedrooms
WD 2645D Duplex Has Spacious Living And Dining Combinations
WD 2647 Stately Two Story Plan Features Exquisite Garden Room
WD 2650 Master Bedroom Luxury Suite
WD 2651 Sizable Plan For Narrow Lot
WD 2652 Luxurious Plan With Modest Square Footage
WD 2653 Master Bedroom Down - Two Bedrooms Up
WD 2654 Outstanding Plan Includes Isolated Master Bedroom Suite
WD 2655 Old Fashioned Central Hall Runs Front To Back
WD 2656 A Classic Design - Practical As Well As Beautiful
WD 2657 Two Story Great Room With Balcony Above
WD 2658 Colonial Design With Master Bedroom Privacy
WD 2659 Fantastic Wrap Around Porch
WD 2661 Huge Great Room Forms A Central Core
WD 2663 In-Law Suite - Wheelchair Adaptable
WD 2729 Superlative Williamsburg Two Story
WD 2732 Traditional Plan Designed For Stucco Finish
WD 2733 Traditional Two Story Plan Very Functional
WD 2739 Plan For Today's Living Mode
WD 2740 Master Bedroom Suite Expands To Half The Second Floor
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WD 2741 Formal Living Room
WD 2742 Classic Example Of Traditional Architecture
WD 2743 Four Bedrooms Accommodate A Growing Family
WD 2744 Traditional Colonial Is Loaded With Extras
WD 2746 Foyer Offers Full View Of Second Floor Balcony
WD 2747 Private Master Suite Located On Main Level
WD 2749 Large Rooms For Entertaining
WD 2750 Country Exterior Combines With Luxurious Interior
WD 2752 Five Bedrooms - Plus A Bonus Room
WD 2822 Large Home Plan All On One Floor
WD 2824 Front Porch Tudor Plan Of Distinction
WD 2825 Master Bedroom On First Floor
WD 2827 Country - Victorian Plan Endowed With Wide Porches
WD 2829 Porches And More Porches Located Full Width
WD 2831 Traditional Plan Boasts Outstanding Traffic Flow
WD 2832 Formal French Plan Features Balanced Wings
WD 2833C Traditional Front Features Palladian Window
WD 2835A Symmetrical Design Constructed Of Horizontal Wood Siding
WD 2835B Victorian Design Boasts Bay Window
WD 2836D Duplex Plan Has Second Floor Options
WD 2837 Cape Cod Plan Accented By Twin Bay Windows
WD 2838 Incredibly Spacious Home Well Suited To Narrow Lot
WD 2839 Family Area Privately Situated In Rear Of Home
WD 2840 Country Home Affords Dramatic Impressions
WD 2841 Large Home - Designed For Narrow Lot
WD 2842 Central Living Areas Overlook Your View
WD 2843D Duplex Plan Designed For Owner Occupancy
WD 2844 Country Style Home With Restrained Elegance
WD 2914A English Manor Plan For Luxury
WD 2915 Two Story Plan Has Front And Back Stairs
WD 2916 Windows Highlight Elegant Entry
WD 2916C Windows Highlight Elegant Entry
WD 2922B Guest Room & Guest Bath On Main Floor
WD 2925D Double Entry But Doesn't Look Like A Duplex
WD 2926 Williamsburg Plan With Four Large Bedrooms
WD 2928D Townhouse Style Duplex Plan
WD 2929 Four Bedroom Plan - Affordable
WD 2930 Sweeping Roofline Accents A Harmonious Design
WD 2932 Two Sundecks, Master Suite Has Private Deck
WD 2933 Arch-Top Windows Brighten A Formal Plan
WD 2934 Interior Touches Typify Quality And Elegance
WD 2935 Spectacular Master Bedroom Suite And Open Study
WD 2936 Victorian Plan Boasts Turret Above Porch
WD 2937 Plan Includes A Combination Of Qualities
WD 2938 Versatile In-Law Suite
WD 3018 Country Plan Includes Screened Porch
WD 3019 First Floor Master Bedroom Suite/Five Bedrooms
WD 3023D Twin Units Designed For Two Families
WD 3025C Provincial Design Has Spanish Flair
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WD 3027 Porches Extend Around Three Quarters Of This House
WD 3029 Home Plan Features Wrap Around Porch
WD 3030 Conventional Two Story Plan Features Roomy Bonus Room
WD 3031 Spacious Master Bedroom Has Fireplace Sitting Area
WD 3032 Exquisite European, Luxury Master Bedroom Suite
WD 3033 Six Sided With Porch Around Three Sides
WD 3034 Bay Windows Grace A Modified Country Victorian Design
WD 3035 Traditional Plan - Frame Construction
WD 3037 Pleasing Facade Blends Tradition With European
WD 3038 Two Master Bedrooms, One On Each Floor
WD 3039 Country Mansion
WD 3040 Dramatic Lines Enhance This Luxury Plan
WD 3041 Luxury Plan For A Small Lot
WD 3043 Sophistication And Style With Year 'Round Delight
WD 3044 Nestle Down To A Stately Home
WD 3045 Master Suite With Sitting Area
WD 3110 Symmetrical Southern Colonial Design Superlative
WD 3115 Traditional Plan Includes Two Master Bedrooms
WD 3118B Country Plan Includes Ornate Porch Trim
WD 3120B Georgian Plan Accented By Limestone Quoins
WD 3122 Innovative Designs Has Optional Second Floor
WD 3130 Distinctive Blend Of Urban And Rural Characteristics
WD 3131 Organized Plan Keeps Up With An Active Family
WD 3132 Luxury Home Has Central Laundry Room Upstairs
WD 3134 Need A Plan With Flexibility?
WD 3135 Impressive Foyer Amplifies Spaciousness
WD 3136 Two-Story Home Has Master Suite On Main Floor
WD 3137 Country Kitchen with Large Food Preparation Area
WD 3139 Eye Catching exterior - Appealing Roof Design
WD 3210B English Manor Plan Boasts Bonus Room
WD 3212 Traditional English Manor - Modern Arrangement
WD 3213 Traditional Two Story Plan Features Bay Shaped Foyer
WD 3215 European Persuasion Features Stucco And Stone
WD 3216 European Style Plan-The Ultimate
WD 3217 Handsome Two Story Plan
WD 3218 Handsome Home With Exceptional Amenities
WD 3219 Moldings And Trim Embellish A Country Victorian Plan
WD 3220 Country - Victorian Plan Has Wrap Around Porch
WD 3221 Distinctive Colonial Design Nostalgically Appointed
WD 3222 Magnificent Master Bedroom Suite
WD 3223 View Oriented Plan Perfectly Harmonized
WD 3224 Covered Front Porch Welcomes Friends And Family
WD 3225 Traditional With French Influence
WD 3314 Formal House Plan Includes Stucco Exterior Finish
WD 3317 Exceptional Design Offers Pride Of Ownership
WD 3318 European Design Has The Space You Need
WD 3320 Luxury Plan Boasts Spectacular Entrance Foyer
WD 3321 Multiple Roof Breaks Intensify Great Curb Appeal
WD 3323 Need Lots Of Bedrooms?
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WD 3324 Private Master Suite Located On Main Level
WD 3325 Attention Porch Lovers
WD 3326 Large Home Plan For Narrow Lot
WD 3402 Custom Features Enrich A Classic Design
WD 3409 Imposing Two Story Plan For Narrow Lot
WD 3507A Comprehensive Two Story Colonial Home Design
WD 3508 Eloquent French Style Home
WD 987 Banquet Sized Dining Room
WD 988 Master Bedroom On First Floor
WD 989 Popular Plan For Any Setting
WD 2535 Boxed Two Story Plan Economical To Build
WD 3511 Rustic Story & One-Half Plan Has Matching Gable Ends
WD 3512 Italian Villa Plan Splendid
WD 3513 Spectacular Design Has All Alluring Comforts
WD 3514 New Design Blends With Old Styles
WD 3515 Stately Two Story, Separate Formal & Informal Rooms
WD 3605 Country Front Porch
WD 3606 Luxurious Design, Large Room For Entertaining
WD 3608 Southern Colonial Design Especially Distinguished
WD 3702B English Tudor Home Offers Space, Elegance
WD 3702A French Regency Plan Elegant
WD 3707 Tradition And Comfort Blend In A Luxury Home
WD 3708 Front And Side Porches Exemplify Country Flavor
WD 3709 Williamsburg Design Includes Separate Carriage House
WD 3710 Nestle Down In An All American Country Home
WD 3711 Country Plan Is A Pleasing Mix Of Casual And Elegant Living
WD 3712 Elegant Home!
WD 3806 European Grandeur Plan With Open Feeling
WD 3807 Conventional Floor Plan Includes Large Bonus Room
WD 3904 Traditional French Two Story Plan
WD 3907 Paladin Windows Accents Traditional Design
WD 3912 Two Deep Front Porches
WD 3913 Banquet Sized Dining Room - Small Living Room Or Study
WD 4003 Character Abounds In Balanced Wing Two-Story
WD 4006 Courtyard Entrance To Large Ranch Home
WD 4008 Organized Plan Keeps Up With Active Family
WD 4009 Dormers And Porch Add To Country Charm
WD 4010 Sun Porch And Breakfast Room Oriented To Rear
WD 4106 Country Plan Boasts Refined Magnetism
WD 4107 Traditional Form Belies Open-Modern Interior
WD 4307 Country Kitchen Boasts Expansion To Sun Room
WD 4308 Imposing Two Story Boasts Finished Full Basement
WD 4501 U-Shape Plan Encompasses Private Swimming Pool Area
WD 4502 Elegant Two Story Offers Exquisite Master Suite
WD 4503 Luxury Show Place Has Recessed Arched Entry
WD 4602 The Solid Look Of Permanence
WD 4901 Surrounds Swimming Pool, Four Fireplaces
WD 5001 Palatial Plan Is Beyond Compare
WD 5200 Spectacular Colonial Design Big On Tradition
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WD 5700 Luxury Home Embellished With Amenities
CD 9101 Massey Row
CD 9102 Creekstone Manor
CD 9104 Colony Oaks
CD 9108 Hollsbrook Villa
CD 9109 Weyhill Manor
CD 9111 The Sweetbriar
CD 9112 Huntington Ridge
CD 9114 Meadowview Manor
CD 9115 Wingham Court
CD 9116 The Pin Oak
CD 9117 French Villa
CD 9119 Sweetwater Bend
CD 9120 The Whitmore
CD 9122 The Idelwilde
CD 9128 Weybridge Manor
CD 9133 Westleton Manor
CD 9135 River Oaks
CD 9140 Brompton Court
CD 9153 Braeswood Villa
CD 9156 Dominion Villa
DB 1009 Cape Romain
DB 1019 Hazelton
DB 1033 Santee
DB 1035 Barrington Wood
DB 1232 Evanston
DB 1262 Covington
DB 1281 Bradford
DB 1455 Newberry
DB 1499 Carrington
DB 1510 Abbey
DB 1551 Logan
DB 1560 Hamilton
DB 1588 Carlton
DB 1661 Amelia
DB 1670 Hanover
DB 1767 Rosebury
DB 1769 Hampton
DB 1805 Colville
DB 1815 Westminster
DB 1824 Devonshire
DB 1963 Kaplin
DB 2003 Ellensbrook
DB 2016 Churchill
DB 2074 Wentworth
DB 2156 Graham
DB 2173 Fraser
DB 2192 Melbourne
DB 2204 Belmore
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DB 2206 Hawkesbury
DB 2207 Manning
DB 2208 Marshall
DB 2212 Seville
DB 2215 Cimmeron
DB 2231 Rossiter
DB 2289 Claremont
DB 2290 Monterey
DB 2305 Austin
DB 2315 Harrisburg
DB 2324 Oakridge
DB 2328 Birchley
DB 2332 Corinth
DB 2346 Fayette
DB 2350 Wingate
DB 2361 Summerwood
DB 2374 Rothschild
DB 2411 Canterbury
DB 2414 Stanton
DB 2454 Pickford
DB 2460 Bridgeport
DB 2526 Arbor
DB 2547 Jasper
DB 2551 Girard
DB 2568 Avery
DB 2580 Raleigh
DB 2594 Jaymes
DB 2640 Hanford
DB 2652 Lawrence
DB 2732 Nottingham
DB 2746 Winrock
DB 2792 Primrose
DB 2799 Hawthorne
DB 2800 Appleton
DB 2811 Ashville
DB 2836 Aurora
DB 2839 Edgewood
DB 2844 Coronado
DB 2890 Jefferson
DB 2897 Summit
DB 2900 Flemming
DB 2907 Ashley
DB 2950 Herald
DB 2952 Francis
DB 2962 Baldwin
DB 2966 Liberty
DB 2996 Courtland
DB 3006 Grayson
DB 3009 Ashby
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DB 3018 Shiloh
DB 3020 Douglas
DB 3028 Ferguson
DB 3045 Royale
DB 3058 Montgomery
DB 3064 Eldridge
DB 3075 Grant
DB 3081 Gladstone
DB 3096 Torrey
DB 3097 Lincoln
DB 3123 Bethany

DB 3139 Foxboro
DB 3156 Jacksonville
DB 3188 Elmhurst
DB 3246 Jennings
DB 3333 Hartman
DB 3375 Gilchrist
DB 3376 Lindsey
DB 3377 Chilton
DB 3384 Frederick
DB 3385 Brittany
DB 3415 Reardon
DB 3459 Jamestown
DB 3523 Blanchard
DB 3536 Clemens
DB 3554 Cheyenne
DB 3568 Melrose
DB 3582 Webster
DB 3588 Stratman
DB 8011 Jones Farm
DB 8012 Pawnee Point
DB 8029 Linden Acres
DB 8032 Raven Oaks
DB 8035 Jordan Oaks
DB 8129 Cedar Falls
DB 826 Victoria
DB 987 Santa Ana
DB 1860 Middleton
DB 1862 Manchester
DB 1867 Langley
DB 2176 Kentbrook
DB 2218 Le Grand
DB 2230 Renwick
DB 2249 Normandy
DB 2281 Ingram
DB 2292 Inglewood
DB 2322 Northland
DB 2445 Kingsbury
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DB 2473 South Hampton
DB 2475 Winchester
DB 2569 Ohern
DB 2722 Rosewood
DB 2894 Rollins
DB 2927 Morgan
DB 3063 Taylor
DB 3191 Stephenson
DB 3249 Tanner
DB 3284 Pinnacle
DB 3326 Oakdale
DB 3378 Wilksburg
DB 3379 Ridgewood
DB 3389 Huntsboro
DB 3494 Thornhill
DB 3556 Pottersville
DB 8038 Stone Creek
DB 8040 Roberts Ridge
DB 8041 Bryant Woods
DB 8044 Falcon Point
DB 8045 Coopers Farm
DB 8046 Laurel Grove
DB 8049 Tyler Acres
DB 8050 Greystone Place
DB 8054 Kerry Crossing
DB 8059 Indian Springs
DB 8062 Ponca Hills
DB 8068 Hancock Ridge
DB 8072 Hamilton Farm
DB 8076 Holly Mills
DB 8079 Belle Harbor
DB 8081 Oak Hollow
DB 8083 Juniper Springs
DB 8084 Brook Valley

DB 8086 Rolling Acres
DB 8088 Shadow Pines
DB 8091 Winter Woods
DB 8095 Sun Valley
DB 8097 Rockwell Lane
DB 8106 Chimney Ridge
DB 8109 Apple Woods
DB 8110 Walnut Trail
DB 8115 Stony Brook
DB 8117 Lost Timbers
DB 8120 Emerald Harbor
DB 8122 Alberta Falls
DB 8123 Grant Farm
DB 8127 Cresent Creek
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DB 829 Lafayette
DB 909 San Angleo
DB 940 San Bernard
DB 2235 Albany
DB 8093 Kirby Farm
DB 8094 Angel Cove
DB 4011 Great Room With Tall Ceiling
DB 4012 Two or Three Bedrooms
DB 8174 Secluded Master
DB 8175 Modern Multifamily Home
GH 10016 Studio Strengthens Dutch Colonial
GH 91509 Angular Elegance
GH 91508 Entertain This Idea
GH 10328 Living Room Focus of Spacious Home
GH 99731 Ranch Style with a Big Country Feel
GH 99744 Clean, Simple Lines
GH 10386 Cape Cod Passive Solar Design
GH 93268 With a Grand Staircase and Music Hall
GH 92515 Space Efficient Styling
GH 93033 Classic Columns Provide Visual Impact at Front Door
GH 93602 Firmly Established
GH 10417 Kitchen Is Gourmets' Heaven
GH 99719 Let the Light Shine In
GH 10540 Stone and Stucco Gives This Livable House Class
GH 93200 Impressive, Palatial Luxury
GH 10549 Brick Design has Striking Exterior
GH 10686 A Library in Every Room
GH 93243 Luxurious Five Bedroom Home
GH 92628 Versatility and Charm
GH 91752 For a Growing Family and All its Belongings
GH 92625 For the Discriminating Buyer
GH 99634 For Today's Active Lifestyle
GH 91787 Lots of Closet Space
GH 93604 With Attention to Detail
GH 93266 Country Porch Adds to Warm Welcome
GH 99608 Classic Farmhouse With Elegant Amenities
GH 92111 Two-Story Daylight Basement Design
GH 20080 Floor-To-Ceiling Window Graces Formal Parlor
GH 91766 Design for a Slope that Falls Off to the Back
GH 20095 Enjoy the View
GH 93201 Stately First Impression
GH 93031 Elegant Entry Flanked by Large Square Columns
GH 93233 Stately Three Bedroom
GH 91726 The Illusion of Spaciousness
GH 99637 One-Story Affordable Home
GH 93263 An Appealing Elevation
GH 91728 Lavish Hillside Living
GH 92616 Added Pizzazz
GH 99701 Cabin With A Gambrel
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GH 20138 Towering Tudor
GH 20160 Street Side Appeal
GH 92219 Grandeur With Columns And Brick
GH 99606 Pleasant Trellised Atrium Featured
GH 93249 With Room for All
GH 92631 A Traditional Two-Story with Character
GH 93028 A Traditional Siding and Brick Home
GH 20180 Classic Arches
GH 91763 Designed for a Lot that Slopes Toward the Front
GH 91774 Spacious, Elegant Victorian
GH 91785 A Vacation Get-Away
GH 92617 Step-Saving Convenience
GH 99633 Angled Contemporary
GH 93264 Multi-paned Windows and a Varied Roof Line
GH 99724 Contemporary with a Little Country Charm
GH 92504 Traditional Elegance
GH 99614 Triangular Entrance Extends Into Foyer
GH 93030 A Split Bedroom Plan
GH 93210 A Distinctive French Door Entrance
GH 93256 Bayed Window Enhances the Dining Room
GH 92509 Classic Louisiana Cottage
GH 93262 Attention to Details
GH 93245 Engaging Front Porch
GH 92503 Charming Southern Traditional
GH 92217 Angled Porch Adds Excitement
GH 20211 Inspired by Country Porches of Old
GH 93205 Home Sweet Home
GH 99609 Gracious Exterior, Gracious Living
GH 92539 Stately and Dignified
GH 99639 One Story Country Home
GH 93037 For an Executive Lifestyle
GH 99710 Stately and Spacious Contemporary
GH 91772 Compact and Economical Starter
GH 93247 Varied Roofline and Added Detailing
GH 93260 Country Front Porch
GH 93117 Attractive Elevation with Impressive Curb Appeal
GH 92216 Majestic Brickface
GH 99627 Delight In This Elegant Home
GH 93038 European Facade
GH 99619 All This On One Level
GH 92516 One-level Living
GH 93042 Traditional Elegance
GH 93251 Open Layout Gives a Feeling of Spaciousness
GH 93259 Cozy Home with all the Amenities
GH 93269 Cozy Front Porch
GH 92115 Contemporary Style
GH 92502 Spectacular Traditional
GH 93032 Welcoming Pair of Graceful Arches at the Entry
GH 93207 Master Bedroom with Private Sitting Area
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GH 91797 Country Ranch
GH 93221 Master Suite with Private Patio
GH 92600 Contemporary with Contrasts
GH 92620 Complementing Windows Give Curb Appeal
GH 20220 Traditional Ranch
GH 93246 With Room to Spread Out
GH 91731 Country Style Charm
GH 99632 Farmhouse Colonial
GH 92704 A Perfect First Home
GH 99635 Country Charm
GH 93257 Cozy with Style
GH 93228 Smart Stucco
GH 93203 Wrap-Around Country Porch
GH 93043 Traditional Brick Elevation
GH 93255 Varied Roof Line Adds Interest
GH 92634 Elegant Elevation
GH 99626 A Traditional Farmhouse
GH 99618 Angles and Windows Add Eye Appeal
GH 93267 Spacious Accommodations
GH 92110 Skylights Brighten Rooms
GH 93011 Cozy Yet Elegant
GH 93047 Sleek French Contemporary
GH 93225 As the Family Grows
GH 20367 Clapboard Contemporary
GH 93122 Beautiful Split-Level
GH 93270 Stucco Opulence
GH 92218 Victorian Detailing Graces Two-Story
GH 93118 Contemporary Floor Plan with an Old- Fashioned Look
GH 93204 Comfortable and Efficient Floor Plan
GH 93271 Exquisite Taste
GH 93054 Compact Stucco Home
GH 93214 All On One Floor
GH 92525 Amenity Packed Affordability
GH 93010 Brick Archway Accents Entrance
GH 92524 Decorative Ceilings Accentuate Home
GH 99620 Country Style For Today
GH 93218 Classic Styling
GH 93238 Stucco and Stone
GH 93046 For the Discerning Executive
GH 93209 Wrap-Around Porch Adds to Classic Styling
GH 93023 Country Home
GH 93014 Gables Add Interest
GH 93127 Attractive Bungalow-Styled Ranch
GH 92522 Tasteful Style
GH 93026 A Lovely Small Home
GH 93135 Astonishing Three Bedroom
GH 93110 Contemporary Two Story
GH 91760 Spacious Luxury
GH 93045 With an Imposing Presence
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GH 92531 Enhanced by a Columned Porch
GH 92803 Vacation in Style
GH 92614 Spacious Style and Elegance
GH 93041 Two-Story Entry Adds Grace
GH 93231 One Level Convenience
GH 91761 Lots of Room to Entertain
GH 93103 A Traditional Look and Feel of Years Ago
GH 93252 A Southern Accent
GH 93239 First Floor Master Suite
GH 93036 Southwest Styling
GH 93244 An Exquisite Home
GH 93004 Stylish Bay Window Graces Front
GH 93229 Three Bedroom with Room to Expand
GH 24250 Clever Design Packs in Plenty of Living Space
GH 93112 Traditional Elegance
GH 93253 Today's Lifestyle
GH 92705 Cozy One Story Design
GH 93211 Grand Two-Story Foyer
GH 93234 Dignified Grace
GH 93012 Classic Low Maintenance Brick Elevation
GH 93126 A Spacious Ranch Home
GH 92523 Private Master Suite
GH 93235 Attractive Ranch
GH 92703 Casual Living Inside and Out
GH 93132 Large Country Kitchen
GH 92520 Great Room is Center of Activity
GH 93113 Two-Story Family Room
GH 92536 Brick Stability
GH 92607 Traditional With It All
GH 93226 Cozy with a Feeling of Spaciousness
GH 93232 Eye-Catching Design
GH 93022 An Oversized Great Room
GH 93125 Open Spacious Feeling
GH 93121 Modern with a Touch of Yesterday
GH 93000 Cozy Traditional
GH 93044 Upscale Executive Home
GH 93025 With a Roomy Wrap-Around Porch
GH 93021 An Open Concept Home
GH 93019 Traditional Brick Home
GH 93100 Varied Roofline Adds Interest
GH 92220 Attractive Gable
GH 92608 Empty-Nesters or Families with Teenagers
GH 93009 Porch Enhances Plan
GH 92604 Contemporary Bliss
GH 93040 Southern Traditional
GH 93111 Gracious Living
GH 93015 Compact with a Spacious Feel
GH 92116 Graceful Window Arches
GH 93005 Compact Charmer
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GH 93101 Natural Light Abounds
GH 93129 Large Windows Provide Streaming Natural Light
GH 93120 Three Bedroom Ranch
GH 93131 Easy Living
GH 93123 For the Young Family on the Move
GH 92122 Sunken Living Room with Fireplace
GH 92612 Livable with a Touch of the Dramatic
GH 93105 Open Layout Gives Wide Open Feeling
GH 93102 For the Family on the Go
GH 92521 Slight Western Touch
GH 93108 A Traditional Brick Ranch
GH 92702 Elegant Yet Economical to Construct
GH 93013 Two-Story Glass Entry
GH 24309 Relaxing Retreat
GH 93119 Traditional Brick Ranch
GH 93050 An Open Concept Floor Plan
GH 93051 A Southern Traditional
GH 93116 Stone and Brick Add Elegance
GH 93202 Everything in it's Place
GH 93049 Dignified Traditional
GH 93114 For the Family On the Go
GH 93104 Cozy and Unique Ranch
GH 93016 Sunny Kitchen With Bay Window
GH 93115 Charming Traditional
GH 92609 A Little Drama
GH 93018 A Compact Home
GH 24311 Room For More
GH 93007 Attractive Detailing Adds Impressive Style
GH 93003 Welcoming Sheltered Entrance
GH 24319 Home With Views
GH 93048 For the First Time Buyer
GH 93002 Affordability without Scrimping
GH 93106 Contemporary Plan with a Classic Country Look
GH 93107 An Affordable Brick Home
GH 93109 For the Young and Growing Family
GH 93124 Traditional Ranch
GH 91527 Vaulted Ceilings in Master Bedroom and Family Room
GH 28008 Solar Beauty
GH 93208 Stucco and Stone
GH 93216 Convenience with a Touch of Class
GH 91754 Traditional with Modern Amenities
GH 93219 Old-Fashioned Country Porch
GH 93220 Spacious Family Areas
GH 93265 Drive-Under Garage Highlights Design
GH 93236 Spectacular Stucco
GH 90638 Build in Stages
GH 10505 Three Bedroom Design Features Sloped Ceilings, Octagonal Rooms
GH 93248 Distinctive Classic
GH 99610 Greek Revival
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GH 90680 Affordable Energy-Saver Loaded with Amenities
GH 93227 Stucco and Stone
GH 24304 Large Living In Small Spaces
GH 99624 Detailed Victorian Design
GH 20101 Colonial Charmer Fit for a Crowd
GH 91720 Spread-Out Ranch
GH 93237 Country Living with Room to Grow
GH 93241 Expansive Master Suite
GH 10421 Eating Options Offered
GH 93402 Comfort and Convenience
GH 90954 Rooms with a View
GH 20451 Dramatic Impressions
GH 90692 Carefree Comfort
GH 34005 Decorative Detailing Adds Much Charm
GH 93261 Bay Windows and a Terrific Front Porch
GH 20092 Surrounded By Sunshine
GH 91304 Deck Surrounds House on Three Sides
GH 93230 A Touch of Victorian Styling
GH 20405 Past Luxuries Revisited
GH 10752 Living Areas Warmed by Massive Fireplace
GH 90576 Touched by the Southwest
GH 20158 Sunny Character
GH 20154 Half-Round Windows and Decorative Shingles
GH 93212 An Old-Fashioned Country Feel with Modern Touches
GH 10776 Traditional Trend-Setter
GH 20302 Sunny and Spacious
GH 93213 Windows Add Distinction
GH 90538 Soaring Roof Lines Hint at Exciting Interior
GH 26111 Multi-Level Contemporary
GH 10376 Underground Delight
GH 90833 Enjoy the View
GH 90574 Perfect Proportions
GH 90630 All Year Leisure
GH 10601 Two Fireplaces Provide Warm Appeal
GH 93240 Two-Story Foyer Adds to Elegance
GH 93133 Triple Tandem Garage
GH 34027 Enticing Two-Story Traditional
GH 91415 Family Favorite
GH 34376 Charming Exterior Hints at Inviting Interior
GH 93330 A Grand Presence
GH 25002 You'll Enjoy Peace and Quiet
GH 10490 Plenty of Space in This Four-Bedroom, Family Home
GH 10380 Passive Solar with Unique Great Room
GH 20187 Ranch With Everything
GH 91438 Regal Elegance
GH 93206 Brick Home with Exquisite Detailing
GH 20178 Angular Excitement
GH 6687 Simplicity in Design
GH 84074 Sprawling Traditional Solves Storage Problem
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GH 90937 One-Level Budget Booster
GH 90827 Warm and Inviting
GH 91038 Simple Enough to Build Yourself
GH 93223 Large Living Room with Fireplace
GH 93222 For An Established Neighborhood
GH 91448 An Elegant One-Story Design
GH 10518 Compact Design Promotes Leisure
GH 10625 Master Retreat Crowns Contemporary Plan
GH 91651 Yours for a Lifetime
GH 90844 A-Frame Update
GH 93523 Colonial Charmer
GH 91652 Adaptable For the Disabled
GH 90979 Planned For A View
GH 10751 Compact and Efficient
GH 10012 Rustic Design Blends with Hillside
GH 91333 Step Down To Comfort And Warmth
GH 93128 Traditional Blended with Contemporary
GH 10020 Colonial Detailing Enlivens Exterior
GH 91501 Sprawling Suncatcher
GH 91642 Classic Compact Home
GH 10544 Split-Level Tudor Offers Comfort and Versatility
GH 20051 Three Bedroom Plan Features Cathedral Ceilings
GH 90909 A Hint of Victorian Nostalgia
GH 22020 Tasteful Elegance Aim of Design
GH 90968 Main Floor Study Sure to be a Hit
GH 22014 Charming Traditional Emphasizes Living Areas
GH 91650 Master Suite Crowns Plan
GH 91655 Windows and Angles Create Spectacular Views
GH 24650 Impressive Two-Story Foyer
GH 24403 Large Wrap-Around Porch Adds a Touch of Country
GH 98712 Spanish Charm
GH 93336 Executive Treatment
GH 93603 Stately Columned Porch Enhances Entrance
GH 93307 Exposed Beamed Family Room
GH 93600 Attractive Family Living
GH 20209 Zoned for Harmony
GH 99646 Economically Designed Plan
GH 24553 Comfortable Family Living
GH 93401 Glorious Front Window Dominates Formal Dining Room
GH 91658 French Country
GH 93408 Walls of Glass Illuminate Naturally
GH 91661 Classic Design
GH 93323 Luxurious Accommodations
GH 93327 Complete with Servant's Quarters
GH 24560 With Today's Family In Mind
GH 24653 Dignified Family Home
GH 93326 Stunning, Yet Reserved
GH 24651 Cozy Homestead
GH 93406 First Floor Master Suite Insures Privacy
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GH 20207 Family and Friends
GH 93601 Two Story Foyer and Grand Room
GH 93335 Decorative Ceiling Treatments Accent Home
GH 93405 Vaulted Ceilings and Three-Season Porch Enhance Family Living
GH 91704 Secluded Vacation Retreat
GH 99794 Large Contemporary
GH 93329 With all the Amenities
GH 20208 Desirable Family Plan
GH 98733 Vaulted Ceilings and Skylights Enhance Floor Plan
GH 94002 Country Charm With Elegant Style
GH 91710 With A Large Family In Mind
GH 98708 Richly Windowed
GH 24552 Versatility in Family Living
GH 20161 Detailed Charmer
GH 20354 Tudor Grandeur for the Budget-Minded
GH 90666 Right Out of a Gothic Novel
GH 24251 Skylight Brightens Breakfast Nook
GH 24557 Architectural Detailing Add to Homes Appeal
GH 91690 All The Amenities
GH 93317 Skylights and Vaulted Ceilings
GH 93308 Cathedral Ceiling in the Master Suite
GH 93306 Family Room
GH 20199 The Perfect Home
GH 93275 Dignified Luxury
GH 93312 Ideal Plan for a Sloping Lot
GH 34029 Skylight Brightens Master Bedroom
GH 93328 Outstanding Luxury
GH 20090 Elegant Spacious Living
GH 24559 A Distinctive Home
GH 20359 Intelligent Plan Separates Formal & Family Areas
GH 93311 Convenient and Efficient Ranch
GH 91638 Many Windows Add Eye-Appeal
GH 24556 Palatial Splendor
GH 91730 Country-Style
GH 91613 Stucco Splendor
GH 20212 Vaulted Ceilings Add Architectural Interest
GH 90665 Visual Excitement
GH 91706 Master Suite Is Home Away From Home
GH 93333 A Whisper of Victorian Styling
GH 91618 Carefree and Cozy
GH 93305 Dignified Style
GH 20144 Country Comforts
GH 91734 For a Large Active Family
GH 91749 Relax on the Veranda
GH 90838 Room to Grow
GH 91627 Pretty Palladium
GH 93332 That Old-Fashion Feeling
GH 91756 A Blending of Tudor and Queen Ann Styling
GH 20400 Rustic Contemporary
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GH 93404 Simplicity and Efficiency
GH 93282 Stylish Country
GH 93309 Room for Everyone
GH 92106 Surrounded by Multi-Level Decks
GH 93273 Magnificent Elevation
GH 20102 Multi-Level Excitement
GH 20105 Timeless Elegance
GH 90685 Farmhouse Flavor
GH 20196 Gorgeous and Livable
GH 20353 Multi-Level Designed for Elegant Living
GH 90682 Inviting Porch Adorns Affordable Home
GH 90690 Family Favorite
GH 90653 Angled for Excitement
GH 90696 Energy-Saving Cape
GH 91607 Daytime Delight
GH 93321 Tasteful Elegance
GH 92527 Secluded Master Suite
GH 20164 Easy Living
GH 24589 Columned Porch Shelters Entrance
GH 90689 Formal Balance
GH 93325 Decorative Ceiling Treatments
GH 20176 Gabled Grace
GH 90697 Carefree Contemporary
GH 20134 Classic Beauty
GH 20303 Good Things Come in Small Packages
GH 20155 Built-In Beauty
GH 90695 Curbside Appeal
GH 20125 Angular Fireplace Adds Interest
GH 20149 Colonial Classic
GH 20108 Bump-Out Windows Add Light and Space
GH 20143 Stunning Split-Entry
GH 93320 Library with a Spiral Staircase
GH 20165 Classic Drama
GH 91604 Fabulous Facade
GH 94101 Dormers and Front Porch Spice Facade
GH 20179 Many Treasures Await
GH 93314 Beautiful Family Home
GH 94001 Welcoming Style
GH 20171 Family Home with Flair
GH 91643 Prestigious Executive Design
GH 93318 Dignified Drama
GH 90673 Zoned for Privacy
GH 93324 Traditional Classic
GH 93322 Splendor and Distinction
GH 90687 Country Comforts
GH 93700 Elegance with Efficiency
GH 93313 Classic Distinction
GH 20110 Classic and Convenient
GH 93283 Victorian Touches
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GH 20128 Cook's Dream
GH 20156 Family Favorite
GH 90624 First-Floor Master Suite is Special
GH 20094 You Deserve This Classic Beauty
GH 93310 Designed for Modern Family Living
GH 20097 Balcony Affords Splendid View
GH 20089 Carefree Living on One Level
GH 94100 Country Styled Detailing
GH 20504 Octagon-Shaped Study Adds Interest
GH 90633 When There's a Hill
GH 20365 One-of-a-Kind
GH 20364 Lofty Views
GH 93316 Large Island Kitchen
GH 20310 Floor To Ceiling Windows
GH 20139 Have It All
GH 24586 Sunken Family Room with Fireplace
GH 20104 Bedrooms Flank Active Areas for Privacy
GH 20150 Sunshine Special
GH 93400 Simply Comfortable
GH 99745 An Earth-Sheltered Home
GH 10436 Large Covered Patio for Outdoor Enjoyment
GH 92615 One Level Traditional
GH 24401 Room for a Large Family
GH 93707 Grand Exterior Welcomes Guests
GH 90639 Country Farmhouse with Modern Touches
GH 20195 Cozy and Restful
GH 20501 Home on a Hill
GH 24561 Dramatic Entrance
GH 90691 Classic Features
GH 20111 High Impact Family Home
GH 24652 Commanding Presence
GH 93407 Stately Splendor
GH 99900 Bonus Room Crowns Plan
GH 93304 A Touch of the Old
GH 93706 Georgian Design
GH 20203 Contemporary with a Country Flair
GH 91701 Spacious Country Home
GH 93277 Fantastic Two-Story Family Room
GH 24555 Living in Style
GH 93331 A Fitting Executive Dwelling Place
GH 94102 Family Living Area Features an Open Layout
GH 24558 Lavish Extras
GH 20087 Foyer Isolates Bedroom Wing
GH 90623 Expansive, Not Expensive
GH 20191 Exciting Ceilings
GH 20368 Spacious Stucco
GH 93703 A Great Room/Sun Room Combination
GH 20093 Porch Adorns Elegant Bay
GH 93403 Compact, with a Few Special Touches
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GH 92804 Interesting Angles Add Style
GH 93319 Family Room with a Fireplace
GH 94003 Charming and Compact
GH 20148 Hillside Haven
GH 20204 Abundance of Closet Space
GH 93008 Stylish Classic
GH 90933 Tradition With a Twist
GH 93278 Unique Two-Story Arch Graces Entrance
GH 90995 Nothing was Missed
GH 20193 Interesting Angles for One-Floor Living
GH 9269 Vaulted Ceilings Create Impressive Entry
GH 90859 A Classy Glassed Front
GH 93705 Traditional Home with a Large Front Porch
GH 24585 Designed for Today's Lifestyle
GH 20198 Dramatic Ranch
GH 20146 Family Favorite
GH 93017 Quoin Accents Distinguish this Plan
GH 93024 Accented with a Lovely Bay Window
GH 90671 Adapt this Colonial to Your Lifestyle
GH 20086 Gardener's Dream House
GH 34002 An Affordable Ranch
GH 91669 Designed for Today's Modern Family
GH 9998 Exterior Promise of Luxury Fulfilled
GH 91673 Impressive Contemporary
GH 20099 One-Floor Living, Tudor Style
GH 9181 Roofed Walkway Attaches Garage to Home
GH 93281 Great Room Dominated by Fireplace
GH 91645 Luxurious Master Suite Highlights Plan
GH 20205 Small, But Room To Grow
GH 90901 Great Traffic Pattern Highlights Home
GH 9714 Excellent Choice for Sloping Lots
GH 93279 Open Spaces
GH 91657 Bays Create Eye-Appealing Design
GH 9950 Singular Home is Practical to Build
GH 90822 Suited for a Hill
GH 93029 Reminiscent of America's Farmhouse
GH 93702 An Open Plan
GH 90615 Built-In Entertainment Center for Family Fun
GH 90930 A-Frame for Year-Round Living
GH 9964 Recreation Room Welcomes You
GH 90814 Suited To A Narrow Lot
GH 90821 A Pleasure to Own
GH 94103 Cozy Four Bedroom
GH 9850 Home Recalls the South
GH 91662 A Lifetime Home
GH 93034 Designed for a Corner or Pie Shaped Lot
GH 93272 Columned Porch Gives a Stately Entrance
GH 84004 Practical Charm
GH 90847 Versatile Chalet
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GH 90934 A Nest for Empty-Nesters
GH 92214 Unusual Contemporary Flair
GH 91507 Built-In Beauty
GH 93035 Compact Southern Traditional
GH 91351 Students Love the Alcove
GH 24400 National Treasure
GH 91346 Four Bedroom Charmer
GH 24268 Stately Entrance Adds to Home's Exterior
GH 24308 Leisure Time Get-Away
GH 24257 Welcoming Porch Beckons You Inside
GH 24550 Impressive Brick Design
GH 24554 Traditional Interior
GH 24551 Distinctive Bays
GH 24256 Beautiful Combination of the Old and the New
GH 24269 Vaulted Ceiling in the Living Room and Master Suite
GH 10615 Surround Yourself with Luxury
GH 24266 Master Suite Features a Fireplace
GH 24316 First Floor Master Suite
GH 91349 Two Separate Dining Areas
GH 91343 Customized for Sloping View Site
GH 10610 Entertaining is No Problem
GH 10768 Upper Deck Affords Roadside View
GH 10805 Today's Features, Yesterday's Old-Fashioned Charm
GH 26110 Passive Solar and Contemporary Features
GH 24317 Natural Light Gives Bright Living Spaces
GH 24318 Master Suite Offers Privacy
GH 91338 Brick-Pillared Front Entrance Opens to Exceptional Architecture
GH 10677 Arches Grace Classic Facade
GH 24305 Contemporary Living
GH 10698 Vaulted Ceilings Make Every Room Special
GH 20062 Inexpensive Ranch Design
GH 84066 Spacious Loft Crowns Three-Bedroom Plan
GH 10652 Two-Way Fireplace Warms Living Areas
GH 10791 Super Starter
GH 93039 Clean, Simple Lines
GH 10531 Outstanding Luxury Design is Always Popular
GH 10779 Three Fireplaces Add Elegant Warmth
GH 10761 Tudor for Today
GH 10802 A Spacious Abode with Plenty of Growing Room
GH 24260 Spacious Great Room Provides Center of Activity
GH 93052 Traditional with a Dramatic Entry
GH 10492 Special Purpose Rooms Highlight Distinctive Design
GH 91424 Infinite Possibilities
GH 24314 Rambling Ranch
GH 93215 Two-Story Foyer with Balcony Overlooking First Floor
GH 90950 Sunny Split
GH 10656 One-Level Living is a Breeze
GH 90971 Room for Expansion
GH 93217 Strength of Character
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GH 84357 Step-Saving Three Bedroom Ranch
GH 91413 Compact Classic
GH 91053 Updated Victorian
GH 24324 With a Focus on the Family
GH 90990 Comfort and Style
GH 26112 Contemporary Design Features Sunken Living Room
GH 90556 An Asset to Any Neighborhood
GH 10780 Veranda Mirrors Two-Story Bay
GH 90980 Compact Country Charmer
GH 91412 Two-Story Arched Window Makes Dramatic Statement
GH 93242 Enchanting Home
GH 34901 Covered Porch Offered in Farm-Type Traditional
GH 90942 Built-In Beauty
GH 91404 Master Suite Features Private Deck
GH 91055 Excellent Choice for First-Time Buyers
GH 91416 Vaulted Views
GH 91064 Contemporary Styling
GH 10689 Elegant and Inviting
GH 10690 Gingerbread Charm
GH 10643 Low Maintenance, Southwestern Style
GH 20058 Ranch Incorporates Victorian Features
GH 91312 Small, but Spacious
GH 91340 Haven for Empty-Nesters
GH 10748 Outdoor-Lover's Delight
GH 91503 Clapboard Classic
GH 10778 Balcony Offers Sweeping Views
GH 91023 Gracious Living
GH 10574 Easy-Living Plan
GH 10663 Perfect for Parties
GH 91033 Neat and Tidy
GH 93274 Cozy with Style
GH 10737 Modern Tudor is Hard to Resist
GH 10734 Sunny and Warm
GH 10679 Dine on the Deck
GH 91411 Use the Deck off the Master Suite for Private Sunbaths
GH 10785 Farmhouse Flavor
GH 24262 Attractive Hip and Valley Style Roof
GH 24263 Family Home with all the Amenities
GH 20008 Contemporary Convenience
GH 24325 Homey Country Porch
GH 24601 Cathedral and Tray Ceilings add Architectural Interest
GH 24610 Second Floor Balcony Overlooks Great Room
GH 10678 Entry Hints at Appealing Interior
GH 28018 Garden Room Dominates Plan
GH 91081 A Lot of Living Space
GH 91400 Create a Dramatic Impression
GH 34926 Compact, but Elegant
GH 24264 Warm and Inviting
GH 10581 Corner Fireplace Warms Living Room
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GH 34601 Large Front Porch Adds a Country Touch
GH 10396 Three Levels of Spacious Living
GH 20063 First-Time Owner's Delight
GH 99625 Encompassed By The Warmth Of The Sun
GH 34705 Colonial Home with Traditional Comforts
GH 90987 A Master Suite You Won't Tire Of
GH 99727 Luxury at a Reasonable Square Footage
GH 91039 Enjoy A Lofty Retreat
GH 10455 Compact Home Has Open Design
GH 84330 Charming Home with Practical Layout
GH 10501 Two-Story Tile Foyer Welcomes Guests and Family Alike
GH 10595 Perfect For a Hillside
GH 20061 Options Abound
GH 24402 Cathedral Ceiling in Living Room and Master Suite
GH 10568 Family-Preferred Features in Tudor Design
GH 91022 Double Decks Adorn Luxurious Master Suite
GH 1064 Functional Family Room
GH 90941 Relax Indoors or Out
GH 91040 Huge Windows Create Cheerful Atmosphere
GH 10674 Carefree Convenience
GH 10594 Roomy Ranch Design
GH 10500 Contemporary Floor Plan Blends with Distinctive Exterior
GH 90601 Varied Roof Heights Create Interesting Lines
GH 10749 A Celebration of Traditional Elements
GH 10657 Designed for Privacy
GH 10451 Secluded and Spectacular Bedroom
GH 10683 Crackling Fire on a Chilly Day
GH 91063 Gabled Roofline and Arched Windows Enhance Exterior
GH 10569 Ranch Offers Attractive Windows
GH 10465 Beamed Ceiling Accents Family Room
GH 10666 Arches Dominate Stately Facade
GH 10445 Morning Room Adds Gracious Accent
GH 10456 Sunlight Streams Into Many Windows
GH 10519 Compact Plan Yields Lots of Living Space
GH 10673 Bay Windows and Skylights Brighten this Tudor Home
GH 10638 Traditional Warmth with a Modern Accent
GH 26001 Rural Farmhouse Profile
GH 10629 Let the Sun Shine In
GH 24326 Fireplace-Equipped Family Room
GH 10745 Light and Airy
GH 20055 A Beautiful Design
GH 10567 Comfortable Contemporary Design
GH 91016 Multiple Levels Make Plan Special
GH 90523 Cozy and Comfortable
GH 91353 Dormer Enhanced Dining Room
GH 34003 Delightful, Compact Home
GH 34827 Comfortable Family Home Offers Room to Grow
GH 10555 Stucco and Stone Reveal Outstanding Tudor Design
GH 10548 Sloped-Ceiling is Attractive Feature
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GH 91348 Uniquely Angled Skylighted Hallway
GH 91079 Compact and Efficient
GH 20068 Wonderful Views Everywhere
GH 10524 Split-level Made for Growing Family
GH 10619 Deck Doubles Outdoor Living Space
GH 10675 Contemporary Height
GH 10600 Multiple Peaks Add Interesting Angles
GH 20066 Cathedral Window Graced by Massive Arch
GH 20050 Perfect For Entertaining
GH 10754 Skylit Loft Crowns Updated Traditional
GH 10274 Dramatic Shape and Features
GH 5035 Dormer Windows Accent Bedroom Zone
GH 20404 Spacious Saltbox
GH 10593 Victorian Details Enhance the Facade
GH 10649 Room for Active Families
GH 10334 Master Suite Crowns Outstanding Plan
GH 10468 Green House Adds Charm and Warmth to Multi-Level Plan
GH 10550 Enjoy the Backyard Views
GH 10570 Ranch Design Utilizes Skylights
GH 10696 Lunch by the Pool
GH 10483 Intelligent Use of Space
GH 90608 New England Tradition
GH 91026 Happy Hill House
GH 91036 Not Just in Paradise
GH 90966 Stately Manor
GH 91031 Leave Your Cares Behind
GH 10220 Bedrooms Enjoy Access to Deck
GH 90983 Attractive Roof Lines
GH 270 Family Living for the Budget Minded
GH 34851 Bay Windows Add Light and Space to Traditional Gem
GH 10493 Raised Ranch Offers Optional Basement Family Room
GH 10587 Designed for Entertaining
GH 91324 For a Fifty Foot Wide Lot
GH 34878 Charming Two-Story with Modern Appointments
GH 24301 From Times Gone By
GH 10270 Master Bedroom Merits Deck
GH 34625 Perfect for a Lakeside
GH 10670 Three Fireplaces Provide a Warm Feeling
GH 91071 An Attractive Vacation Retreat
GH 34077 Expandable 1-1/2 Story Home for the Growing Family
GH 20054 Striking Entryway
GH 24320 One-Floor Living
GH 10394 Master Suite Crowns Plan
GH 10108 Double Doors Give Spanish Welcome
GH 10588 Expansive Two Story Foyer Creates Dramatic Impression
GH 91319 All Seasons
GH 84040 Unique Open Quality in Every Room
GH 10535 Bridge Over Foyer Introduces Unique Features
GH 34055 Ranch Provides Great Floor Plan
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GH 84058 Well-Planned Saltbox Has Rustic Charm
GH 34054 Ranch Provides Great Kitchen Area
GH 34049 Family Home Features Private Bedroom Tower
GH 10292 Sitting Room Shown in Unique Plan
GH 91002 Compact Contemporary
GH 34681 Impressive Entry Crowned by Clerestory Window
GH 90506 Open Plan Brightens Compact Dwelling
GH 34328 Compact Ranch Loaded with Living Space
GH 10534 Private Court with Hot Tub Outside Master Bedroom
GH 34353 Classic Ranch Has Contemporary Flavor
GH 84056 Ranch Has Place for Family Gatherings
GH 10533 Master Suite Dominates Second Floor
GH 10596 Railing Divides Living Spaces
GH 34075 A Cozy Cabin
GH 10494 Two-Story Window Flanked By Stone Dominates Facade
GH 34150 Simple Lines Enhanced by Elegant Window Treatment
GH 24303 Affordable Living
GH 34600 Rustic Exterior; Complete Home
GH 10537 Balcony and Spiral Staircase Accent Traditional Four-Bedroom
GH 84020 Cozy and Livable Ranch
GH 20526 Exciting Ceilings and Terraces
GH 93224 Three Bedroom Split-Level
GH 10507 Central Courtyard Features Pool
GH 93130 Ideal Ranch
GH 90611 Solar Room More Than Just a Greenhouse
GH 90613 Year Round Retreat
GH 90620 Face this House South for Solar Gain
GH 90629 A Home for All Seasons
GH 90676 Easy Living, with a Hint of Drama
GH 90684 Window Boxes Add Romantic Charm
GH 90826 Watch the World Go By
GH 90963 Easy to Love
GH 91008 Bright and Beautiful
GH 91011 Indoor-Outdoor Unity
GH 91021 Inviting Porch Has Dual Function
GH 91502 Formal Balance
GH 91505 Open Spaces
GH 91511 Practical, Yet Pretty
GH 91512 Savor the Sunshine
GH 91630 Spacious Stucco
GH 91654 Spacious Kitchen Completes Special Design
GH 91672 The Most House For Your Building Dollar
GH 91674 A Lot Of House In A Small Package
GH 1074 Design Features Six Ideas
GH 1078 Vacation Retreat Suits Year-Round Living
GH 7664 A-frame Can Be Built Quickly
GH 9332 A Stately Home
GH 9812 Mudroom Separates Garage and Kitchen
GH 9828 Superior Comfort and Privacy
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GH 9864 Colonial Ranch Style, Enriched Interior
GH 9870 Master Bedroom Suite Accentuates Luxury
GH 10495 Sun Space Warms To Entertaining
GH 10514 Circular Kitchen is Center of Family Activities
GH 10515 Open Plan Accented by Loft, Windows and Decks
GH 10527 Hearth Room Highlights Four-Bedroom Plan
GH 10583 Loft Overlooks Opulent Foyer
GH 10645 Facade Features Vertical Columns
GH 20060 Master Bedroom at Entry Level
GH 20065 Storage Space Galore in Garage
GH 20069 Stylish and Practical Plan
GH 20070 Sheltered Porch is an Inviting Entrance
GH 20071 Traditional Energy-Saver
GH 20075 Compact and Appealing
GH 20081 Contemporary Classic on Three Levels
GH 20083 One-Level Living with a Twist
GH 20096 Traditional Sun Catcher
GH 20100 Wide-Open and Convenient
GH 20363 Comfort and Convenience in an Elegant Setting
GH 24241 Quiet Summer Hide-A-Way
GH 26744 Cozy Contemporary Cape
GH 34011 Windows Add Warmth To All Living Areas
GH 34013 Elegant Entrance to Impressive Home
GH 34043 A Home for Today and Tomorrow
GH 34047 A View from Every Room
GH 34800 Two-Story Design Ideal for Small Lot
GH 90540 Style on a Budget
GH 90606 Traditional Elements Combine in a Friendly Colonial
GH 90610 Zoned for Comfort
GH 90622 Dual Vanities Ease  The Morning Rush
GH 90663 Circular Staircase Makes Stunning Impression
GH 90905 Compact Home is Surprisingly Spacious
GH 91017 Inviting Porch Welcomes Guests
GH 91342 Easy Living Design
GH 91347 Functional Angles
GH 91418 Carefree Comfort
GH 91440 Bonus Room Plans for the Future
GH 91514 Large Front Window Provides Streaming Natural Light
GH 91517 Designed for Up-Sloping Lots
GH 91640 Gable And Glass Grace Facade
GH 91689 Modern Convenience
GH 91691 Intriguing, Eye-Catching Details
GH 91700 Country-Style For Today
GH 91749 Relax on the Veranda
GH 91751 Expandable Design
GH 92505 Stucco And Brick
GH 92513 European Inspired
GH 92601 Special Family Room
GH 92610 Luxury Plan In A Moderate Size
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GH 92613 European Classic
GH 92623 Luxury Personified
GH 92629 Quality and Diversity
GH 92630 Charming Ranch Style
GH 99605 A Country Estate
GH 99640 Country-Style Home for Quality Living
GH 99641 Southern Traditional Flavor
GH 99643 New England Charm
GH 99707 Swiss Chalet Styled A-Frame
GH 99775 Bright and Spacious Great Room
GH 93250 Stately Appearance
GH 93280 Comfortable Family Living
GH 93315 Great Room with a Fireplace
GH 10579 Attractive Rock Fireplace in Split Level
GH 20124 Romantic Porch Mirrors Dining Bay
GH 34037 Tudor Facade Graces Convenient Plan
GH 84083 Separate Studio With View
GH 90558 Twin Fireplaces Add Traditional Warmth
GH 90607 Bays Add Beauty and Living Space
GH 91027 Family Living on One Level
GH 91030 Three Fireplaces Will Keep You Warm
GH 91406 Sunny and Spacious
GH 91506 Privacy Zones
GH 90513 Luxurious Master Suite Lies Behind Double Doors
GH 91080 Covered Front Porch
GH 93276 For Today's Family
GH 90986 Surrounded With sunshine
GH 10787 Compact Comfort
GH 93020 Small, Yet Charming
GH 24302 Champagne Style on a Soda-Pop Budget
GH 93027 For Today's Sophisticated Homeowner
GH 10839 Perfect Compact Ranch
GH 92200 Enter Into Luxurious Living
GH 92212 Traditional Home
GH 91717 Hawaiian-Inspired Split-Level
GH 91724 Stay Warm and Cozy in This Plan
GH 91518 Varied Roof Line with Attractive Use of Windows
GH 91683 A Ranch with Aesthetic Qualities
GH 92210 Grandeur And Elegance
GH 10758 Front Bedroom Features Corner Window Seat
GH 90502 Overhang Provides Shade from the Noonday Sun
GH 20114 Separate Bedroom Wing Provides Privacy
GH 20116 Georgian Grace
GH 20131 Zoned for Privacy
GH 20202 Roof Lines Add Traditional Appeal
GH 20219 Contemporary with Cozy Front Porch
GH 20221 Double Sided Fireplace
GH 20222 Modern Living with a Farmhouse Feel
GH 20224 Modern Sophistication with a Hint of Country Styling
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GH 20308 Sunny Spaces
GH 20407 Sunny Charm
GH 20500 Gingerbread Treat
GH 22004 Roomy Four-Bedroom Brick Home
GH 22010 Courtyard Adds Interest
GH 24240 Be in Tune with the Elements
GH 24242 Savor the Summer
GH 24244 Perfect Duplex for Family Living
GH 24245 Wrap-Around Country Porch
GH 24255 Embracing Wrap-Around Porch
GH 24259 Attractive Combination of Brick and Siding
GH 24265 Comfortable Living
GH 24313 No Time To Waste
GH 24404 Influenced by Yesteryear
GH 24405 Comfortable Country Ease
GH 24563 Classic Front Porch
GH 24566 Distinguished Styling
GH 24588 Great Room with a Vaulted Ceiling
GH 24590 Colonial For Today's Lifestyle
GH 24611 A Touch of Victorian
GH 24654 Country Influence
GH 24700 Extra Touches of Style
GH 24701 Single Level Convenience
GH 24703 Old-Fashion Country With a Modern Twist
GH 24706 Attractive Dormer and Front Porch
GH 26113 Roof Lines Attract the Eye
GH 26115 Four Bedrooms for a Growing Family
GH 26700 All Wood Basement
GH 26740 Contemporary Ranch Design
GH 26810 Master Suite on a Private Level
GH 26880 Step Down to the Living Room
GH 34602 Cozy Country Trimmings
HP 1323 Three Exteriors To Choose From
HP 1829 Traditional Heritage
HP 1868 A Family Farmhouse
HP 1957 Classic Home
HP 1974 Full-Living Traditional
HP 2103 Impressive Traditions
HP 2145 Flower Court
HP 2220 Separate Sleeping Wing
HP 2427 Vacation Home
HP 2488 Large Corner Hearth
HP 2490 Dramatic Two-Story Gathering Room
HP 2511 Two Fireplaces
HP 2534 Four Terraces
HP 2538 Master Suite Fireplace
HP 2543 Exquisite Proportions
HP 2563 Spacious Three-Car Garage
HP 2603 Cozy Family Living Area
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HP 2606 Narrow-Lot Tudor
HP 2608 Two Terraces
HP 2610 The Tradition Continues
HP 2615 Cape Cod Charm
HP 2622 Storage Over Garage
HP 2624 Tri-Level Tudor
HP 2657 Corner Hearth
HP 2661 Hearth Living
HP 2662 Three Floors of Living Space
HP 2665 Large Guest Suite
HP 2670 Large Entrance Court
HP 2671 Wonderful Rustic Design
HP 2683 Tiered Terrace
HP 2693 Four Fireplaces
HP 2694 Front and Rear Covered Porches
HP 2707 Budget-Minded Beauty
HP 2711 Study With Bay Window
HP 2729 First-Floor Master Suite
HP 2756 Made For Entertaining
HP 2774 Most Popular Farmhouse
HP 2776 Country Cozy
HP 2781 Dramatic Two-Story Gathering Room
HP 2785 Island Snack Bar
HP 2777 Private Master Terrace
HP 2805 Economical Tudor
HP 2806 Beautiful Living and Dining
HP 2947 Best-Selling Galley Kitchen
HP 2170 Olde-English Styling
HP 2520 Classic Cape Cod
HP 1933 Livable Farmhouse
HP 2322 Classy Colonial
HP 2485 Hillside Living
HP 2571 Beautifully Affordable
HP 2623 Special Salt-Box
HP 2672 Sliding Glass Doors to Terrace
HP 2679 Roomy Contemporary
HP 2779 Fabulously French
HP 2832 Solar Heating
HP 2843 Over-Sized Pantry
HP 2854 Efficient Floor Plan
HP 2855 Time-Honored Tudor
HP 2864 Galley-Style Kitchen
HP 2871 Dramatic Contemporary Lines
HP 2875 Smaller Southwest Plan
HP 2878 Elegant Ranch Residence
HP 2880 Work or Hobby Space
HP 2902 Super Solar Design
HP 2907 Special Outdoor Spaces
HP 2908 All the Comforts of Home
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HP 2915 Spectacular Country Kitchen
HP 2916 Low Cost For Full-Scale Livability
HP 2918 Empty-Nester Home
HP 2921 Clutter-Buster
HP 2922 Desert Hacienda
HP 2926 Ultra Modern
HP 2927 Upstairs Studio
HP 2931 Details Make the Difference
HP 2937 Charismatic Contemporary
HP 2945 Classic Farmhouse
HP 2946 Family Farmhouse
HP 2950 Southwestern Move-Up
HP 2953 Queen Anne Estate
HP 2964 Upstairs Lounge
HP 2968 Room For All
HP 2969 Queen Anne
HP 2971 Stately Victorian
HP 2973 Victorian Beauty
HP 2974 Narrow-Lot Design
HP 2981 Louisiana Plantation House
HP 2984 Classic Georgian Symmetry
HP 2991 Upstairs Sitting Room
HP 3311 Summer Kitchen
HP 3314 Clever Craftsmanship
HP 3316 Quaint Touches
HP 3325 Farmhouse Favorite
HP 3329 Superior Santa Fe Styling
HP 3332 Happy Homecomings
HP 3333 Super Southern Styling
HP 3340 Covered Rear Porch
HP 3348 Well-Designed Zones
HP 3355 Traditional Charm
HP 3357 One-Story Living
HP 3366 Walk-Out Basement
HP 3376 Starter or Empty-Nester
HP 3405 Santa Fe Charm
HP 3425 Stylish Spanish Design
HP 3432 Two-Story Santa Fe
HP 3433 Super Santa Fe
HP 3436 Sunny Stucco Home
HP 3441 Mediterranean Majesty
HP 3454 High Style For Modest Budgets
HP 3460 A Choice of Elevations
HP 3466 Farmhouse Adaptation
HP 3471 Farmhouse Flavor
HP 3498 Pleasing Front Porch
HP 3554 Regal Tudor
HP 3559 Interesting Angles
HP 3562 Double Entry Doors
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HP 3563 Attractive Transitional
HP 3700 Full-Width Covered Porch
HP 3704 Handy Ranch
NP 1308 Park Place
NP 1213 Brighton
NP 1134 Andover
NP C1219 Camelot
NP 1295 Victorian Dream
NP 1303 Waverly
NP 1255 Imperial
NP 1260 Impressa
NP 1261 La Jolla
NP 1263 Villa Supreme
NP 1264 Oro Vista
NP 1266 Placentia
NP 1267 Riviera
NP 1271 Sun Room And Bay Windows
NP 1272 Belagrande
NP 1274 Master Suite Has Roman Bath
NP 1276 Cypress
NP 1279 Appollo
NP 1220 Charming Contemporary
NP 125 Plenty of Storage Space
NP 103 Affordable Estate
NP 1124 Colonial Ranch
NP 111 Tudor Bi-Level
NP 1223 French Provincial
NP T124 Energy Saving Colonial Ranch
NP 1128 Roomy Colonial With Studio Loft
NP T110 Quiet Seclusion of Master Bedroom
NP T109 Formal Dining Room Could be a Bedroom
NP 1162 Balcony Overlooks Living Room
NP 124 Open Floor Plan Makes Home Feel Large
NP 1112 Country Charm With Wide Front Porch
NP 128 Four or Five Bedrooms
NP 143 U-Shaped Kitchen, Country Porch
NP 127 Energy-Saving Tudor
NP 1237 Tudor Mansion
NP 132 Aspen
NP 132 Kingsport
NP 132 LakePoint
NP 1245 Spacious Family Room
NP 1431 Euclid
NP 1426 Hiview
NP 1427 Provincial
NP 1429 Hilltop
NP 1432 Boca Grande
NP 1435 Charlemenge
NP 1437 Vaulted Ceilings
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NP 1415 Lake Forester
NP 1400 Elm Tree
NP 1418 Juneberry
NP 1339 Lawrenceton
NP 1318 Alderly
NP 1336 Edgewater
NP 1321 Cornwall
NP 1349 Catalina
NP 1350 Meadow View
NP 1329 Chickadance
NP 1324 Extra Amenities
NP 1330 Montclair
NP 1194 Ideal Starter Home
NP 1209 Traditional Colonial
NP 136 Brick and Frame Ranch
NP 1117 Cozy Porch
NP 1342 Hearth Stone
NP 1185 Quantico
NP 1278 Casa Rustique
NP 1248 Secluded Master
NP 1254 Sunnybrooke
NP 1214 Stylish Colonial Haven
NP 1335 Sunshine Manor
NP 1270 Hidden Treasures
NP 1348 Heritage Crest
NP T145 Salt Box Design
NP 1305 Victorian Hunters Lodge
NP T131 Salt Box Settler
NP 1311 Stately Country
NP 1284 Lofty Ideals
NP ES114 Energy-Saving Design
NP 1317 Sunny Stucco
NP 1300 Victorian Hideaway
NP 1076 Country Charm
NP 1298 Gazebo And Large Porch
NP 1217 Early American Heritage
NP 1292 Charming Traditional
NP 1210 Elegante
NP 1425 Sunnyview
NP 1218 Contemporary Home
NP 1259 Homelight Estate
NP 1332 Southern Charm
NP 1114 Courtyard Manor
NP 1315 Spacious Interior
NP 1238 Retreat
NP NANT This Two Story Colonial Home Has Everything
NP 1258 Garden Sanctuary
NP 1239 Country Tudor
NP 1246 Natural Elegance
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NP 1340 Hearth and Home
NP 1244 Modern Tudor
PB 66172 A Fun Country Style
PB 66194A Reminiscent Victorian
PB D80302A Upscale Executive Home Appearance
PB D80312A Comfortable And Stylish
PB D80332A Two Story Contemporary Duplex
PB D80352A A Cluster Of Hip Roofs
PB D80423A Appearance Of A Single Family Home
PB D80453A A Creative Duplex
PB D80463A Unusually Elaborate Entry
PB D80483A Stylish Two Story Duplex
PB D80492A Vaulted Great Room
PB D80512D Ambiance Of Intimate Coziness
PB D80524A Distinctive Angled Walls
PB D80533A Spacious Entertaining Areas
PB D80542A Offset Gables
PB D80552A East Coast Cape Cod Charm
PB D80562A Surprising Number Of Features
PB D80582A A Country Style Porch
NO 4029 Designed for views
NO 4037 Classic Country Farmhouse
NO 4023 Kitchen With Greenhouse
NO 4024 Spacious and Open
NO 4038 Perfect Resort Home Designed for Views
NO 4018 Beautifully detailed home
NO 4019 Bonus room over garage
NO 4010 Rustic Classic
NO 4028 Narrow Lot Line Plan
NO 4006 Great Selling Starter Home
NO 4003 Wonderful Master Bedroom
NO 4042 Great Selling Starter Home
NO 4036 A Palace to Call Home
NO 4016 Narrow Lot Line Living At Its Best
NO 4030 Starter Home has the Look And Details Of A Larger Home
NO 4039 Compact Jewel
NO 4005 Balcony Over Great Room
NO 4012 Grand Living and Open Home
NO 4001 Contemporary Classic
NO 4008 Grandeur Living Room
NO 4027 Home Great for Entertaining
NO 4031 Country-French cottage
NO 4022 High Sloped Ceilings
NO 4009 Court Yard adds European Flavor
NO 4020 Fireplace in Master Bedroom
NO 4032 Colonial Federal Styling At Its Best
NO 4026 Large Living Room
NO 4016 Master Bedroom has Fireplace and Private Screened Porch
NO 4004 Covered Porches
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NO 4013 Classic English Tudor With Great Curb Appeal.
NO 4035 Florida Appeal
NO 4017 "Country Look" Narrow Lot Line
NO 4021 Large Living Room with High, Sloped Ceiling
NO 4033 Coastal Home
BA D076TS Step Down To Comfort And Warmth
BA D183M For a Fifty Foot Wide Lot
SH B891654 Vaulted Foyer
SH B871992 Two-story entrance foyer.
SH B891927 Covered railed verandah
SH B892073 Dormer window brightens foyer and open staircase.
SH 71072 Chalet-Style Home
SH 841767 Nostalgic Charm
SH 891541 Traditional Family Home
SH 892582 Wrap-Around Porch
SH 892742 Octagonal Living Room
SH 902102 Covered railed verandah invites outdoor relaxation.
SH 911532 Affordable Ranch
SH 911640 * Floor plan designed for a home with the view to the rear of the lot.
SH 911749 Designed for a View
SH 911840 Kitchen with Corner Windows
SH 911871 Vaulted Living Room
SH 912047 Low-Maintenance exterior
SH 912342 Large Bay Windows and High ceilings
SH 912515 Curved Stair Case
SH 912600 Master Has Bay Window Sitting Area
SH 912782 Grand Farmhouse Suits A Growing Family.
AP 4537 Key To Luxury
AP 2492 Definitely American Distinction
AP 1052 Period Flair
AP 7476 Pretty Special Ranch
AP 3154 Winner's Circle
AP 9372 Better Believe It
AP 2537 Family-Friendly A-Frame
AP 2362 Done With Distinction
AP 2129 Lofty Vacation Value
AP 2212 Well-Detailed Expansion
AP 3096 Carefree Classic Cottage
AP 4194 Real American Tradition
AP 4197 Country Cottage
AP 4830 Main Street Revisited
AP 5310 Country Fantasy
AP 5572 Own A Country Home
AP 5967 "A Plus" for Elegance
AP 6119 Victoria Highlights
AP 7412 Lasting Values
AP 8922 Money in the Bank
AP 8407 Tradition Takes Time
AP 2735 Top Line Traditional
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AP 2534 Long Range Living
AP 2035 Special Character
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DESCRIPT,C,220
\par \fi360 An exact rectangle provides the greatest economy in home construction. There are no inside corners to turn, stock lumber lengths may be utilized and a straight gable roof is provided. The bath is compartment
\par \fi360 A central great room extends from the full width front porch to the full width sun deck, forming a hub for the convenience of this economy plan. Two bedrooms are isolated to the right, serviced by a central f
\par \fi360 A front porch, complete with wood rail and columns, leads to a large living room that is separated from the dining room by a cased opening. However, kitchen access is also shown from the living room, near the
\par \fi360  The U-shape kitchen provides plenty of work area, with cabinets and built-in appliances. The large breakfast-dining room features glass sliding doors to the rear terrace.\par \fi360 The upper level is shown
\par \fi360 A stoop entry to a large activity area which includes a stone fireplace, ceiling, and is directly accessible to the screened porch and the kitchen. The kitchen is fully equipped with extra cabinet space, buil
\par \fi360 The activity room of this plan is drawn with an optional vaulted ceiling. The kitchen and activity room are not separated for better entertaining. The deck is accessible from this area in two places and a fir
\par \fi360 A simple rectangular plan will offer greater affordability for the first time home builder. Within the straight lines of this modest home plan a comfortable layout of rooms is apparent.\par \fi360 The shelter
\par \fi360 Road side entrance is through single garage doors to the garage or to a playroom or covered single door entry. If a playroom is not desired, space for two cars results. If you choose the playroom, there are t
\par \fi360 Consider this design for your very first home in which to enjoy the privacy of your own home and build equity toward the eventual purchase of a larger home as your family size increases. Regardless, this plan
\par \fi360 A lot of comfortable living is incorporated in this arrangement. A comfortable living and dining room are shown and the plan includes three nice bedrooms, extra closets, and the equivalent of two full baths b
\par \fi360 An extra economy plan with or without stairs to basement, plus an option of two full baths or one and one-half baths and the choice of either a single or double car port, according to your requirements.\par \
\par \fi360 This plan offers maximum livability in minimum space. The activity room and adjoining kitchen allow convenience for informal living habits. Important space is where it is needed.\par \fi360 The choice of sing
\par \fi360 The entrance to this home is through a foyer area divided with ornate half portions. The activity room is in full view and of tremendous effect.\par \fi360 The kitchen is corridor style with built-ins, counte
\par \fi360 The small stoop entry is direct to large square living room which is extra functional for furniture placement.\par \fi360 The kitchen incorporates dual dining and breakfast space, access to single or double c
\par \fi360 The small stoop entry is direct to large square living room which is extra functional for furniture placement.\par \fi360 The kitchen incorporates dual dining and breakfast space, access to single or double c
\par \fi360 Entrance is into spacious activity room with slope ceiling. The adjacent country kitchen is L-shape and includes dining area, extra cabinets, built-ins and washer-dryer area.\par \fi360 Three large bedrooms h
\par \fi360 Central is the enormous activity room with slope ceiling. The dual dining room is to the rear.\par \fi360  A corridor type kitchen includes all desirable features, built-ins, etc., and washer-dryer area. An a
\par \fi360 Central is the enormous activity room with slope ceiling. The dual dining room is to the rear.\par \fi360 A corridor type kitchen includes all desirable features, built-ins, etc., and washer-dryer area. An al
\par \fi360 The living room entrance allows full view of open living and dining rooms that include impressive slope ceiling for massive impact. They are both sized for convenience. Single or double carport entry is from
\par \fi360 This compact cottage is ideally arranged for easy family living. It includes a large living area with slope ceiling to offset dual dining area. There is access to terrace or carport from here. The L-shape kit
\par \fi360 The stoop entrance directs you to living area which encompasses an efficient kitchen-dining area and large living room. The kitchen has surplus cabinet and counter space, built-ins and access to single or dou
\par \fi360 This economy plan can be built on a fifty foot lot with single carport, or, sixty foot lot with double carport.\par \fi360 Entrance is to the large living room and dining is to the left.\par \fi360 The dining
\par \fi360 This economy plan can be built on a fifty foot lot with a single carport, or, a sixty foot lot with double carport.\par \fi360 Entrance is to the living room and dining is to the left. The dining room is size
\par \fi360 The side entry to this vacation home plan directs you to enormous activity room with vaulted ceiling, stone fireplace and glass sliding doors to wide deck, lakeside. A stair is indicated for access to the pla
\par \fi360 This cozy bungalow is provided with a large living room with pleasing pre-fab fireplace division to the kitchen-dining. The kitchen is U-shape and includes a bonus pantry.  There are abounding cabinets and wo
\par \fi360 A porch entry presents a broad vista that adds a sense of spaciousness to this conservative home plan. The living room and dining room areas combine to create a large space for the gathering of friends and fa
\par \fi360 A porch entry presents a broad vista that adds a sense of spaciousness to this conservative home plan. The living room and dining room areas combine to create a large space for the gathering of friends and fa
\par \fi360 A beginning in this home will provide comfort and convenience without straining your budget. Beyond the neat front porch is a full living room sized to accommodate your personal needs and extra room for guest
\par \fi360 Entrance is direct to the living area. A large living room is shown and the dining room is directly adjacent. The kitchen becomes a part of daily lifestyle, allowing mom to participate in family activities du
\par \fi360 The expanse of the living area and dining area is from porch entrance to the rear of this home plan. The undivided rooms allow the extension of either room as the occasion dictates.\par \fi360 The kitchen is
\par \fi360 A key to greater economy is to design your home within perfect rectangular perimeter walls and with room sizes that utilize standard lumber lengths so as to avoid waste. This plan has it all. Every available
\par \fi360 Three full-size bedrooms, living room, dining room, kitchen, and bath provide comfortable living quarters for this compact plan.\par \fi360 Convenience is the key to this cozy cottage. A large living room ope
\par \fi360 A covered porch entrance is to the living and dining rooms. The full kitchen is extremely well planned and sized for great meal preparation. It is shown with built-in appliances and the built-in stove is a co
\par \fi360 Entrance to the first floor of this plan by way of the front porch reveals the spacious living room and country kitchen. Laundry facilities are provided and there are three bedrooms and two full baths. Stairs
\par \fi360 Two covered porches are a feature of this home. One is for the family's use at the rear of the home, and one provides shelter for your front door guests.\par \fi360 The activity room of this plan has a vaulte
\par \fi360 The first floor of this plan is complete. There is a separate foyer, stair to basement and stair up included here.\par \fi360 The activity room has wider appearance because of open rail division and fireplace
\par \fi360 An entrance foyer is from front porch. Open rail stair to second floor is from here. There is a large living room and dining room to either side. The rear portion of the first floor includes spacious family r
\par \fi360 A full wide foyer directs you to a great room which is sunken and bordered by an open rail and post division. The ceiling of this room is vaulted and a fireplace with ash dump and gas jet is included.\par \fi
\par \fi360 A stoop entry is direct to the spacious family area of this plan. The vast great room is a plus because it boasts a vaulted ceiling and is enormous in size. It presents an excellent arrangement by being conne
\par \fi360 A private foyer entrance via porch is to living area or to master bedroom.\par \fi360 The spacious great room is light and is designed for easy living. The twin glass sliding doors to full house width deck ex
\par \fi360 Combined living area offers greater livability and economy in building. The country porch directs you to a full, separate foyer and a coat closet is provided. The combined living space is in a full 15'6" x 19
\par \fi360 This economical plan includes massive slope ceiling and extra light source from fixed glass roof offset in great room and dining room. Simple rectangle construction allows greater economy.\par \fi360 The livi
\par \fi360 The simple rectangle construction allows greater economy.\par \fi360 The living area of this plan is well sized and the kitchen is endowed with cabinets and work area. Double garage entry is from kitchen.\par
\par \fi360 Entrance to great room is from shallow stoop. There is a pre-fabricated fireplace shown to allow economy in fireplace construction.\par \fi360 The laundry and furnace are relocated in the basement when baseme
\par \fi360 Stoop entry is to the foyer directing the traffic to two bedrooms and a bath or the great room-dining room combination to the rear. Garage access is also from the central hall and the kitchen is close to the
\par \fi360 Stoop entry is to the foyer directing the traffic to two bedrooms and a bath or the great room-dining room combination, to the rear. Garage access is also from the central hall and the kitchen is close to the
\par \fi360 A sloping lot is ideal for this plan. Entrance is to the family area of the home where a large living room, dining room and kitchen are shown. A short flight of stairs directs you to three bedrooms and two fu
\par \fi360 Entry is into a roomy living room with easy access to adjacent dining room.\par \fi360 U-shaped kitchen gives direct access to the stairs down to the garage or optional playroom and bedroom with a full bath.\
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\par \fi360 Entrance to this small house plan leads directly to the family area of the home which includes a spacious great room and combined dining room and kitchen. The kitchen work surface is L-shaped with built-in ap
\par \fi360 Entrance from the wide front porch is direct to the large great room that flows into the dining room and kitchen area, forming a perfect rectangular area for an easy and casual lifestyle. The food preparation
\par \fi360 The great room for this plan is notably acceptable for family gatherings and the dining area is spacious too. Dining for large groups may expand to the great room or the kitchen since both are open to the lar
\par \fi360 A stoop entry is to a surprisingly large great room which flows to a full size dining area and L shape convenient kitchen. Carport access is here too, providing just a step or two for carrying in groceries.\p
\par \fi360 The first level of this plan is a full drive under garage. The main level encompasses a full living or great room, a dual purpose eating area and the popular U-shaped kitchen. The dining room is shown with gl
\par \fi360 The rocking chair porch provides a sheltered entrance for this country style ranch. The activity room flows into the combination kitchen and dining room. A fireplace is included. The kitchen has lots of cabin
\par \fi360 The open floor plan of this home eliminates wasted hall space. A porch entrance is direct to the great room and dining room front to back. There is no separation so that one or the other can be expanded to ac
\par \fi360 Entry to this charming country style home is from a nicely sized front porch. The activity room is vaulted to the center and is generously sized for family comfort.\par \fi360 A unique kitchen and dining area
\par \fi360 A wrap around covered front porch provides shelter for the entrance to this feature filled home. The rectangular great room has a tray ceiling and a fireplace. The great room is open to the kitchen snack bar
\par \fi360 This two bedroom home offers comfortable living quarters within compact dimensions. Entry is through a front foyer that distributes traffic to all areas of the home.\par \fi360 The front bedroom hall provides
\par \fi360 Immediate entry to this split level home is to the spacious activity room with open dining and breakfast areas flanking an efficient kitchen. Sliding glass doors lead out to the wood deck.\par \fi360 Upstairs
\par \fi360 This plan give impression of gigantic space with future play room, bath and bedroom space included on lower level.\par \fi360 Entry is halfway between lower and upper level. Upper level includes a full size h
\par \fi360 The economics of this plan are good. The lower level is just four steps down and extra expense of garage roof is omitted. The lower level includes family room, half bath, utility area, double drive under gara
\par \fi360 Separate entrance foyer directs you to enormous activity room. This room is provided with fireplace with gas jet and outside ash dump for easy cleaning. There is ample room here for formal dining. Breakfast a
\par \fi360 This vacation plan can double as a permanent home since it includes a kitchen sized and equipped with all built-in appliances and good surface and cabinet space. This room flows smoothly to the tremendous act
\par \fi360 A central activity room will accommodate large family or large party. A full 13' by 22'6", it includes fireplace, rear access, wet bar and book shelves. Stairs from here lead to either garage, bedrooms or fin
\par \fi360 A country front porch leads to the large living room that is separated from the dining and kitchen area by an attractive fireplace. The dining area is suitable for guests and or daily family use. It features
\par \fi360 This well-designed home makes the most of every square foot of space and provides plenty of storage. The foyer permits access to a half bath and the combination activity and dining room. The centrally located
\par \fi360  Entry is direct to the full depth family room and the kitchen--dining room extend this full depth also. The kitchen is an efficient one with exceptional cabinet space and counter-top work surface. A laundry
\par \fi360 A private foyer leads to the great activity room which includes a private wet bar and open fireplace. It flows to the spacious dining room and from there to either the terrace or well planned corridor kitchen
\par \fi360 Entrance is to a full depth great room, in which you will find space for dining facilities as well as a large area to place your family room furnishings. A sliding glass door is shown for rear access and this
\par \fi360 Entrance is through an ornate recessed entry into a full depth great room and dining room combination. The master bedroom suite is isolated to the left. It includes a picturesque vaulted ceiling and is shown
\par \fi360 Entrance is to the full depth great room by way of a recessed front porch. The dining area is provided in a portion of the central room or you may choose two dining areas, one private for breakfast and inform
\par \fi360 The entry first view is to a large great room, featuring excellent wall space for furniture placement and embellished with the popular trey ceiling. Plumbing facilities, including the laundry room, are groupe
\par \fi360 An entrance foyer gives full view to an open rail stair and living room that features a vaulted ceiling and central fireplace.\par \fi360 The roomy dining area is conveniently located to the compact kitchen a
\par \fi360 A wood railed porch shelters your entrance to the central portion of this home plan design. This area is appropriate for informal family convenience. It is bestowed with space, includes a fireplace and deck a
\par \fi360 A formal foyer, that includes a coat closet, leads to the family room or bedroom wing of this home. The family room is vaulted and shown with a laminated wood beam. Wood columns divide the family room and din
\par \fi360 By entering this home between two levels, you have access to either the main areas of the home or the garage and future areas on the lower level.\par \fi360 From the foyer and up the half staircase your atten
\par \fi360 A wide porch envelops two sides of the living area of this plan and the entrance unfolds into a massive great room with vaulted ceiling and an open kitchen and dining area. The dining area boasts the popular
\par \fi360 The covered porch entry for this plan will accommodate a rocker or two, or, a porch swing. Entrance to the home is direct to the combined dining and activity room, which extends the full depth of the house. A
\par \fi360 Volume ceilings in both the great room and master bedroom expand the interior space.\par \fi360 Entrance to this home is from a covered stoop. The foyer directs traffic towards the rear of the home, or the tw
\par \fi360 This design satisfies the functional requirements of a smaller site, while maintaining a sense of comfort. Entrance is from a wide country porch into a large two story great room. The deluxe kitchen with isla
\par \fi360 The dramatic combination of stone, stucco and multiple roof lines create a lasting first impression of this home. The entrance is covered for inclement weather, and leads directly into the over-sized great ro
\par \fi360 A covered front porch introduces this home which offers both comfort and economy. The luxurious great room has a tray ceiling and is of generous proportions. The broad vista across the great room and kitchen-
\par \fi360 The country wrap around front porch shown on this home is a true delight. A soaring ceiling gives a spacious first impression when entering the front door. The great room has a vaulted ceiling and is only vis
\par \fi360 A warm rural feel is your fist impression of this home. Plentiful windows provide light to all areas of the home. Entrance is directly into the oversized vaulted great room, which is open into the unique kitc
\par \fi360 All the conveniences of home are found in this attractive vacation dwelling, yet a very open feeling is provided by the exterior decks and the large activity room.\par \fi360 The entrance foyer offers access
\par \fi360 The separated master bedroom feature of this plan offers complete privacy for the heads of your household. It includes private full bath with tub and exceptional closet space with or without the basement stai
\par \fi360 The enormous great room is sized to accommodate a large family. There are false beams for that rustic appearance, a large fireplace with gas jet and ash dump, plus a rear exit.\par \fi360 The formal dining ro
\par \fi360 The country kitchen can offer adequate space for eating, sitting, and family recreation. It includes a fireplace for extra warmth and work area is plentiful. Built-ins are included.\par \fi360 The old fashion
\par \fi360 The separate foyer entry directs you to step-down living area in which a false beam ceiling is shown, along with fireplace including gas jet and ash dump. The dining area to the rear, may or may not be utiliz
\par \fi360 The stoop entrance is to foyer with direct access to sunken great room. This large area features false beams, fireplace, dining area, deck access and open rail to breakfast and kitchen area. The kitchen work
\par \fi360 The country front porch directs you to an open family room with real wood burning fireplace, (including gas jet and ash dump), false beams, terrace access and the size is comfortable.\par \fi360 There is one
\par \fi360 The entrance foyer directs you to the spacious activity room with vaulted ceiling. A fireplace is shown with gas jet and log lighter.\par \fi360 The large kitchen includes exceptional cabinets and counter top
\par \fi360 The front foyer allows access to the country kitchen or the activity room areas. The rear activity room is suitably sized for a large group and features deck access, fireplace and slope ceiling. Clear story w
\par \fi360 This great room plan has a unique entrance with twin coat closets to either side. Rear deck access is included. The great room is either 15'6" X 19'0" with a basement, or 19' X 19' excluding the basement. A f
\par \fi360 This two bedroom plan includes private foyer, enormous great room with fireplace and bow window. Directly behind same, is an extraordinarily sized kitchen and breakfast-dining room, the latter having bay wind
\par \fi360 Entrance to the foyer offers a full perspective of open stair great room and dining area. A pre-fab fireplace is shown in the great room and garage access is from the dining area.\par \fi360 The kitchen is U-
\par \fi360 Entrance to the foyer offers a full perspective of open stair great room and dining area. A pre-fab fireplace is shown in the great room and garage access is from dining area.\par \fi360 The kitchen is in the
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\par \fi360 This economical plan is drawn for the possible retirement couple which would like room for the grandchildren to sleep overnight but would prefer to close off this area for energy conservation when not in use.
\par \fi360 A huge great room is shown from the impressive foyer and it includes a wood burning pre-fab fireplace. The kitchen is at the rear left and is sized for most any meal preparation. A bay window is included here
\par \fi360 A single garage is incorporated into the main body of the house plan to allow construction on a narrow lot and still offer a garage.\par \fi360 The plan is available with or without a screened porch to the re
\par \fi360 A single garage is incorporated into the main body of the house plan to allow construction on a narrow lot and still offer a garage.\par \fi360 The plan is available with or without a screened porch to the re
\par \fi360  This plan is available with or without a screened porch to the rear.\par \fi360 The main entrance foyer allows view to the open rail stair and directs you to the separate living and dining rooms. The adjacen
\par \fi360 A single garage is incorporated into the main body of the house plan to allow construction on a narrow lot and still offer a garage.\par \fi360 The plan is available with or without a screened porch to the re
\par \fi360 A single garage is incorporated into the main body of the house plan to allow construction on a narrow lot and still offer a garage.\par \fi360 The plan is available with or without a screened porch to the re
\par \fi360  This plan is available with or without a screened porch to the rear.\par \fi360 The main entrance foyer allows view to the open rail stair and directs you to the separate living and dining rooms. The adjacen
\par \fi360 You enter by way of a tiny foyer which leads to stair to second floor or to the great room. This great room includes a fireplace and in turn leads to the formal dining room.\par \fi360 The kitchen is L-shape
\par \fi360 A small entry leads to the open living room and dining room. Glass sliding doors lead to a private terrace from the dining room and the same type of terrace access is also provided from the breakfast room.\pa
\par \fi360 Through the front porch and the private foyer, traffic flows to daytime area, kitchen area and bedroom wing. The central great room is endowed with a private wet bar, central fireplace and flows to a spacious
\par \fi360 A central entrance is through a six panel door with side-lites. The great room is unusually wide and deep and a central fireplace is included. The country kitchen is to the rear. This combined room incorporat
\par \fi360 An airy feeling is the first impression on entrance to this home, with the vaulted ceiling, central fireplace, and the country kitchen in close proximity. The country kitchen will accommodate a large group an
\par \fi360 This easy going cottage is appointed with a simple line exterior to form a charming retirement home or first home. The master bedroom suite embraces the popular master bath with garden tub and separate shower
\par \fi360 A full depth vaulted ceiling great room is first in view after passing through the covered front porch. Fifteen feet six inches by twenty-three feet six inches is larger than many great rooms in enormous home
\par \fi360 On entrance to this comfortable three bedroom plan, your first impression is that of spaciousness since a moderately sized home is not customarily designed to include a full depth great room. This great room
\par \fi360 Entrance to this home offers character and charm all its own. Even though the design is of small square footage, it includes a deluxe touch that intensifies the feeling of a much larger plan.\par \fi360 Your
\par \fi360 This plan is designed to fit a narrow lot. The covered porch entrance is to an private foyer with a commanding view to the second floor bridge and U shaped stairway and to the spacious great room. The great r
\par \fi360 The foyer is just behind a covered porch. It joins the living area that incorporates a great room, dining room, laundry and kitchen. A powder room is shown for first floor convenience. The front entry garage
\par \fi360 A conservative 50' 6" width expands into a comfortable home plan arrangement. Although the total square footage is only 1,488, many modern amenities are provided.\par \fi360 There is a separate foyer, formal
\par \fi360 An exhilarating impression is set forth on entrance to the family area of this home. The great room and dining room are especially impressive by a precise orchestration of vaulted ceilings, and panoramic view
\par \fi360 The living room and dining-kitchen of this plan are endowed with a vaulted ceiling front to back, the highest point, located between the rooms. This feature gives the home an appearance of a much larger home.
\par \fi360 A wide porch leads directly to the vaulted great room with laminated wood beams and a fireplace. There are stairs up to the three large bedrooms, as well as stairs down to the kitchen and dining area.\par \fi
\par \fi360 Your family will enjoy this home with its special array of amenities.\par \fi360 A covered front porch with recessed front door provides entry into this superlative design. There is a formal foyer which will
\par \fi360 This small home plan combines modern space planning with convenience and comfort. The luxury home entrance is through a high impact recessed entryway. The great room is accentuated with a 9' ceiling that soar
\par \fi360 This economical two story plan has separate foyer with open rail stair up and stair to basement below. Adjacent entrance is to great room which is sized for large family and numerous guest. There is a firepla
\par \fi360 Entrance from the porch is to a large great room. A two sided fireplace is shown between this room and the country kitchen.\par \fi360 The kitchen-dining is one large room. Built-in appliances are shown and c
\par \fi360 The separate foyer allows direct access from recessed entry to kitchen area or great room area. The kitchen boasts of a U-shape work area with bonus wall of cabinets and pantry. Cabinet space is plentiful and
\par \fi360 A separate foyer directs you to one of three areas, the bedroom wing, the country kitchen, or the family room.\par \fi360 The country kitchen includes built-in appliances, a laundry area and an eating area of
\par \fi360 The central activity room, accessible from separate foyer, is suitably sized for country living. It includes a fireplace with ash dump and gas jet log lighter, access to sun deck, kitchen and formal, separate
\par \fi360 A stoop entry provides direct access to a large activity room that includes generous wall space for placement. A stairway to the second floor is exposed to the great room and a stairway to the basement is bel
\par \fi360 Porch entrance leads you to an immense great room. Coat closets are located at either side of the entry. In the family area are false beams, a fireplace, and deck access.\par \fi360 The country kitchen boasts
\par \fi360 This house has a wide front porch, the full width of the house. It will accommodate a full scale party if desired but is especially comfortable for all types of  porch furniture or seating areas. There is an
\par \fi360 The outside activity areas of this plan allow exceptional entertainment possibilities. The lower areas under the decks are covered for inclement weather and the decks will allow full sun or shade.\par \fi360
\par \fi360 Entrance is to a fantastic full depth activity room. A stone fireplace is shown and screened porch access is indicated. The formal dining is private and the breakfast area is also private. The breakfast area
\par \fi360 This plan is also available with a contemporary front. Entrance is to an enormous full depth activity room. A stone fireplace is shown and porch access is indicated. The formal dining is private and the break
\par \fi360 The recessed central segment of this plan allows a stoop entry to the full front to back great room. The screen porch access and fireplace highlight the room. The kitchen and formal dining room have immediate
\par \fi360 Separate entries lead to very livable homes. One has a living dining combination and the other has a kitchen-dining combination. Washer space is shown, linen closets are included and there is a disappearing s
\par \fi360 Although this plan was designed with minimum square footage, it includes three spacious bedrooms up stairs with two full baths, ample closet space, extra large master bedroom and two bonus linen closets. The
\par \fi360 A wide entrance foyer reveals a spacious great room as well as an open rail stair to the upper floor. The stair to the basement is beneath. A half bath is central for daytime use, and the laundry is set apart
\par \fi360 A distinguishing wrap around front porch will invite you to a cozy entry foyer. The garage can be either a single or double garage as your lot permits. Access is also provided to a half bath convenient for gu
\par \fi360 Entrance is to an extraordinary great room flowing to the country kitchen which includes extra cabinet space, terrace access, and adjacent separate laundry room. Garage access is through the laundry room and
\par \fi360 The offset main entrance to this plan is to a foyer from which basement stair, bedroom wing, kitchen area and great room are easily accessible. The great room boasts a symmetrical arrangement with centered fi
\par \fi360 An excellent livable family area of this plan is the first vista on entering this home through the porch and entryway. An open stair is shown for access to the two bedrooms and bath upstairs and the basement
\par \fi360 A sheltered entrance leads to a formal foyer which in turn, leads to the sunken great room, kitchen area or bedroom wing of this plan. The great room includes a fireplace centered on the front wall allowing a
\par \fi360 A private entrance foyer is direct from stoop and then to the superlative sunken great room or the central hall for access to family or privacy areas of the plan.\par \fi360 The sunken great room dimensions a
\par \fi360 This open floor plan with large activity room, dining room, and sun deck is ideal for entertaining. A spacious foyer flows into a large vaulted activity room with fireplace. The dining room is conveniently si
\par \fi360 Beneath the open carport is a main entry designed with a ramp for the handicapped. It leads to the expanse of a completely open family area. The central portion of this plan isolates the bedrooms to either si
\par \fi360 This modestly sized one and one half story plan is good for tighter budgets. It combines the kitchen and dining and is designed for the location of a double garage under. A large basement is also included.\pa
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\par \fi360 Remember the days of an actual front porch that extended the full width of a home? This one has the wood hand rail and wood posts too. By way of the front porch you enter into a vast front room and the countr
\par \fi360 The full width functional front porch directs you into the spacious great room with open rail stair to two additional bedrooms upstairs. A full dining room adjoins the large kitchen and is accessible to eithe
\par \fi360 The two story foyer entry leads to the stunning family room that is shown with a partly flat and partly vaulted ceiling. This room is available to the large dining room and kitchen and is provided with direct
\par \fi360 After crossing the wide front porch, suitable for rocking chairs of course, the large foyer leads to all sections of the home. The kitchen and laundry area to one side, the bedrooms to the other, and the base
\par \fi360 This home plan provides you with a full range of possibilities. The basement level of the plan could be finished later, as you need the space, or you can utilize your sloping lot for adding the square footage
\par \fi360 Once you have entered the open foyer of this home, your line of vision follows the U-shaped stair up to the balcony that overlooks both the foyer and the activity room. The activity room soars to a vault, giv
\par \fi360 A country front porch big enough for rocking chairs leads you to the front entry of this home. The front door is flanked by side lites and the entry foyer with coat closet is open to the activity room. The ce
\par \fi360 Perfect rectangular plan offers even greater economy in that lumber lengths are fully utilized and there are no extensive inside corners to turn.\par \fi360 The recessed foyer directs traffic to formal or inf
\par \fi360 The entrance foyer to this plan allows wide vista to open rail stairs to basement, sunken family room and dual dining area.\par \fi360 The large sunken family room boasts false beams, fireplace, book and cabi
\par \fi360 There are three big bedrooms in this plan and each has adequate closet space, the master bedroom having two walk-in closets.\par \fi360 Baths are full with tub and the master bath includes dressing room and t
\par \fi360 Convenient outdoor patio entertainment is from either dining room or activity room via glass sliding doors.\par \fi360 The kitchen and breakfast room, being located on the front, allow the housewife to antici
\par \fi360 A large, sunken activity room with views to the outside and the dining room is the feature of this home.\par \fi360 A stone fireplace creates a visual division between the foyer and activity room but access o
\par \fi360 The approach through country front porch guides you to separate entry with view to commodious sunken activity room with double step entrance from central hall and step-up-to kitchen. A half partition is shown
\par \fi360 This small two story delivers all the conveniences of one larger. There is a private entry foyer with open rail stair, an isolated, large formal dining room and large great room.\par \fi360 A functional bath
\par \fi360 Entrance to this house is through front porch to activity room. This room is where built-in cabinets are shown alongside the fireplace which includes a raised hearth with gas jet and ash dump. Ashes are remov
\par \fi360 A foyer is provided with direct bedroom wing or great room or basement stair access.\par \fi360 The great room is full front to back. It is adequately wide to avoid a narrow hall appearance. It will certainly
\par \fi360 This plan is also available with a Victorian exterior. Entrance is by a stoop or porch which directs passage through the house to a large activity room, and/or dining area. A pre-fab fireplace is indicated, t
\par \fi360 Entrance to this home is direct to great room area. It is shown with an open stair to second floor and a stair to basement tucked underneath. The great room is enormous for this size house. It is a full 19' b
\par \fi360 Entry is to the spacious activity room with central fireplace, book shelves and dual dining area access. This dining room serves as both the dining room and breakfast room, as a part of the country living ide
\par \fi360 An entry-way is to the spacious living and dining rooms, either of which can be expanded to the other when necessary. There is a private terrace from the dining room by way of glass sliding doors and access i
\par \fi360 A totally private entrance foyer is screened from direct view to the family area but leads to central access to either the two bedroom end of the home or the great room. This is truly a great room for popular
\par \fi360 The interior design of this plan is enriched by the foyer location preventing a direct view of visitors into the family area of the home.\par \fi360 The family area boasts a spectacular expanse of spaciousnes
\par \fi360 This great room plan offers more space for your investment. There is a full separate foyer that also encompasses stair to second floor. Stair to basement is under, leading from rear hall.\par \fi360 The activ
\par \fi360 The six panel front door, with sidelites, approaches separate foyer. The great room is adjacent and extends the full depth of the house. It is shown with false beams, fireplace and deck access. The connecting
\par \fi360 The front porch entrance is to central foyer that extends front to back, allowing direct access to all areas. The great room is the full depth of the house with an abundance of wall space for furniture placem
\par \fi360 A covered stoop entry directs you to full formal foyer with view to U-shape stair to basement and direct to the activity room. The activity room is endowed with enormous size, vaulted ceiling and stone firepl
\par \fi360 The porch entrance to this house directs you to the full private foyer. There is an open stair from the foyer to the second floor. The single or double garage access is to the right, the spacious great room i
\par \fi360 A recessed entrance foyer affords a full vista to the great room or the open rail stair. The great room extends a whopping twenty-four feet and beyond that a full sized dining room is shown. The kitchen is an
\par \fi360 A front porch runs the full width of this beautiful Victorian home. Upon entering the front door, the open rail U-shaped stair provides access to the second floor as well as to the basement.\par \fi360 On the
\par \fi360 On entering the private foyer, your attention is directed to the open U-shape stair or direct to the great room shown at the rear of this design. The great room includes a fireplace with ash dump, private ter
\par \fi360 This Williamsburg two story plan is also available in a Tudor style. Entrance to the full depth foyer reveals an open rail stair, and access to the living, dining or kitchen areas. The great room extends fron
\par \fi360 Entrance to the foyer is from wide front porch. The stairwell is open to the second floor and the stair to the basement is nestled under it and is accessible from rear central hall. The great room will accomm
\par \fi360 The private foyer leads to either bedroom side or great room side of this home design. The great room side expands to the formal separate dining room and then to the kitchen and laundry facilities which are s
\par \fi360 An entrance foyer leads to a full depth great room and formal dining room which leads to the compact kitchen and breakfast room which form the central hub of this home plan. A covered walk provides access to
\par \fi360 A formal foyer leads either to the open rail stair upstairs, the kitchen or the fantastic great room. A bay window is shown in the great room and a fireplace is included. The dining room is adjoining and may
\par \fi360 The front door of this attractive cottage opens directly into a large activity room with fireplace. The activity room flows easily into the dining room, which leads into the kitchen and breakfast room. The we
\par \fi360 Entrance is direct to a great room sized for comfort. Wall space is plentiful, a fireplace is included and traffic flow is commendable. Although hall space is minimum, access to each area of this home plan is
\par \fi360 The open airy feeling is evident when you first approach the nucleus of this home plan. The central region of the design is overwhelmingly endowed with a tremendous expanse of a great room that boasts a vault
\par \fi360 The foyer, dining room, great room, kitchen, breakfast room and sun deck are all visible to each other but are still designated areas. This design feature gives the effect of a much larger home but allows you
\par \fi360 A spacious foyer and open rail staircase all in full view contribute to the openness and easy flow of this comfortable floor plan. A large fireplace, vaulted ceilings, extra windows, and sun deck access contr
\par \fi360 A stoop entry is to a private foyer leading to an incredible great room that offers spacious family living. The ceilings are sloped to the ridge line of the gable and a fireplace separates it from the formal
\par \fi360 A fresh approach to the smaller home is to add luxuries and amenities that are usually in larger homes. This plan accomplishes that by providing a combination of qualities.\par \fi360 Entrance is from a cover
\par \fi360 Fewer offsets in the perimeter wall structure will inevitably result in a more economical construction cost. Dollars saved in simplicity of construction can then be utilized toward more luxurious interior ame
\par \fi360 Entrance is to enormous centrally located great room, which flows to a spacious country kitchen. Kitchen includes abundant cabinet space and the breakfast area overlooks the terrace.\par \fi360 There are 3 be
\par \fi360 A private entry foyer is behind the recessed stoop entrance. This will direct you to a private great room, dining room and kitchen, open for easy traffic flow and convenient family living and/or entertaining.
\par \fi360 If you have property with a spectacular view to the rear, this is the plan for you. All of the main rooms look to the rear through a virtually complete wall of glass.\par \fi360 Entrance is from the opposite
\par \fi360 The great room ceiling soars to the roof line ridge, with an open balcony providing a fantastic impact. The huge great room expands to a sun deck by two sets of sliding doors and to the open U-shape kitchen.
\par \fi360 A front porch leads to the separate foyer which in turn directs you to the central core of this home plan. The central core, composed of a large dining area and the great room extends full depth, separated on
\par \fi360 A recessed stoop entrance is to a formal foyer from which a sunken great room is readily accessible. The large great room includes a fireplace and a view through open rail dining room one step up. Deck access
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\par \fi360 If you've ever dreamed of building a home with room enough for rocking chairs, this is the plan for you. The porch is a full 10' wide and 35' long, plenty big enough for rocking chairs and a swing, if you so
\par \fi360 A covered front stoop leads into a dynamic great room, featuring a recessed ceiling, open stair to the basement and uninterrupted flow into the large dining room. A fireplace is included in this area and a su
\par \fi360 This plan can include three floors of finished livable space should you elect to finish rooms in the basement. Or, if you prefer, the plan is available without a basement.\par \fi360 A wide foyer is from the
\par \fi360 A wide country front porch provides entry to this cozy cottage of only 1,592 square feet. It is designed for view orientation to the rear of the home. Perfect for mountain, lake, seashore or golf course lots.
\par \fi360 A separate foyer entry will allow access to family area, kitchen area or bedroom wing. The master bedroom suite rewards you with a large private bath and walk in closet and the remaining two bedrooms are serv
\par \fi360 A full sized front porch approach is to an entry which precedes the great room. The great room is shown with a vaulted ceiling, fireplace and deck access. A half partition of eight feet divides the great room
\par \fi360 A panoramic porch, perfect for swings or rocking chairs, gives a warm rural feel to this home. The plan combines country comfort with sophisticated amenities.\par \fi360 Entry is into a light filled formal fo
\par \fi360 This memorable home abounds with windows and room to grow. A covered stoop entrance provides shelter for guest entrance. An oversized great room is indicated with built-in book shelves and a fireplace.\par \f
\par \fi360 After crossing the wide covered country front porch and entering this L-shaped home, you are greeted with a visual delight of open spaces. The U-shaped stair leading to the basement includes an open rail to t
\par \fi360 Entry to this charming two story home is from a covered stoop or small porch. The foyer is open with the stairs up to the bedrooms adjacent. A coat closet is tucked away for convenience.\par \fi360 The activi
\par \fi360 Every detail focuses on your need for comfort and refinement. A covered front porch directs your guests to the natural beauty of a private foyer with open rail stair and through a cased opening to the full de
\par \fi360 A complete livable home is shown for the main floor of this plan. It's entrance is by way of the open foyer with a U-shaped stairway that also provides lower level access. The meticulously designed main level
\par \fi360 This home is packed with trend setting details and traditional charm. A sheltering front porch invites visitors into the large entry way or foyer.\par \fi360 The primary relaxing and entertaining areas of the
\par \fi360 An open foyer features an open rail stair. You are directed toward a great room with fireplace, or to the master bedroom suite.\par \fi360 The master bedroom suite extends the full depth of this home plan and
\par \fi360 A covered entry shelters your guests as they enter this stylish home. The foyer is completely open on two sides with only columns to visually separate the rooms. The foyer and dining room have 12' ceiling hei
\par \fi360 Remember the porches that were on grandma's house? This home plan is reminiscent of her. A wide covered porch wrapping around two sides of the home, includes a huge gazebo area for dining or rocking. Entry to
\par \fi360 The unparalleled great room has dynamic impact because of it's size, tray ceiling and centered fireplace. A dining room with a bay window merges virtually effortlessly with the great room. A basement stair bo
\par \fi360 An open foyer will guide you to an imposing great room. The ceiling of this room is a full two stories high and a second floor balcony looks over this entire area. The U-shape kitchen also includes a breakfas
\par \fi360 A covered front porch joins a foyer entrance that connects with the great room or the formal dining room.\par \fi360 The deluxe master bedroom suite is a major highlight. It is the ultimate in luxury and comf
\par \fi360 The separate foyer enjoins a central hall that will lead to the family living area or the bedroom wing. A central stair nearby will lead to the basement.\par \fi360 The sequestered kitchen eliminates noise to
\par \fi360 The recessed arch top entry leads to a formal foyer with a 12' ceiling. The foyer leads to the vaulted family room with an overlooking loft. The kitchen, breakfast room and dining room are nearby. The kitchen
\par \fi360 The front covered porch of this plan provides entrance to the full depth great room beyond which a sizable sun deck is provided. The activity room has an eleven foot ceiling height.\par \fi360 There is little
\par \fi360 This beautiful one story home has an exquisite entrance with a round-top transom glass doorway. Off of the foyer is a liberally sized dining room with 12' ceiling, The magnificent great room has a tray ceilin
\par \fi360 A sprawling country style porch with recessed door and sidelites gives a nostalgic exterior appeal. Entry is through a formal foyer flanked by formal living and dining rooms, both featuring a tray ceiling.\pa
\par \fi360 Two dormers, an arch top window and a country front porch add to the country charm of this home with unrivaled street presence.\par \fi360 The covered porch directs guests to the dynamic open entry foyer. To
\par \fi360 A high ceiling graces the recessed entry foyer and the den is secluded off the foyer. A fireplace, tray ceiling and deck access add impact to the great room.\par \fi360 The formal dining room is through a cas
\par \fi360 Your guests will be greeted with a visual tour of the open great room, kitchen and dining area when they enter your home. These areas are completely open to each other with no walls to obstruct the view. The
\par \fi360 The entry to this L-shaped home is recessed under a covered stoop. The family room with vaulted ceiling and fireplace is immediately to the right and will provide access to either the dining room or two of th
\par \fi360 Grand open spaces and high ceilings abound in this home plan that includes only 1,884 square feet of heated living space.\par \fi360 The front stoop leads to the open foyer with a vista of the dining room and
\par \fi360 A spacious foyer allows access to the magnanimous great room that is combined with an open kitchen and breakfast area. The lady of the house is not confined and still a part of family activity, even if meal p
\par \fi360 Trend setting details add to the appeal of this one and a half story plan. Entry is from a covered front porch with recessed door with sidelites. Once you have entered the front door you have a complete view
\par \fi360 Most empty nesters appreciate having a master suite on the first floor. This delightful master suite includes all the "goodies". A tray ceiling highlights the bedroom and an oversized walk-in closet is though
\par \fi360 An appealing entry provides shelter for guests as they enter this home with a style all it's own. The great room is directly adjacent and includes a fireplace.\par \fi360 There is easy traffic flow through th
\par \fi360 A stoop entrance is to a separate foyer. This leads to formal or informal areas of the plan. A large separate living room and large separate dining room are isolated to the right. The family room is to the re
\par \fi360 This shed colonial design is endowed with all the extra conveniences and design features most families enjoy. The columned porch directs you to separate full formal foyer. To the left are the large living roo
\par \fi360 A rectangular shape makes this an economical plan to build. From the foyer, step into a full size living room. The family room in rear features a fireplace with wall-to-wall hearth, gas jet and ash dump. For
\par \fi360 Being rectangular in shape this plan would be more economical to build. From the foyer a full size living and full size dining are provided. The family room is on the rear left and includes a fireplace with f
\par \fi360 The foyer of this plan encompasses a full stair up, with an open rail on both sides, one side to the foyer and the other to a large great room.\par \fi360 The great room includes a fireplace with ash dump and
\par \fi360 The first floor of this plan incorporates private foyer with open rail stair, a formal separate living room and dining room and family area. The living room is wide and deep and is in full view due to open st
\par \fi360 The two story foyer is shown with a balcony above, from the open rail L-shape stair. Stair to the basement is under the stair up, utilizing full space.\par \fi360 There is a large master bedroom on the first
\par \fi360  A full depth foyer with open rail stair allows view to large great room with half partition and spindle separation. The fireplace is in view from the foyer and the dining room is directly behind, separated b
\par \fi360 Foyer entrance to this contemporary plan leads to a gallery separating great room and dining room and leading to full depth kitchen area. The dining room is picturesque with half partition with spindles from
\par \fi360 Entrance through recessed porch is into a wide foyer with an open rail stair which leads through a cased opening into a large great room, complimented by a tray ceiling and masonry fireplace. There is conveni
\par \fi360 An entrance foyer can lead to family areas or twin bedrooms. These two bedrooms share a central bath which also services daytime use and each bedroom includes two closets. A linen closet is located here too.\
\par \fi360 A wide foyer or gallery entrance allows full view to the open rail basement stair and to the central great room. The great room includes direct gliding door access to a sun deck at each side of the central fi
\par \fi360 Entrance is to open foyer with exotic view of a spacious great room, featuring a trey ceiling, bay window, wood burning fireplace and direct access to open rail to second floor bedrooms. A full sized dining r
\par \fi360 The entry will direct you to either the second floor or the large great room and formal dining room. The breakfast and laundry are to the rear forming a pathway to the rear double garage. The central kitchen
\par \fi360 This charming 2-story was designed with a family's needs in mind. The downstairs floor plan includes a 2-story foyer which opens invitingly to either a private study or dining room with bay window. Most famil
\par \fi360 On entry through a wide covered stoop and private foyer, your first view is to the rear great room or to the extra large formal dining room. These rooms are sufficiently open to afford a spacious first impres
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\par \fi360 The full front porch leads to the splendid activity room enhanced by a view to a vaulted ceiling at the rear which includes two sizable skylights. An open rail stair to the loft room is visible from this area
\par \fi360 Homeowners will appreciate the flexibility in this plan. A covered porch leads to a wide open foyer with a commanding view of  the auspicious sunken great room. This room is shown with a sloped ceiling, sun d
\par \fi360 A covered front porch provides a sheltered entrance into the handsome two-story foyer with open rail stair and balcony above. An optional room for either a formal living room or large formal dining room inclu
\par \fi360 A separate foyer leads to the spacious activity room that includes a vaulted ceiling, deck access and convenience to the wide dining room.\par \fi360 The isolated master bedroom suite boasts a tray ceiling, d
\par \fi360 This home plan is well suited to easy traffic flow. A separate entry foyer is direct to the spacious great room. This room exhibits an open appearance by means of the vaulted ceiling. The convenience of the d
\par \fi360 This family sized home has little wasted space. The foyer provides an approach to all areas of the home. The stairs up are conveniently located here as well. Notice how the stairs down to the basement and dou
\par \fi360 The creative interior angular design offers a corner entrance to the breakfast room, kitchen or family room. The breakfast room lets the sun shine in through the high vaulted ceiling.\par \fi360 A formal dini
\par \fi360 Actually, this home is basically a one story, but the roof pitch is adequately high to accommodate a new hideaway that can be utilized for many purposes. A stair leading to this loft is from the family room.\
\par \fi360 Approach this home through a private foyer and continue on to surround yourself with a luxurious and functional home design. It will make you wonder why you ever settled for less.\par \fi360 The great room is
\par \fi360 A covered porch doubles as guest access to the main entry as well as convenient covered access from your double garage. The foyer invites you to the great room or the formal living and dining room. A coat clo
\par \fi360 This L-shaped plan is perfect for a corner lot, with the garage entrance being to the side instead of the front as in most similar plans.\par \fi360 Entrance to the home is through a wide formal foyer, direct
\par \fi360 There is a private separate entry for both units in this country/traditional duplex home. A real bonus is an attached single car garage for each side.\par \fi360 Entry to each unit is into a formal foyer send
\par \fi360 The first floor of this plan includes two bedrooms, an unusual feature for any two story plan. Both are adequately sized, the master bedroom the larger, with direct access to private dressing room and full tu
\par \fi360 \par \fi360 There are two porches on this plan. A larger one across the front of the lower level and a small one above, accessible from the upstairs study.\par \fi360 The open foyer, with open-rail stair dire
\par \fi360 A truly gracious old fashioned house is shown here. There is a wide foyer with open rail stair, an enormous dining room and an old fashioned living room (parlor).\par \fi360 The family room is long and wide a
\par \fi360 The separate foyer of this plan leads to living area, quiet zone bedroom wing or basement stair.\par \fi360 The full depth great room is enhanced by false beam ceiling, central fireplace, book cabinets, wet b
\par \fi360 Although there is a formal, separate foyer and formal dining room, there is no formal living room. This space is utilized into one full depth great room, boasting false beam ceiling, fireplace, wet bar, book
\par \fi360 This conventional two story plan entrance is to an open foyer with open rail stair up and stair to basement under, for greater space utilization.\par \fi360 The living and dining rooms are separated by the fo
\par \fi360 A brick garden wall encompasses a front courtyard which leads to a stoop and then to a full width foyer. Entrance into the foyer allows a full view to the sunken great room and is divided by an open rail from
\par \fi360 A side entry from central porch leads to the large great room. A country kitchen is shown adjacent and the dining room is shown with a bay window. The U-shape kitchen is functional in that includes excellent
\par \fi360 A unique slanted roof covers the arch-top entrance to this fine English Tudor Design. The open foyer with open rail stair separates the large formal living room and dining room. Just to the rear is a spacious
\par \fi360 A truly gracious old fashioned house is shown here. There is a wide foyer with open rail stair flanked by a large dining room and a large parlor, both shown with bay windows. To the rear a large family room i
\par \fi360 There are three large bedrooms on the first floor of this plan and there is room for two more bedrooms and a play room in the basement. A courtyard entry leads to the giant central foyer that allows traffic f
\par \fi360 The great room and breakfast room are a full two stories high in this plan and a view from the second floor is through an open rail in the upstairs central hall. The kitchen is designed with a breakfast bar a
\par \fi360 A formal two story entrance foyer connects to formal and informal areas of this well designed home plan. An open U shape stair is provided for second floor access and basement access.\par \fi360 A vaulted cei
\par \fi360 Upon entrance through the arch topped front door of this home, your immediate view is to the two story foyer with balcony upstairs overlooking this impressive entry. To the right is an open room which could e
\par \fi360 The front porch with large columns and gable roof provide sheltered entry to the two story foyer of this colonial home. A stair is indicated to the second floor and a basement stair is tucked beneath the stai
\par \fi360 Broad vistas add a sense of spaciousness to this delightful country style home. The dining room and living room flank the foyer and both include arch-top windows and open space.\par \fi360 Wood columns provid
\par \fi360 The interior of this home unfolds from the open foyer leading off of the oversized country front porch. Strategically placed almost imperceptible interior columns provide structural support while allowing the
\par \fi360 Enrich your lifestyle with this unique Victorian style home designed for the small lot. Steps lead up to a small gabled covered porch entry. A grand two story foyer with open rail stair to the second floor le
\par \fi360 By offering a fully adequate home on the main floor, there is the prospect of finishing upstairs bedrooms as your family needs occur.\par \fi360 From the wide foyer are the large separate living room and dini
\par \fi360 Double door entry directs you from porch to formal foyer entry with open rail stair up and convenient traffic pattern to all areas through central hall.\par \fi360 There is an enormous great room to the left,
\par \fi360 The wide entrance foyer from stoop shows an open stair to second floor. Stair to basement is under for greater space utilization.\par \fi360 The living and dining rooms are separated by the foyer. They both h
\par \fi360 Each unit of this duplex plan is provided with it's own separate and private entry. Both sides of the plan are identical.\par \fi360 The front door leads into an entry hall where you may either move towards t
\par \fi360 A circular stoop entry is to the wide open foyer, with view to balcony. A master bedroom suite covers the entire depth of one side with a large bath that includes separate shower stall. Two closets are shown.
\par \fi360 A covered stoop is to the wide foyer with direct access to the formal dining room or the sunken great room. The great room is shown with a tray ceiling, fireplace, ceiling fan, wet bar and glass doors to wood
\par \fi360 A two story foyer is behind the recessed entry and family areas are to the rear of the plan in complete isolation from the front door. A fantastic great room is provided, featuring deck access, wood burning f
\par \fi360 The living areas in this well designed home are situated in the middle of the floor plan. Bedrooms are located on either end of the home.\par \fi360 The foyer opens to either the formal dining room, a vaulted
\par \fi360 A private foyer will allow access to either the great room or the formal dining room. The dining and breakfast rooms are separated by a luxury kitchen that includes excellent cabinet space and counter top wor
\par \fi360 A charming front porch directs you to a country plan with a foyer that displays a partially open stairway to three bedrooms and a bonus room on the second floor. A large living room and separate dining room a
\par \fi360 The traditional formal area of this plan offers a private living room with bay window, a separate formal foyer and the large formal dining room at the front of the plan.\par \fi360 The family areas at the rea
\par \fi360 An exhilarating country front Porch approaches the private foyer of this plan, from which you may access the great room, the hall to the master bedroom suite and/or to the kitchen.\par \fi360 The master bedro
\par \fi360 A wide covered stoop leads to an eloquent foyer featuring two coat closets. It is separated from the sunken great room by a real wood burning fireplace. A vaulted ceiling is shown for the great room and a ful
\par \fi360 Plentiful windows and soaring ceilings are a major feature of this appealing traditional floor plan. Entrance is through a wide foyer which opens to the vaulted dining room, the family bedroom hall and the en
\par \fi360 Volume ceilings in the foyer, dining room, master bedroom, master bath and activity room add sizzle to this elegant home. Entry is through a wide foyer that continues on back to a particularly impressive grea
\par \fi360 Entry to this home is into a dramatic foyer with sloped ceiling, however the riveting focal point is the large atrium in the center of the home. Surrounded on three sides by sliding glass doors and windows, a
\par \fi360 Each side of this duplex home mirrors the other, with the bedrooms being on the outside walls for the best quiet zones. Each unit has its own covered porch and entry foyer, thereby granting further privacy.\p
\par \fi360 Each unit of this duplex plan is packed with conveniences, including a single garage.\par \fi360 Unit "A" is shown with two bedrooms, each isolated from the other. The front foyer directs traffic into the gre
\par \fi360 The spacious game room on the rear of this attractive traditional dwelling offers more than ample room for indoor activities and features a bath with shower and a wet bar. There is a private exit from the gam
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\par \fi360 A wide gable with four columns covers the front porch of this home. The front door with side lites leads you into the foyer which separates the living and dining rooms and includes access to the family room.
\par \fi360 The first floor of this plan is strictly for formal living and dining rooms and family area. The living room and dining room are separated by the front foyer and the family room is on the rear. The family roo
\par \fi360 Entry is into a foyer accented by an open rail stair. The down stair is under for greater space utilization. A cased opening leads to the formal living and dining rooms which are located out of the day to day
\par \fi360 Entry is into a foyer featuring an open rail staircase with down stair under for greater space utilization. A bedroom located on the first floor can be used for a guest or convalescence room. There is a full
\par \fi360 The foyer entry features an open rail staircase with stairs down underneath for greater space utilization. The foyer separates the formal living room and dining room. Access to the enormous family room is dir
\par \fi360 The extra deep foyer provides access to the formal dining room and to a central gallery.\par \fi360 The gallery flows to the kitchen, the bedroom area, and the double entrances to the great room. The great ro
\par \fi360 A formal entry foyer leads to living/library, dining room, or family room. The living room is shown with a bay window and the dining room is embellished by a tray ceiling. The kitchen, breakfast, laundry and
\par \fi360 The foyer combines with a gallery directing you to either living/ library, dining room or great family room. The family room is divided from gallery by wood spindles. It includes a fireplace, of course, and a
\par \fi360 A traditional formal living and dining rooms are included in this plan and the foyer is shown with an open rail stair. Basement stair is nestled under the stair to the second floor for greater space utilizati
\par \fi360 The formal living and dining rooms of this two story plan are separated by an open rail stair to the second floor. The basement stair is incorporated into the same area affording better space utilization. A p
\par \fi360 A traditional plan including formal living and dining room as well as a great room sized for comfort. A bedroom is shown for the first floor which alleviates those times when stair climbing is out of the ques
\par \fi360 A full formal entrance foyer directs you to formal and informal areas of this plan. The living room and dining room are separated by same and are arranged to prevent wear from daily traffic and to include exc
\par \fi360 A formal entrance foyer allows excellent passage to the formal living or dining room as well as to the gracious family room to the rear. The family room is shown with a fireplace at the end of the home and al
\par \fi360 A full two story plan basically designed in a rectangular space, provides economy in construction costs. A full formal foyer separates the formal living room and dining room, the family room being placed at t
\par \fi360 There are four bedrooms in this plan, the master bedroom suite being located in a private wing and featuring a luxury bath. Three other bedrooms are at the opposite end of the plan and a central bath services
\par \fi360 The kitchen, breakfast room, great room and master bedroom all have immediate access to the ultimate in casual living. The screened porch and sun deck with hot tub may be accessed from exterior doors provided
\par \fi360 There are three bedrooms, two full baths, a formal living room and dining room as well as a great room and separate breakfast room on the first floor of this plan. The kitchen is central to the formal dining
\par \fi360 A bona fide country front porch directs you to the foyer that serves as a midpoint for access to all areas of the home plan. The family room, living & dining room, country kitchen and second floor are all imm
\par \fi360 The covered front porch nestled between the twin dormers to the front provides access to a large foyer with open rail stair down to the basement. From this area you can obtain entry to almost every part of th
\par \fi360 An imposing two story foyer separates the formal living room and formal dining room. It reveals the second floor balcony and leads directly to the spacious family room, deck or kitchen and breakfast rooms. A
\par \fi360 Cross the large country styled front porch and enter this home through a long formal entrance foyer. The dining room is through a cased opening and it features a bay window. Another cased opening leads direct
\par \fi360 The foyer of this home is a true foyer, as it directs traffic either to the dining room, the living room or the family room. The foyer is open in the middle with stairs going up or down. A balcony overlooks t
\par \fi360 Each side of this duplex plan is designed with features usually found only in single family homes. Each unit mirrors the other and would be suitable for owner occupancy or upscale rental.\par \fi360 A private
\par \fi360 The entry to this home makes a welcoming statement. Continuing back from the two story foyer your entrance is to the activity room which provides a large space for gathering of family and friends. One entire
\par \fi360 This plan is designed with the growing family in mind. Entry is through a formal foyer and directs traffic to the large great room or formal dining room. The dining room is flooded with light from the three a
\par \fi360 The two story foyer directs traffic to the living or dining room as well as the family area. The stair to the basement is located beneath the open rail stair up. A convenient half bath is central.\par \fi360
\par \fi360 Foyer entry from the porch is to open stair up, stair to basement under, family room, living and dining room or master bedroom suite.\par \fi360 The living-dining are offset for separation but dining can over
\par \fi360 An open foyer has a balcony to private master bedroom suite. Stair to basement is under main stair.\par \fi360 There is a formal living room and separate dining room the full depth of the plan. The living roo
\par \fi360 The old fashioned foyer to this plan includes an open rail straight stair to the second floor. There is an isolated living room, or parlor and the family room extends the full width except for a wet bar and c
\par \fi360 A large family will thoroughly enjoy this plan, as it is designed with a good traffic pattern and four full sized bedrooms in only 2,629 square feet.\par \fi360 The foyer will direct you to a large family are
\par \fi360 This plan has a U-shape kitchen with built-in appliances. There is a half bath for first floor convenience and a coat closet is shown under stair to second floor.\par \fi360 There are two large bedrooms up, e
\par \fi360 A recessed stoop entry is to the formal entrance foyer, that features two coat closets, open rail stair and separation of the formal living room and dining room. The living room and dining room are almost equ
\par \fi360 A recessed entrance is from stoop to twenty foot wide foyer with open stair up and view to sunken great room. A stair to the basement is shown under the stair up for excellent space utilization. The great roo
\par \fi360 A private foyer recessed approach offers a great first impression. The stairwell is incorporated in this area and open rail is shown to second floor. The basement stair is shown below.\par \fi360 The garage,
\par \fi360 This plan includes separate rooms for every possible circumstance, and the garage is at the rear of the plan allowing perfect symmetry of facade. A separate entrance foyer leads to either the formal living ro
\par \fi360 A full depth master bedroom suite is located on the main floor of this plan. It includes a luxury bath with separate shower and tub, large walk in closet and a private sun deck through glass sliding doors to
\par \fi360 A dynamic entry presents a great impression as the twenty-two foot wide foyer leads to the sunken great room, bedroom wing or formal dining room. Bay windows are located at the front of each wing and the sun
\par \fi360 The full depth entrance hall provides access to the full depth great room, formal dining room or the kitchen breakfast area. The open rail stair is open to both the foyer and great room and basement access is
\par \fi360 Topping off the interior settings are vaulted, sloped and tray ceilings. The recessed foyer leads to a living room featuring a vaulted ceiling and a great room with a ceiling sloping to the upper balcony. The
\par \fi360 An old fashioned wrap around front porch provides shelter upon entrance into a two story foyer. The stairway is fully exposed to the foyer and the basement stair is underneath.\par \fi360 The central great ro
\par \fi360 Formal and informal space is included for this plan. A large formal dining room, private entrance foyer, and an isolated living room are shown at the front of the plan and the open family room, kitchen and br
\par \fi360 The porches surrounding this home are incredible. They include a front porch suitable for rocking which wraps around a bay window from the living room of the home and then a walk-way leads you to the large su
\par \fi360 A formal foyer bordered by a wall of closets, directs your guests to the enormous great room with sloped ceiling. This room is embellished by a built-in book shelf central fireplace and a wall of windows acro
\par \fi360 A long covered front porch directs entry into this unique home. An open foyer further directs traffic either to the activity room, library or bedroom wing.\par \fi360 The library is only visually segregated f
\par \fi360 An open L-shape stairway enhances the elegant entrance foyer and to the right and left are the formal living room and larger than average family room. A cased opening divides the family room from the spacious
\par \fi360 The entrance to this home plan directs all traffic to the rear offset great room. This room features an offset to the rear, vaulted ceiling, and a fireplace with raised hearth. The fireplace doubles as a divi
\par \fi360 The formal foyer entrance is from front stoop and opens vista to open rail stair, dining room or isolated living room. Each of these is provided with excellent wall space for furniture placement. A convalesce
\par \fi360 Entrance is to the spacious living area of this plan that includes a great room front to back with an open rail stair to second floor, immediate access to master bedroom, wide sun deck, dining room and breakf
\par \fi360 This majestic two story plan is designed to take full advantage of all the tricks for economical building, being rectangular in shape, evenly stacked and utilizing all available space for comfortable living.
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\par \fi360 A two-story foyer looks to an open balcony above. Access to the daytime area of this home plan is planned for traffic flow. There is a formal living room and there is a formal dining room, and yet the family
\par \fi360 Although this plan is a traditional design, its facade does include a European flair. A wide two-story foyer leaves view to second floor by open rail stair. The full formal living and dining rooms are isolate
\par \fi360 The first floor of this plan includes a bedroom that may be utilized as a study. A central full bath is located for convenience. There is a formal living room and formal dining room. The large breakfast room
\par \fi360 This traditional colonial home features all sorts of design extras to enhance quality of living. Lots of bedrooms and bathrooms make this home exceptionally livable. The master suite has a trey ceiling and an
\par \fi360 A majestic entrance is to the private central two-story foyer but is fully accessible to the formal living room and family area of the home.\par \fi360 The living and dining rooms are sized for maximum comfor
\par \fi360 This one-and-a-half story home features spacious rooms and a private master suite. From the foyer, wide doorways invite visitors into the dining room or the gallery. The gallery provides convenient access to
\par \fi360 This home is packed full of amenities. The entire center section of this home is vaulted to reveal a balcony bridge area above. It overlooks the foyer and dining room on the front of the home, and the extra l
\par \fi360 Through the wide front porch entry there is a full two story foyer with open rail stair. Basement stairs are beneath the main stair to the second floor. There is a full sized formal living room as well as a f
\par \fi360 A home plan with five bedrooms is a rare find these days. This one contains only 2,545 square feet of space. Not only does this plan have five bedrooms, but if you add another 224 square feet over the garage,
\par \fi360 Porch entry is to separate foyer. A formal dining room is shown but no formal living room. The dining room has a unique bow window.\par \fi360 The activity room includes a fireplace, TV area and base cabinets
\par \fi360 The wide foyer includes open rail stair up with stair to basement under. A coat closet is shown in corner and a perimeter balcony is included on the second floor.\par \fi360 The living and dining rooms are in
\par \fi360 The stoop entrance is to foyer with open rail stair to basement from central hall. The hall are make efficient use of space.\par \fi360 The living room and offset formal dining room are separate. The breakfas
\par \fi360 The elegant formal entrance foyer leads toward the open rail stair, formal living room, formal dining room or the family/kitchen portion of the home.\par \fi360 Each room is more than adequately sized and exc
\par \fi360 The colossal family area of this plan leaves nothing to be desired. Family living is together in the unique arrangement. The kitchen, basement stair, free standing wood stove fireplace and even the spacious a
\par \fi360 Entry is into a foyer featuring an open rail stair with the down stair under for greater space utilization. The foyer separates the formal living room on one side and a formal dining room on the other side. A
\par \fi360 The main entrance foyer to this plan will direct you to the quiet zone bedroom area or the great room family area. The family room is open throughout allowing a circulation of family and guests like you would
\par \fi360 The foyer of this plan is two story and an open stair is included. The living and dining rooms flow free and easy front to back. The dining room is enriched with a large bay window.\par \fi360 The guest room
\par \fi360 The entry foyer separates the formal living and dining rooms. It includes an open rail stair. The family room is to the rear and directly accessible from the formal foyer. It includes a fireplace, deck access
\par \fi360 The entry foyer splits the formal living and dining rooms. It embraces an open rail stair. The family room is to the rear and is instantly accessible from the formal foyer. It includes a fireplace, deck acces
\par \fi360 Entrance to each side is through a separate foyer. A stair to the second floor is from the main foyer. The great room is spacious enough for sitting area and large dining room. Either can flow to the other. T
\par \fi360 Entry is into a spacious area with an open rail that leads to a large sunken activity room. The activity room includes a fireplace and two entrances to a rear sun deck via sliding glass doors on each side of
\par \fi360 Entrance is to a two story foyer which is a direct route to the family area on the rear, stair to basement or the isolated master bedroom suite. The master bedroom suite includes a large walk-in closet, luxur
\par \fi360 This majestic home invites your entrance with it's impressive two-story foyer. From the foyer, you can take a stairway up to the second floor or down to the basement. Immediately to the left of the foyer is t
\par \fi360 Guests arrive in style to impressive foyer, hence to either the formal living room, dining room or large family room. The foyer is two stories high, embellished with an open rail stair and view to balcony abo
\par \fi360 The large entry foyer directs traffic into either the formal or informal space of this interesting plan. Sloped, vaulted or tray ceilings prevail throughout.\par \fi360 The first floor encompasses the family-
\par \fi360 A home designed with view orientation in mind, this isolated master bedroom plan includes all the amenities many homeowners desire. The garage is located behind the home, with direct access to the breakfast r
\par \fi360 Although this duplex plan looks like a single family home, it is in fact a home and a rental unit. The main unit of the duplex is designed for the owner to occupy, while renting out Unit B.\par \fi360 A large
\par \fi360 This 2,805 square foot, three bedroom home creates a higher standard of country living. An extremely long covered front porch with boxed wood columns and wood rail provides a distinctive first impression of t
\par \fi360 The wide foyer offers a vista to second floor open rail stair, living room or dining room. There is a guest bedroom at rear corner and the family room extends a full 15 feet by 23 feet. It features false beam
\par \fi360 The wide two story foyer directs you to open rail stair up or formal living room and dining room on the left. Just behind foyer is central hall for access to first floor guest room or convalescence room, cent
\par \fi360 Windows are the special features in this home. The diamond sidelites and arched inset accenting the front door and the brick rollicks help set the tone of elegance at the entry. A two story, open railed foyer
\par \fi360 Windows are among the special features in this home. The tall arched fixed glass window over the entrance and arched windows on the first floor and fixed brick rowlocks help set the tone of this spacious plan
\par \fi360 Entrance is to a central foyer with open rail stair. Even though this plan is symmetrical from the front, a guest room and private bath is shown and is isolated at the right of the open foyer. The living room
\par \fi360 This plan is situated convenient for owner occupancy with a rental side. For greater privacy there are no common walls shared by both sides.\par \fi360 The larger side entry is into the foyer area featuring a
\par \fi360 Entrance via the stoop is to an open foyer with open rail stair. The formal dining room and formal living room are to either side through case openings. The living room is isolated to prohibit daily wear and
\par \fi360 Identical sides include a private separate foyer with open rail stair to second floor, half bath and the spacious living room and dining room, along with a combined kitchen and breakfast. Exterior access is f
\par \fi360 Basic rectangular designed plans afford economical construction costs. The two story foyer is graced by an open L-shape stair to balcony above. The formal living room and dining room are separated by the foye
\par \fi360 A two-story foyer is shown with access to the formal living room and dining room as well as to the spacious family room and second story stair. The master bedroom suite is on one end of this plan and is endow
\par \fi360 On entrance to this home your view is to magnificent two story foyer with open rail stair up and formal dining room through a cased opening. You may proceed to the spacious great room area offset to the rear
\par \fi360 A wide foyer offers imposing access to most areas of the first floor. There is a formal living room, formal dining room, media room or library and a functional out of the ordinary kitchen, breakfast and famil
\par \fi360 Every amenity was addressed when this luxury residence was designed. Quality features are a two story great room, first floor master bedroom suite, a daytime bath as well as a private master bath included on
\par \fi360 On entry into the two story foyer, your first perspective is of the open rail stair, study separated by four beautiful columns and direct approach to the enormous span of space incorporating the family room,
\par \fi360 A wide front porch wraps around the body of this plan. It directs you to a recessed foyer leading to the great room. The ceiling for this room is sloped to a sky bridge that overlooks both the foyer and the g
\par \fi360 This original design is more comfortable overall and the potential of expansion is especially benefiting. There are three bedrooms, a great room, a dining room, kitchen and a breakfast room on the main floor
\par \fi360 A wide front porch invites your guests into the grand entry foyer which is open on three sides. The formal dining and living rooms are balanced on either side. The living room is only visually separated from
\par \fi360 This plan is ideal for family with teenage daughter or in-law living in or convalescence room first floor.\par \fi360 A wide two story foyer leads from full width rocking chair front porch. It is shown with a
\par \fi360 A more comfortable foyer eloquently speaks for itself with its open rail stair and view to the balcony above.\par \fi360 The formal dining room and private living room flank this area and the foyer continues
\par \fi360 Entry is into the activity room featuring an open rail stair and a fireplace. From here the area is open into the dining room. Alongside is a well planned compact U-shape kitchen which boasts a bonus pantry.
\par \fi360 Recessed covered stoop leads to a magnificent first impression foyer. It reveals an open U-shape stair up and a stair to the basement under. The ceiling is sloped over the second floor. A straight ceiling is
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\par \fi360 The foyer serves as central hub through the first floor of this plan. The great room may be accessed from two places in this hall. The great room is full depth and includes ceiling fans, fireplace, porch acce
\par \fi360 Although the master bedroom and the kitchen are located on the rear quadrant of this home plan, access is provided direct to the front porch and your formal entry is to the front foyer.\par \fi360 The living
\par \fi360 A majestic two story foyer presents an open rail stair to a balcony above. The formal living room and dining room are separated by the front foyer and access to the living room is also provided from the famil
\par \fi360 Although there is no formal living room in this plan, there is a formal spacious dining room and a breakfast room for family service. The foyer directs you to either the front-to-back great room or the formal
\par \fi360 The front stoop entrance is to a wide and outstanding two-story foyer. The second floor stair is open rail and basement stair is nestled below from foyer and available also direct from the spacious family roo
\par \fi360 A full formal entry foyer facilitates a dramatic vista of the six sided family room, the small living room and banquet dining room. The family room is arranged to take advantage of central fireplace and porch
\par \fi360 Entry is into an exquisite foyer accented by an open rail stair. The down stair is under for greater space utilization. A cased opening leads to the immense front-to-back sunken activity room. One end has a b
\par \fi360 Entry is into a two story foyer accented by an open rail stair and separating a large formal dining room and living room that are out of the heavy traffic pattern. The basement stair is located under the open
\par \fi360 The first floor of this two-story plan contains separate rooms in all instances. There is a formal living and formal dining room, guest or convalescence room, full tub bath, corridor kitchen, breakfast room a
\par \fi360 A wide foyer entry is from centrally located stoop. The exposed stairway is shown with open rail to the upstairs area and a half bath for daytime use is to one side and a walk-in closet to the other. The sunk
\par \fi360 A recessed country front porch directs you into a wide open foyer, separated from a sunken great room with decorative hand rail and wood columns. The bedroom wing and dining-kitchen wing are easily accessible
\par \fi360 The extra wide foyer has view to open rail divider from the sunken great room. The great room ceiling is sloped to allow a view to second story balcony. The master bedroom and guest bedroom are both shown on
\par \fi360 A wide foyer entry sustains a great first impression. The stair up is open and the stair to the basement is neatly tucked below this stair area. The formal living and dining rooms are to the right and the fam
\par \fi360 A recessed entry allows access to a wide foyer with open rail stair. The formal living and dining rooms are isolated but convenient to the kitchen and foyer. The kitchen boasts an island surface unit, excess
\par \fi360 A two story foyer greets guests in style and the L-shaped stair is open rail with a full view open rail balcony above. The living room and dining room are separated by the foyer and nestled away from daily tr
\par \fi360 Steps lead upward to a distinctive front porch and into the open foyer. Most any part of the home is accessible from the wide foyer. The traffic pattern is excellent through the entertainment portion of the h
\par \fi360 Envelop yourself in the luxury of old south comfort, a benefit that should take you back to the days of a luxurious lifestyle. The two story open foyer greets you with a curved open stair and the spacious for
\par \fi360 The foyer of this plan is enhanced by the open rail stair with open rail extending to and across an open balcony. The basement stair is indicated under the foyer stair. A coat closet is indicated for convenie
\par \fi360 Entrance to foyer allows a view to the open rail stair and direct access to the living and dining rooms as well as the kitchen area. There is a central full bath and a bedroom or study shown on the first floo
\par \fi360 An open L-shape stair is included in the foyer and the living and dining rooms are separated by same. The basement stair is under the stair up for greater space utilization and the family room is more square
\par \fi360 A spacious open foyer leads to either the great room or the formal dining room. An enormous great room is suitable for formal or informal affairs, and a formal dining room is included for those special dinner
\par \fi360 The first floor of this plan includes all the room for formal and informal living you may need. There is a full first floor bath, bonus pantry, convalescence or guest room, formal dining room and breakfast ro
\par \fi360 A wide open foyer reveals the main stair to the second floor and provides access to sunken great room, dining room or private master bedroom. This spacious room is a functional arrangement with large garden b
\par \fi360 A full formal entry foyer is endowed with an open rail stair and provides direct access to the formal living room and dining room. Both of these rooms are designed with identical bay windows.\par \fi360 The f
\par \fi360 This beautiful 2-story colonial plan offers the homeowner lots of standard features as well as the flexibility to tailor the floor plan to personal needs. The foyer leads into the living room, formal dining r
\par \fi360 The spacious foyer of this attractive ranch style home provides an extraordinary entrance that visitors will long remember. The open rail staircase leads both upstairs to three of the four bedrooms as well as
\par \fi360 The impressive two-story foyer of this traditional style home includes an open rail stairway to the second floor and easy access to the formal dining room. The dining room entry runs the length of the foyer a
\par \fi360 A separate formal foyer entrance is from the recessed door. It will direct you to the formal cased opening dining room or the vaulted ceiling family room. Access is open and supported by columns for the divis
\par \fi360 City, country or casual living is possible in this versatile story and a half plan. A dramatic first impression is the twenty foot wide entry foyer with view to balcony above and open stair to three large bed
\par \fi360 Entrance is to wide foyer with open center section, as well as open stair to second floor. Stair to basement is located under.\par \fi360 The living and dining rooms extend the full depth, separated by a case
\par \fi360 A porch entry is to the foyer with open rail to second floor. The basement stair is alongside to allow low storage central to the great room. The great room ceiling is sloped to the balcony above and extends
\par \fi360 The bay shape foyer reveals a stairway open on both sides with view to formal living room or formal dining room. The family room is isolated from the kitchen-breakfast area and is sized for convenience, boast
\par \fi360 Entry is into a two story foyer with a partial vaulted ceiling. The L-shaped staircase features an open rail stair with stairs to the basement under for maximum space utilization. From the foyer there is pass
\par \fi360 Entry is into an imposing, two story foyer. The L-shape stair case features an open rail stair with the down stair under for greater space utilization. The isolated, formal living and dining rooms from the fo
\par \fi360 A good idea for home planning is to utilize the attic of the garage as a bonus room, which may double as a library or children's game room. In this plan, a rear stair is shown to same and an open rail views t
\par \fi360 The two story foyer leads to soaring two story great room which expands to the breakfast room or sun deck. The breakfast, kitchen, and dining room are in line and all are appointed with special features. A tr
\par \fi360 A second set of stairs can offer access to a possible fifth bedroom in this design and double as a privacy stair to entire second floor. Foyer stairs are shown for the main entry and basement stairs are neatl
\par \fi360 The first floor includes oversized rooms in every respect. The visible open rail stair separates the banquet dining room and foyer providing the total space illusion. A guest room or study is shown for the fi
\par \fi360 A full depth entrance foyer leads to a U-shape stair at the rear of this area. Formal and informal areas are incorporated into this luxury plan. The formal living and dining rooms are separated by the foyer b
\par \fi360 This plan can suffice for the growing family on the main floor alone. Two bedrooms upstairs may be finished now or later since two other rooms shown for the first floor may be ample for your present family.\p
\par \fi360 A paramount array of spacious elegance is portrayed on entrance to this plan. Being a view oriented plan, all that can be is directed to the best side and amenities abound. The stair down is open to the kitch
\par \fi360 A country kitchen and keeping room take in a large area. The sink is an island and a cantilevered snack bar and breakfast area are shown. The laundry room and half bath are nearby and a convenient access hall
\par \fi360 The wide open foyer is adorned with an open circular stair leading upstairs. A stair down to the basement is located below the stair up for greater space utilization. The foyer leads to the twin rooms on eith
\par \fi360 The two story foyer encompasses the L-shape stair to second floor and basement stair. Direct access to the dining room, master bedroom suite or great room is from here. The master bedroom suite includes an en
\par \fi360 A two story foyer with open rail stair and balcony above, separate the library and formal dining room. The library is enhanced by a coy fireplace and bay window. The dining room is banquet sized.\par \fi360 F
\par \fi360 There is an open rail foyer stair in the imposing formal entrance foyer and the family room is also a full two stories high and sunken from the central hall. The fireplace is located to the side, allowing a f
\par \fi360 The impact of a phenomenal entrance foyer sets the stage for this outstanding home plan. It is sized to be impressive, includes an L-shape open stairway and it is two stories high with a balcony at the top. T
\par \fi360 The conventional system of home plan design usually locates the living room and dining room on one side, the breakfast room and family room to the other side and the foyer and kitchen through the middle. This
\par \fi360 The foyer opens into the formal living room, dining room, or family room. The family room includes a fireplace, a wet bar, and book shelves, and it opens onto a sun deck. The kitchen is centrally located betw
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\par \fi360 This two story European style home features spacious rooms and a private master suite. From the foyer, wide doorways invite visitors into the dining room or the gallery, and an open rail stairway leads either
\par \fi360 As you step onto the front porch of this plan you will notice that it continues around and down the side of the home and into the rear screen porch and deck as well. The foyer is bound by the traditional livi
\par \fi360 A stoop entrance reveals an open stair with wide base. A living room is to the left through a wide opening with columns and then, there is a private study. A phenomenal formal dining room is to the rear. This
\par \fi360 Entrance is to a majestic foyer which includes an opening to the second floor alongside the L-shape open rail stair. Stair to the basement is underneath. The formal living and dining room extend front to back
\par \fi360 A covered stoop entrance is to the central axis hall. The basement stair, second floor stair and the contemporary family living space are from this hall.\par \fi360 Formal and informal areas are provided on t
\par \fi360 The symmetrical and stately colonial two story front porch provides an elegant Colonial exterior. The design enrichment is under scored with practical features such as the almost perfect rectangle for the fou
\par \fi360 The rooms in this home all surpass the norm in size. An open rail curved staircase welcomes visitors into your home. Traffic can be directed either to the formal dining or living rooms, or to the family area
\par \fi360 A covered front porch is eight feet deep, providing plenty of space for rocking chairs or a swing. The front door is flanked by sidelites, and directs traffic into the long foyer with ample coat closet.\par \
\par \fi360 A spacious first impression greets anyone entering the front door of this stunning European style home. There are virtually no walls in the central living core. The dining room is completely open on two sides
\par \fi360 Entrance to this luxurious residence is through a sumptuous foyer, just one of many interior delights. The foyer soars to a two story portion with the second floor overlooking the first.\par \fi360 A great ro
\par \fi360 The first floor of this plan is strictly for formal living and dining rooms and family area. The living room and dining room are separated by the front foyer and the family room is on the rear. The family roo
\par \fi360 The two story foyer entrance leads directly to the music area or dining room of this plan. Open view is also to the sunken great room to the rear. The master bedroom consumes one end of the house. It is gigan
\par \fi360 The formal facade is exemplified by ornate multi-lite windows, eight of which are doors for all around access to the terrace on grade that is surrounded by a wood rail. A matching wood rail is shown above the
\par \fi360 The main floor of this expansive plan has three large bedrooms, three full baths, two half baths, formal living and dining rooms, family room, laundry room, breakfast room, large kitchen, and a breezeway to t
\par \fi360 Entry is into a two story foyer with an open rail L-shape stair. The stair down is below for greater space utilization. A cased opening leads to a sizable living room with an octagon shape sun room. Bordering
\par \fi360 The main floor of this plan incorporates formal and informal living areas as well as the luxury master bedroom suite. The second floor stair is located at the rear of the plan allowing discrete passage for fa
\par \fi360 This plan is designed for a large or growing family. The first floor is a complete plan, with the second floor and basement for expansion as the family grows.\par \fi360 From a country front porch a wide foye
\par \fi360 A two story foyer leads directly to the open rail second floor stair, stair to basement, coat closet in corridor, guest bedroom and full bath access, dining room or to the magnificent great room at the rear o
\par \fi360 A colonial column covered porch leads to a private foyer that directs you to the formal living and dining room or the spacious family room. The family and dining rooms both feature a tray ceiling and the fami
\par \fi360 This elegant home is convenient, and makes the maximum use of space.\par \fi360 The foyer has a double door entry, two coat closets and a graceful arch of a circular stair. Cased openings on either side lead
\par \fi360 This plan includes a balcony library and the exterior style is luxurious with French regency roof design, dormer diamond lite windows, arch top windows and concrete quoins on the corners. There are additional
\par \fi360 The first floor provides rooms for privacy. There is a study and a living room, each with a bay window. The study includes a fireplace and book shelves. Bay windows are also shown in the dining room and break
\par \fi360 An open L-shape open stair is your first view from the formal entrance foyer. Then you may enter the formal dining room, formal living room, the family room or the second floor direct.\par \fi360 A country pa
\par \fi360 A basic Williamsburg two story design is complete with the central corridor from front to back and the U-shape stair at the rear is stunning.\par \fi360 Along one side of this plan you will find a library, la
\par \fi360 Keeping you in mind, the master bedroom suite is phenomenal. The footage included in this area is a full 740 square feet. It is appointed with a tray ceiling, an enormous walk-in closet and a luxury bath with
\par \fi360 This country style home is perfect for both casual day-to-day living and elegant entertaining. For formal situations, the two-story foyer invites guests into the cozy living room or sophisticated study with b
\par \fi360 Luxury and comfort are designed into this home! The impressive two-story foyer opens into a spectacular two-story great room that permits lots of light to flood the room. Easy access to the main sun deck, the
\par \fi360 A private entrance foyer will allow traffic flow to any part of this luxury plan. The dining room, and great room are both in first full view. A gallery leads to isolated master bedroom suite or kitchen zone.
\par \fi360 The two-story foyer of this traditional brick home has a trey ceiling and flows into a first floor bedroom with bath and the formal living room. The spacious kitchen has a walk-in pantry, abundant counter spa
\par \fi360 The two-story formal entrance foyer includes impressive open curved stairway to the second floor. The formal dining and living rooms are to the left and right, respectively. The living room can be combined wi
\par \fi360 A massive two story foyer reveals an open L-shape stair and separates the formal living room and dining room. The family room, study and country kitchen extend the full width of the rear of the plan. A baseme
\par \fi360 A wide formal foyer is the first step to this home plan after you cross the deep lower porch. Your first impression is the elegance of the separated living room and dining room as well as the open stair in a
\par \fi360 An open two story foyer separates the dining and study and leads to the gallery and activity room. The activity room includes a full two story high tray ceiling. A view of the foyer and great room is from a s
\par \fi360 A two story foyer encompasses a curved stairway to the second floor and an L-shape stair to basement. The formal living room and dining room are sized exactly the same, and are located either side of the foye
\par \fi360  Upon entering the front door, the eyes are greeted with a room of enormous proportions. The ceiling is sloped with laminated beams. A fireplace flanked by book cases rounds out the room which leads to the re
\par \fi360 The two story entrance foyer leads direct to formal or informal living areas. The living room and dining rooms both are endowed with picturesque bay windows and are isolated to avoid day-to-day traffic. Throu
\par \fi360 Romantic, old fashioned and spacious living areas combine to create this modern home.\par \fi360 The two story entry foyer connects either to the formal living room, formal dining room, master bedroom or up t
\par \fi360 The main level of this plan is largely devoted to open family living space. The vast great room is highlighted by open access to a great sun porch and the sloped ceiling is carried straight through. The only
\par \fi360 A wrap around country front porch is in time with days gone by and in harmony with an upper porch balcony. Additional porches and sun deck are at the rear of the home and are designed with adaptation to a cha
\par \fi360 A formal library, a formal dining room and an elegant two story foyer provide the first impression on entrance into this house. Through the passage behind the foyer you will find the ultimate in size for fami
\par \fi360 There are two bedrooms that could serve as master bedrooms in this plan, one on the first floor and one on the second. Extra rooms included are an office above the garage and a second floor laundry.\par \fi36
\par \fi360 An exotic two story formal entry foyer displays a graceful circular stair that soars to the second floor balcony and a tray ceiling. Coat closets flank the recessed entrance and a wet bar is nestled behind th
\par \fi360 A stoop entrance is to the elegant wide foyer with central two sided stair and bridge above for effective traffic flow upstairs. The living room and dining room are equal in size and both include bay windows.
\par \fi360 The dramatic foyer links traffic to both the formal and casual areas of this home and the master bedroom suite is full house depth.\par \fi360 The master bedroom is zoned for privacy and boasts a tray ceiling
\par \fi360 A breathtaking and stunning first floor plan is designed to the ultimate expectations. An awesome master bedroom suite is provided. It features tray ceilings, twin closets, lavatories and separate toilet area
\par \fi360 A formal entry foyer will access all areas of the first floor by way of a gallery through the center. There are two bedrooms on one end, the master being impressive with a superb master bath and colossal clos
\par \fi360 The magnanimous foyer is the same width as the family room presenting an imposing view of a central open rail stair to the upper foyer sitting area and twin bedrooms with a private bath for each.\par \fi360 T
\par \fi360 The first overwhelming impression is the magnificent two story foyer with its palatial curved stair soaring into an open balcony above. A tray ceiling tops it all.\par \fi360 The first floor is provided with
\par \fi360 An elegant foyer with a graceful open curved stairway, extends an open view to the balcony above and an identical stair is provided down to a game room and ball room.\par \fi360 A wet bar and full bath are sh
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\par \fi360 Four bedrooms, five and a half baths, an office, separate laundry attic room, study and enormous separate living room, family room, dining room and kitchen comprise this luxury home design.\par \fi360 Three s
\par \fi360 A candid maturity in peaks and brick that eloquently skirt the elevation. One sees all just inside the entry: open rooms harmonically connected and separated by arches.
\par \fi360 This plan evolved into an interesting design because it was a real departure from the typical physical layout of a home. The diagonal entry hall gives you a main gallery through the home. In essence, the entr
\par \fi360 You will notice on a lot of my designs, I don't place the stairway in the entry. I do this to get rid of the feeling of hallways in a home. This plan is representative of that. Height and symmetry are importa
\par \fi360 One of the things that I really enjoy about this home is that there are so many different views within the architecture of the home. When you are sitting in the media room you can see the stair hall, the livi
\par \fi360 I actually received my inspiration for the exterior of this home from a train station in Nashville - the way it's windows and arches worked together. I defined the family room from the kitchen and breakfast a
\par \fi360 Vertical massing that suggests an alertness, an immediate, powerful tension. Windows link each room, each area, collectively becoming indispensable interpreters of vision in and out of the home. The two-story
\par \fi360 This home has a very inviting appeal with traditional styling on the exterior. It was built as a custom for a family with two young children and a budget of $350,000 including the lot. The back of the home wa
\par \fi360 "This home was built on a lot with a lake view for a husband and wife in their late 40's who had no children. The dining room showcases a mirrored wall which amplifies the feeling of space upon entry. The two
\par \fi360 A tailored, lucid contour of windows. Transition so thoroughly free of hallways and doors that each destination unaffectedly appears, walking into view.
\par \fi360 A diagonal roof arrangement that celebrates the colossal expression of its entry. The rotunda, while bound to elicit awe, is also a visible core balancing an ensemble of lowered living and dining areas. The m
\par \fi360 The design itself has a French influence. There is an intimate feeling in the entry hall, in part because it is removed from the stair hall. As a result, when one steps from the entry into that area, the stai
\par \fi360 A classic because of it's underscore of romantic freedom. The elevation sculpts the single-level master wing on the right, to crescent at a curved turret on the left. Space and light it seems, connect the ent
\par \fi360 Major formal and informal living areas interact well with the back porch. Well-designed traffic flow through entry, dining room and living room, and also through kitchen, breakfast area and family room.
\par \fi360 For such a conservative exterior, one would never expect such a truly inspirational staircase. Indeed, it is the most striking element inside. The relationship of the dining room and gallery allow additional
\par \fi360 Rich release in a free pattern of windows. A rippled coherence of rooms at the rear, encourage the essential transition between formal and informal living. An impressionable back porch gleaning those areas to
\par \fi360 "The exterior of this home is what we call 'Houston French' which is kind of our own style. The entry enjoys many different vistas. On the left, a curved staircase leads to an elevated study characterized by
\par \fi360 Innately perfect, unconstricted style paired with a sculpturally dramatic exterior. A mood tempts the master suite with French doors breathing in outdoor light and curved glass block hugging the whirlpool. Ra
\par \fi360 A demanding, reassuring elevation by Robert Dame - the result of layers and angles that naturally push elements into the shadows for sharp contrast. In the kitchen, he reveals a passionate mix of contemporary
\par \fi360 Immediately upon entering this home we have a wonderful staircase off to the right with a large arched window. The staircase is open beneath and you partially walk under it to enter the study, where natural l
\par \fi360  Massive columns and an unmistakable abandoned beauty reveal the essence of an Italian villa. The focus in the entry is elegantly surprising - a library with a view to the outside. Angles in the family room a
\par \fi-180 * hutch space in formal dining room off entry\par \fi-180 * expansive great room with boxed window\par \fi-180 * see-thru fireplace and bookcases\par \fi-180 * wall location provided for optional living room
\par \fi-180 * open central core at staircase\par \fi-180 * 10-foot ceiling in great room with fireplace as focal point\par \fi-180 * large, beautiful boxed windows at front and back of great room\par \fi-180 * formal, t
\par \fi-180 * entry spotlights angled staircase and formal living room\par \fi-180 * dining room with hutch space open to living room for expanded entertaining\par \fi-180 * family room offers beamed ceiling, book-case
\par \fi-180 * stately lines of elevation allude to elegant lifestyle\par \fi-180 * dynamic entry views den, formal dining room and magnificent curved stairway\par \fi-180 * an upstairs gallery wall with arched openings
\par \fi-180 * dramatic domed ceilings repeated in stairwell, dinette and master bath area\par \fi-180 * dining room defined by columns seen from entry\par \fi-180 * volume ceilings\par \fi-180 * beautiful great room wit
\par \fi-180 * floor-to-ceiling windows in great room viewed from entry\par \fi-180 * volume ceiling in great room\par \fi-180 * fireplace in great room flanked by bookcases\par \fi-180 * convenient split-entry ranch des
\par \fi-180 * formal dining room with bayed window and hutch space open to volume entry\par \fi-180 * see-thru fireplace serves hearth room and volume great room with arched windows and French doors to private den with
\par \fi-180 * dreamy wrap-around porch\par \fi-180 * French doors between living room and dining room\par \fi-180 * island kitchen with snack bar, pantry, and lazy Susan\par \fi-180 * planning desk in dinette adjoining
\par \fi-180 * decorative window and brick detailing adds grandeur to elevation\par \fi-180 * French doors access den with volume ceiling and lovely arched window\par \fi-180 * dining room with hutch space and nearby hal
\par \fi-180 * repetitive peaks on gracious front facade\par \fi-180 * 9-foot main level walls\par \fi-180 * extra wide hallways\par \fi-180 * living room and dining room combine for formal entertaining\par \fi-180 * int
\par \fi-180 * fireplace centered in great room under cathedral ceiling and surrounded by windows\par \fi-180 * efficient kitchen with window box, planning desk, lazy Susan and snack bar counter\par \fi-180 * dinette wit
\par \fi-180 * elegant 2-story entry\par \fi-180 * central hallway connects major living areas\par \fi-180 * covered porch at service entry leads to mud/laundry room\par \fi-180 * roomy island kitchen with built-in pantr
\par \fi-180 * stately elevation enhanced by dramatic covered stoop flanked by majestic columns\par \fi-180 * full 2-story entry graced by large sparkling window and elegant tapering split staircase\par \fi-180 * formal
\par \fi-180 * 9-foot main level walls\par \fi-180 * comfortable traffic patterns\par \fi-180 * spacious 2-story entry with plant ledge\par \fi-180 * hutch space in formal dining room\par \fi-180 * generous amounts of wi
\par \fi-180 * covered front porch\par \fi-180 * 9-foot main level walls\par \fi-180 * formal rooms flank 2-story entry with flared staircase\par \fi-180 * French doors connect formal and informal areas for expanded ente
\par \fi-180 * spacious 10-foot entry\par \fi-180 * large volume great room with fireplace flanked by windows to the back seen from entry\par \fi-180 * see-thru wet bar between dinette and dining room with formal ceiling
\par \fi-180 * large hall coat closet and nearby laundry room convenient to garage entrance into home\par \fi-180 * volume living room opens to large dining room for entertaining\par \fi-180 * efficient kitchen with pant
\par \fi-180 * dramatic 2-story-high entry\par \fi-180 * repetitive arched windows in great room seen from entry\par \fi-180 * bayed dining areas\par \fi-180 * see-thru fireplace between great room and hearth room\par \f
\par \fi-180 * two story bays, luminous windows, and brick details pronounce this 2-story elevation\par \fi-180 * 9'-8" main level walls\par \fi-180 * enter on angle to view spectacular curving staircase and columns defi
\par \fi-180 * expansive views throughout\par \fi-180 * many volume ceilings and unique ceiling treatments\par \fi-180 * 9-foot main level walls\par \fi-180 * entry flanked by formal dining room and den with French doors
\par \fi-180 * 10-foot-high ceiling in entry and great room\par \fi-180 * open staircase for versatile future finished basement\par \fi-180 * picture windows with transoms above flank handsome fireplace in great room\par
\par \fi-180 * sophisticated country estate residence with covered porch entry\par \fi-180 * spectacular 2-story entry with curving staircase\par \fi-180 * beautiful windows for views from every room\par \fi-180 * 9-foot
\par \fi-180 * spectacular 2-story-high entry showcases floating, curved staircase\par \fi-180 * 9-foot main level walls\par \fi-180 * specialty windows throughout \par \fi-180 * butler pantry for formal serving into din
\par \fi-180 * many windows brighten 2-story-high wrapping entry\par \fi-180 * creative angles in dining room add interest\par \fi-180 * T-shaped staircase simplifies traffic flow\par \fi-180 * fireplace and expansive ba
\par \fi-180 * quaint front porch\par \fi-180 * formal living room with 10-foot ceiling seen from entry\par \fi-180 * dining room open to living room for entertaining options\par \fi-180 * snack bar, pantry and window ab
\par \fi-180 * bright volume entry open to volume great room\par \fi-180 * handsome fireplace flanked by tall windows in great room\par \fi-180 * versatility with living room/bedroom option\par \fi-180 * snack bar and ge
\par \fi-180 * open entry views volume great room beyond\par \fi-180 * spectacular 3-sided fireplace for great room and hearth room\par \fi-180 * formal ceiling and boxed windows accent dining room\par \fi-180 * sloped g
\par \fi-180 * volume entry views formal dining room and living room\par \fi-180 * T-shaped staircase for efficient traffic flow\par \fi-180 * double doors into den with spider-beamed ceiling\par \fi-180 * walk-in corner
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\par \fi-180 * elegant repeating arches at covered entry\par \fi-180 * entry views formal dining room and living room beyond\par \fi-180 * volume ceilings in main living areas\par \fi-180 * abundant windows throughout\pa
\par \fi-180 * entry views formal rooms and beautiful staircase\par \fi-180 * family room with elegant bowed windows shares showy 3-sided fireplace\par \fi-180 * landing up a half-flight of stairs reveals double doors in
\par \fi-180 * large covered stoop at entry\par \fi-180 * double doors on angle into den\par \fi-180 * windows line back of open great room\par \fi-180 * great room showcases wet bar and see-thru fireplace\par \fi-180 *
\par \fi-180 * welcoming porch at entry\par \fi-180 * 10-foot-high ceiling for volume in entry, great room and dining room\par \fi-180 * plenty of windows for views out back\par \fi-180 * tall windows flank the handsome
\par \fi-180 * spectacular open entry\par \fi-180 * 9-foot main level walls\par \fi-180 * plant ledge above arched entry into volume living room\par \fi-180 * French doors through great room into skylit sunroom with wet
\par \fi-180 * volume entry with angled staircase views formal dining room\par \fi-180 * 9-foot main level walls\par \fi-180 * French doors into spider-beamed library with built-in bookcases\par \fi-180 * see-thru firepl
\par \fi-180 * front elevation combines brick and stucco detailing for effective appeal\par \fi-180 * efficient traffic pattern flows throughout from volume entry to T-shaped stairway\par \fi-180 * French doors access de
\par \fi-180 * brick and stucco enhance the dramatic front elevation showcased by sleek lines and decorative windows\par \fi-180 * inviting entry with view into great room is enhanced by arched window and plant shelves a
\par \fi-180 * elegant lines of this two-story elevation give additional enticement\par \fi-180 * dramatic tiled entry hall leads conveniently to all areas\par \fi-180 * adjacent living and dining areas enhance every ent
\par \fi-180 * stately front elevation gives dynamic impact\par \fi-180 * dramatic French doors connect formal living room and family room\par \fi-180 * family room enhanced by raised hearth fireplace and bayed conversat
\par \fi-180 * crisp lines with subtle detailing enhance front elevation of this elegant ranch\par \fi-180 * striking 10-foot-high entry has plant shelf integrated above closet\par \fi-180 * cathedral ceiling and firepla
\par \fi-180 * alluring brick elevation\par \fi-180 * entry includes roomy closet\par \fi-180 * openness of dining room enhanced by elegant columns\par \fi-180 * great room with bright windows includes raised hearth fire
\par \fi-180 * magnificent elevation alludes to grandeur within\par \fi-180 * 9-foot main level walls\par \fi-180 * den with bayed window, wall of bookcases and French doors\par \fi-180 * living room has arched view into
\par \fi-180 * magnificent elevation combines brick, wood and popular 3-car garage\par \fi-180 * highlight of 16-foot entry is magnificent angled stairway\par \fi-180 * island kitchen and bayed dinette perfect for family
\par \fi-180 * dynamic elevation has instant curb appeal\par \fi-180 * entry flanked by formal living room and dining room with hutch space\par \fi-180 * French doors between living room and family room add charm\par \fi
\par \fi-180 * elegant covered porch with arch above door adds romantic appeal to elevation\par \fi-180 * formal dining room viewed from entry\par \fi-180 * assets in ideal great room include 3-sided see-thru fireplace,
\par \fi-180 * striking front elevation alludes to luxury within\par \fi-180 * volume entry gives dramatic view of French doors to master suite above\par \fi-180 * elegant formal room open to entry\par \fi-180 * 9-foot m
\par \fi-180 * elevation's brick, stucco, wing walls and dual chimneys add elegant eye appeal\par \fi-180 * 4-car side-load garage large front courtyard adds intrigue to front elevation\par \fi-180 * double doors access
\par \fi-180 * captivating elevation with covered porch\par \fi-180 * 3-car garage offers added perk\par \fi-180 * entry surveys formal rooms\par \fi-180 * living room with volume ceiling, elegant windows and see-thru fi
\par \fi-180 * elevation has eye-catching curb appeal\par \fi-180 * 10-foot ceiling in spacious great room with raised hearth fireplace and two windows with arched transoms above\par \fi-180 * French doors off great room
\par \fi-180 * magnificent porch adds appeal to elevation\par \fi-180 * volume entry surveys formal living and dining rooms\par \fi-180 * formal living room features two bookcases\par \fi-180 * impressive great room with
\par \fi-180 * gabled roof, brick accents and covered front porch combine to present striking elevation\par \fi-180 * ceiling slopes from 9 foot to 16'-10", plus raised hearth fireplace of great room makes dramatic prese
\par \fi-180 * attractive 2-story home with brick accenting front elevation\par \fi-180 * handsome wood floor joins the family room, dinette and kitchen\par \fi-180 * family room is highlighted by a fireplace and useful
\par \fi-180 * convenient for a private home office, French doors off entry reveal an optional den\par \fi-180 * staircase to second level is conveniently located at back of house, off of kitchen\par \fi-180 * lofty, ope
\par \fi-180 * comfortable and economical, this plan is perfect for narrow home sites\par \fi-180 * simple efficiency is key to this thoughtful design\par \fi-180 * expansive great room with sloped ceiling is warmed by f
\par \fi-180 * impressive wrought iron accented entry introduces you to a captivating courtyard\par \fi-180 * entertaining is embellished in the dignified surroundings of the formal dining room\par \fi-180 * huge laundry
\par \fi-180 * this simple but charming design presents a well-balanced elevation for narrow lots\par \fi-180 * from entry, step down into volume living room open to formal dining area for expanded entertaining flexibili
\par \fi-180 * enjoy unmatched versatility with two main level rooms that can be used as bedrooms, an office or parlor\par \fi-180 * handsome kitchen, with lazy Susan and extra-wide island, is complemented by large walk-
\par \fi-180 * repeating arch theme and striking brick detail complement this superb ranch\par \fi-180 * impressive 12" tapered columns define formal dining room with 10-foot ceilings\par \fi-180 * domed ceiling above cu
\par \fi-180 * stately, dignified enduring design with an all-brick exterior\par \fi-180 * a magnificent elevation from every angle, with a particularly impressive arched portico\par \fi-180 * main level features 9-foot
\par \fi-180 * classical details, decorative windows and dignified brick exterior create sophisticated curb appeal\par \fi-180 * volume living room with its large bayed window and dining room reflect formal elegance\par
\par \fi-180 * charming wrap-around porch and quaint window treatment create country mood\par \fi-180 * formal dining room is distinguished by columned entry and charming bowed window\par \fi-180 * two pantries and desk
\par \fi-180 * majestic window highlights handsome brick front elevation\par \fi-180 * bowed windows and high ceiling provide terrific airy feeling to great room\par \fi-180 * large laundry accessible from kitchen and ga
\par \fi-180 * wood-railed porch and repeating window treatment combine for traditional front elevation\par \fi-180 * entry offers views to formal entertaining areas\par \fi-180 * 9-foot main level walls\par \fi-180 * de
\par \fi-180 * wrap-around covered porch and windows create striking front elevation\par \fi-180 * entry offers tremendous open view of dining and great room\par \fi-180 * fireplace centers on cathedral ceiling which soa
\par \fi-180 * brick accents and bright windows highlight this appealing front elevation\par \fi-180 * entry provides wide, dramatic view of  formal dining room and spacious great room\par \fi-180 * extra-tall bowed wind
\par \fi-180 * stucco accents and graceful window treatments enhance front elevation\par \fi-180 * double doors open to private den with bright bayed windows\par \fi-180 * French doors open to large screened-in veranda i
\par \fi-180 * a series of stunning arches lead from the entry through the volume great room and dining room to the elegant covered veranda\par \fi-180 * gourmet kitchen with double oven, 2 pantries, trash compactor and
\par \fi-180 * angled U-stairs are focus for 2-story entry\par \fi-180 * formal living room off entry features fireplace between built-in bookcases and view to dining room with hutch space\par \fi-180 * bayed dinette add
\par \fi-180 * tall entry and bowed window adds elegance to elevation, while minimal use of brick provides affordability\par \fi-180 * angled stairway overlooks living room\par \fi-180 * columns accentuate entry to forma
\par \fi-180 * covered porch and gabled roof add country feeling to this elevation\par \fi-180 * dining room and volume parlor open to 14-foot-high entry\par \fi-180 * French doors between parlor and family room provide
\par \fi-180 * prominent entry commands captivating elevation\par \fi-180 * entry captures fantastic views from great room to sun room with arched windows\par \fi-180 * peninsula kitchen featuring corner sink and snack b
\par \fi-180 * parlor off entry has dining room option and French doors to family room\par \fi-180 * back yard door shared by large family room and bayed breakfast area with pantry\par \fi-180 * island kitchen open to br
\par \fi-180 * gabled roof, arched window and covered porch add to this country style home\par \fi-180 * formal parlor offers 10-foot ceiling and dining room option\par \fi-180 * French doors in entry open to breakfast a
\par \fi-180 * country charm is achieved with a front porch and well-proportioned gables\par \fi-180 * functional T-stairs add flair to entry\par \fi-180 * media room off bayed family room offers great versatility for fo
\par \fi-180 * charming colonial has prominent entry\par \fi-180 * great room, off 2-story entry, offers views to covered porch and bayed dinette\par \fi-180 * island kitchen with pantry and lazy Susan has convenient acc
\par \fi-180 * exciting brick and stucco front elevation\par \fi-180 * 9-foot-high main level walls\par \fi-180 * wide entry provides views to formal living and dining rooms and contains built-in bookcases on both sides
\par \fi-180 * beautiful columns and arched transoms are focal points of this ranch home elevation\par \fi-180 * 10-foot entry has formal views of volume dining room and great room featuring brick fireplace and arched wi
\par \fi-180 * cascading roof lines and prominent gables shape beautiful front elevation\par \fi-180 * entry provides view to grand stairway and large great room\par \fi-180 * quiet den offers 10-foot ceiling and elegant
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\par \fi-180 * spectacular front porch commands plantation style elevation\par \fi-180 * formal dining room captures elegant views of arched openings to great room\par \fi-180 * gourmet kitchen features 2 pantries and wr
\par \fi-180 * soft curves under repeating gables form an inviting elevation\par \fi-180 * bayed living room and formal dining room surround beautiful 2-story entry\par \fi-180 * peninsula kitchen open to bayed breakfast
\par \fi-180 * built-in bookcase with window between 2 coat closets add charm to entry\par \fi-180 * view of colonnade and U-stairs enhance sun-filled great room\par \fi-180 * formal dining room well  located for enterta
\par \fi-180 * stunning covered double door entryway leads to grandeur within\par \fi-180 * fantastic kitchen features pass-thru buffet to dining room, 2 lazy Susan's and shares snack bar with spacious breakfast area\par
\par \fi-180 * great details on front porch add curb appeal to this ranch home\par \fi-180 * 10-foot ceiling shared by entry, great room and dining room accentuate openness\par \fi-180 * great room highlighted by arched
\par \fi-180 * covered porch, bayed window and column details accent this 11/2 story home\par \fi-180 * entry reveals formal dining room and spacious great room with fireplace and 10-foot-high ceiling\par \fi-180 * octag
\par \fi-180 * gabled roof and limited brick use add affordability to this great elevation\par \fi-180 * elegant U-stairs, French doors to kitchen and views to formal dining and great rooms create wonderful entry\par \fi
\par \fi-180 * repeating gables highlight beautiful elevation\par \fi-180 * large dining room and staircase focus on 2-story entry\par \fi-180 * large private family room is well-integrated with breakfast area and kitche
\par \fi-180 * covered porch and Victorian accents create this classical elevation\par \fi-180 * double doors to entry open to spacious great room and elegant dining room\par \fi-180 * gourmet kitchen features island/sna
\par \fi-180 * traditional elevation combines aesthetics and economy\par \fi-180 * symmetrical coat closets and cased openings frame view to great room and entry\par \fi-180 * versatile dining room has parlor option\par
\par \fi-180 * charming country style elevation has wrapping porch and oval accents\par \fi-180 * spacious great room, directly accessible from 2-story entry and breakfast area with bowed window\par \fi-180 * angled wall

\par \fi-180 * main and second level covered porches accompanied by intricate detailing and illuminating transom windows create a splendid Southern mansion appeal\par \fi-180 * prominent entry open to formal dining and l
\par \fi-180 * striking elevation creates look of grandeur for this 2-story home\par \fi-180 * formal dining room offers ceiling details, hutch space and bayed windows\par \fi-180 * sun-lit windows and fireplace warm for
\par \fi-180 * decorative windows and expansive covered porch highlight this 2-story home\par \fi-180 * formal dining room offers hutch space and access to kitchen/breakfast area\par \fi-180 * French doors in formal livi
\par \fi-180 * cozy front porch enhances elevation packed with windows\par \fi-180 * stacked living and dining rooms combine giving flexibility to formal entertaining\par \fi-180 * well-organized kitchen is open to bayed
\par \fi-180 * intricately detailed elevation is reminiscent of days past\par \fi-180 * dining room offers wonderful atmosphere for formal meals\par \fi-180 * large great room is enhanced by fireplace and 10'-8' high cei
\par \fi-180 * dramatic bayed windows embellish this classic home\par \fi-180 * parlor with angled entrance showcases bayed window\par \fi-180 * formal dining room designed for maximum visibility\par \fi-180 * French doo
\par \fi-180 * gabled windows combine with intricate front porch to create sense of welcome\par \fi-180 * see-thru fireplace and 11'-0' ceiling illuminate living room\par \fi-180 * family room displays three arched windo
\par \fi-180 * exterior details combine to evoke emotion\par \fi-180 * living room boasts 10-foot ceiling and boxed window\par \fi-180 * dining room openly connected to living room - perfect for formal gatherings\par \fi
\par \fi-180 * exciting curb appeal enhanced by long front porch and gingerbread accents\par \fi-180 * transom windows and 11'-0' ceiling adorn great room\par \fi-180 * interesting angles and unique snack bar highlight u
\par \fi-180 * arched and bayed windows combine to decorate the elevation of this 2-story home\par \fi-180 * formal rooms flank the entry viewing T-shaped staircase\par \fi-180 * fireplace warms living room with bayed wi
\par \fi-180 * quaint traditional elevation with economy in mind\par \fi-180 * oak floor entry with convenient coat closet\par \fi-180 * dining room is enriched with oak flooring\par \fi-180 * sunny windows brighten fami
\par \fi-180 * sprawling elevation add to its ranch heritage\par \fi-180 * entry presents bowed dining room\par \fi-180 * volume 11'-0' ceiling gives elegance to living room\par \fi-180 * walk-in pantry and angled island
\par \fi-180 * shutters and an attractive plant box decorate front elevation\par \fi-180 * formal dining room adorns view in entry\par \fi-180 * breakfast area highlighted by 10'-0' ceiling\par \fi-180 * kitchen boasts t
\par \fi-180 * inviting, traditional elevation\par \fi-180 * sophisticated parlor boasts bayed windows and French doors to family room\par \fi-180 * raised-hearth fireplace and gorgeous picture awning windows highlight l
\par \fi-180 * intricate details bring out tradition of days past\par \fi-180 * window seat and volume ceiling upon entry\par \fi-180 * parlor creates elegant atmosphere and is flexible as dining room\par \fi-180 * kitch
\par \fi-180 * mixture of charm and elegance creates curb appeal\par \fi-180 * formal dining with 10'-0' ceiling is flexible as parlor\par \fi-180 * kitchen with snack bar opens to sunny breakfast area\par \fi-180 * cent
\par \fi-180 * notable windows offer insight into home\par \fi-180 * living room decorated with arched window and volume ceiling\par \fi-180 * dining room leads to kitchen through French doors\par \fi-180 * wet bar, fire
\par \fi360 The Jones Farm appeal:  A wrapping, covered porch for rocking away afternoons. A quick path from the garage to the kitchen for unloading groceries. Eating and working options in the breakfast area. And design
\par \fi360 Essentials in the four-bedroom Pawnee Point: An open stairway with balcony for viewing activity below. An island kitchen fit to prepare a gourmet meal or just a sandwich. An airy great room with easy traffic
\par \fi360 Tradition in the Linden Acres:  Dining room elegance with quick service from the kitchen and a bayed view of the front. Semi-seclusion in the great room to entertain guests or inspire family fun. A rear stair
\par \fi360 The comfort of Raven Oaks:  Formal dining and living rooms near each other and the entry for ready entertainment of guests. A snack bar defines cooking in the kitchen and eating in the breakfast area. And a l
\par \fi360 The soothing Jordan Oaks:  A relaxed atmosphere at the rear with an open kitchen, dinette and family room that live freely. A main-floor master suite to retreat to at any time of the day. And upstairs, a larg
\par \fi360 A home for today - the Cedar Falls.  An expansive great room with sloped ceiling, adding definition and character to conversations there. Two eating areas - the dining room fittingly opens to the great room f
\par \fi-180 * dining room with hutch space and views to the outside through charming double-hung windows\par \fi-180 * handsome wood railing separates large family room with fireplace from breakfast area\par \fi-180 * e
\par \fi-180 * volume entry with curving staircase views dining room with gorgeous ceiling detail and hutch space\par \fi-180 * library has French doors, 10-foot walls and 3 bookcases, 2 of which frame large window with
\par \fi-180 * covered porch reflects romance of yesterday\par \fi-180 * formal dining room with hutch space visible from entrance hall\par \fi-180 * 16-foot ceiling and elegant fireplace framed by large windows in great
\par \fi-180 * covered porch and elegant arched windows highlight front elevation\par \fi-180 * 2-story entry showcases stairway and formal dining room with bayed window\par \fi-180 * superb great room has see-thru firep
\par \fi-180 * sleek lines coupled with impressive detailing enhance elevation\par \fi-180 * entry opens into volume great room with fireplace flanked by cheerful windows\par \fi-180 * dining room off great room offers e
\par \fi-180 * generous covered front porch\par \fi-180 * entry views formal dining room and great room beyond\par \fi-180 * great room features bookcases, entertainment center and angled see-thru fireplace\par \fi-180 *
\par \fi-180 * spectacular volume entry with curving staircase and columns leading into sunken living room\par \fi-180 * volume living room contains fireplace, bowed window and wet bar\par \fi-180 * 9-foot main level wal
\par \fi-180 * elegant brick elevation and rows of shuttered windows lend timeless beauty to colonial design\par \fi-180 * 2-story entry hall surveys formal dining and living rooms and views magnificent great room\par \f
\par \fi-180 * spacious formal entry with spectacular curving staircase\par \fi-180 * 9-foot main level walls\par \fi-180 * arched transom above double doors into volume den with built-in bookcases and arched window\par
\par \fi-180 * inviting covered porch\par \fi-180 * elegant bayed window in formal dining room off entry\par \fi-180 * beautiful fireplace with windows showcased in large great room\par \fi-180 * bright bayed dinette\par
\par \fi-180 * stone accents and inviting porch enrich front elevation\par \fi-180 * entry views volume great room with captivating window-framed fireplace\par \fi-180 * formal dining area allows entertaining ease\par \f
\par \fi-180 * dynamic elevation features wing walls and elegant window-framed doorway\par \fi-180 * entry views beautiful staircase and formal rooms ideal for entertaining\par \fi-180 * family room has three picture/awn
\par \fi-180 * brick and stucco accents curb appeal\par \fi-180 * elegant entry surveys formal living room with volume ceiling and bayed window dining room with hutch space\par \fi-180 * window-brightened great room incl

\par \fi-180 * universally designed home\par \fi-180 * arched details decorate this quaint ranch style home
\par \fi-180 * formal entry presents great room with brick fireplace, transoms and 10-foot-high ceiling\par \fi-
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\par \fi-180 * inviting wrap-around porch\par \fi-180 * entry surveys living and dining rooms\par \fi-180 * flush hearth fireplace and transom windows highlight volume great room\par \fi-180 * two powder baths, one for g
\par \fi-180 * attractive elevation with brick, stucco and wing walls highlighted by entry with side lights and elliptical transom\par \fi-180 * 13-foot-high entry open to dining room and expansive great room\par \fi-180
\par \fi-180 * eye-catching design is highlighted with brick accents and a large covered stoop distinguished by handsome wood columns\par \fi-180 * spacious entry offers view of the great room with its grand 10'-8" ceili
\par \fi-180 * extensive use of glass and intricate detailing define grandeur on this front elevation\par \fi-180 * distinctive columns highlight the entrance of the great room and dining room\par \fi-180 * expansive kit
\par \fi-180 * columns and double doors at entry create a majestic elevation\par \fi-180 * 12-foot-tall dining room open to spacious 2-story entry\par \fi-180 * spider beams and bowed window add sophistication to den\par
\par \fi-180 * powerful entry and brick accents enhance beautiful elevation\par \fi-180 * volume living room and U-shaped stairs create elegant views from entry\par \fi-180 * French doors, brick fireplace and cathedral c
\par \fi-180 * country style elevation highlighted by detailed porch and brick accents\par \fi-180 * formal dining room proudly welcomes guests at entry\par \fi-180 * well-integrated family room, kitchen and breakfast ar
\par \fi-180 * an exquisite elevation is created by a stunning entrance, window accents and angled garage\par \fi-180 * volume entry opens to grandeur within, formal dining room with hutch space and breath-taking view in
\par \fi-180 * comfortable family atmosphere is created by warmth of covered front porch of this 1-1/2 story home\par \fi-180 * entry leads to formal dining with hutch space\par \fi-180 * organized kitchen boasts central
\par \fi-180 * dramatic roof lines, brick detailing and columned entry highlight this 1-1/2 story\par \fi-180 * 9'-0" main level walls\par \fi-180 * entry views formal dining and den with French doors, volume ceiling and
\par \fi-180 * oak entry presents formal dining with hutch space\par \fi-180 * spacious living room has 14'-5" ceiling accented by large sun-filled windows\par \fi-180 * kitchen/dinette area boasts island, pantry and pla
\par \fi-180 * decorative and classic elements on front elevation combine to reveal elegance of the past\par \fi-180 * 10-foot ceiling adds spaciousness to living room\par \fi-180 * lovely boxed window in dining room dra
\par \fi-180 * bayed front porch adds flair and beauty to this Victorian style 1-1/2 story\par \fi-180 * volume entry views formal dining and living rooms\par \fi-180 * dining room displays bayed windows and hutch space\
\par \fi-180 * comfortable wrap around porch illustrates country appeal\par \fi-180 * 9'-0" main level walls\par \fi-180 * well organized kitchen contains extensive island with cooktop, bookcase and planning desk\par \fi
\par \fi-180 * Tudor elevation gives this home a comfortable appeal\par \fi-180 * striking curved staircase fills the entry\par \fi-180 * oak flooring gives feeling of elegance and refinement to the home\par \fi-180 * we
\par \fi-180 * comfortable elevation reveals its family style\par \fi-180 * wrapping front porch\par \fi-180 * oak entry showcases U-shaped staircase\par \fi-180 * dining room expands entry and has intricate ceiling deta
\par \fi360 Variations of Stone Creek: French doors to the den for an easy get-away off the entry. Tall ceilings in the living room heightening the appeal of conversation. The family room at the rear opens to the kitchen
\par \fi360 The intricate Roberts Ridge:  Shutters and elegant detailing on the facade, to create a polished look from the street. Formal rooms parallel in the entry to entertain with ease. And a rear screened-in porch f
\par \fi360 The energy of Bryant Woods:  Two living spaces - a hearth room and great room - each offering a place to warm oneself by the see-through fireplace. A rear covered porch for a place to read a good book. And a
\par \fi360 The patterns of Falcon Point:  A front porch to while away an afternoon on or to dream of doing so. Three big bedrooms with room for more than just sleep. A see-through fireplace that has gathered the living
\par \fi360 The generous Coopers Farm:  A breezy front porch to sit upon and catch up with the day. Office space with a separate outdoor entrance for clients. The kitchen, breakfast area and great room, freely open to on
\par \fi360 The fundamentals of  Laurel Grove: An elegant dining room and U-shaped stairway, offering the entry a pleasant view. From the sink area, an island kitchen sees the casual atmosphere of the family room. And a
\par \fi360 The form of Tyler Acres:  A tall and inviting columned stoop, providing definition to the home as a whole. Angles for inspiration in the great room and hearth room. Four bedrooms upstairs and a bonus room for
\par \fi360 The hearty Greystone Place:  Double coat closets in the entry to accommodate guests. Two living areas, open to each other for when extra space is necessary, yet defined to be separate. A second-floor balcony
\par \fi360 Kerry Crossing is an inspiration in design. The entry and dining room together, each expanding the boundaries of the other. The kitchen, with an L-shaped island to comfortably prepare a gourmet meal. A sunny
\par \fi360 The comfortably refined Indian Springs:  Shutters, double-hung windows and a distinct covered porch to coax outsiders in. Ten-foot ceilings in all living areas of the home to free any feelings of restriction.
\par \fi360 The captivating Ponca Hills:  A T-shaped stairway to quickly access the second floor from the entry or kitchen/breakfast area. Casual space in the family room to relax in and watch a movie. Formal space in th
\par \fi360 The openness of Hancock Ridge:  A friendly covered porch to watch the play in the front yard. A half wall in the dining room for views into the great room while eating. And a spacious laundry room to accommod
\par \fi360 The country confidence of Hamilton Farm:  A wrapping front porch with two ways in and out for twice the enjoyment. A spacious kitchen and breakfast area so that a number of people can gather together there. A
\par \fi360 The ease of Holly Mills:  An open dining room to view from or expand into the entry. Additional wrapping counter space in the kitchen, designated to prepare, cook and serve food. Two bedrooms on the main floo
\par \fi360 A flair of its own - the Belle Harbor:  For a sense of unity, the entry, dining room and great room with 11-foot ceilings. In the master bath, his and her vanities and a corner soaking tub for a feeling of lu
\par \fi360 The exceptional Oak Hollow:  Two living areas for activity both formal and casual. Bayed windows to define the breakfast area. Another large window in the family room to emphasize the outdoors. And an extra c
\par \fi360 The easy going Juniper Springs:  The parlor, open to the entry, welcomes guests to relax. The kitchen, breakfast area and family room at the rear, all providing views and perspectives of the outdoors. And a T
\par \fi360 The open feel of Brook Valley: A core for daily family living: the great room with 17-foot ceiling that's open to the kitchen and breakfast area. A front covered porch upon which to survey the outdoors. And s

\par \fi360 A view of the Shadow Pines:  Sloped ceiling in the great room and warmth by a crackling fireplace. Patio doors in the breakfast area for leading to backyard fun and letting in sunshine. And bayed dining room
\par \fi360 A vision of Winter Woods:  A wide covered stoop noticeably substantial enough for a chair. Wrapping counters in the kitchen to help quickly access all that is needed to cook. The benefit of a large walk-in cl
\par \fi360 The simplicity of Sun Valley:  A covered porch for the feeling of nostalgia on a summer's day. A volume great room with the ability to provide a fire on a chilly evening. A planning desk in the kitchen/breakf
\par \fi360 The hospitality of Rockwell Lane:  Shutters and a front porch to provide a feeling of welcome to neighbors and guests. A great room accessible from both the entry and kitchen. All bedrooms upstairs for separa
\par \fi360 The tone of Chimney Ridge:  A boxed window and fireplace in the great room to provide light and warmth to family fun. For occasions that call for formal cuisine, a dining room at the rear. On the second floor
\par \fi360 The simple appeal of Apple Woods:  The dining room off the entry, adding character and elegance to guests' first impressions. A snack bar in the kitchen to serve light meals informally. And an expansive famil
\par \fi360 The natural Walnut Trail:  In the entry, a large closet with French doors to conveniently accommodate guests. Space in the garage for tools or recreational equipment. And a bonus room on the second floor to p
\par \fi360 The distinctive Stony Brook:  A den that accesses a 3/4 bath, and as a result, easily converts into a guest suite. Open living and eating areas for uninhibited traffic between rooms. Four second-floor bedroom
\par \fi360 The interest of Lost Timbers: Bayed windows in the parlor, adding the right touch to an afternoon glass of tea. In the kitchen, a walk-in pantry to organize and store dry goods. And upstairs, four spacious be
\par \fi360 The dazzling effect of Emerald Harbor:  At the back, open and free living space. A breakfast area for eating or leading to backyard play. A corner fireplace, prone to draw people into the family room to sit b
\par \fi360 The airiness of Alberta Falls:  A covered front porch, expanding the welcome of the elevation. An entry open to the dining room and stairway for a view of elegance once inside. At the back of the home, a spac
\par \fi360 The welcoming Grant Farm:  A deep front porch providing room to relax on a swing. An island cooktop, equipping the kitchen with a centralized place to prepare meals. And a family room with a snack bar that's
\par \fi360 The substance of Cresent Creek:  A secluded den with French doors and vaulted ceiling for use as a home office or private retreat. A spacious living room that easily entertains on special occasions. And throu

\par \fi360 The pleasant Rolling Acres:  An entry that flows into the dining room and views a 
U-shaped stairway, for an immediate feeling of elegance. A sunken family room linked with the outdoors through three transom
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\par \fi-180 * entry open to formal dining room graced with hutch space, special ceiling detail and beautiful bayed window\par \fi-180 * French doors open into formal living room with volume ceiling, glass shelves and br
\par \fi-180 * formal entertaining rooms flank volume entry for elegant first impressions\par \fi-180 * expansive view from entry reveals great room with beamed ceiling, bookcase and fireplace framed by large windows\par
\par \fi-180 * 2-story-high entry with plant shelves atop dual coat closets\par \fi-180 * wet bar convenient to dining room with hutch space\par \fi-180 * French doors open into library with volume ceiling and built-in b
\par \fi-180 * inviting covered porch\par \fi-180 * interesting staircase with landing in volume entry\par \fi-180 * abundant windows throughout\par \fi-180 * 10-foot ceiling and handsome fireplace in great room\par \fi-
\par \fi360 The uncomplicated Kirby Farm:  Living, eating and cooking areas designated as the center of activity in open, unrestricted space. Other features: a front coat closet for guests; a linen closet for hanging clo
\par \fi360 A fancy for Angel Cove:  The master bedroom on the main floor for convenient access from the living areas. A snack bar in the kitchen for an easy place to eat breakfast. And a second-floor bonus room to add a
\par \fi360 A great room ceiling that slopes to 17 feet in height highlights this duplex home. Wrapping counters in the kitchen feature a snack bar. The breakfast area opens to a relaxing covered porch. A volume ceiling,
\par \fi360 This duplex offers a basic floor plan with the option of either two or three bedrooms. A spacious courtyard leads to the entry viewing an open dining room. The kitchen organized traffic throughout the home an
\par \fi360 This duplex features a spacious great room, kitchen and breakfast area as the central core of the home. These areas are highlighted with built-in bookshelves, tall windows, a fireplace, snack bar and volume c
\par \fi360 This multifamily home addresses the needs of today's varied lifestyles. The floor plan on the left works well for empty-nesters or first-time buyers. It features a den secluded with double doors that could al
\par \fi360 Reminiscent of a Dutch Colonial farmhouse, this massive triple-sectioned design is heightened by a serviceable studio or game room above the garage. Emphasizing privacy, the design groups three bedrooms and t
\par \fi360 The elegant excitement in this spacious family home is apparent the moment you walk into its two-story foyer.  The drama increases when you step into the unique, vaulted living room, separated by columns from
\par \fi360 This handsome home is ideal for the family that loves to entertain.  The formal living room flows into the vaulted dining room for a spacious feeling accentuated by expansive windows.  For an informal setting
\par \fi360 Equipped with fireplace and sliding glass doors to the bordering deck, the two-story living room creates a sizeable and airy center for family activity.  A well-planned traffic pattern connects the dining are
\par \fi360 The spacious and rambling Great room of this home gives a big country feel to those who enter.  The lack of walls separating the kitchen, dining room and the living room creates an overall impression of roomi
\par \fi360 Clean simple lines combine with an efficient interior floor plan to make a no nonsense, relatively inexpensive home to build.  A circular traffic flow pattern allows access to the sleeping wing from either th
\par \fi360 A solar greenhouse on the south employs energy storage rods and water to capture the sun's warmth, thereby providing a sanctuary for plants and supplying a good percentage of the house's heat.  Other southern
\par \fi360 Beyond the elegant two-story foyer of this home, lies a grand staircase and a music hall, creating a dramatic first impression.  Flanking the foyer are the formal living room and dining room.  The living room
\par \fi360 The elegant styling of this very space efficient plan features the charm and elegance of brick and stucco.  As you enter the foyer, you find the spacious dining room to your right and to the rear of the foyer
\par \fi360 Two dormers centered over double arches announce the entrance of this stylish brick and siding one story.  Inside, the angled foyer design directs the eye to the Great room and dining room.  Classic columns p
\par \fi360 Our home says a lot about our lives.  This home gives the impression of a solid, established individual.  In today's busy world, an established individual would need a home that efficiently fills his needs, y
\par \fi360 Inside and out, this design speaks of space and luxury.  Outside, cedar shake roofing contrasts nicely with brick veneer to compliment arched and leaded windows and false dormers.  Double entry doors usher yo
\par \fi360 It won't take long to notice how bright this home's interior is.  Stepping into the solarium/living room from the main entry deck, you'll be bathed in sunlight and warmth from the skylights in the cathedral c
\par \fi360 Step into the large, majestic foyer which flows into the formal dining room and Great room that features a wet bar, a stone fireplace and access to a spacious deck.  Adjacent is the dream laundry room are inc
\par \fi360 Impressive is one of the words called to mind as you drive up the driveway of this home.  There are formal areas for entertaining and informal areas for relaxation.  The formal living and dining room occupy t
\par \fi360 This Ranch has a circle-head window that sets off a striking exterior view.  Inside this single-story design, three bedrooms are located in one part of the plan with all of the bedrooms having separate full b
\par \fi360 Spectacular is one word you could use to describe the remarkable quality of light and space in this four-bedroom family home.  Well-placed skylights and abundant windows bathe every room in sunlight.  The hug
\par \fi360 Upon entering this home one can't help but be impressed by the two-story foyer that is flooded with light from the arched window above.  The formal living room and dining room, also, have special window treat
\par \fi360 This one level home is defined by its versatility and charm.  At the foyer you will be immediately impressed by the view of the spacious Great Room with corner fireplace and tall transom windows.  The locatio
\par \fi360 Not only do each of the three bedrooms have a walk-in closet, but there's also an entry closet, a pantry, twin linen closets, a closet by the utility; room, cupboards in the utility room, and large extra stor
\par \fi360 A classic design and spacious interior make this home attractive and exciting to the discriminating buyer.  Pride of ownership begins with your first look at the charming exterior of this one level home.  Bri
\par \fi360 A crisp contemporary exterior combined with some of the best traditional interior elements produces a house that reflects today's active living requirements.  The sheltered entrance leads to a central, privat
\par \fi360 The designers of this home have made a valiant effort to make sure you will always have enough storage space.  With more closet and storage space than are found in many larger homes, this is truly a small hom
\par \fi360 It's the little details that make a home so much more.  A window is a window, yet with the detailing around the windows of this home it becomes a multi-paned looking glass to the outside world.  A door is jus
\par \fi360 A warm and cozy country feeling permeates throughout this home.  The large family room includes direct access to the porch and a huge fireplace to gather around.  The breakfast room has direct access to the s
\par \fi360 This two-story farmhouse projects a relaxed style, as reflected in the traditional front porch, narrow wood siding, shuttered windows and flower boxes.  There still is elegance in the decorative curved stairw
\par \fi360 This home features a step-down, three-car garage on the side, hidden by the graceful arched window treatment. The secluded study with built-in shelving affords a peaceful atmosphere.  The exceptional family r
\par \fi360 There's a taste of Tudor elegance in this three-bedroom family home.  You'll see it in the brick and stucco facade with rustic wood trim, in the tiled foyer, and in the fireplaced family room with ten-foot ce
\par \fi360 From the front, this house looks like a single story home.  Step around to the back and you find yourself standing outside a lower level, looking up at the main floor.  Designed for construction on a slope th
\par \fi360 Step into the sun-washed foyer of this contemporary beauty, and you'll be faced with a choice.  You can walk downstairs into a huge, fireplaced rec room with built-in bar and adjoining patio.  Three bedrooms
\par \fi360 This home makes a definite first impression.  Large and expansive, this home pampers you with luxury.  There are the special touches in the media room, sunroom, balcony and curving staircase, decorative ceili
\par \fi360 This traditional southern elevation features an entry flanked by large square columns and dominated by a gable finished with dentil molding and a graceful archway.  Upon entering, an angled foyer opens the ho
\par \fi360 This beautiful home features a large kitchen with a central island that adds work space and an eating bar to the already expansive and efficient room.  The breakfast area is sure to be a sunny place to start
\par \fi360 Multi-paned windows in the entryway, and cedar scales beneath the gable add street appeal to this tri-level.  Vaulted ceilings add to the sense of spaciousness in combined living room/dining room.  The firepl
\par \fi360 This energy-saving house was designed for comfortable living as well as a handsome exterior.  In 1,460 total square feet it contains effective and efficient spaces for all family requirements.  The entrance i
\par \fi360 The stone and siding combination of this elevation provides great curb appeal.  The floor plan has been arranged for the lifestyle of today's modern family.  The living area and the dining room flow into each
\par \fi360 Although this house is in the mid-sized range, it is loaded with custom design features.  The vaulted, sunken, living room has half-walls of custom shelving, providing space for more books and a home for ster
\par \fi360 Tall ceilings, large windows, and custom trims and moldings give added pizzazz to this four bedroom, two-story home.  A sunken family room with a tray ceiling is large enough for real family enjoyment and pro
\par \fi360 Bright and cozy, this is a cabin with a gambrel, or barn-styled roof and an open-beam ceiling.  Six huge windows brighten a Great room that occupies the front half of the home.  Open to the roof beams, this c
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\par \fi360 The bay window tower that graces the facade of this impressive home hints at the classic beauty you'll find inside.  The two story foyer is flanked by a large, formal living room and private master suite with
\par \fi360 This three bedroom beauty is loaded with convenience and charm.  A traditional covered porch shelters entering guests.  Lead them into the formal elegance of the living and dining room combination, divided by
\par \fi360 As you enter this gracious home, the turned staircase and 21' high ceiling make quite an impression.  The formal dining room and the living room/parlor both contain beautiful, brick fireplaces and the parlor
\par \fi360 The mood for the entire house is set as you walk through the pleasant trellised  into the central foyer.  Special features include a high-sloped ceiling in the living  and dining rooms, a heat-circulation atr
\par \fi360 As a family matures, everyone needs his or her own space.  This home provides enough living space for everyone.  This attractive elevation promises wide open spaces inside.  The large living area has a firepl
\par \fi360 Multiple gables, and brick trim give character to this traditional two-story home, while the deep set entry protects it from the weather and provides a sense of privacy.  Interesting angles and varies the bac
\par \fi360 With an elevation that appeals to all, this traditional siding and brick home contains all the features demanded by today's homeowner.  The large Great room features a cozy fireplace flanked by a pair of doub
\par \fi360 Twin arched windows and a friendly covered porch accent the brick and clapboard exterior of this convenient, one-level plan.  The angled entry adds intrigue to the sunny, soaring kitchen/breakfast room combin
\par \fi360 This large home is designed for construction on a lot that slopes gently toward the front.   A large study, complete with fireplace, overlooks the vaulted living room and entryway.  This room, which could jus
\par \fi360 Dominating the second floor of this large two-story home, the suite has a sleeping area equal in size to the living room.  A wide bay window, which could easily accommodate a couch and/or a couple of easy cha
\par \fi360 With its barn-shaped gambrel roof, this home is a no-nonsense vacation get-away with a distinctive country compact design helps keep building costs low and maintenance time at a minimum.  A deck, which wraps
\par \fi360 This home is defined by its step saving convenience, while offering the amenities that one would expect in a house of the 90's.  High ceilings, columns and a wood stair rail open the rooms for a more spacious
\par \fi360 This angled one story Contemporary is abundant with features.  The angled shape allows the house to be rotated on a site to give the optimum orientation.  The spacious foyer opens widely to the living room wh
\par \fi360 The multi-paned windows and varied roof lines add interest to this three bedroom home.  The sheltered entry leads to a foyer that affords the visitor many options.  They may enter the dining room to the right
\par \fi360 A wide front porch, complete with railings and posts, gives country charm to this otherwise very Contemporary home.  Vaulted ceilings and a generous use of windows in the family living areas in entryway, dini
\par \fi360 Stateliness and elegance are the two words which best describe this fine two story Traditional brick home.  Entering the home through the intricately detailed entrance, we find the living room on the left and
\par \fi360 The gracious and spacious central foyer sets the tone for this luxurious 3 bedroom ranch home.  The featured triangular ceiling of the entrance porch extends into the foyer.  Recalling this triangular form ar
\par \fi360 This split bedroom plan features a traditional elevation coupled with an up-to-date, efficiently designed floor plan.  Upon entering, an angled foyer opens the home to a large Great room with a fireplace.  A
\par \fi360 The distinctive French door entrance of this home is sure to turn heads.  The two-story foyer is flooded with natural light from the arched window above.  The living room enjoys the sunlight streaming through
\par \fi360 The entrance of this home is sure to attract attention.  The multi-paned glass used not only on the door, but around the door including above it which provides a naturally-lit foyer inside, and an attractive
\par \fi360 The combination of stucco and brick on the exterior of this home lend an air of sophistication to the already fine lined formal elegance.  The oversized living room is located to the left of the entrance foye
\par \fi360 The beautiful detailing around the windows and door of this home add to its curb appeal.  Once inside, the attention to detailing adds to the feeling of luxury and elegance.  The large living room has a focal
\par \fi360 The beautiful front porch of this home makes a warm first impression.  As you continue on into the home, that comfortable feeling continues.  The formal dining room and the study flank the foyer.  A decorativ
\par \fi360 This charming southern traditional styled home has all the features and looks of a much larger home.  The covered front porch with its striking columns, brick quoins, and dentil molding add a rich elegance to
\par \fi360 This home packs in plenty of curbside drama with its angled, octagonal porch.  On the main level, notice the sloped ceilings in the living room, and the fireplaced family room.  The roomy island kitchen invit
\par \fi360 Don't let the old-fashioned country porch of this design fool you.  This home brings the past together with the modern innovations needed to make life convenient.  The sloped ceiling and massive central firep
\par \fi360 A house is not a home until the family gives it heart.  This plan is ready for your family to give a heart.  The formal areas are place at the front of the home with a view of the wrap-around porch and the fr
\par \fi360 Comfortable and gracious living is the theme of this home. At the entrance foyer, the well-lit decorative stair creates a good first impression.  The two-story living room terminating in a handsome heat-circu
\par \fi360 This plan gives a stately and dignified elevation yet, the plan encompasses all the conveniences a modern family requires today.  The exterior is enhanced by multi-paned windows and a two-story arched entranc
\par \fi360 The entrance to this house is sheltered by the front porch.  The living room with its imposing high ceiling that slopes down to a normal height of eight feet, focuses on the decorative heat circulating firepl
\par \fi360 Designed for an executive lifestyle, this premier home has a treasure trove of amenities.  An enormous two-story family room opens from the foyer.  An oversized, see-through masonry fireplace dominates one wa
\par \fi360 Lofty brick columns flank the high, gabled entryway of this home.  The brick facade and cultured stone sill on the front window positively exudes solidity and permanence.  While the arched garage doors storag
\par \fi360 Long, low and lean, this compact and economical starter home has all the basic amenities and then some.  Bedrooms are clustered at one end of the house and family living areas at the other.  In the center, co
\par \fi360 The varied roofline and the detailing around the multi-paned windows create an impressive picture.  Once inside the house the two-story foyer keeps your attention.  The many extras in this home add to its lux
\par \fi360 The country porch of this home would be a great place to have a porch swing.  The living room is located to the right of the foyer and creates a cozy atmosphere with a lovely fireplace.  A sun deck expands th
\par \fi360 This plan is perfect for a growing family.  The formal living room is located to the left of the foyer.  To the right of the foyer is the study, with one side of a double fireplace to warm and accent the room
\par \fi360 This luxurious home has a practical side to its indulgences. While the outside boasts an intricate brickface, the inside is partial to spacious rooms that make it livable and warm. Step through the porch into
\par \fi360 Walk through the landscaped courtyard into the front entrance of this elegant home and be greeted by a space height of almost 100'.  Among the many features of this home are the living room with conveniently
\par \fi360 Italian in design, this European facade is a commanding presence from the curb.  Special attention to detail makes the home stunning from every angle.  A curving stair rises from the foyer.  The large living
\par \fi360 A gracious feeling welcomes you inside the double entrance doors as you experience natural sky-lighting and flowing space enhanced by a high-sloped ceiling.  Featured is the free-standing, heat-circulating fi
\par \fi360 Entering the foyer from the covered porch of this elegant European design we find the coat closet to the right and the living room to the rear.  This grand living area features a four-way vaulted ceiling and
\par \fi360 Traditional in character, this eye-pleaser features twin bay windows and an angled garage.  The foyer opens to the two-story living room beyond.  The formal dining room is located on the front of the home and
\par \fi360 The large living spaces in this home are only hinted at from the outside.  The two-story living room has a large fireplace and opens into the dining room.  The dining room in turn opens into the informal brea
\par \fi360 From the attractive facade to the master suite, this house provides a warm, welcoming place to call home.  The raised entry leads to an expansive living room/dining room arrangement.  An efficient U-shaped ki
\par \fi360 From the cozy front porch, you enter an inviting living room with a large fireplace luring you onward into the home.  The dining area is open to the living room, giving a spacious feeling to both rooms.  An e
\par \fi360 The contemporary style combined with hip roofline allows floor to ceiling window treatment in this home.  The unique front porch with elegant brick angled wall makes a grand entrance to the gracious foyer.  T
\par \fi360 This Traditional design is accented by the use of gable roofs and the blend of stucco and brick to form a truly spectacular exterior.  This home has the look and feel of a much larger home. The split bedroom
\par \fi360 The combination of brick and siding finishes, and a welcoming pair of graceful arches at the entry create this all-time favorite curb elevation.  Inside, the angled foyer design provides views to the Great ro
\par \fi360 This four bedroom home will give your family a lot of room to spread out.  It will also give the home owner a private retreat to relax after a busy day.  The formal living room and dining room  are located at
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\par \fi360 A railed and covered wrap-around porch adds charm to this country Ranch styled home.  This home is as compact and efficient as it is attractive.  Wide bay windows over-arched by another window set high in the
\par \fi360 After a hard day at work there should be a private place to relax in, your personal retreat.  This plan provides you with such a place in its master suite.  The master suite consists of the spacious master be
\par \fi360 This home is a study in contrasts in the stylish brick and siding one story, it is a contemporary design based on forms and elements more often associated with New England communities.  Inside the angled foye
\par \fi360 Upon entering the foyer of this home, you are greeted by a spacious area of high ceilings accented by the open railing of the stairs and the second floor balcony.  Open to the foyer is the living room, which
\par \fi360 \par \fi360 This traditional ranch home adds a bit of drama to the convenience of a single level.  The large front palladium window gives great curb appeal as well a view of the front yard from the living roo
\par \fi360 In our busy lives we all need time and space for ourselves.  This home gives you space for family togetherness and private space.  The family room, breakfast area and kitchen area are set up to insure family
\par \fi360 Brick accents, a front-facing gable, and a railed, wrap-around covered porch add to the country-style charm of this home.  Range and oven are built into an eating bar that faces into the family room.  Generou
\par \fi360 Reflecting the warmth of a farmhouse Colonial, this home is surely a house for the 90's with its flexible arrangement of space.  The main floor contains the family activity areas:  living room, dining, kitche
\par \fi360 A front porch with turned posts and railing, along with a corner box window add interest to the exterior of this home.  The living room has sliding glass doors and an 11' ceiling that slopes toward the firepl
\par \fi360 The warm, welcoming flavor of this one-story, sprawling country home gains its charm from the expression of its separate masses.  The lower portions build up pleasantly to the center, the focus which contains
\par \fi360 This home is designed for a modern, active family.  The two-story foyer gives a spacious feel upon entering.  The living room and dining room flow into each other making the living space appear larger than it
\par \fi360 A large living area with a warm fireplace makes a terrific first impression upon entering this home.  The openness in the layout of the active living areas of the home create a spacious feeling.  The formal d
\par \fi360 The wrap-around country porch on this home is a warm welcome to any one who visits this home.  That warm feeling continues inside.  The staircase greets you as you enter into the foyer.  The formal areas, din
\par \fi360 This lovely home features a traditional brick elevation and an inside design packed with all the luxuries normally seen in a larger home.  The foyer, with angled stair, opens to a gallery leading to both the
\par \fi360 This home is arranged for the convenience demanded in a modern lifestyle.  The formal areas of the home are located at the front.  The dining room has a decorative ceiling treatment.  The living room is grace
\par \fi360 As you enter the foyer of this transitional two-story home, you will immediately be impressed with the high ceiling, elegantly styled staircase and arched opening to the formal living room.  These features, c
\par \fi360 Charming and friendly, this farmhouse Colonial captures the early American style with its traditional front porch, shuttered double hung windows, and wood siding.  Conductive to outdoor living are the porch i
\par \fi360 The outdoor trellis leads to the front entrance into an energy-saving vestibule.  The dramatic combined living room and dining have a 16-foot ceiling and high windows flanking a natural stone, heat/circulatin
\par \fi360 All the formal areas are located at the front of the home.  A well-appointed kitchen is made even more efficient by an island, double sinks and more than ample cabinet space.  A sunny breakfast area includes
\par \fi360 A rounded, covered porch leads to an aesthetically pleasing entry with a skylight for extra brightness and an elegant circular staircase.  To the right, the kitchen features another skylight, plenty of cabine
\par \fi360 This plan features a charming stucco and brick exterior with added detailing around the front entry and the windows.  A cupola perched on the garage completes this eye pleasing-elevation.  Inside, an angled f
\par \fi360 Specially commissioned, this sleek French contemporary provides a striking elevation from the curb.  The formal dining room and study open off the classic two-story grand foyer, which leads to the formal livi
\par \fi360 A growing family's needs change as the years go by.  The little ones that you wanted to be near at night grow into teenagers wanting their own space.  This home will meet your changing needs.  The attractive
\par \fi360 It's hard to miss the focal point of this magnificent Contemporary home; the window wall that graces the dramatic two-story living room is a feast for the eyes, inside and out.  And the open plan of this thre
\par \fi360 From the street, you will never guess that this is, in fact, a split-level home.  Upon entering, you will love the large, vaulted Great room, complete with fireplace, perfect for entertaining both family and
\par \fi360 An open foyer leads to a two-story living room with a great fireplace.  The well-appointed kitchen has a cooktop island/snack bar, built-in pantry and desk, and an abundance of cabinet and counter space.  The
\par \fi360 The octagonal porch greets you with a warm welcome as you enter this home.  Off the entrance, a gigantic fireplaced living room, complete with a hip-vault ceiling and a bar, spans the entire depth of the home
\par \fi360 This-two story brick home features the old fashioned look of turn-of-the-century homes mixed with a contemporary floor plan.  The bright two story foyer is framed by an elegant dining room to the left and a s
\par \fi360 The layout of a home makes the difference in its comfort and efficiency.  The formal areas of this home are located to one side of the home and the informal areas are located to the back of the home.  The kit
\par \fi360 Convenience and pampering luxury is the theme throughout this home.  The kitchen is not only well-appointed and efficient, it is designed to make even clean-up a pleasure.  The breakfast area is a sunny place
\par \fi360 A commanding entry with lots of glass distinguishes this compact stucco home.  The living room and dining room are visible from the two story foyer through a series of arches flanked by columns. The kitchen,
\par \fi360 This house may be just what you are looking for a large living room with a cozy, focal point fireplace and much more!  It includes a gourmet, cooktop island kitchen with ample cabinet space, double sinks plus
\par \fi360 Don't let this brick beauty's square footage of only 1,484 square feet fool you.  The amenities found in larger homes can be found here.  Take the den for an example.  Look at the decorative ceiling and the f
\par \fi360 This traditional home has an elegantly styled brick archway accenting the entrance and providing great curb appeal.  The large Great room is entered through and arched opening supported by square columns.  Th
\par \fi360 As you enter this home your eye is drawn to the fireplace in the den with its raised hearth.  The decorative ceiling adds interest.  Easily accessible from the den, the dining room has a view of the front yar
\par \fi360 The spacious foyer of this design features a graceful, curved stair and an elegant columned entrance to the living room.  Additional features are the heat-circulating fireplace, two bay windows in the living
\par \fi360 There is a certain air of success whispered by the classic styling of this home.  The large living area is enhanced by a fireplace that is flanked by built-in bookcases.  The formal dining room has windows th
\par \fi360 There are large family togetherness areas and plenty of private personal retreats included in the layout of this home.  The island kitchen, breakfast area and family room make up a very large area that is sur
\par \fi360 An imposing brick facade characterizes this home, fashioned for the discerning executive.  A lovely formal dining room opens off the foyer in classic style.  An enormous living room is close by.  A cozy study
\par \fi360 The wrap-around porch on this home adds to the classic styling and gives curb appeal.  Upon entering the home, the formal living room and dining room are to your left and right, respectively.  Columns accentu
\par \fi360 A winning elevation, this American farmhouse features a corner wrap-around porch perfect for enjoying those warm spring evenings.  Inside, the Great room has ten foot ceilings and features a fireplace and a d
\par \fi360 An emphasis on gables adds interest and mass to this imposing brick home.  The living room and dining room open off the two-story entry foyer.  The use of columns rather than walls to define these rooms adds
\par \fi360 This attractive Ranch, in a bungalow style, is sure to please both family and friends.  The exterior stone detail mixed with shaker siding gives this home a traditional air all its own.  Inside, you will find
\par \fi360 Upon entering the foyer, convenience and style are the descriptive words that will enter your mind.  There is a coat closet in the foyer.  The vaulted ceiling in the den adds to the open and airy feeling of t
\par \fi360 A large living room with a ten foot ceiling is the focal point for this lovely small home.  A dining room with a distinctive bay window provides a perfect place for formal dining.  The breakfast room, located
\par \fi360 This home features the convenience of one-floor living with the elegance you usually find in houses of larger square footage.  The living room is highlighted by a window over the gas log fireplace flanked by
\par \fi360 Your family will love the open plan of this contemporary two-story.  The kitchen/family room area is perfect for spending a cozy evening at home, while living and dining areas still allow for formal entertain
\par \fi360 The sense of spacious luxury felt on entering the gabled and vaulted glass-paned entryway of this home carries through to the rest of this large contemporary home.  Inside, standing in the raised, light flood
\par \fi360 A stunning two-story entry gives this home an imposing presence from the street.  With all the major living areas on the back, this home is designed to showcase the rear grounds.  The large living room with a
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\par \fi360 The porch on this home is reminiscent of times gone by.  Yet, this home is anything but old-fashioned.  The Great room uses a modern decorative ceiling along with the fireplace.  The amenities in the efficien
\par \fi360 This home has a terrific layout for your family's vacation.  It has a long wooden deck and a screened in porch allowing for added living space.  The Great room/dining area is large and has a fireplace to warm
\par \fi360 This house was designed to provide everything desired in your dream home.  Upon entering the two-story foyer you are immediately impressed with the openness and spaciousness of the sunken Great room and dinin
\par \fi360 A stucco design is used to accent the arched, two-story entry of this pleasing design.  The major living areas are located with views to the rear grounds which makes this plan a winner for a golf course, pool
\par \fi360 The convenience of one level living is laid out in this excellent floor plan.  The living area takes center stage with a fantastic fireplace, luring your visitors from the foyer.  The sunny breakfast bay flow
\par \fi360 Families who enjoy spending time together and sharing their lives with friends, will find plenty of space to do it in this home.  Entertainment and family living spaces dominate the core of this home.  Vaulte
\par \fi360 This country-style brick Ranch is perfectly blended with the traditional look and feel of years ago.  The foyer opens into a dramatic Great room with a fireplace that is framed by a wall of windows on either
\par \fi360 A large columned porch hints of a southern influence to this large home.  A sprawling family room is the nucleus of this home.  A large fireplace gives a cozy feel to the entire room.  Direct access to a scre
\par \fi360 The first floor master suite in this home is sure to become a private retreat from the day's cares.  The sensational master bath includes an oval tub, double vanity, separate shower and compartmented toilet.
\par \fi360 Southwest styling distinguishes this prestigious residence.  A large two story family room opens off the central gallery.  A video/audio area is provided along with a conveniently placed refreshment bar.  The
\par \fi360 A two-story foyer greets you as you enter this home.  Wide open spaces throughout give you a more than spacious feel.  The elegant formal dining room is crowned by a decorative ceiling.  The kitchen has a coo
\par \fi360 This lovely home with a bay window on the front has all the features necessary to set up housekeeping.  Inside, the entry opens into the Great room with a ten foot ceiling and corner fireplace.  The large bre
\par \fi360 As a family matures, its needs change.  It is important to be able to have a home that can change with those needs,  this is such a home.  The master suite has a large walk-in closet and wonderful master bath
\par \fi360 The design of this home allows for plenty of living space.  This home makes use of custom, volume ceilings.  The living room offers a sunk-in environment.  The vaulted ceiling and fireplace give this room dra
\par \fi360 This 1-1/2 story features the traditional elegance of yesterday's style blended with today's open plan.  You can enjoy a warm fire from the see-through fireplace while preparing dinner for the family in the l
\par \fi360 A modern family needs a floor plan that takes today's lifestyle into consideration.  The formal areas of this home are located in the front.  The family room includes a fireplace and access to the patio.  A b
\par \fi360 Enter this home through the covered front door entrance into the raised foyer.  The large living room has built-in bookshelves, and French doors flanking the fireplace.  The dining room, conveniently placed o
\par \fi360 Upon entering this home the two-story foyer leaves a lasting impression.  An L-shaped living room/dining room layout adds to the feeling of space.  The kitchen is conveniently located between the formal dinin
\par \fi360 The master bedroom of this home can be made to include a sitting area or turn the sitting area into a fourth bedroom.  Either way, the master bedroom affords its owner a private luxury with a master bath and
\par \fi360 A low maintenance brick elevation highlighted with traditional dentil mold make this plan a winner at the front curb. The entry of the home opens into a huge Great room with double French doors leading to a c
\par \fi360 You'll be pleasantly surprised when you discover how spacious this Ranch home feels upon entering.  The open kitchen and dining room provides an atmosphere perfect for enjoying cozy evenings with the family a
\par \fi360 A welcoming porch shelters the entrance of this home.  The spacious Great room is enhanced by vaulted ceilings, a large fireplace, and built-in shelves and cabinets.  The well-equipped kitchen has a double si
\par \fi360 The convenience of one floor living doesn't mean giving up your privacy.  The layout of this home allows for a private master suite that is spacious, luxurious and located at the opposite end of the house fro
\par \fi360 Designed for casual living inside and out, this one-story farmhouse is an ideal family home.  The living room features a 10' ceiling and a cozy corner fireplace.  An enormous dining area can handle even the l
\par \fi360 Step out of the rain through the sheltered entrance of this stylish three bedroom ranch, and warm up in the cozy hearth room.  This elegant ranch will take your breath away.  The spacious formal living room i
\par \fi360 Starting with a sheltered entry, this home will give you a feeling of welcome, warmth and comfort.  The Great room is sure to be the center of activity with its spacious size and easy access to the rear porch
\par \fi360 The interior of this traditional brick home is highlighted by the two-story family room where your family can enjoy sunlit afternoons.  The living room features an elegant bay window perfect for formal entert
\par \fi360 This home offers one floor convenience.  The large den has a stepped ceiling and a fabulous fireplace.  Shelves and cabinets have been built-in to the side of the fireplace, resulting in even more convenience
\par \fi360 This home has it all...traditional exterior, with a front porch, and an interior with informal spaces.  The foyer, living room and dining room create a formal area perfect for entertaining.  The family living
\par \fi360 On the outside this home may appear smaller, which, of course, it is.  However, the openness of the floor plan gives a much more spacious feeling once inside.  The living room, dining room and kitchen have be
\par \fi360 This design demands attention.  Once inside, the layout reflects favorably on the owner.  A central fireplace between the living area and dining room draws the visitor onward into the home.  An efficient open
\par \fi360 An oversized Great room with a corner fireplace beckons entry to this plan.  The breakfast/dining area opens off the entry.  Distinguished by a large bay window and ceiling coffered to ten feet, the area prov
\par \fi360 Looks can be deceiving and you'll be surprised at the open spacious feeling of this cozy ranch when you enter.  The tall, flat ceiling in the Great room is accented by the sunlight streaming in through the ta
\par \fi360 This traditional two-story home combines today's modern, open floor plan with the look of yesterday.  You will enjoy the vaulted ceiling in the Great room as you enter this charmer.  Again, the openness of th
\par \fi360 This homey traditional plan has all the amenities of a larger plan in a compact layout.  The ten foot ceilings give this home an expensive feel.  An angled eating bar separates the kitchen and the Great room
\par \fi360 This upscale executive home is crafted with all views to the side yard to accommodate a special golf course or lake site.  A dramatic stair rises from the foyer.  A series of sliding doors opens the living ro
\par \fi360 A roomy wrap-around porch accents this farmhouse-style elevation. Inside, ten foot ceilings in the Great room, kitchen, and dining room give this home a spacious look.  The efficiently designed kitchen includ
\par \fi360 An angled entry creates the illusion of space and makes this split bedroom home feel larger.  Two square columns flank the bar separating the kitchen from the living room and add detail to this open concept h
\par \fi360 A traditional brick elevation accented with quoins announces a small home with all the extras.  Inside, the family room's ceiling vaults to a ten foot ceiling to give the home a larger feel.  The breakfast ro
\par \fi360 Come in out of the rain through the sheltered entrance of this stylish three bedroom.  Once in the foyer, your eyes are drawn to the glowing fire of the fireplaced living room, adding not only warmth, but atm
\par \fi360 This attractive gable has boxed front windows and uses a mixture of brick and siding giving it great curb appeal.  The large spacious floor plan gives a good feeling upon entering the home.  Standing in the e
\par \fi360 The 2-story foyer is naturally lighted by an arched dormer window within the ceiling. To the left of the foyer is a sunken great room with a cathedral ceiling and stone fireplace.  The octagonal dining room f
\par \fi360 This is a sophisticated traditional plan that is distinguished by elegant touches.  There are square columns at the entrance of both the formal dining room and the Great room adding to the sophisticated theme
\par \fi360 The raised foyer directs you to the formal living and dining area for easy entertaining.  A cook island is featured in the angular kitchen and breakfast room.  The adjacent family room, for that quality famil
\par \fi360 Embellished by a dormer, the entry of this southern traditional has four lovely columns to frame a front door.  The family room, dining room, living room and master bedroom are all designed with views to the
\par \fi360 This elegant and spacious home is perfect for the family who needs functionality but also appreciates gracious living.  On the main floor, the two-story open foyer/family room invites you to evenings around t
\par \fi360 This compact plan features a roomy breakfast room and kitchen combination.  The use of 10' ceilings in the Great room gives the home a spacious feel.  Twin arches off the entry add architectural interest to t
\par \fi360 Brick and stucco make for an exciting combination in this two-story design. The three-car garage entry to the rear allows for a full exterior architectural display.  The grand foyer, with a lovely curved stai
\par \fi360 This one level gem has all the amenities of a much larger home and boasts a superb layout.  The entrance opens up into an enormous fireplaced Great room, with a superb flush hearth.  The airy kitchen includes
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\par \fi360 This design's use of window units with transoms makes maximum use of natural light to provide this home with a bright and airy look.  The see-through fireplace between the sunny dinette and family room adds t
\par \fi360 This traditional Ranch offers vaulted ceilings as well as high flat ceilings that provide an open atmosphere expected in a home of much larger size.  The dining room opens into the spacious family room making
\par \fi360 This three bedroom Ranch offers all of the things your family will need.  The vaulted Great room will catch your eye as you enter, and the open floor plan makes staying in touch easy.  The master bedroom is s
\par \fi360 Here's an attractive, one-level home designed for carefree living.  The central foyer divides active and private areas, and you'll love the open living room with a cozy corner fireplace and a panoramic view o
\par \fi360 This cozy little charmer is perfect for today's young family on the move.  The open kitchen and dining room will allow the chef to stay in touch with the family as they prepare the evening meal. The open stai
\par \fi360 This dignified, yet cozy home features an island kitchen with ample counter and storage space that serves the sunny nook and bay windowed formal dining area efficiently.  The sunken living room is quite a pic
\par \fi360 The charming exterior of this house sets the stage for a very livable and dramatic home.  The second floor balcony overlooks the Great room and foyer.  The sunken Great room features a fireplace and entertain
\par \fi360 Family and friends will enjoy the wonderful, wide open feeling that greets them as they enter this 2-story home.  The beautiful foyer opens into a Great room that will be filled with sunshine from the windows
\par \fi360 Perfect for the family on the go, this Ranch features an open plan combined with the traditional style of yesterday.  The kitchen and family room area are the perfect place for a cozy evening at home, while t
\par \fi360 Enter this home through a covered porch.  The use of a vaulted ceiling in the den area gives this home a spacious feel at the onset.  The well-equipped kitchen has ample counter and storage space and flows ea
\par \fi360 This traditional brick Ranch will charm family and friends with its delicately detailed exterior.  The foyer will welcome you as it opens into a sun-filled family room, perfect for entertaining, or relaxing i
\par \fi360 The elegant bay window and porch detailing combine to create a cozy home that is actually economical to construct.  A 42' high wall separates the dining area from the fireplaced living room with it 9' sloped
\par \fi360 A two-story glass entry draws the eye and adds impact to this two-story elevation.  Inside, the openings to the Great room and the dining room are defined by traditional square columns to add detail to this e
\par \fi360 Take a vacation from the everyday stresses you endure in a home that takes your cares away.  All the living area of this home is on one floor.  The fireplaced living room is a nice size and flows easily into
\par \fi360 This traditional Ranch combines the charm of yesterday with the needs of today.  Everyone will enjoy the coziness of the family room's fireplace.  Formal entertaining will be a snap with the formal living/din
\par \fi360 A classic one story elevation is updated with an open concept floor plan.  The kitchen, breakfast room and family room are adjacent to one another and are perfect for family gatherings.  A dramatic angled ent
\par \fi360 A southern traditional exterior provides a pleasing view from the curb.  Inside the home features two living areas; a more formal area off the entry, and a family gathering room open to the kitchen and breakf
\par \fi360 A mixture of stone and brick gives this elegant home a timeless feeling.  The two story, vaulted ceiling Great room is framed by elegant pillars and is perfect for an evening with your family around a glowing
\par \fi360 Not only is this plan attractive on the outside, it is pleasing on the inside.  The central living area is equipped with a fireplace and access to the wood deck.  The well-appointed, U-shaped kitchen flows ef
\par \fi360 Traditional composition distinguishes this one story home.  Dramatic columns define the dining room and frame the entrance to the large Great room.  The kitchen features a breakfast bar and an abundance of ca
\par \fi360 This dramatic home is designed for the family who's on the go and needs a place to retreat and relax.  The open kitchen, dinette and family room are all open so your busy family can stay in touch.  The deck w
\par \fi360 The mixture of brick and shaker siding gives this cozy Ranch a unique look sure to please your family as well as guests.  The foyer opens into a large family room with a tall, vaulted ceiling.  The unique kit
\par \fi360 This compact home features a kitchen/breakfast area with a sunny bay window that views the front yard.  A large Great room with a flush hearth fireplace has a ten foot ceiling that gives the home an open and
\par \fi360 This traditional charmer features a 2-story entry that will entice any family.  The open plan with the kitchen, breakfast and family room  keeps this home from feeling too small and cramped.  Mom will enjoy t
\par \fi360 This home's dramatic exterior features a 12' high entry with transom and sidelights, multiple gables and a box window.  The foyer and sunken Great room feel very open with 12' high ceilings.  The Great room a
\par \fi360 Siding with brick wainscoting distinguish the elevation of this compact plan.  A large family room with a corner fireplace is the centerpiece for this small, but livable home.  An arched opening leads to the
\par \fi360 Family vacations are memories in the making.  This home will help to make those precious times.  Three bedrooms give private space to all.  If you don't have a large family, make one bedroom into a study or m
\par \fi360 The attractive detailing of this home presents an impressive style to passers-by.  The luxurious master bedroom is complete with a decorative ceiling and a private master bath.  A spacious, fireplaced Great r
\par \fi360 With the gathering areas concentrated in the front of this beautiful home, one level living is made convenient.  An efficient kitchen, with a built-in pantry area and peninsula counter, is connected to the di
\par \fi360 This home is a vacation haven with views from every room whether it is situated on a lake or a mountain top.  The main floor features a living room and dining room split by a fireplace.  The kitchen flows int
\par \fi360 This compact plan is perfect for the first time home buyer.  Inside, the family room features a corner fireplace.  The efficiently designed kitchen has a corner sink with windows.  The master suite includes a
\par \fi360 This plan features convenient one-level living, with an efficient layout.  The spacious, fireplaced Great room, gains easy access to the dining room.  Ample counter and cabinet space are added extras in the e
\par \fi360 This 1-1/2 story features a classic country look, perfectly matched with an open, contemporary plan sure to please the whole family.  You'll enjoy peaceful summer breezes on the large porch or the screened-in
\par \fi360 This affordable brick home will greet your family with coziness and charm.  The family will love gathering around the fireplace in the living room and the open plan lets everyone stay in touch no matter which
\par \fi360 This private retreat is designed for the young and growing family.  The laundry room right off the garage is the perfect place to leave wet snowsuits or muddy work clothes.  The Great room's fireplace glow wi
\par \fi360 This traditional ranch offers vaulted ceilings, as well as high flat ceilings that provide an open atmosphere expected in a home of much larger size.  The dining room flows into the spacious family room makin
\par \fi360 This attractive smaller home gives you a lot for its small square footage.  The floor plan includes many features you would expect in a larger home.  The formal living room, with a vaulted ceiling, flows into
\par \fi360 Here's a 2,446 square foot bi-level design with three bedrooms and 2-1/2 baths.  It features a large kitchen adjacent formal dining area, a separate family room and a sunken living room.  The home is designed
\par \fi360 This attractive elevation using stucco and stone will flatter most neighborhoods.  The formal living room and dining room are to the right and the left of the foyer.   The formal living room enjoys the sunlig
\par \fi360 In today's busy world a family depends on efficiency and convenience.  This plan will meet those needs and add a touch of class.  The informal family areas of this home conveniently run together adding a feel
\par \fi360 The brick facade on this house enhances the look of solidity and permanence in this traditional home.   All three bedrooms are located upstairs, but the landing at the top breaks with tradition by overlooking
\par \fi360 The old-fashioned country porch on the front of this home warmly welcomes all who visit.  As you enter the home, the warm glow of the fireplace in the living room encourages you to move further into the home.
\par \fi360 The attractive exterior of this home is just the icing on the cake.  The layout of this plan is just perfect for the young family.  The kitchen, breakfast room and family room are in an open lay-out giving a
\par \fi360 A growing family in today's world needs a home that can accommodate future expansion.  This home will easily be able to grow with your family's needs.  The bedrooms have been  have been arranged on one side o
\par \fi360 This home keeps the high traffic areas to one side of the house.  The sensational living room, efficient kitchen, elegant formal dining room and laundry area are located on one side of the home keeping the sl
\par \fi360 With this plan, you can build in stages.  In Stage One, a living dining area with a 13 foot cathedral ceiling, sliding glass doors, a climate controlling roof overhang, and a generous deck give you a house th
\par \fi360 The luxurious master suite of this uniquely designed, three bedroom home is secluded on an upper floor.  It is linked to the stairway by a balcony which overlooks the first floor family room and central hall.
\par \fi360 This classic home affords comfortable living.  The layout is perfect for the family with older children.  The master suite is located on the first floor, while the additional bedrooms are on the second floor.
\par \fi360 The large front entrance porch with its pediment and columns, although classical in style, presents a farmhouse quality.  The 11'-0" ceiling height for the foyer and 25 foot long living room, the focal point
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\par \fi360 This attractive Ranch, which possesses many features only available in larger homes, is the perfect choice for the budget-conscious family looking for a touch of luxury.  Look at the wide-open arrangement of
\par \fi360 This appealing home features an elevation of stucco and stone with attention to detailing around the windows and entrance.  The traffic pattern of the floor plan has been well thought-out.   The large living
\par \fi360 Only 998 sq. ft. yet this house has the amenities that the 90's demand.  The modern, efficient kitchen boasts a double sink, pantry, ample counter and cabinet space and convenient washer and dryer.  The eatin
\par \fi360 Comfortable living is expressed in this 4 bedroom plus studio Victorian house.  The delicate detailing, curved shingles, bays, dormers and steep roof are characteristic of this style.  Featured are the farmho
\par \fi360 Imagine entertaining in this spacious masterpiece!  Throw open the double doors between the front parlor and fireplaced family room and you've got an expansive room that can handle any crowd.  There's room fo
\par \fi360 Long, low and spacious, there's nothing cramped about this home.  The living room with vaulted-ceiling, dining room and kitchen are huge, as is the master suite.  Even the other two bedrooms are above average
\par \fi360 A warm country welcome is felt as one steps up to the country porch on this home.  Inside the living room and dining room make entertaining easy by flowing into each other.  The efficient and well-appointed k
\par \fi360 The master suite of this home takes up the rear of the second floor.  The main bedroom is large and flows into a private sitting area.  There is a compartmented master bath and a large walk-in closet.  There
\par \fi360 The kitchen's location next to the nook and dining room, and only steps away from the covered patio.  The kitchen is well-planned to save steps during food preparation, yet options for both formal and informa
\par \fi360 An active family needs a home that affords not only comfort, but convenience.  This ranch styled home fills these needs.  The hub of activity usually surrounds the kitchen and family room.  The island kitchen
\par \fi360 Is your land in a beautiful setting?  Here's a home that takes full advantage of that fantastic rear view.  The vaulted foyer offers access to every area of the house, and a breathtaking view of the fireplace
\par \fi360 Picture yourself relaxing in the dappled sunlight of the partially covered deck that spans the rear of this unusual sprawling home.  Entertaining will be easy in this spectacular setting, whether you choose t
\par \fi360 The rustic charm of cedar shingle siding and flower boxes, the romance of an elegant palladium window, and the warmth of a heat-circulating fireplace add up to a pleasant atmosphere you'll love to come home t
\par \fi360 The covered entrance of this classy home adds a touch of charm and elegance. The living room features a cozy fireplace set between two windows and sloped ceiling. Off the living room is the kitchen providing
\par \fi360 If you are looking for a country type home with a few extra touches, this may be the house you are looking for.  The country feeling comes from the front porch.  Those extra touches abound in the expansive li
\par \fi360 Here's a cheerful one-level, characterized by lots of oversized windows and an airy plan.  Garage and front entries open to the central foyer, which leads right into a huge, fireplaced living room and a view
\par \fi360 Sitting in the sunken, circular living room of this elegant family home, you'll feel like you're outdoors even when you're not.  Windows on four sides combine with a vaulted clerestory for a wide-open feeling
\par \fi360 The covered porch and pointed roof on the sitting alcove of the master suite give this home a touch of Victorian Styling.  Maybe, even a gothic feel.  Yet, the layout in the interior is certainly modern.  The
\par \fi360 Move up to this classic brick masterpiece that combines the elegance of a country manor home with convenience features you'll appreciate for years.  Step down from the arched entry to formal living and dining
\par \fi360 Here's a handsome home for the family that enjoys one-level living.  Skylights, sloping ceilings, and an absence of walls give active areas an irresistible, spacious atmosphere.  And, with a floor-to-ceiling
\par \fi360 Select a carefree home with Southwestern flair.  This three-bedroom beauty adapts to any climate, with its large overhangs to temper the hot summer sun; a vaulted entry, open plan, and abundant windows for ex
\par \fi360 From the welcoming porch to the balcony overlooking the skylit living room, this three bedroom beauty is loaded with sunny appeal.  An elegant, bayed dining room adjoins the centrally located island kitchen,
\par \fi360 High ceilings in the foyer create a grand entrance for this easy-living ranch whose facade sports half-round windows and decorative shingles.  There's lots of room for indoor entertaining in the dramatic sunk
\par \fi360 No one can resist a cool drink served on an old-fashioned country porch on a hot day.  A country-style porch and dormers give this plan an old-fashioned country feel.  The large living  room has a cozy firepl
\par \fi360 Watch the world go by from the beautiful, floor-to-ceiling bay window in the cozy living room of this unusual, multi-level home.  Active areas sharing the entry level with the fireplaced living room include a
\par \fi360 The wood detailing that radiates from the half-round window of this inviting family home hints at the sunny atmosphere you'll find inside.  Walking through the vestibule past the formal and family dining room
\par \fi360 The windows of this home give it character and distinction.  The formal areas are located at the front of the home.  The living room and the dining room enjoy the natural light from the bayed windows.  The ex
\par \fi360 Here's a dramatic contemporary with a versatile floor plan.  A clerestory window, an open staircase, and the adjoining vaulted living room give the expansive entry a wonderful atmosphere.  Family areas, at th
\par \fi360 The features of this multi-level contemporary home lend character to both the exterior and interior.  A wooden deck skirts most of three sides.  The variety in the size and shape of doors and windows adds cha
\par \fi360 This three bedroom, underground masterpiece is designed to fight the high cost of living through its many energy-saving features, including the use of passive solar energy.  The large master bedroom on one en
\par \fi360 Here's a house that will take advantage of your location to create an irresistible view from the second floor.  On the lower level, you'll find a bayed family room complete with a fireplace just off the foyer
\par \fi360 Wide open spaces characterize the active areas of this attractive, angular home.  The vaulted entry, dominated by an open staircase, flows into the expansive living and dining room combination, where sliding
\par \fi360 Natural materials used inside and out, and good design, make this ranch house easy to build and easy to live in.  Three sliding glass doors lead from the living room to a large glass deck.  A cathedral ceilin
\par \fi360 Imagine how impressive this stone exterior and tile roof look in the morning light.  Inside, treat yourself to lavish living.  This home is something special with rare features like a parlor and thoughtful to
\par \fi360 As you enter this magnificent home the two-story entrance captures your attention.  There is a cascading curved staircase directly in front of you.  The foyer is flanked by the formal dining room and the form
\par \fi360 The large foyer of this gracious ranch leads you back to the bright and spacious living room.  The large open kitchen features a central work island with lots of extra storage space and there is also a handy
\par \fi360 This beautiful home accommodates the needs of a growing family and looks stunning in any neighborhood.  The porch serves as a wonderful relaxing area to enjoy the outdoors.  At the rear of the home is a patio
\par \fi360 Active areas surround the island kitchen of this one-level gem designed for convenient family living.  Whether you're snacking in the fireplaced family room, having coffee in the sunroom, or serving a formal
\par \fi360 An arched window and a covered porch are featured on this traditional ranch with all the modern conveniences.  An open living and dining room arrangement spans the full depth of the house.  The kitchen, locat
\par \fi360 A foyer with a high ceiling greets your guests upon entering this home.  The formal living room has a fantastic fireplace that can be seen from the foyer.  The formal dining room includes intriguing pocket do
\par \fi360 The excellent design of the floor plan buffers living and sleeping areas with a stairway, master bath, closets, and a hall.  The bedrooms are clustered together, yet none shares a wall with another or with st
\par \fi360 Four bedrooms, two baths and an open floor plan yield lots of living within compact square footage.  The living room of this charming home is complemented by the unusual front window which also enhances the h
\par \fi360 Expanses of glass and rugged exposed beams dominate the front of this design's six-sided living center, creating a contemporary look that would be outstanding in any setting.  Angled service and sleeping wing
\par \fi360 This tasteful ranch is cozy, but everything is included along with nine foot ceilings in the living room and master bedroom to give the illusion of spacious living.  The dining room with the architecture's or
\par \fi360 This stylish home features a vaulted foyer with an overhead balcony.  The attractive sunken living room has a three-sided bay window to let the sun shine in!  The informal  area is large and visually spacious
\par \fi360 The detailing around the windows and door of this brick home set it apart from the rest.  Upon entering, you will notice that the special touches continue.  The dining room has an elegant ceiling treatment.
\par \fi360 Unusual angles keep interest levels high in this stone and stucco family home.  The foyer that separates the formal living room from the distinctive formal dining room begins the angular intrigue, which conti
\par \fi360 Reminiscent of past years of open porches and large rooms, this design appeals to the first time home owner.  Simplicity can best describe this small Ranch house with its kitchen and utility room appropriatel
\par \fi360 This sprawling Traditional has an attractive exterior and a convenient and well thought out interior.  The kitchen, dining and utility areas are grouped together for maximum performance, each area offering it
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\par \fi360 Relax and enjoy the cost-saving advantages, and all the wonderful features, of this cozy ranch.   From the central foyer, turn right to the sleeping wing.  Tucked behind the garage away from active areas, the
\par \fi360 Here's a traditional design for your growing family, complete with a rainy day porch and a second floor sitting area with a romantic balcony.  The entry is flanked by a formal sunken living room and cozy fami
\par \fi360 From the smallest lake-front lot to a faraway forest retreat, this affordable, two-bedroom cottage will be at home anywhere.  Sheltered by a full-length porch, the inviting entry leads three ways.   Step down
\par \fi360 This plan offers three bedrooms, one is the master suite.  The master suite includes a private master bath and a walk-in closet.  The two additional bedrooms have ample closet space and share the full hall ba
\par \fi360 This home could fit in quite well in an established neighborhood.  The large living room, which joins the dining room with ease, is perfect for entertaining.  The galley-style kitchen is both efficient, well-
\par \fi360 This elegant one-story home has high curb appeal and a custom floor plan.  The barrel-vaulted foyer opens onto the vaulted Great room which features a 10' high ceiling.  An open kitchen/nook features an optio
\par \fi360 Built to be efficient, this home still has lots of living space in a three bedroom, two bath design.  The trim on the deck suggests a chalet, but this modern home would be welcome anywhere.  Tucked into the p
\par \fi360 The dramatic roof lines of this three-bedroom gem only hint at the wonderful angles that lie inside.  From a sheltered porch, the foyer leads to a two-story Great room with sloping ceilings and a huge firepla
\par \fi360 A home of distinction...from the large bay windows in the living room, to the vaulted ceilings and expansive foyer and kitchen, this two-plus bedroom, two bath home is truly unique and stunning.  Especially c
\par \fi360 Here's a superb home that truly defines the term "open space."   You'll feel the spectacular spaciousness of this updated A-frame the moment you walk past the foyer and peek through the galley kitchen.  Savor
\par \fi360 This charming Colonial gives you four bedrooms in only 1,920 sq. ft.  The oversized family room opens onto the kitchen/nook area to create a feeling of openness.  The family room features a large fireplace an
\par \fi360 The charming and cozy exterior of this two-plus bedroom, two bath home does not prepare you for the drama within.  Elegant arched doorways lead you to the living and family rooms.  Entertain in the dining roo
\par \fi360 The stuccoed charm of this comfortable hillside rancher will make you feel right at home, providing you with hours of relaxing living.  A large sundeck across the rear of the home will yield ample space for o
\par \fi360 Building this cozy cottage won't break the bank.  Slab construction, elimination of extra hallway space, and stacked plumbing will keep your budget under control.  But, efficiency doesn't mean you have to sac
\par \fi360 Naturally perfect for a woodland setting, this redwood decked home will adapt equally well to a lake or ocean setting.  A car or boat garage is furnished on the lower level.  Fireplaces equips both the living
\par \fi360 This appealing duplex is available with either a Colonial or Contemporary style elevation.  The central entry leads you directly into the living room or down the hall to the kitchen, bath and bedrooms without
\par \fi360 This two story home features traditional details blended with a touch of contemporary flare.  Having three bedrooms on the second floor, this home becomes the perfect choice for the family's first home.  A co
\par \fi360 Impressive Colonial columns punctuate the semi-circular porch and fuse with the bow windows and brick to create an exceptional facade.  Inside, the floor plan is a study in modern living.  Fireplaces grace bo
\par \fi360 Windows stacked floor-to-ceiling, vaulted ceilings, and unique room shapes make this elegant ranch a place you'll love coming home to.  The central foyer opens to every area of the house.  To the left off a s
\par \fi360 This home is perfect for the busy professional couple.  Compact style is the word here and the brick and classic lines suggest a country cottage.  Within are all the comforts of home, coved master bedroom, we
\par \fi360 This contemporary Tudor-style design boasts features that make a house a home, including a master bedroom with a full bath, a spacious kitchen adjoining the formal dining room, and a fireplace in the large fa
\par \fi360 The tiled foyer of this charming house rises to the second floor balcony and is lit by a circular window.  To the right of the foyer are the powder room, the compact laundry area, and the entrance to the well
\par \fi360 High roofs, tower bays, and long, railed porches give this efficient plan an old-fashioned charm that's hard to resist.  The foyer opens on a classic center stairwell, wrapped in short halls that separate tra
\par \fi360 With an exterior that expresses French Provincial charm, this single level design emphasizes elegance and offers a semi-circular dining area overlooking the patio.  To pamper parents, the master bedroom annex
\par \fi360 Study this plan very carefully, it has many features in a relatively small area.  The main floor study with a view and access to the front entry presents many possibilities...it would make a great home office
\par \fi360 In addition to its 20 ft. family room with fireplace, this one-story traditional calls for a dining room, breakfast nook, and game room that can function as a formal living room if preferred.  Each of the thr
\par \fi360 Tradition on the outside, modern luxury within.  The delicate lattice work that covers the entry way, the sheltered porch and the classic lines all recall a bygone era of fine craftsmanship.  The luxury, that
\par \fi360 This splendid, Contemporary home creatively uses  a unique floor plan.  From the imposing front with large windows and stunning stucco exterior, to the dramatic coved-ceilings and angular rooms, it's a dream
\par \fi360 This beautiful home has a stucco and stone facade accented by detailing around the multi-panned windows and a stone arched covered entrance.  The two-story foyer is the visitor's introduction to the spacious
\par \fi360 The large, welcoming, wrap-around porch of this home may add a touch of an old-fashion country feel, but don't be fooled.  This is a totally modern home.  Through the decorative front door is a large entrance
\par \fi360 This stunning home is a blend of old-world Spanish charm with the practicality and style of contemporary American design.  The home is entered through a traditional Spanish sun porch.  Charming double front d
\par \fi360 Enter into a foyer with a high ceiling, the angled staircase ascends in front of you.  A fire in the fireplace of the living room gives the home a warm and welcoming feeling.  The formal dining room is locate
\par \fi360 A columned porch adds interest to this elevation.  Once inside, a two story foyer provides the visitor with three options; the formal living room, the formal dining room or the two story Grand room.  The Gran
\par \fi360 An attractive elevation using stone veneer and shingles with multi-panned windows, gives this home great curb appeal.  Once inside the high ceiling foyer, with a balcony above, the home's sense of style and c
\par \fi360 Your family needs a home that will fit into your lifestyle, yet you would like it to be more than functional, you want a home that has style.  This home will not only fit the needs of today's family living, b
\par \fi360 This classic split-level design separates sleeping, living, and active areas on different levels. Step in and the graceful, turning staircase and lofty vaulted ceiling over the entire living level capture you
\par \fi360 An economically designed plan, where cost is a major consideration without affecting esthetics and quality of planning, is a feature of this home.  The rear dining room wall consists of a large glazed sliding
\par \fi360 This home features an elevated foyer and kitchen that create a distinctive sunken environment for the living and family rooms.  The efficient kitchen has all the amenities you're looking for including a cente
\par \fi360 This home's many features accentuate your entertaining endeavors.  The large front window not only enhances the curb appeal of this home, but illuminates and adds to the elegance of the dining room.  The expa
\par \fi360 A pleasant grace surrounds this corner French country dream house.  The illuminated foyer, with eighteen-foot ceilings, greets you with formal comfort and access to the dining, den and sunken living room with
\par \fi360 What a spectacular living room in this home!  Three multi-panned windows, that take up one full wall, bring the sunshine in.  A fireplace adds a little coziness to the room.  Above the living room is a bedroo
\par \fi360 This is a unique classic design that features a woodsiding base with arched brick accents at the exterior.  The two-story foyer opens to the formal living and family rooms, while utility/garage and an open co
\par \fi360 Every amenity has been thought of to provide convenience and luxury.  The ceiling treatments in the living room and the family room add drama.  The fireplace in the family room enhances the mood and the warmt
\par \fi360 Luxurious is not enough to describe all the amenities in this exquisite home.  The tray ceilings, pocket doors, uniquely shaped areas and lavish bath will pamper all that live here.  The servant's quarters, l
\par \fi360 A unique feature of the two story foyer of this home are the niche areas.  There is a ledge perfect for plants above.  The formal areas of the home are in the front.  Step down into the living room, a cozy, b
\par \fi360 A beautiful elevation with multi-paned windows and an arched, high-windowed entrance, create an eye-catching home.  A two story foyer, benefiting from the natural light streaming through the many windows arou
\par \fi360 This attractive elevation demands attention.  Once inside, the foyer with a high ceiling, allows you to enter either the formal areas or the family room.  The formal living room has a view of the front yard a
\par \fi360 Multi-paned windows and a country porch set the theme for this comfortable home.  The spacious living room is enhanced by the natural light from the front window and the fireplace with built-in bookshelves fl
\par \fi360 Parents of older children complain about lack of privacy and constant noise from their growing children.  This plan takes those complaints to heart.  The master suite is located on the first floor away from t
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\par \fi360 This comfortable home is proof you don't need a mansion to have space for a family and room to entertain.  Large living and dining rooms flow from the foyer, providing elegant areas for entertaining. A separa
\par \fi360 The first impression of elegance given by this home is carried throughout the entire home.  As your guests enter, the two story foyer adds to the spacious feel   The living room bays out with three sides of m
\par \fi360 Once inside the foyer, one is compelled to venture further into the Great room.  The tray ceiling and angled double-sided fireplace enhance the room.  Delicious aromas may entice you into the large kitchen/mo
\par \fi360 Once inside this home, one can't help noticing the expansive, spacious family room.  Whether a fire is glowing in the fireplace, or the sun is streaming through the window, the room demands attention.   The o
\par \fi360 The interior space design of this plan makes it quite suitable as a vacation home.  A bedroom wing extends on either side of the high vaulted-living area, and offers extensive privacy.  The two bedrooms on th
\par \fi360 At the heart of this home is a combined kitchen and family room with a sunny eating nook nestled into a bay window.  The L-shaped center island, which houses both a range and a vegetable sink, also doubles as
\par \fi360 From the stately elevation to the decorative ceilings and sunken rooms, this home gives you everything you are looking for.  The foyer is flanked by formal areas.  The sunken living room has a focal point fir
\par \fi360 This clever design packs room for a large family into a very affordable home.  When guests step into the foyer, they're treated to the sight of a soaring living room ceiling that shows off the second floor ba
\par \fi360 A sheltered entrance leads the visitor of this home into a large living room with a vaulted ceiling, large bay window and a fireplace.  Arched openings lead to the formal dining room and to the family room.
\par \fi360 What family wouldn't be comfortable in this functional yet elegant home?  This home features a nice sized living room for entertaining, as well as a large open family room for living.  The bayed breakfast noo
\par \fi360 With five bedrooms upstairs, a full spectrum of family living areas downstairs, and abundant storage space, this home is designed with the large family in mind.  The family room, eating nook, dining room, uti
\par \fi360 The two richly windowed, quarter-circular rooms in this home reminds viewers of a carousel.  These rooms, the family room and the living room, are fun to look at, and more fun to live in.  Both have high vaul
\par \fi360 This home gives you the option of a study or a fourth bedroom.  Versatility is always necessary in family life.  Notice the full bath on the first floor and the closet making this option feasible.  The volume
\par \fi360 Walk past the charming front porch, in through the foyer and you'll be struck by the exciting, spacious living room.  Complete with high sloping ceilings and a beautiful fireplace flanked by large windows.  T
\par \fi360 Gracious living is within your reach if you choose this updated, three-bedroom Tudor.  Distinguished by an elegant, centuries-old facade of stucco and brick, sculptured roof lines, multi-pane transom windows,
\par \fi360 Enjoy the imposing grace of Tudor styling in a surprisingly affordable home.  Here's an updated masterpiece just perfect for a dinner party.  Show your guests out to the huge terrace that wraps around the hou
\par \fi360 A covered porch welcomes your visitor to your home.  Upon entering your visitor will enjoy dining in your vaulted ceiling formal dining room with inviting bay window.  The living room adjoins the dining room
\par \fi360 The exterior of this home, with extensive detailing around the windows and doorways, is just a prelude to what awaits inside.  The ceiling of the foyer slopes from the Great room to 13'-9" feet.  The dining r
\par \fi360 Under 2,000 sq. ft. yet this home lacks nothing in style, layout, or the feeling of space.  The vaulted ceilings in the living and dining rooms help to give the illusion of spaciousness.  The fireplace in the
\par \fi360 From the highly windowed entrance, to the skylights in the vaulted ceiling of the family room, this home features open space and natural illumination.  The foyer is overlooked by a balcony on the second floor
\par \fi360 The foyer of the home has a vaulted ceiling, giving one the feeling of a very large house.  The living room and the dining room flow into each other making entertaining a breeze.  In fact, the kitchen has bee
\par \fi360 If you are looking for a smaller home, but you don't want to give up your family's living spaces, this plan is for you. The spacious family room has a cozy fireplace and opens into the dinette area.  The effi
\par \fi360 The mixture of the stone and stucco gives this elegant home a cozy feel.  The spacious foyer leads into a living room which has a ten-foot ceiling and two built-in plant shelves.  The breakfast or hearth area
\par \fi360 The grand two-story foyer that views the sunken two-story living area is sure to make an impression on your guests.  A great two-sided fireplace warms both the living area and the formal dining area.  A built
\par \fi360 This home definitely will make a statement.  The windows around the entrance and in the dining room are not only wonderful to look at, they bring in the natural light that provides a bright and airy feeling.
\par \fi360 Keep dry during the rainy season under the covered porch entry way of this gorgeous home.  A foyer separates the dining room with decorative ceiling from the breakfast area and kitchen.  Off the kitchen, conv
\par \fi360 A balcony overlooks the foyer creating immediate interest upon entering this home.  The formal dining room and the informal dinette area flank the gourmet kitchen.  A cooktop work island, built-in pantry and
\par \fi360 This expansive four bedroom Contemporary boasts balconies, skylights, and plenty of elegant details!  Off the large foyer is the library/parlor with its wall of bookcases and high sloping ceilings.  The forma
\par \fi360 This elevation definitely attracts attention.  Once inside the home, added design accents keep your attention.  The large kitchen has a snack/bar island and extensive counter and cabinet space.  It is well-ap
\par \fi360 Here's an elegant home where you can entertain in style without dislocating the kids.  A sunken study, living room, and dining room surround the central foyer, which features a breathtaking view of an open, c
\par \fi360 The one floor convenience of a ranch can not be matched.  The floor plan of this home keeps the private areas, the bedrooms, to one side and the high traffic areas to the other.  The foyer features a barrel-e
\par \fi360 Stately elegance, within and without, are the hallmarks of this distinctive dwelling.  Brick highlights and wide picture windows make this an eye-opener on any street.  Behind these windows, on the ground flo
\par \fi360 The elaborate detailing around the multi-panned windows and the varied roofline of this home give it a stately presence.  Inside, the columned doorways and split center staircase add to the elegance of the ho
\par \fi360 The country-style exterior of this home, with its wide, wrap-around veranda, belies the mix of classic formality and contemporary amenities found inside.  Curved arches flanked by formal columns mark the pass
\par \fi360 Massive stucco columns combine with floor-to-ceiling glass walls to create a fascinating home you'll be proud to own.  The impressive foyer affords a view of the cozy den with adjoining full bath, the firepla
\par \fi360 This stone and stucco elevation will catch your eye and the interior layout will capture your interest.  The formal living room is equipped with a cozy fireplace, while the dining room is crowned by a vaulted
\par \fi360 Here's an exciting home built for beautiful views inside and out.  Standing on the bridge that connects the two upstairs bedrooms and full bath, you can survey your two-story foyer, the sunken living room, an
\par \fi360 Inside this plan, find bright quarry tile floors in the entryway, kitchen, family room and utility room.  Outside, a tile roof shelters its owners for many years to come.  Plants will flourish in the bright k
\par \fi360 The detailing on the wrap-around porch and the wonderful shape of the roof over the master suite, whisper of the Victorian era.  The living room is enhanced by the front windows and includes direct access to
\par \fi360 The multiple peaks of this one-level home hint at the intriguing plan you'll find inside.  The central foyer opens to a many-sided great hall, which offers access to every area of the house.  To the left, the
\par \fi360 A feeling of space immediately hits you as you enter this home.  The two-story foyer, with a balcony overlooking it, gives the visitor many choices.  Straight ahead is an expansive Great room with a tray ceil
\par \fi360 From the sprawling front porch to the two-way fireplace that warms the hearth room and living room, this house says 'Welcome' to all who enter.  Even your houseplants will love the cozy, sunny atmosphere of t
\par \fi360 Designed to fit the needs of a large, active family this home offers a variety of spacious living areas and plenty of opportunities for privacy as well.  It's a contemporary home with a country flavor.  In th
\par \fi360 Inspired by the sweltering summer days of the deep south, the veranda on this home begins in front of the utility room, sweeps past the dining room, living room, entryway and den before wrapping around the ma
\par \fi360 This adaptable family home offers a thoroughly modern plan in a friendly, traditional package.  You'll feel the country mood in the large veranda that surrounds the study, dining room and sunny eating nook at
\par \fi360 This easy-care home combines classic elements with modern zoning for carefree living on a grand scale.  The octagonal great hall directs traffic flow throughout the house:  to the front-facing den, to the ele
\par \fi360 The outside of this home may make you feel nostalgic.  Once inside however, a modern floor plan is evident.  The formal areas, parlor and dining room are located at the front of the home.  A lovely bay window
\par \fi360 While this home's exterior blends Tudor and Queen Anne styling, most of its interior is totally contemporary, rich in the amenities today's families want.  Once inside, the feeling of a stately formality is e
\par \fi360 The vertical wood and fieldstone facade of this handsome home combine for a rustic flavor loaded with contemporary excitement.  A short hall off the foyer brings you to the large bath with double vanities tha
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\par \fi360 In this complex world we live in, our lives need to be uncomplicated at least at home.  This house will make your life easier.  The garage entrance will help to keep your home cleaner.  A half bath and the la
\par \fi360 A country wrap-around front porch and bay windows enhance the front elevation of this home.  Once inside, a two-story foyer makes a great first impression.  The formal living room and the formal dining room o
\par \fi360 If your family needs to spread out into their own spaces, this is the house for you.  The beautiful bay window in the formal dining room gives distinction to the outside and elegance to the inside.  The livin
\par \fi360 Enter your home through the utility room with its built-in counter and ample closet space from your stuccoed three-car garage.  The kitchen features extra lighting and cabinets that add to the island. The kit
\par \fi360 From the attractive facade, to the design inside, this home keeps your attention.  The dining room and the living room have bay windows illuminating the room with natural light.  The informal family area is a
\par \fi360 With abundant windows, a skylit breakfast room with sliders to a rear deck, and an open plan overlooking the sunken living room below, the foyer level of this distinctive home is a celebration of open space.
\par \fi360 The handsome Tudor exterior of this four-bedroom classic is mirrored by an exciting interior plan of extraordinary beauty.  Step through the foyer, flanked by a formal dining room and library, and past the st
\par \fi360 This exciting home combines elements borrowed from the New England barns of long ago with the desirable features of contemporary design.  The octagonal stair tower is sure to be a conversation piece, and offe
\par \fi360 This Karl Kreeger design has a look of luxury and a functional floor plan.  The exterior is unique with its arched and octagon windows.  The pillars give the porch a gracious, yet homey feel.  The interior fl
\par \fi360 Imagine the impression this sprawling brick beauty will create after dark, its many arched windows blazing with light.  Inside, skylights, towering ceilings, and multiple levels make the daytime atmosphere eq
\par \fi360 You don't have to give up storage space to build an affordable home.  With large closets just inside the front door and in every bedroom, a walk-in pantry by the kitchen, and an extra-large storage area tucke
\par \fi360 Fieldstone, flower boxes, and a covered porch give this home a rustic, friendly quality you'll treasure forever.  Inside, old-fashioned touches abound:  a fireplace in the living room, a bay window seat in th
\par \fi360 You can be sure that this distinctive ranch will make a lasting impression on passers-by.  But, the facade only hints at the dynamic plan that unfolds as you enter the foyer.  A glance to the left reveals the
\par \fi360 Shutters, twin porches with wooden railings, and a brightening bay window are traditional elements that bring a warm feeling to the classic facade of this updated Cape.  Inside, wood beams and a heat-circulat
\par \fi360 This exquisite, carefree home will be bathed in sunlight from dawn to dusk.  The central foyer opens to a large, vaulted living and dining room arrangement that flows together for an open feeling accentuated
\par \fi360 A foyer with a vaulted ceiling give a great first impression as you enter this spacious home.  The kitchen with a cooktop island enjoys many built-in amenities.  The dinette has sliding glass doors to the woo
\par \fi360 This convenient one-level design offers a secluded master suite with a luxurious master bath.  Notice that the additional bedrooms are located on the other side of the house.  This makes a nice sound barrier
\par \fi360 Here's a pretty, one-level home designed for carefree living.  The central foyer divides active and quiet areas.  Step back to a fireplaced living room with dramatic, towering ceilings and a panoramic view of
\par \fi360 Enter either through the columned porch entrance or the garage.  The garage entrance adds the mudroom effect, keeping soiled shoes from the rest of the house.  Half walls with columns accent the entrance into
\par \fi360 Here's a magnificent example of classical design with a contemporary twist.  The graceful columns that adorn the facade of this one-level beauty also separate interior spaces without walls.  Combined with the
\par \fi360 From the decorative ceiling treatments, to the luxurious master bath, this home was designed to pamper and comfort.  The foyer includes a tray ceiling and is flanked by an elegant dining room with a columned
\par \fi360 This home combines the best of all worlds:  a classic Victorian exterior and an interior plan that more than answers the demands of modern family life.  Step past the covered porch into the tiled foyer domina
\par \fi360 This carefree ranch combines vertical siding with rows of tall windows for a contemporary flavor.  A covered porch opens to the central foyer, flanked by the formal living and dining rooms.  A corner fireplac
\par \fi360 Generous, well-placed windows and angular ceilings give every room of this Traditional charmer a cheerful atmosphere.  The living and dining rooms flow together off the foyer, adorned by the classic elegance
\par \fi360 Do you have a small lot, or a limited budget?  Here's a compact gem that won't break the bank, and provides plenty of room for the whole family.  And, this distinctive plan is an energy saver, too.  Look at t
\par \fi360 With its attractive fieldstone and clapboard facade, this sprawling family home will be welcome in any neighborhood.  Wrapping around the soaring foyer, the L-shaped living and dining room arrangement feature
\par \fi360 The unique placement of the two-car garage gives this one-level gem an appealing shape that will be welcome in any neighborhood.  Step inside, and discover an interior plan that sizzles with excitement.  From
\par \fi360 With its spacious, garage-level shop area, this attractive brick and wood-sided classic is the perfect abode for the home hobbyist.  The main floor active space surrounds a central staircase.  Formal area off
\par \fi360 This distinctive home offers convenient family living in a classic package.  Clapboard siding, twin chimneys, a central entry and shuttered, multi-paned windows present a colonial face to the neighborhood.  I
\par \fi360 Shutters, round-cut shingles, and an attractive railed porch lend classic charm to this three-bedroom home.  But this traditional exterior houses an open, updated interior designed for privacy and convenience
\par \fi360 This spacious split-entry home with a contemporary flavor is the perfect answer to the needs of your growing family.  Imagine the convenience of a rec room with a built-in bar, powder room, and storage space
\par \fi360 Comfortable living is personified in this home and every convenience has been thought of.  The library includes a spiral staircase to the loft above, and a cozy fireplace to read beside.  The living room, fam
\par \fi360 The traditional clapboard exterior of this tidy home is deceiving.  Step inside and you'll find drama on a grand scale.  The central foyer, crowned by a balcony, slopes upward to meet the high ceilings of the
\par \fi360 The facade of this magnificent brick masterpiece, with its massive covered arch and towering window, provides an impressive introduction to entering guests.  Show them into the cozy den off the foyer for quie
\par \fi360 This home has been designed for convenience in today's lifestyle.  The foyer leads straight to the family room, crowned by a vaulted ceiling and warmed by a fireplace flanked by bookshelves.  The well-appoint
\par \fi360 Enjoy the impressive staircase as you enter the foyer of this home.  The formal living room and dining room provide classic entertaining space.  For a more contemporary gathering, take advantage of the roomy
\par \fi360 Whatever the stage your growing family is in, this home can accommodate.  If you have small children, you will appreciate all the bedrooms on the same floor and being close to the master suite.  If the childr
\par \fi360 The two-story entrance welcomes you to this traditional home.  With the angled staircase and the sunken bayed living room that invites you to the formal bayed dining room, any guest would feel welcomed.  Alon
\par \fi360 Here's a traditional, yet contemporary answer to the needs of your growing family.  The classic brick and clapboard exterior only hints at the interior excitement you'll find behind the front door.  Step back
\par \fi360 The essential executive manor.  Stucco highlights and a delicate blend of the modern and traditional come together to create a dwelling that shouts prestige to all who have ears to hear.  Within the same eleg
\par \fi360 An eye-catching facade invites the visitor through the columned entrance into the bright two-story foyer.  The Great room, with a vaulted ceiling and corner fireplace, becomes a cozy gathering place.  The isl
\par \fi360 Here's a contemporary charmer that combines one-story convenience with energy-saving solar features.  To the right of the central foyer, ingenious placement of baths and closets shields the three bedrooms fro
\par \fi360 Some things never go out of style, they become classics.  This home is a classic in style and elegance.  The formal areas deliver the distinguished style your life calls for.  A bay window and buffet recess e
\par \fi360 The expansive kitchen in this home is sure to be a hub for activity.  The cooktop island includes a convenient eating bar and a corner double sink looks out over the rear yard.  The built-in pantry and planni
\par \fi360 The farmhouse flavor of a covered porch, window boxes, and two chimneys give this house a welcoming feeling that couldn't be friendlier.  And, the interior's just as nice, with the cozy living and dining room
\par \fi360 Elegance with efficiency is defined by the simple lines of this bungalow.  With ten foot ceilings, extensive use of glass and columns, the spacious interior flows outward to the front and rear porches.  The l
\par \fi360 As you enter this home you notice the special touches.  The high ceiling in the foyer, the fireplace in the living room, and the built-in bookcases in the den, just to name a few.  The gourmet kitchen has a c
\par \fi360 Who said one-level homes had to be boring rectangles?  Here's a clapboard and brick beauty with loads of curbside appeal.  Step inside to a spacious living room dominated by a corner fireplace.  A hallway off
\par \fi360 A little nostalgia flavors this plan.  The 'steeple' and porch bring back memories of another era.  Don't let the exterior fool you.  Inside is a thoroughly modern home.  The kitchen includes an island, corne
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\par \fi360 Enjoy family activities while you cook in the kitchen of this well-conceived, three-bedroom home.  The range peninsula separates the kitchen from the skylit breakfast nook without walls, affording a view into
\par \fi360 The elegant half-round windows flanking the clapboard-faced chimney hint at the comfortable atmosphere you'll find inside this easy-care Ranch.  An open arrangement with the dining room combines with ten-foot
\par \fi360 American as apple pie, this three-bedroom Colonial classic has a welcoming warmth that will capture your fancy.  The two-story foyer is lit from above by a skylight.  Special features abound throughout the ho
\par \fi360 Sturdy stucco, fieldstone, and rough-hewn timbers lend a distinguished air to this updated Tudor classic.  And inside, modern and traditional elements unite to create a masterpiece your family will never outg
\par \fi360 A two-story foyer greets you as you enter this home.  The spacious living room flows easily into the formal dining room adding to the comfort and convenience in entertaining.  A large island kitchen includes
\par \fi360 Standing in the central foyer, you can see active areas and the rear deck off this sunny classic in one glance.  Straight ahead, the living room ceiling, pierced by a skylight, soars to a two-story height.  L
\par \fi360 Here's an inviting little charmer that will keep housework to a minimum and give you plenty of room for hobbies.  A full basement and oversized two-car garage is large enough to store your cars and boat, with
\par \fi360 This cozy front porch shelters the entrance with a country style welcome.  The circle window and the double front window add illumination and detail to the front of the home.  Directly from the foyer, to the
\par \fi360 The unique octagonal shape of the study of this home attracts the attention of all that pass by.  The floor to ceiling palladium windows and the decorative detailing around each window add to the curb appeal.
\par \fi360 Designed for a site that slopes down, this house is two stories at the entrance, three in the rear.  An umbrella roof protects windows from weather and too much sun.  The main level, thrusting out over the lo
\par \fi360 With its unique shape and well-designed floor plan, this exquisite Victorian masterpiece has no equal.  A sprawling porch shelters the entry, which leads three ways:  to the fireplaced dining room and parlor
\par \fi360 Thanks to vaulted ceilings and an absence of unnecessary walls, this compact gem feels larger than it really is.  Step into the foyer and look up to a ceiling two stories high, an open staircase, and a spacio
\par \fi360 The large, cooktop, island kitchen in this home includes all the built-ins you have been looking for.  A built-in planning desk and pantry, and more than ample cabinet and storage space are sure to make life
\par \fi360 Feel at home as you step from the tiled foyer of this light-filled contemporary into the large, informal Great room and in the dining room lift your spirits as you gaze through the floor-to-ceiling windows.
\par \fi360 Three bedrooms, two baths, and an attached garage on one level; what more could you ask for?  How about a classic brick and clapboard exterior adorned with an old-fashioned bay window?  Or an elegant, firepla
\par \fi360 A sheltered entrance leads to a foyer area, accented by a lovely staircase.  Arched openings lead from the foyer into the formal living room and the family room.  A warm fire burning in the fireplace of the s
\par \fi360 Hate to climb stairs?  This one-level gem will accommodate your family in style, and keep your housework to a minimum.  Recessed ceilings add an elegant touch to the dining room and master suite.  With half w
\par \fi360 Looking for carefree living?  This charming, one-level gem fits the bill with three bedrooms, two full baths, and active areas located for convenience.  The skylit foyer leads three ways.  Step down to an exp
\par \fi360 The inviting front porch on this home will lure you into its shade on a sunny, hot day.  In the cooler weather, the cozy warmth of the fireplace in the family room may entice you to relax from the day's cares
\par \fi360 As in all earth-sheltered homes, the living spaces are on the open side, for light and fire safety.  The most prominent feature is the combined kitchen/living/dining room, with its semicircle of tall windows
\par \fi360 Beauty and character flow from every area of this design.  The double entry, set off by brickwork arches, ushers you into a large foyer with a curving staircase.  The family room and fireplaced living room sh
\par \fi360 Gables, brick quoins, a wing wall, a front door with sidelights, and an arched transom combine to enhance the face of this one level traditional home.  The promise of an exciting house is not lost when you en
\par \fi360 The large windows and country porch welcome your family home to house with room for everyone.  Sunny spacious rooms are arranged for family privacy and ease in entertaining.  The tray ceilings in the formal l
\par \fi360 The dramatic entry porch of this home leads visitors to the impressive two story foyer inside.  The formal parlor can easily be used for a home office or study.  The large kitchen contains a walk-in pantry, i
\par \fi360 Enjoy this updated treatment of the classic salt box design.  Don't worry about the kids tracking mud all over the house.  The old-fashioned porch that surrounds this inviting home shelters two convenient ent
\par \fi360 The focus of this cozy home is on the first floor, but there is room for the children and their friends to gather in the lower-level family room which includes a fireplace and a powder room.  The main floor f
\par \fi360 Your hillside lot is no problem if you choose this spectacular, multi-level sun-catcher.  Window walls combine with sliders to unite active areas with a huge outdoor deck.  Interior spaces flow together for a
\par \fi360 A dramatic entrance impact to this lovely home. Sidelights and a large attractive window above the door illuminate the two-story foyer.  An angled staircase is visible from the foyer.  The formal living room
\par \fi360 Return to the classics in this carefree ranch.  The columns divide the entry foyer from the dramatic, fireplaced living room.  You'll find service and dining areas at the rear of the house, overlooking the te
\par \fi360 The traditional facade of this four-bedroom home doesn't even hint at the exciting interior behind the front door.  A balcony linking the upstairs bedrooms and skylit bath divides a dramatic two story foyer a
\par \fi360 A definite statement is made about the successful individual that lives in this home.  The formal dining room and living room are on either side of the foyer.  An expansive family room, highlighted by a firep
\par \fi360 You're moving up to your dream home.  This plan may have what you are looking for.  The three upstairs bedrooms are of a nice size and share a full hall bath.  The game room is in close proximity to the bedro
\par \fi360 A bonus room over the double garage is the crowning touch to this excellent family home.  It gives that little extra space for a relatively low cost.  Secluded near one corner of the home is a spacious master
\par \fi360 The country porch, high-ceilinged foyer and octagonal living room give you a feeling of times gone by.  Yes, you can have an old fashioned feel with all the modern conveniences you need for our lifestyle toda
\par \fi360 An abundance of custom details and amenities can be found in this Georgian design.  From the curved stairway in the large two-story foyer to the bonus room balcony overlooking the family room, drama and luxur
\par \fi360 This three bedroom Contemporary has a welcoming country porch.  Although this home is classified as small, it has much of potential for a growing family.  As you enter the foyer you can look into the living r
\par \fi360 A vaulted-ceiling adds to the sense of spaciousness that pervades the rambling family room/nook/kitchen combination of this country-style home.  The open kitchen is roomy enough for multiple cooks to combine
\par \fi360 A large expansive family room highlights this home.  A large hearth fireplace provides a warm focal point for the room.  Columns accent the formal living room and dining room.  A built-in curio cabinet adds a
\par \fi360 A varied roofline attracts attention to this brick two-story elevation.  The bayed windows in the formal living and dining rooms also add to the appearance of this home.  There are decorative ceilings crownin
\par \fi360 This luxurious home includes a large living room with a fireplace that can been seen from the foyer.  A balcony overlooking the foyer adds to the first impression of the home.  A wonderful gourmet kitchen has
\par \fi360 The covered entry of this home leads to a two story foyer that is illuminated by a decorative second floor window above.  The living room is accented by a bay window and flows easily into the family room.  Th
\par \fi360 Those little extras that make living much more enjoyable accent this home.  The entrance into the living room and dining room are columned, add a little touch of elegance.  The well-appointed kitchen includes
\par \fi360 Don't worry about waking up the kids.  They'll sleep soundly in a quiet atmosphere away from main living areas, on a hallway off the foyer of this charming one-level.  Sunny and open, the living room features
\par \fi360 Despite its compact area, this home looks and lives like a luxurious ranch.  A decorative screen divides the entrance foyer from the spacious, comfortable living room, which flows into the pleasant dining roo
\par \fi360 The uniquely shaped foyer leads into an elegant living room which includes a brick hearth fireplace and an eleven-and-a-half foot ceiling.  The dining room, which flows into the kitchen, has a decorative ceil
\par \fi360 If open space suits your taste, here's a sturdy stucco classic that fits the bill with style.  The vaulted-foyer is flanked by a soaring living room, with a huge palladium window, and a formal dining room.  S
\par \fi360 The centerpiece of this single level home is the large Great room/sun room combination with twelve foot high ceilings.  These rooms are separated by a two-way fireplace and flanking French doors topped by a p
\par \fi360 Here's a compact Victorian charmer that unites tradition with today in a perfect combination.  Imagine waking up in the roomy master suite with its romantic bay and full bath with double sinks.  Two additiona
\par \fi360 This compact home has many features that are usually found in larger homes.  The vaulted ceiling in the kitchen/dining room is a nice touch that adds to the spacious feel.  The efficient, U-shaped kitchen has
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\par \fi360 This home has a style all its own with the use of angles and windows.  The wood deck provides the entrance area.  Once inside the home the living room is sunny and spacious with windows to the second floor.
\par \fi360 This beautiful family home includes all the amenities you have been looking for.  The island kitchen includes a built-in pantry, double sink and dinette area.  The dinette area flows into the family room.  A
\par \fi360 This home is a sure winner for those who are looking for that unique house with all the extras, and have a smaller budget to work with.  The covered porch leads you into the great room that opens into another
\par \fi360 Unusual angles add a unique flair to this adaptable charmer.  The central foyer features an open railing that sets off the half-stairway to the private master suite.  To the right, you'll find a well-appointe
\par \fi360 Each of the three bedrooms in this roomy ranch has its own walk-in closet for added convenience.  Two bedrooms share a full bath, while the master bedroom has a private bath featuring tub and shower.  Also in
\par \fi360 This stylish classic home has an impressive open layout.  The breakfast area and Great room create a feeling of spaciousness.  An efficient kitchen is laid out to conveniently serve both formal and informal e
\par \fi360 A traditional exterior hides a multitude of special features that distinguish this attractive four bedroom abode.  The inviting porch leads into the central foyer, illuminated by a skylight far overhead.  You
\par \fi360 This home demands attention.  The unique entrance arch sets the stage for a dramatic home.  An island kitchen serves both the informal breakfast area and the formal dining room with equal ease.  The large, ex
\par \fi360 Nothing was missed when this charming little A-frame was designed.  Starting at the rear entrance, there is a stacked washer and dryer, a large closet for coats and skis and even a bench to make putting on wi
\par \fi360 The house has a dramatic entrance foyer with ten-foot ceilings in the dining room and living room.  The kitchen is a unique wrap-around shape and leads into a diamond-shaped breakfast area which overlooks a d
\par \fi360 Vaulted ceilings and a profusion of windows set this A-frame design alive with height and drama.  The imposing living room is rendered comfortable by its wood-burning fireplace, and it adjoins the open kitche
\par \fi360 A classy glassed front graces this new A-framed design which is full of pleasant surprises.  The use of shed dormers not only gives a great exterior look, but also provides the two bedrooms and bath with a fu
\par \fi360 The large front porch will welcome visitors to this traditional home.  The Great room features built-in shelves on each side of the fireplace and a tray ceiling.  The kitchen wing features an island, planning
\par \fi360 A sheltered columned entrance leads to the foyer area.  The formal areas of the home are to the left and right of the foyer.  The living room includes an attractive bay window.  The dining room has convenient
\par \fi360 The exterior of this ranch home is all wood with interesting lines.  More than an ordinary ranch home, it has a expansive feeling to drive up to.  The large living area has a stone fireplace and decorative be
\par \fi360 From the cheerful elegance of a dining room with recessed ceilings to the skylit ambiance of the breakfast bay, this is a comfortable home loaded with sunshine and style.  Active areas surround the centrally
\par \fi360 A traditional brick elevation with quoin accents distinguish this compact plan.  A large family room with a corner fireplace is the center piece for this small, but livable home.  An arched opening leads to t
\par \fi360 A kitchen/breakfast room combination features a lovely bay window in this efficiently designed plan.  The Great room with ten foot ceiling, showcases a flush hearth fireplace.  The use of a higher ceiling in
\par \fi360 With two ground-floor bedrooms and a full bath, it's possible to wait until you need the space to finish the upstairs bedrooms of this compact classic.  Wood plank floors, a beamed-ceiling, and a roaring hear
\par \fi360 Start planning the landscaping.  The shape of this delightful one-level home offers unlimited opportunities for a charming entry garden.  And, with extra-large windows and a massive deck, you can enjoy every
\par \fi360 For the family just starting out, this plan is ideal.  There is a living room that leads to a kitchen and adjacent dining area.  There are two bedrooms and a larger master bedroom.  Each bedroom has its own s
\par \fi360 This home has exciting curb appeal.  As you come into the entry turn your head to the right to view into the vaulted living room at the cozy fire in the fireplace.  The living room flows into the dining room
\par \fi360 Graceful Spanish arches and stately brick suggests the right attention to detail that is found inside this expansive three bedroom home.  The plush master bedroom suite, a prime example, luxuriates in a loung
\par \fi360 Keeping up with the Jones'!  You can't miss with this completely functional, completely impressive home.  It lacks nothing!  The master bedroom has a coved ceiling and features a master bath with double-sink
\par \fi360 You'll find an appealing quality of open space in every room of this unique one-level home.  Angular windows and recessed ceilings separate the two dining rooms from the adjoining island kitchen without compr
\par \fi360 Placed behind the home and separate, so as not to detract from the rich traditional facade, the garage in this Colonial plan is attached by a roofed walkway.  Brick and white pillars grace the exterior, while
\par \fi360 This home is highlight by a Great room that lives up to its name.  A large fireplace on the rear wall serves as a focal point and provides warm and coziness to this expansive room.  There is direct access to
\par \fi360 As you round the bend, home at last after another hectic day at the office, you see the setting sun reflected in the crystal-clear living room windows, bathing the brick highlights in a golden splendor.  You
\par \fi360 This contemporary is perfect for the young family starting out.  It has three bedrooms. The master suite has a vaulted ceiling and its own master bath.  The secondary bedrooms have ample closet space and shar
\par \fi360 Victorian styling and economical construction techniques make this a doubly charming design.  This is a compact charmer brimming with features:  a sheltered entry leading to the two-story foyer; an island kit
\par \fi360 With its sloping, striking design, this split-foyer plan combines outdoor living areas and a highly livable lower level.  Facing the front and opening to the terrace, the family room dominates the lower level
\par \fi360 The family room, kitchen and breakfast area of this home all connect to form a great space.  A central, double fireplace adds warmth and atmosphere to all the rooms.  The efficient kitchen is highlighted by a
\par \fi360 This is a gracious and beautiful home with lots of exciting extras, including a luxurious and invigorating spa in the master suite, two fireplaces, and a large bonus room on the second floor.  The large U-sha
\par \fi360 Distinctive as this home may appear, with its deck-encircled hexagonal living room, its construction is actually quite practical.  The main level houses the living room with exposed beams and a cathedral ceil
\par \fi360 Use this compact A-frame year round or as a vacation retreat.  Either way, this practical design is bound to give you pleasure for a long, long time.  The main floor, with its vaulted ceilings and fieldstone
\par \fi360 Reminiscent of America's farmhouse, this home comes complete with a covered front porch perfect for those hot summer evenings.  Inside, ten foot ceilings in major areas give this compact home a 'large house'
\par \fi360 Though small in square footage, this home boasts some spacious rooms which seem even larger because of the open plan.  There is a tray ceiling in the living room and the octagonal kitchen features a dining ba
\par \fi360 Up-to-date features bring this center hall Colonial into the 20th century.  The focus of the Early American living room is a heat-circulating fireplace, framed by decorative pilasters that support dropped bea
\par \fi360 If you have a hillside lot, this open design may be just what you've been looking for.  With three bedrooms, it's a perfect plan for your growing family.  The roomy foyer opens to a hallway that leads to the
\par \fi360 This romantic chalet design would be equally appealing along an ocean beach or mountain stream.  Restful log fires will add atmosphere in the sizable recreation room bordering the patio of this chalet.  Upsta
\par \fi360 If you need a compact home with room for the kids, consider this Traditional three bedroom plan.  A large porch at the front door will provide ample protection from the weather.  And, just inside the foyer th
\par \fi360 Relax and enjoy this trouble-free vacation home.  With huge expanses of glass to take advantage of beautiful vistas and solar warmth, the vaulted ceilings and an open plan lend a spacious air to a compact des
\par \fi360 The covered entry of this home leads to the two story foyer.  On either side of the foyer are the formal areas, the living room and the dining room.  An open layout has been designed for the family room, dine
\par \fi360 Magnificent white columns, shutters, and small paned windows combine to create images of the ante-bellum South in this generously proportioned design.  Inside, the opulent master bedroom suite, with plentiful
\par \fi360 This beautiful, very popular plan has been re-designed to allow accessibility for a lifetime of use.  It has built-in features that make modification possible to accommodate the permanently disabled, the elde
\par \fi360 Designed for the corner or pie shaped lot, this home features mirror elevations on right and left that make it a winner from any direction.  Entering the foyer, a lovely split stair moves upward to the second
\par \fi360 Formal areas flank the two-story foyer.  A Great room includes a cozy fireplace and direct access to the sun deck.  A U-shaped island kitchen efficiently anticipates your gourmet's every need.  The second flo
\par \fi360 Charm blends with practicality in this cozy plan.  The covered patio encourages enjoyment of sultry summer evenings. Three bedrooms include a  spacious master bedroom which embraces a private bath.  A cozy fa
\par \fi360 Capture the spirit of the great outdoors with this versatile chalet designed as the perfect hideaway for two.  The extra bedroom on the main floor can be used as a guest bedroom or study, and all the amenitie
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\par \fi360 Modest in size, this one floor house has many amenities.  With no basement, it will be very economical to build.  A mudroom/laundry inside the side door traps dirt before it can enter the house.  The living r
\par \fi360 Traditional fieldstone, wood and stucco combine to create a strikingly modern statement in this two-bedroom home.  Inside, there's a room to fit every need, from the large media room with custom built-ins for
\par \fi360 From its skylit foyer to the garden spa in the master suite, this carefree home possesses a sunny charm you'll love coming home to.  The living room features a bump-out window that enhances its wide-open arra
\par \fi360 An entrance flanked by columns and imposing gables, accented with dentil molding give character to this compact southern traditional.  Inside, an angled foyer draws the eye to an arched passage in the living
\par \fi360 Starting at the sheltered entry, this home with its many appealing features, lends itself well to those desiring comfortable family living.  The well planned layout is ideal for today's growing family.  This
\par \fi360 This delightful home's wrap-around covered porch recalls the warmth and charm of days past-lounging swing, savoring life. Inside, a spacious foyer welcomes guests and provides easy access to the formal dining
\par \fi360 Abounding with amenities, this single level ranch home has an attractive street appearance with brick accents on cedar siding.  A vaulted naturally lighted entry opens to a vaulted living room featuring a mas
\par \fi360 The entrance to this home, with multi-paned arched window above the door, gives this home a great first impression.  The foyer of the house continues to impress the visitor.  At first the visitor's eyes are d
\par \fi360 The A-frame's steep roof is designed to shrug off the deep snowfall of a mountain environment, yet, this cabin would be equally at home in any vacation setting.  Although this is not a large home, a spacious
\par \fi360 The inviting porch of this home is just the beginning of the conveniences that offer comfort featured throughout the house.  The vaulted ceiling in the sunken living room adds to the room's spacious feel.  Th
\par \fi360 This impressive brick home's decorative use of  brick detailing around the windows creates a home with abundant curb appeal.  The living room features a dramatic cathedral ceiling and a two-way fireplace.  Th
\par \fi360 In a traditional layout this home provides separate living and dining rooms.  There are two coat closets flanking the front door.  Having the formal dining room and the breakfast bay area adjoining the kitche
\par \fi360 The distinctive bay windows highlight this home.  As you enter, you can't help noticing the open-rail staircase rising from the elevated foyer to the second floor.  Located on your left is the formal living r
\par \fi360 This home combines the best of yesterday with the modern improvements of today.  An attractive exterior of brick, brick detailing and sliding give this home curb appeal.  The living room, dining room, family
\par \fi360 The vaulted ceiling in the living room and the openness between rooms of this home make it feel larger than its 2,244 sq. ft.  Once in the foyer, you must step down to enter either the living room, or the fam
\par \fi360 A magnificent home in every detail, this stately five bedroom residence surrounds you with thoughtful luxury.  Enter the oversized, tiled foyer and view the grand staircase whose landing splits the ascent int
\par \fi360 A family that needs wide open spaces might want to take a closer look at this home.  The vaulted ceiling in the spacious family room adds to the open feeling of the layout between the kitchen, eating nook, an
\par \fi360 As you enter this home the elevated foyer directs entry traffic into the formal living areas or the family room beyond.  The living room receives natural light through the large front window.  The formal dini
\par \fi360 Designed with today's lifestyle in mind, this 1,694 sq. ft. home gives you the feeling of a larger home.  This is evident upon stepping into the vaulted entry with guest and storage closets.  The living room,
\par \fi360 Wood, glass and sloping roof lines create interesting appeal in this contemporary three bedroom home.  A dramatic vaulted entry serves as the hub.  The living room, complimented by a stone-faced fireplace, is
\par \fi360 Start picking out the porch furniture.  You won't be able to resist sitting on this magnificent veranda on a lazy summer day.  Walking through the front door, you'll encounter a large planter that divides the
\par \fi360 You'll never outgrow this fabulous five-bedroom Victorian.  And, you'll never stop appreciating all its amenities:  a wetbar in the family room, built-in seating in the breakfast room, an island kitchen with
\par \fi360 Wide corner boards, clapboard siding, and a full-length covered porch lend a friendly air to this classic home with a Colonial accent.  The central entry opens to a cozy den on the right, a sunken, fireplaced
\par \fi360 Numerous south-facing glass doors and windows, skylights and a greenhouse clue the exterior viewer to this passive solar contemporary design.  For minimum heat loss, 2x6 studs for R-19 insulation vestibule an
\par \fi360 The generous use of windows throughout this home creates bright living spaces.  The welcoming covered front porch and lovely bay window give this home great curb appeal.  Notice the separate entrance close to
\par \fi360 The large covered porch creates an attractive welcoming entrance.  The living room features a volume ceiling treatment accented by a ceiling beam.  The dining room is adjoining making entertaining easy.  The
\par \fi360 The brick-pillared front of this impressive home opens to a two story foyer. Off the foyer through an archway is the living room with a coffered ceiling. The living room has an access to the dining room, as w
\par \fi360 Do you have a small lot, but love open space?  Here's your answer!  This compact beauty uses built-in planters and half-walls to define rooms without closing them in.  Look at the first floor plan.  The livin
\par \fi360 This contemporary, split-level home has an open living area.  The living room, dining room and kitchen flow into each other.  This area of the home is usually the hub of activity for the family.  A floor plan
\par \fi360 This gracious five-bedroom family home offers spectacular views, both inside and out.  Survey the two-story morning room and yard beyond from a vantage point upstairs.  Two bedrooms adjoining a full bath and
\par \fi360 This simple but inexpensive ranch design has a brick and vertical siding exterior.  The interior has a well set-up kitchen area with its own breakfast area by a large picture window.  A formal dining room is
\par \fi360 The stone and wood facade of this home create a setting for a life with a free and easy spirit.  Once inside this home you can't help but enjoy the conveniences it affords you.  The master suite features two
\par \fi360 Stucco, fieldstone, and rough-hewn timbers grace the elegant exterior of this three-bedroom family home.  But with abundant windows, high ceilings, and an open plan, this cheerful abode is a far cry from the
\par \fi360 This affordable plan will let you have your house now, and keep your building budget in check.  The entry opens to a spacious living room brightened by a triple window arrangement.  Step back to an open kitch
\par \fi360 Clean, simple lines make this contemporary a winner from the curb.  Attention to detail is the hallmark of the interior design.  Coffered ceilings are used in the Great room, dining room, and master bedroom.
\par \fi360 Here's a stately home that's a treasure chest of popular features, including a sunken Great room, a spectacular breakfast nook, and a bridge-like balcony on the 2nd floor.  The luxurious, 1st floor master sui
\par \fi360 Standing on the second floor balcony of this timeless manor home, you'll enjoy a sweeping view of the vaulted Great room, the two-story foyer, and the fireplace that warms the bi-level master suite.  Each of
\par \fi360 Move up to a Traditional Tudor classic that combines yesterday's elegance with today's conveniences.  Double doors open to a huge entry foyer flanked by a formal dining room and fireplaced, sunken living room
\par \fi360 With its towering ceilings pierced by skylights, and angular staircase to the second floor, the central foyer of this distinctive brick classic creates a dazzling impression on entering guests.  Use the forma
\par \fi360 The family atmosphere of this home is enhanced by a spacious Great room that dominates the center of the home.  Included in the plans for the Great room are a built-in entertainment center with a cozy sitting
\par \fi360 Traditional in design, this lovely home features a dramatic entry.  A series of columns define the living room and nearby dining room.  The open kitchen, breakfast room and family room feature a two-sided fir
\par \fi360 With a special television room plus a family room and an upstairs sitting room, there's plenty of opportunity for everyone in the family to enjoy personal activities and pursuits.  The well-designed kitchen a
\par \fi360 Graceful arches adorn the facade of this distinctive three-bedroom home.  Step from the covered porch into a dramatic vaulted entry that opens to a soaring, fireplaced living room with an arched floor-to-ceil
\par \fi360 This rambling ranch offers you the convenience of one floor living.  From the foyer you have easy access to the living room.  The focal point fireplace attracts your attention as does the custom ceiling treat
\par \fi360 The foyer of this home makes a grand first impression.  Two-story in height, with streaming natural light and a balcony overlooking it all.  The living room and the dining room are in an open layout making a
\par \fi360 Here's a unique approach to the split-level home.  A central, glass-walled foyer creates a brilliant impression on all who enter.  Walk down to the fireplaced family room, double garage with workbench, a very
\par \fi360 Zoned for privacy and convenience, this contemporary ranch is a perfect home for people who like to entertain.  The central foyer divides quiet and active areas.  Sound deadening closets and a full bath with
\par \fi360 Here is a basement entry design with a very unique floor plan.  The formal areas take advantage of both a front and rear view.  The large covered sundeck with easy access from both the kitchen and dining room
\par \fi360 A home, it has been said, reflects the personality of the owner.  This home calls to mind the quality of having strength of character.  To the right of the foyer is the living room.  The focal point of the li
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\par \fi360 This attractive three bedroom Ranch offers step-saving one floor living.  An efficient traffic pattern from the foyer, living room, dining room and kitchen makes access to these rooms convenient.  The privacy
\par \fi360 Designed with economy in mind, this traditional treasure will give you a lot of house for your building dollar.  And, its compact shape and attractive Colonial exterior make this home an asset to any neighbor
\par \fi360 Although the exterior has the antique charm of Victorian features, the interior of this three bedroom home is truly modern.  The charming features include a covered veranda, turreted sitting room, and a priva
\par \fi360 The family that lives in this home will enjoy the open layout between the kitchen and the family room.  Conversation can flow while dinner is being prepared.  The warm glow of the fireplace in the family room
\par \fi360 This three-bedroom, two-bath home offers comfort and style.  The master suite is complete with its own bath with a skylight.  In the center of this design the kitchen includes an eating nook that takes full a
\par \fi360 Wood adds its warmth to the contemporary features of this solar design.  Generous use of southern glass doors and windows, an air-lock entry, skylights and a living room fireplace   reduce energy needs.  R-26
\par \fi360 With abundant rear-facing windows, this clapboard classic takes full advantage of a beautiful backyard view.  Interior views are just as exciting.  From the angular staircase, you can look down over the firep
\par \fi360 This elegant Victorian with a modern twist celebrates the classic beauty of turn-of-the-century architecture.  The huge foyer, flanked by the formal parlor and dining room, leads to the island kitchen with ad
\par \fi360 Here is a design with many applications.  First of all, it is right at home on a hillside.  Even though it is very compact, when built with a daylight basement this entire floor is usable as illustrated.  It
\par \fi360 Old and new unite in this attractive, three-bedroom home with a rear view orientation.  A gabled roof, large covered porch, and bump-out windows add traditional appeal to the open plan.  The spacious family r
\par \fi360 This home gives a storybook image to your dream home.  The covered entrance shelters your guests as they enter the foyer.  The living room is enhanced by a bayed window and there is also a bayed window in the
\par \fi360 This pleasant Traditional design has a farmhouse flavor exterior that incorporates a covered porch and features a circle wood louver on its garage, giving this design a feeling of sturdiness.  A two-car garag
\par \fi360 The brick and stucco exterior of this beautiful home encloses a spacious plan designed for convenience.  A huge, sunken living room with vaulted ceilings flows into the formal dining room overlooking the back
\par \fi360 Here's an elegant contemporary with a style all its own.  The covered entry leads to a central foyer accessible to every area of the house.  Surrounded by a two-story bay window, the curving stairway leads to
\par \fi360 Simple construction lines and a gabled roof make this an excellent choice for the first time buyer.  A traditional styled home with a covered front porch, a bay window and a wood exterior create an attractive
\par \fi360 Multiple peaks and half-round windows hint at the dramatic interior of this exciting, three-bedroom contemporary.  Inside the foyer, treat yourself to a view of an expansive, two-story Great room and full-len
\par \fi360 This contemporary home is flavored by Prairie styling, characterized by wide, protective overhangs, low-pitched rooflines and straightforward, uncluttered lines.  Guests are greeted by a large, covered porch
\par \fi360 Traditional and modern elements unite to create an outstanding plan for the family that enjoys outdoor entertaining.  Wrap-around verandas and a three-season porch insure the party will stay dry, rain or shin
\par \fi360 Victorian elegance combines with a modern floor plan to make this a dream house without equal.  A wrap-around porch and rear deck add lots of extra living space to the roomy first floor, which features a form
\par \fi360 A stucco facade and an arched privacy wall lend a Southwestern flavor to this one-level home with attached garage.  Brightened by an open plan and oversized windows, active areas flow together in a convenient
\par \fi360 This wonderful Victorian-featured ranch design incorporates many luxury conveniences usually offered in larger designs.  The master bedroom is expansive, with an oversized full bath. The eating area is separa
\par \fi360 Remove unnecessary hallways and walls, add an abundant supply of windows, and you've got a compact contemporary with a wide-open feeling.  Stand in the spacious entry, dominated by an open staircase.  To the
\par \fi360 This transitional design meets the needs and requirements of empty-nesters and the handicapped.  It is easily accessible, barrier free, and the hallways throughout are enlarged for maneuverability.  From the
\par \fi360 \par \fi360 This one-level charmer packs a lot of convenience into a compact space.  From the shelter of the front porch, the foyer leads three ways:  right to the bedroom wing, left to the roomy kitchen and
\par \fi360 Twin chimneys hint at the toasty atmosphere you'll find inside this classic Colonial.  The sheltered entry leads to a traditional central foyer flanked by a fireplaced parlor and angular den with built-in boo
\par \fi360 Do you like entertaining?  This sturdy brick and stucco beauty will accommodate the largest crowd!  Show your guests into the living room or formal dining room off the foyer, or gather around the fireplace.
\par \fi360 Choose any beautiful site for this magnificent home.  You'll want to take advantage of all the views provided by the impressive plan.  From the moment you walk through the circular, two-story entry with clere
\par \fi360 Don't worry about storage problems in this sprawling Traditional. Every inch of space is put to good use.  The well-designed floor plan revolves around a two-story central foyer.  You'll find utility and dini
\par \fi360 Does your family enjoy entertaining?  Here's your home!  This handsome, rambling beauty can handle a crowd of any size.  Greet your guests in a beautiful foyer that opens to the cozy, bayed living room and el
\par \fi360 This compact house has plenty of closets and storage areas where you can stow away the gear you usually need on vacation.  The utility room is also larger than most and opens directly outside,  so there's no
\par \fi360 This home creates a cozy, homey feeling while having the grace and extra detailing that give it a style all its own.  A two-story foyer greets guests and sets the tone for a spacious feeling throughout the ho
\par \fi360 Imagine having your morning coffee in the seven-sided breakfast room of this luxurious brick and fieldstone Tudor, right off the island kitchen that adjoins the formal dining room.  Think of how impressed you
\par \fi360 Let the kids invite their friends in.  You can send them upstairs to the spacious loft and never worry about your guests seeing the playroom of this lovely Tudor home.  And, it's just a couple of steps up to
\par \fi360 Here's a sunshine special with a character all its own.  The covered porch opens to a spacious foyer dominated by a U-shaped staircase.  Step to the right past the powder room, and you'll enter a rear-facing
\par \fi360 Orient this charming sun-catcher to the south, add the optional sunspace off the dining room, and you'll have a solar home without equal.  The sunken living room, formal dining room, and island kitchen with a
\par \fi360 The charm of an old fashioned farmhouse combines with sizzling contemporary excitement in this three-bedroom home.  Classic touches abound, from the clapboard exterior with its inviting, wrap-around porch to
\par \fi360 This warm and inviting home features a see-through fireplace between the living room and family room.  The gourmet kitchen gives the cook in your family the added work space of an island, plus the all the ame
\par \fi360 This warm and inviting home features a see-through fireplace between the living room and family room.  The gourmet kitchen gives the cook in your family the added work space of an island, plus the all the ame
\par \fi360 Looking for a contemporary home with the convenience of one-level living?  Vaulted ceilings give this modern sun catcher high impact drama not usually found in a one-level home.  The soaring living room, with
\par \fi360 If you dream of sitting outside on a country porch on a hot summers evening or gathering around the cozy fireplace on a cold winters night, this house is what you're looking for.  The spacious living room enj
\par \fi360 The use of the cathedral ceiling in the spacious living room and the formal dining room give a wide open, large feeling to both rooms.  The focal point fireplace in the living room adds to the interest, as we
\par \fi360 The Great room of this home is made more elegant by the fireplace and the fact that it is two stories high.  A beautiful multi-paned, arched window naturally illuminates the room and provides a view of the fr
\par \fi360 Interesting angles give every room in this three-bedroom home a distinctive shape.  Stand in the foyer and look up.  Soaring ceilings in the window-walled living room rise to dizzying heights.  Step past the
\par \fi360 A two-story passive solar home designed for the outdoor enthusiast.  The upper levels shows two bedrooms and a bath on the east side and a studio and storage area on the west.  A balcony overlooks the garden
\par \fi360 There's a lot of living space in this four bedroom home with brick trim.  Expansive windows in the vaulted living room allow for plenty of light, and the corner is the perfect place for a wood stove.  The kit
\par \fi360 Soaring roof lines and loads of glass add interior and exterior excitement to this beautiful, three or four-bedroom contemporary.  See all the active areas in one sweeping glance from the two-story entry.  Th
\par \fi360 You'll never get bored with the rooms in this charming, three-bedroom Victorian.  The angular plan gives every room an interesting shape.  From the wrap-around veranda, the entry foyer leads through the livin
\par \fi360 This warm and inviting home features a see-through fireplace between the living room and family room.  The gourmet kitchen gives the cook in your family the added work space of an island, plus the all the ame
\par \fi360 Bring the great outdoors inside in this luxurious four bedroom, three bath home.  Enter the dramatic two-story foyer from the three-car garage or the double front doors.  The living area is perfect for entert
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\par \fi360 A large front porch is always an old-fashioned welcome to any home.  This Cape provides such a welcome.  Once inside the home, the vaulted ceiling and grand fireplace of the living room add to the character o
\par \fi360 This passive solar design is suitable for vacation or year round living.  The rear or southern elevation of the home is highlighted by an abundance of decks and glass.  A minimum of windows are found on the n
\par \fi360 A distinctive exterior of wood veneer siding with a large, picture window combines with just a touch of brick to set this simple one and a half story design into a class of its own.  On the first level, the f
\par \fi360 This home combines classic style with a contemporary flavor.  Consider the spacious foyer leading to the high ceiling spaces of the Great Room, flooded with light through French door and clerestory, with its
\par \fi360 A two-story plan keeps active and quite areas separate in this classic design which features four bedrooms, two-and-a-half baths and an attached garage.  The formal living and dining rooms flank a spacious ce
\par \fi360 Here is a great two-bedroom hillside design with all of the amenities.  Starting with the formal living and dining area, you can just imagine all the possibilities for decorating this great room.  The kitchen
\par \fi360 At an easy to handle 1,876 square feet, this home won't make housekeeping your new hobby.  Yet, it includes features that bring larger houses to mind.  There is a double vanity, walk-in closets and a wood sto
\par \fi360 This contemporary beauty on three levels will house your family in style and give you a private escape at the end of the day.  From the main entry, walk down to a roomy fourth bedroom and utility room, or ste
\par \fi360 The airlock entry saves energy and opens onto the tiled foyer, which extends inward toward the adjacent dining and living rooms.  The living room has a window wall which overlooks the lawn, a fireplace with h
\par \fi360 This three bedroom Ranch home offers a charming exterior and an efficient practical layout.  The living room is enhanced by a focal point fireplace that sets the stage for cozy evenings or elegant practical l
\par \fi360 Make a wonderful first impression or return home to this massive, welcoming foyer and step right into the Great room of this tastefully appointed design.  The Great room is enlarged by a wrap-around deck and
\par \fi360 From the road, the appearance of this two-level home is deceiving.  A central staircase directs traffic from the front entry to the den and master bedroom suite, to the living room, with its sloping ceiling a
\par \fi360 This striking exterior features vertical siding, shake shingles, and stone, to offset a large picture window.   Inside, the kitchen has a built-in pantry, refrigerator, dishwasher and range, breakfast bar, an
\par \fi360 This plan features the convenience of one floor living, with elegant touches of larger square footage.  The living room enjoys the warmth of a fireplace and the openness of a cathedral ceiling.  The dining ro
\par \fi360 Many family-preferred features are offered in this deluxe Tudor design.  An energy efficient foyer leads into a Great room that has its own wood-burning fireplace.  Off of the Great room lies the master bedro
\par \fi360 Curves soften the exterior and interior spaces of this dramatic contemporary designed for sun worshippers.  Abundant windows, indoor planters and three decks unite every room with the great outdoors.  Steps a
\par \fi360 Creating the focal point in the family room is a heat circulating fireplace, encased in masonry and faced with cut stone.  Bookshelves, a TV shelf and wood storage area fit into the stone flanking the firepla
\par \fi360 Looking for a grade-level-entry house that is a little different?  Here is a multi-featured design with main entry from the double carport is through an attractive grade-level foyer, up an open staircase to t
\par \fi360 Are you looking for a family home that combines a contemporary open plan with a quiet bedroom wing?  Here's a one-level gem that fills the bill.  The three bedrooms, tucked away from active areas, include a s
\par \fi360 One-level living is a breeze in this attractive, three bedroom beauty designed with your budget in mind.  The covered porch adds a romantic touch to the clapboard facade.  Step through the front door into a h
\par \fi360 This delightful Ranch design utilizes space with great efficiency.  Enter a tiled foyer and be greeted by an excellent floor plan designed to handle traffic.  Off the foyer to the right, the Great room has a
\par \fi360 Lots of living is packed into this well organized design.  The expansive Great room is accented by a massive fireplace and a beamed, cathedral ceiling.  The kitchen and breakfast area includes a charming and
\par \fi360 This rambling one-story Colonial farmhouse packs a lot of living space into its compact plan.  The covered porch, enriched by arches, columns and Colonial details, is the focal point of the facade.  Inside, t
\par \fi360 Sturdy brick construction, a columned porch, high ceilings with cooling fans, and loads of built-in storage are classic elements from yesterday that make this house special.  But, the distinctive interior pla
\par \fi360 From the three-car garage to the sunroom with hot tub, this house is equipped for gracious living.  The skylit foyer leads three ways:  up to 2 bedrooms, a full bath, and dramatic loft with balcony; into the
\par \fi360 Create a secluded sanctuary for your master bedroom: a generous space with charming fireplace, individual dressing rooms, and skylit bathing area. Relax away from the clutter and noise of the children's rooms
\par \fi360 From the dramatic, two-story entry to the full-length deck off the massive Great room, this is a modern plan in a classic package.  Cathedral ceilings soar over the formal dining and sunken living rooms, whic
\par \fi360 A gabled roofline and arched front windows enhance the exterior of this modest sized home.  Vaulted ceilings and an open interior design create a spacious feeling that this home is larger than its 1,207 sq. f
\par \fi360 This four bedroom ranch offers two full baths and plenty of closet space.  Also in this design, the living room has a sloping, open-beamed ceiling with a fireplace and built-in bookshelves.  The dining room i
\par \fi360 The beamed ceiling, plus the fireplace and built-in bookcase of the comfortable family room, make this design an ideal plan for casual elegance.  The family room also shares a wetbar with the adjacent room.
\par \fi360 Gracious living is the rule in this brick masterpiece designed with an eye toward elegant entertaining.  Window walls and French doors link the in-ground pool and surrounding brick patio with interior living
\par \fi360 Tiled floors unify the dining and food preparation areas of this masterful design.  Located off the well-organized kitchen is a morning room that's perfect for an elegant brunch or some private time before th
\par \fi360 Twelve-foot beamed ceilings grace the expansive living room with its facing window wall.  The adjoining dining room is defined by a lower ceiling and enhanced by an over-sized bay window of leaded glass.  The
\par \fi360 The sloped ceilings of this well-designed home's living and dining rooms, plus the central, open stairway, create a spacious, inviting living area.  The efficient, U-shaped kitchen is well located with access
\par \fi360 Step from the arched fieldstone porch into the two-story foyer, and you can see that this traditional four bedroom home possesses a wealth of modern elements.  Behind double doors lie the library and a firepl
\par \fi360 Gracious touches make this spacious dwelling a place you'll love to come home to.  Look at the recessed ceilings in the living, dining, and master bedrooms.  Rustic beams, a cozy fireplace, and built-in shelv
\par \fi360 A varied gabled roof, a large railed front porch and wood combine to create a picturesque rural farmhouse. The lower level's central hallway channels traffic easily to all rooms in a spacious formal living ro
\par \fi360 This sleek contemporary is made to order for the family that loves the outdoors.  The design features four decks two upstairs and two down along with sliding glass doors and windows galore.  Entering the half
\par \fi360 A lovely front porch shades the entrance of this home.  A spacious living room opens into the dining area which flows into the efficient kitchen.  This open layout makes the areas appear larger than they actu
\par \fi360 Diagonal siding accentuates the multiple roof lines in this airy, three-bedroom beauty.  Standing in the foyer, you can glance down the stairs that lead to a full basement, or let your eye follow the soaring
\par \fi360 Here's a handsome home that presents a pretty face to passers-by, and provides lots of outdoor living space on a spacious rear deck.  Soaring ceilings, oversized windows, and sliding glass doors unite the liv
\par \fi360 This simple but well designed contemporary expresses comfort and offers a lot of options normally found in larger designs.  On the first level, a front kitchen is offered with an open, non-partitioned dining
\par \fi360 Arched, bump-out windows lend a special elegance to the facade of this four-bedroom beauty.  Entering the skylit foyer, you'll discover that those extra-large windows provide a wonderful unity of interior and
\par \fi360 Whenever it rains or snows, you'll appreciate the thoughtfulness of this design as you go directly from your two-car garage into the interior.  Curled up in the den, or in front of the fireplace, you'll be co
\par \fi360 This two story traditional home boasts a total of 1,633 sq. ft.  The vaulted entry leads to the living room accented with a bay window, or to the vaulted dining room with built-in china cabinets.  The kitchen
\par \fi360 Hanging plants would make for a magnificent entrance to this charming home.  Walk into the fireplaced living room brightened by a wonderful picture window.  The kitchen and dining area are separated by a coun
\par \fi360 The formal living and dining rooms, off the central foyer greet your guests with a sunny welcome.  The fireplaced family room beyond adjoins the bay-windowed breakfast room and has access to the rear patio.
\par \fi360 This beautiful stucco and stone masonry Tudor design opens to a formal foyer that leads through double doors into a well-designed library which is conveniently accessible. One other select option in this desi
\par \fi360 The fireplace and sloped-ceiling in the family room offer something a bit out of the ordinary in a small home.  The master bedroom is complete with a full bath and a dressing area.  Bedroom two and three shar
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\par \fi360 Not often found in 909 sq. ft. on the main floor, are a dining room plus breakfast nook, as well as ample sized living and family rooms.  Convenient access from the garage to the kitchen is a working  woman's
\par \fi360 This compact and efficient home has all the amenities you would find in a larger home, including a covered porch and skylight over the dining area.  It is actually an economical home to build.  A tiled entry
\par \fi360 Consider this home if your backyard is something special in each season.  Both living and dining areas offer broad views across the deck to the beautiful scene beyond.  Even the balcony on the second floor ca
\par \fi360 The entry-level living room features a fireplace and, just a few steps up, a dining room which overlooks the living room and adjoins the kitchen.  The efficient kitchen features an eat-in space and sliding do
\par \fi360 This one level contemporary is a one-of-a-kind design just made for the sun lover.  With a huge front deck featuring pass-through convenience from the kitchen, a rear patio and an abundance of windows, you're
\par \fi360 Vertical siding and stacked windows combine to create a soaring facade for this three-bedroom contemporary.  Inside, sloping ceilings, bump out windows, and an open staircase unite the foyer, living room and
\par \fi360 This Tudor style 3-bedroom home is unusually attractive with its stone accents and impressive windows.  Its sizable rooms appear larger thanks to sloped ceilings and a tasteful floor plan.  A quaint breakfast
\par \fi360 A tiled threshold provides a distinctive entrance into this spacious home.  There's room for gracious living everywhere, from the comfortable living room with a wood-burning fireplace and tiled hearth, to the
\par \fi360 As guests enter the two-story, tiled foyer, they are immediately welcomed by the expansive living room with its sloped-ceiling and cheery fireplace.  Lead them into the dining room and serve them from the adj
\par \fi360 Touches of old and new unite to make this a perfect home for the modern family.  Rough-hewn beams adorn 11-foot ceilings in the fireplaced living room, mirroring the classic Tudor exterior.  Elegant, recessed
\par \fi360 If your lot is the right shape, build this magnificent plan.  A dramatically positioned fireplace forms the focus of a contemporary living area.  Kitchen, dining, and living spaces are fashioned into a huge c
\par \fi360 Dormer windows, shutters and a faithfully detailed traditional entry combine to create a unique appeal in this Cape Cod offering.  Perhaps the easiest way to zone sleeping areas is to place bedrooms on a anot
\par \fi360 Flower boxes and a columned porch add a friendly charm to this updated Saltbox.  The formal dining room and parlor flank the foyer in a classic arrangement with a contemporary approach.  Step back to a spacio
\par \fi360 A charming porch shelters the entrance of this four bedroom home with a country kitchen.  In colder climates, the closed vestibule cuts heat loss.  Off the central foyer, the cozy living room shares a firepla
\par \fi360 With two covered porches and a brick patio, this traditional Cape is an inviting abode for your outdoor-loving family.  The central entry leads down a hallway to the family room.  Warmed by a fireplace, it pr
\par \fi360 Here's a fabulous executive home.   Incorporating a study, walk-in closet, and lavish bath with whirlpool, shower, and skylight, the master suite adds a finishing touch to this. A deck-edged main level detail
\par \fi360 The well-placed solar greenhouse is located on the lower level of this inviting design.  Sliding glass doors open into the greenhouse from the family room while casement windows over the kitchen sink open int
\par \fi360 There's lots of room for your growing family in this four bedroom Tudor beauty.  Recessed ceilings in the dining room and master bedroom suite, a vaulted front office, and a beamed Great room give first floor
\par \fi360 A partial stone veneer front makes this large ranch design very inviting.  Inside, a vestibule entry serves as an airlock.  A large library/den next to the foyer shares a two-way fireplace with the living roo
\par \fi360 After a day of sun and swimming, you'll enjoy retreating to the master wing with skylit bath, room-sized closets, and quiet, book-lined study.  But when you're in the mood to entertain, this convenient floor
\par \fi360 Lots of living is packed into this well-designed home which features a combined kitchen and dining room.  The highly functional U-shaped kitchen includes a corner sink under double windows.  Opening onto the
\par \fi360 This Salt Box classic appeals to almost everyone.  It copies the best from the Colonial residential tradition and adds modern conveniences and efficiencies.  A spacious foyer channels traffic to all parts of
\par \fi360 \par \fi360 Built into a hill, this vacation house takes advantage of your wonderful view.  It features a Great room that opens out on a deck and brings earth and sky into the home through sweeping panels of
\par \fi360 This house will bring glamour to almost any building site in the world.  It has classic and thoughtful features like a sunken living room with bay window and fireplace and a dining room with its own deck.  Th
\par \fi360 Here is a stately looking home that appears much larger than it really is. The grand entrance porch leads into a very spacious foyer with an open staircase and lots of angles.  Note the beautiful  kitchen wit
\par \fi360 All you'll have to do in this snug retreat is relax and enjoy the view.  Outside on your deck or inside looking though the three large windows or the double glass living room door, you'll appreciate the wonde
\par \fi360 To encourage a relaxed lifestyle and enjoyment of the outdoors, a 50 foot wooden deck fronts this vacation retreat and opens to two bedrooms as well as the living area.  Complete but simple, the plan offers a
\par \fi360 Unusual roof lines, which are both varied and balanced, are a feature of this hillside home.  An open floor plan is shared by the sunken living room, dining and kitchen areas.  An open staircase leads to the
\par \fi360 Two story efficiency and one story economy are combined to produce this roomy split foyer design.  The rectangular shape assures minimum costs for maximum livable area.  A large family can live peacefully in
\par \fi360 This classic exterior with plenty of curbside appeal encloses a cozy plan.  The living/dining room combination is brightened by abundant windows and the family areas share a backyard view, patio access, a fir
\par \fi360 The space-saving lower level garage offers the option of finishing the adjacent area at any future date with plenty of storage available immediately.  The first floor of this home is complete with three bedro
\par \fi360 The double doors of the vaulted entry are just a hint of the graceful touches in this three-bedroom home.  Curves soften the stairway, deck, and the huge bar that runs between the formal and informal dining a
\par \fi360 This 38-foot wide contemporary two-story duplex will fit a 50-foot wide lot, and with the broken roof lines, not appear crowded.  With a little over 900 square feet in each unit, this three bedroom plan packs
\par \fi360 Enter into the spacious foyer, walk past the powder room and a sloped-ceiling living/dining room arrangement and into the fireplaced family room.  Look to your right and view the modern kitchen with plenty of
\par \fi360 Reminiscent of a simpler time, yet up-to-date on the conveniences we have come to depend on.  The front porch is a warm welcome at the end of the day.  Come inside to the large living room, great for entertai
\par \fi360 Consider this home for the family with hobbies.  With plenty of living space in an easy-to-clean single level design and accommodations for a workshop and outdoor activities, this design is perfectly practica
\par \fi360 This compact vacation or retirement home packs a lot of living space into its modest square footage.  The kitchen and living room are wide open for a spacious feeling when relaxing by the fire.  The master be
\par \fi360 Vaulted-ceilings, a gently curving staircase, and high, arched windows make the entry to this spacious, five-bedroom home an airy celebration of light and space.  A short hall leads from the formal dining are
\par \fi360 Soaring windows and a wrap-around deck create an attractive exterior for this vacation retreat.  The interior shows off vaulted ceilings and a spacious Great room concept.  A captivating view through the towe
\par \fi360 An efficient kitchen adjoins the dining room that has sliding doors to the patio.  The extra large living room gives a wide-open feeling to all who enter.  Two bedrooms and a full bath complete the first floo
\par \fi360 An expansive entrance with a cathedral ceiling in the living room offers a view of the entire house.  The washer and dryer are located in the bedroom area, and even with small square footage, this home has a
\par \fi360 Step-saving, one-floor living can be enjoyed by choosing this Ranch.  The galley-styled kitchen is efficient and includes an eating bar and a built-in pantry.  The spacious living room is enhanced by a firepl
\par \fi360 The master bedroom suite occupies the entire second level of this passive solar design.  The living room rises two stories in the front, as does the foyer, and can be opened to the master suite to aid in air
\par \fi360 Massive double doors open to the foyer of this multi-arched Spanish design and balance three sets of double doors opening to a second floor balcony.  Spanning over 27 feet, the living room occupies the entire
\par \fi360 French doors in the breakfast nook give this traditional colonial home a touch of romance.  Divided from the kitchen by a peninsula with a counter for informal meals, the breakfast nook is adjacent to the fir
\par \fi360 From the foyer of this home, an open stairway leads to the upstairs study and the master bedroom, which has a private bath and walk-in wardrobe.  The kitchen with a breakfast bar opens into the dining area, w
\par \fi360 The angular windows and recessed ceilings separate the island kitchen from the formal dining and breakfast rooms.  Twelve foot ceilings in the soaring, skylit living room add to its sophistication, along with
\par \fi360 A dynamic foyer opens into a cathedral-ceiling Great room, complete with a cozy fireplace framed on both sides with bookshelves.  The unique octagonal breakfast nook is tucked into a spacious kitchen with a v
\par \fi360 This great ranch features a front porch to sit and admire your view.  A large living room and dining room flow together into one open space perfect for entertaining. The laundry room, which doubles as a mudro
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\par \fi360 Efficient use of living space creates a spacious feeling in this home perfect for a lakeside location. The living/dining area occupies more than half of the lower level while the balcony overlooking the livin
\par \fi360 There's a lot of convenience packed into this affordable design. Flanking the kitchen to the right is the dining room which has a sliding glass door to the backyard, and to the left is the laundry room with a
\par \fi360 Sloping ceilings and open spaces characterize this four-bedroom home.  The dining room off the foyer adjoins the breakfast room and the convenient island kitchen.  The beamed living room is crowned by a balco
\par \fi360 With access to the sundeck, the sitting room in this two-story contemporary can function as a den, nursery or guest room.  Abundantly supplied with cathedral ceilings and gable end windows, this airy design o
\par \fi360 Here's a beautiful little dream house with your budget in mind.  With soaring ceilings and dramatic window treatments, you'll enjoy solar savings and delightful views from all the main living areas and sleepi
\par \fi360 The split foyer entry of this charmer has a half-flight of stairs that leads down to a family room, a utility room, a powder room, a study, and a two-car garage.  Step up to a large living room, an adjoining
\par \fi360 Open to the balcony above and the entry and dining room below, the vaulted Great room is the highlight of this home.  A central staircase winds its way up to three bedrooms, two baths, and a play room that do
\par \fi360 A central entry opens to a spacious living room with ample windows and a handy closet nearby.  The kitchen features a dining area with sliding glass doors to the backyard and optional deck.  A hallway separat
\par \fi360 The luxurious master suite is secluded on the first floor.  Elegant touches include a library, morning room with built-ins, a bar with wine storage, and a sun porch with French doors leading into the dining r
\par \fi360 The L-shaped living and dining room arrangement is enhanced by bump-out windows, a fireplace and sliders to the backyard.  The adjoining compact, galley-style kitchen easily serves the dining room and the rea
\par \fi360 This classic Ranch features a large open Great room for family gatherings. The sunny kitchen sports a separate dining area.  On the other side of the house three good-size bedrooms share two full baths. A gre
\par \fi360 The master suite includes a sitting room plus individual walk-in closets and baths.  The second floor also contains two other bedrooms and a four-piece bath. The first floor has a formal parlor and dining roo
\par \fi360 This one-level design is a celebration of light and open space.  From the foyer, view the dining room, island kitchen, breakfast room, living room, and outdoor deck in one sweeping glance.  Bay windows add pl
\par \fi360 This small cabin is big on being a "homey" weekend get-away.  This plan is compact yet serves four to six people comfortably.  Two bedrooms share a full bathroom while each has its own closet . There is a liv
\par \fi360 The tiled foyer conveniently leads to the upper two bedrooms, the master bedroom, and the central living room.  A corner built-in bookcase, fireplace and dramatic window wall complete this gracious room.  The
\par \fi360 Consider this plan if you work at home and would enjoy a homey, well-lit office or den.  The huge, arched window floods the front room with light.  This house offers a lot of other practicalities.  Easily-cle
\par \fi360 This inexpensive Ranch home is a perfect starter or retirement home.  The exterior is simple, yet gracefully designed for eye-appeal, and the compact interior means affordable construction and easy up-keep.
\par \fi360 Although rustic in appearance, the interior of this cabin is quiet, modern and comfortable.  Small in overall size, it still contains three bedrooms and two baths in addition to a large, two-story living room
\par \fi360 This roomy kitchen comes complete with a pantry and lots of cabinet space. The unique morning room is complemented with a large fireplace and an entry onto the patio for year round enjoyment.  All four bedroo
\par \fi360 The kitchen and living area flow together for a feeling of spaciousness. Three bedrooms each have ample closet space and there is a separate washer/dryer area.  The bathroom is centrally located for morning c
\par \fi360 This house has a foyer which leads into the sloped-ceiling family room which flows into a U-shaped kitchen.  The living room has a 11'8" ceiling and a fireplace.  The dining room is separated from the living
\par \fi360 Today's family needs an efficient home with a touch of luxury.  This plan encompasses those needs.  Your family may require three bedrooms. This plan gives you three bedrooms, but one is a master suite with a
\par \fi360 Created for gracious living, this design is organized around a central courtyard complete with pool.  Secluded near one corner of the courtyard, the master bedroom suite is accented by a skylight, spacious wa
\par \fi360 This three bedroom ranch offers all the things your family will need.  The spacious living room will catch your eye as you enter, and the open floor plan makes staying in touch easy.  The master bedroom is se
\par \fi360 Thanks to the year-round solar room, this passive home will save you a bundle on your heating bills.  Open the sliding glass doors on sunny days and close them at night to hold the heat inside the two-story l
\par \fi360 This compact home is a bargain to build and designed to save on energy bills.  Large glass areas face south, and the dramatic sloping ceiling of the living room allows heat from the wood-burning stove to rise
\par \fi360 This modest ranch with generous rooms and passive solar features provides comfortable living for the family on a budget.  The soaring, skylit central foyer provides access to every room.  Straight ahead, the
\par \fi360 The natural cedar and stone exterior of this contemporary gem is virtually maintenance free, and its dramatic lines echo the excitement inside.  There are so many luxurious touches in this plan: the two-story
\par \fi360 This one-level Contemporary with a rustic, farmhouse flavor combines a touch of luxury with an informal plan.  Watch the world go by from your kitchen vantage point, large enough for a family meal, convenient
\par \fi360 Practical yet pretty, this ranch home separates active and quiet areas for privacy when you want it.  To the left, off the central foyer, you'll find a formal living and dining room combination that's just pe
\par \fi360 Rain or shine, the wrap-around porch on this Colonial classic is a perfect spot to put up your feet and relax.  But, if you want more privacy, retreat to the rear patio instead.  Inside, the inviting atmosphe
\par \fi360 Here's an easy-care ranch that's easy on your budget, too.  The covered porch is a perfect spot to spend a pleasant summer afternoon watching the world go by.  Or get some chores done in the sunny kitchen wit
\par \fi360 Imagine the attention the brightly-lit stair tower of this smart contemporary will attract after dark.  From the bay-windowed kitchen and bedroom to the fireplaced living room, the angles of the tower are mir
\par \fi360 One-level living has never been more interesting than in this three-bedroom home with attached three-car garage.  From the protected entry, the central foyer leads down the hall to the bedroom wing, into the
\par \fi360 Here's a one-level home that's perfect for entertaining, rain or shine.  The wrap-around porch provides an inviting entry for your guests and guarantees your outdoor parties will remain dry, even in a cloudbu
\par \fi360 This elegant home offers all the features demanded by today's busy family in a classic package.  Look at the magnificent two-story foyer crowned by a towering palladium window, the special detailing under the
\par \fi360 This spacious home achieves a wonderful, sun-washed atmosphere through intelligent space planning, generous windows, and vaulted ceilings.  An angular, open staircase divides the two-story foyer from the vaul
\par \fi360 Here's a sturdy brick beauty full of exciting angles and practical features.  Notice the dramatic vaulted ceilings in the fireplaced living room, formal dining room, and front-facing bedroom upstairs.  Down-t
\par \fi360 The imposing facade of this gracious, brick-accented home hints at the dramatic plan you'll find inside.  From the towering-entry foyer dominated by a curving staircase to the flowing openness of formal and f
\par \fi360 Good things come in threes, and this house is loaded with good features: three fireplaces, a three-car garage, a facade graced with three arched windows.  And, the sunny, airy atmosphere of this five-bedroom
\par \fi360 This home has it all...beauty, luxury and livability.  Marvel at the coved ceilings, large picture windows, and graciously curved staircase.  Enjoy the luxury and unwind in front of the fireplace in the famil
\par \fi360 This plan works for growing families, empty-nesters, and single folk.  With every turn there is drama and function.  Notice the upper floor economically tucked under the roof line.  The great hall leads into
\par \fi360 The modern, efficient kitchen layout of this home is a plus; it is conveniently located off the family room, perfect for entertaining.  The island and nook make preparing meals and keeping up with the family
\par \fi360 Simple lines flow from this six-sided design.  It's affordably scaled, but sizable enough for a growing family.  Active living areas are snuggled centrally between two quiet bedroom and bath areas in the floo
\par \fi360 A long central hallway divides formal from informal areas, assuring privacy for the two bedrooms located in the rear.  Also located along the central portion of the design are a utility room and a neighboring
\par \fi360 Easy to apply, red cedar shake shingles are specified for the roof of this A-frame cabin and help make building-it-yourself a feasible and rewarding project.  Constructed on a concrete slab, the cabin exudes
\par \fi360 This charming English Tudor adaptation retains the appeal of yesteryear,  yet features an outstanding contemporary floor plan.  Three large bedrooms each have a closet over seven feet long.  The living room h
\par \fi360 Gardening and woodworking tools will find a home in the storage closet of the useful mudroom in this rustic detailed Ranch.  Besides incorporating a laundry area, the mudroom will prove invaluable as a place
\par \fi360 Consider this refreshing design if you strive for the best.  From the beautiful exterior of natural stone to the authentic slate floors in the foyer to the private patio off the master bedroom, this home exud
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\par \fi360 Endowed with the trimmings of a traditional colonial, this three-bedroom ranch is doubly attractive.  The master bedroom is complete with a full bath, walk-in closet and spacious dressing area.  Warmed by a w
\par \fi360 Adorned with pillars and a bow window, this French Provincial design becomes an exercise in elegance, crowned by the master bedroom suite. Placed to allow full privacy, the master bedroom incorporates a segme
\par \fi360 Tile is used to soak up solar heat in the sun space and also to add a tailored accent to the total home arrangement.  Leading from the air-lock entry toward the living room spaces of this marvelous home, the
\par \fi360 The unusual design of this kitchen provides the centerpiece for this thoroughly delightful floor plan.  The kitchen is further enhanced by tiled hallways which surround it and delineate the adjacent living ar
\par \fi360 The first floor living space of this inviting home blends the family room and the dining room for comfortable family living.  The large kitchen shares a preparation/eating bar with the dining room.  The ample
\par \fi360 Expanding the dream kitchen of this lovely home is the cozy hearth room.  Its fireplace is flanked by windows, and its unusual ceiling adds to its unique setting.  In addition to the formal living and dining
\par \fi360 This hillside home, characterized by enormous rooms and two garages,  is built on two levels.  From the foyer, travel down one hall to a cozy  bedroom, full bath, island kitchen, laundry and garage.  Or, walk
\par \fi360 This two-story home is perfect for the family that wants to keep sleeping quarters quiet.  Closets and a hallway muffle sound from the foyer.  Upstairs, the location of two additional bedrooms and full skylit
\par \fi360 Striking angles best describes this contemporary design.  At the front entrance, an attractive half-circle window transom is built above the door.  Through the foyer, the kitchen is centered perfectly between
\par \fi360 This simple design's exterior features a large picture window and rock front.  On the first floor from the foyer is a spacious living room with its own wood-burning fireplace.  The dining room lies in front o
\par \fi360 Make the most of daily life with a stylish yet practical plan.  The garage and seldom-used formal dining room separate the main areas of the house from traffic noise, while the rear of the home maximizes comf
\par \fi360 Enjoy the beauty and tradition of a two-story home.  From the spacious, tiled entry with coat closet to the seclusion of second floor bedrooms, you'll appreciate the classic features that distinguish a two-st
\par \fi360 Take advantage of southern exposure and save on energy costs in this beautiful family Tudor.  Heat is stored in the floor of the sun room, adjoining the living and breakfast rooms.  When the sun goes down, cl
\par \fi360 Here's an L-shaped country charmer with a porch that demands a rocking chair or two.  You'll appreciate the convenient one-level design that separates active and sleeping areas.  Right off the foyer, the form
\par \fi360 You'll find wonderfully shaped rooms, soaring ceilings, and an abundance of windows in this cheery contemporary home.  Sharing the first level with the foyer, the master suite features a towering half-round w
\par \fi360 Here's an inviting home with a distinctive difference.  Active living areas are wide-open and centrally located.  From the foyer, you'll enjoy a full view of the spacious dining, living, and kitchen areas in
\par \fi360 Windows and skylights in all shapes and sizes give this airy home a cozy feeling.  From the two story foyer, to the skylit breakfast nook off the island kitchen, active areas are arranged in an open plan just
\par \fi360 Stacked windows fill the wall in the front bedroom of this one-level home, creating an attractive facade and a sunny atmosphere inside.  Around the corner, two more bedrooms and two full baths complete the be
\par \fi360 Transom windows, skylights, and an open plan combine to make this sturdy brick classic a sun-filled retreat you'll love coming home to.  The soaring ceilings of the foyer are mirrored in the fireplaced family
\par \fi360 A beautiful bungalow home with an exceptionally attractive and convenient interior arrangement.  The covered porch welcomes you. As you enter into the fireplaced living room, to your left is the dining room w
\par \fi360 The arched windows on the second floor give this great exterior a fun and cozy look and feel.  The entryway is spacious and leads into the living room.  The dining room and family room are conveniently locate
\par \fi360 Plenty of windows brighten this beautiful home with natural lighting and fresh air.  More than enough closet space keeps clutter under control.  A laundry room is located conveniently near all three bedrooms.
\par \fi360 Two copper-roofed bay windows and a stone veneer front create an elegant entrance through an attractive circle head transom.  Enjoy the vaulted-ceilings that extend into the foyer, dining room, breakfast room
\par \fi360 This convenient, one-level plan is perfect for the modern family with a taste for classic design.  Traditional Victorian touches in this three-bedroom beauty include a romantic, railed porch and an intriguing
\par \fi360 The impressive facade of this beautiful home hints at the sunny, open atmosphere inside.  The two-story foyer, flanked by a private study and formal living room, is dominated by an angular staircase to the be
\par \fi360 On the second floor of this well-arranged home are two bedrooms which flank a bath that is illuminated by a skylight.  Adjacent to the bath are individual dressing areas each with it's own basin and large wal
\par \fi360 If you're in an area of high construction costs, get the most for your money.  This compact, one-level design squeezes maximum use out of an affordable home.  The classic central entry, with coat closet, lead
\par \fi360 Casual living is the theme of this elegant farmhouse Colonial.  A beautiful circular stair ascends from the central foyer, flanked by the formal living and dining rooms.  The informal family room, accessible
\par \fi360 This ground-hugging ranch was designed for maximum use of the three basic living areas.  The informal area, fireplaced family room, kitchen, and breakfast room adjoins a covered porch.  The fully-equipped kit
\par \fi360 Save energy and construction costs by building this friendly farmhouse Colonial.  The inviting covered porch opens to a center hall, enhanced by the stairway leading to the four-bedroom second floor.  Flanked
\par \fi360 Gather the family around you while you prepare supper in your sunny, well-equipped kitchen.  The adjoining glass-walled dinette makes this a cheerful, expansive area for happy family hours.  The brick wall su
\par \fi360 Searching for a design where the living room takes advantage of both front and rear views?  Look no further.  This cozy Ranch has loads of other features.  An attractive porch welcomes guests and provides sha
\par \fi360 Your guests may never want to leave your country Ranch with its wrap-around covered porch.  Inside, the cozy feeling continues throughout the house.  The open plan of the family room, nook and island kitchen
\par \fi360 All amenities of modern home planning have been incorporated into this plan.  Perfect for vacation, year-round, or retirement, this house was designed with the handicapped in mind.  The vaulted Great room, di
\par \fi360 Angles give this 2,332 sq. ft. tri-level home unique appeal as well as makes it suitable for many wedge, cul-de-sac and irregular shaped sites.  Once inside the vaulted entry, there is a visual feeling of spa
\par \fi360 Easy living awaits you in this one-level Traditional designed with privacy in mind.  A dramatic, vaulted-foyer separates active areas from the three bedrooms.  Down the skylit hall lies the master suite, wher
\par \fi360 This charming Traditional home features a contemporary floor plan containing all the features demanded by today's discriminating home buyer.  As you enter the home, decor columns segregate the formal living a
\par \fi360 This beautiful three bedroom home offers a two-story great room with an attractive front window that almost wraps around the front of the home.  An exquisite fireplace provides a warm focal point for the room
\par \fi360 This home features multi-paned windows and high ceilings, giving a feeling of spaciousness to what may be considered a smaller home.  Upon entering the home, you step up to enter the dining room which is sepa
\par \fi360 A stunning blend of traditional and contemporary styles!  Brick, broken gables and what seems to be acres of glass make this the one all the neighbors will talk about.  A unique feature is the sun room that o
\par \fi360 This plan in for the modern up-to-date family whose busy lifestyle demands convenience.  The tiled entry takes you into the spacious kitchen with an island cooktop and sunny eating nook.  The family room has
\par \fi360 The eye-catching details used around the arched entrance and windows of this home demand attention.  From the varied roofline to the wonderful use of glass around the front door, this is a home that says styl
\par \fi360 No doubt about it, this plan, with its wide wrap-around porch, matches the nostalgic image of a farmhouse.  However, except for the living room, which can't help but remind us of an old-fashioned parlor with
\par \fi360 Inspired by the sweltering summer days of the deep south, the veranda on this home begins in front of the utility room, sweeps past the dining room, the living room, the entryway and the den before wrapping a
\par \fi360 Windows fill most of the front facade, creating an open look, while gales and a wide front porch amplify the effect.  A ramp provides wheelchair accessibility and inner doors are also wide.  Everything an ave
\par \fi360 The unique character of this home is evident judging from the arched top windows, copper roof over the two-story bay, and the elegantly detailed mixture of stucco and brick.  The grand foyer has a wide and op
\par \fi360 The copper hood over the two story bay and the stucco quoins on the corners accent the arched top windows and porch to create this European-styled home.  Enter the grand foyer from the covered front porch and
\par \fi360 The family room is a very special feature of this home.  The room is open to the foyer, the breakfast area and the second floor balcony.  Separating the family room from the breakfast area is a three-sided fi
\par \fi360 An octagonal master bedroom with a vaulted ceiling, a sunken great room with a balcony above, and an exterior with an exciting roof line; provide this home with all the luxurious amenities in a moderate size.
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\par \fi360 Multiple gables, a box window and easy maintenance combine to create a dramatic appearance to the two-story European classic home.  Excitement abounds in the great room beginning with a wall of windows across
\par \fi360 The classic good looks of this two-story home are accentuated by an arch-topped window over the entrance and the use of brick trim and dental molding across the front.  The tray ceiling in the formal living r
\par \fi360 The warmth and texture of the exterior of this home is an indication of the quality and diversity found inside.  The sloped ceiling above the foyer ties into the two-story ceiling over the great room offering
\par \fi360 The appeal of this ranch style home is not only in its charm and exterior style.  The great room and the dining room, accented by a sloped ceiling, columns and custom moldings, work together with the corner f
\par \fi360 This English Tudor home portrays the image of a country estate.  Besides an attractive exterior and a good functioning plan, it abounds with features such as the decorative circular stair and the curved corne
\par \fi360 Windows and bays enhance this country-style home.  The sunken living room and the master bedroom above are almost fully glazed in glamorous five-sided bays, giving cheerfulness to these rooms and adding an in
\par \fi360 An affordable, expandable house with a southern traditional flavor generates charm and warmth as one approaches the colonnaded front porch and enters the house.  The foyer has a large coat closet and leads pa
\par \fi360 The New England charm and warmth are expressed in this three bedroom Ranch house.  It is basically divided into four parts:  formal area, informal area, bedroom wing and service area.  Featured are the master
\par \fi360 With its A-frame roofline echoed in the diamond-shaped mullioned windows and decorative railings, this home instantly puts one in mind of the Swiss chalet.  The steep roof is designed to shrug off the deep sn
\par \fi360 Copper roofing crowns an eye-catching front window to add to the street appeal.  Inside, a cozy window seat nestles into the bright recess.  Located in the master suite, the cushioned platform is a cheerful s
\par \fi360 The stately appearance of this home conceals a warm and cozy place.  The two-story family room is the center of the home.  An upstairs balcony overlooks the room which includes a terrific fireplace.  The well
\par \fi360 A growing family has an increasing need of space and privacy for its members.  This plan has foreseen the future needs and made sure that they will be met.  The main floor accommodates a terrific master suite
\par \fi360 A covered porch welcomes your guests to this terrific family home.  The spacious great room has a focal point fireplace with windows flanking it.  Cozy or formally decorated, this room is a fantastic room for
\par \fi360 This split level design is built with superb architecture throughout which incorporates diagonal and vertical siding, a clerestory window and a beautiful bold rock fireplace.  The lower level only houses a sp
\par \fi360 You'll love the sunny atmosphere inside this distinctive, four-bedroom home.  Bay and bump-out windows, sliders and skylights add light and space to every room, creating a pleasing unity with the great outdoo
\par \fi360 The tiled two-story foyer opens to the fireplaced family room with a 10-foot ceiling.  An open kitchen/breakfast room arrangement adjoins the formal dining room and outdoor deck.  Featured on the first floor
\par \fi360 The mixture of stone, glass and wood gives this home a special flavor.  Vaulted ceilings to the left of the spacious foyer enclose the exciting living and dining rooms.  Family living areas include a center,
\par \fi360 Gentle arches add curbside appeal to this traditional gem, characterized by a sunny atmosphere and attention to the family's need for privacy.  Look at all the handy retreats in this beautiful home:  the baye
\par \fi360 The welcoming warmth that most Traditional houses seem to exude is especially evident in this center hall, four-bedroom residence.  Just off the two-story foyer, the formal living room features a heat-circula
\par \fi360 Arches adorn exterior and interior spaces in this four-bedroom beauty.  Look at the graceful openings between the sunken living and dining rooms just off the foyer and the massive half-round window and curved
\par \fi360 Have you always wanted your own private getaway, where you could just kick off your shoes and relax?  You'll find it in the luxurious master suite in this distinctive four-bedroom home.  The built-in spa is a
\par \fi360 Step into the entry and glance into the two-story, fireplaced living room that sets the stage for this dramatic plan.  Here's an exceptional spot for entertaining, with a handy powder room and guest room just
\par \fi360 Do you want one-level living without compromising your privacy?  Here's a home that will house your family in easy-care elegance, with bedrooms tucked away from the bustle of active areas.  The central foyer
\par \fi360 Two fireplaces warm this three bedroom abode with loads of outdoor living space. One covered porch shelters the entry. Another provides a perfect place to enjoy coffee off the dining room. And, a deck off the
\par \fi360 A covered front porch is a key feature of this compact home. A loft overlooking the living room creates a spacious atmosphere. The sunny bayed nook joins the kitchen and dining area, which enjoys natural ligh
\par \fi360 Today's family is active and involved in many pursuits, yet wants to be able to relax together. The layout of this home promotes the family's special time together. The expansive family room is situated in an
\par \fi360 Here's a cheerful rancher, characterized by lots of windows and an airy plan. The Italian styling of the exterior is today's hottest look and the theme is carried indoors with tile and columns. This home was
\par \fi360 With it's abundant windows and open plan, this sunny home will be warm and bright even on a chilly day. Soaring ceilings and a wall of stacked windows add dramatic volume to the spacious living room off the l
\par \fi360 This small charmer features an elevation finished with siding and detailed with brick wainscoting. Inside, the family room vaults to a ten foot ceiling to give the home a larger feeling. The breakfast room wi
\par \fi360 No doubt about it - this home looks rich! The multiple gables, circle-top windows and unique exterior trim help set this delightful Ranch apart in any neighborhood. Don't let the classic good looks fool you t
\par \fi360 This best seller features a traditional elevation and a floor plan full of all the amenities required by today's sophisticated homeowner. A formal dining room opens off the foyer and features a classic bay wi
\par \fi360 This Ranch home features a large sunken Great room, centralized with a cozy fireplace. The master bedroom has an unforgettable bathroom with a super skylight. The huge three-car plus garage can include a work
\par \fi360 The formal entry of this exquisite home opens directly to the living room with vaulted, beamed ceiling and woodburning fireplace. The oak paneled library features a built-in bookcase that lines one wall. The
\par \fi360 The arched entry, circle topped windows and brick add appeal to this traditional home. The entry features two-story volume and a curving stairway. The informal area at the back of the house includes a large i
\par \fi360 Entry is mid-level with a master suite a half-story up and utilities, guest suite, main bathroom and garage a half-story down. A laundry chute from the bathroom in the master suite on the upper level leads to
\par \fi360 Unique to this home, the kitchen and the entryway have vaulted celings. Over the octogon-shaped eating nook the ceiling is even higher, stretching up into the window-lined turret overhead. Food preparation sp
\par \fi360 Vaulted ceilings and streaming natural light enhance the layout of this home. Imagine sitting in the living room with a glowing fireplace watching a snowy day through the gorgeous front window. Entertaining i
\par \fi360 This deceptively simple dwelling boasts many features normally found only in much larger homes. This popular plan has been redesigned to allow accessibility for a lifetime of use. Wider hallways and doors, sp
\par \fi360 The distinctive covered entry to this stunning manor immediately gives you the feel for the elegance that is to follow throughout the entire house.  A grand double staircase is the highlight of the two story
\par \fi360 You won't find any wasted space in this sunny, contemporary beauty. This ingenious plan eliminates unnecessary walls, adding soaring ceilings to create an airy atmosphere. Open railings and single steps separ
\par \fi360 A sheltered entry opens to the airy, fireplaced living and dining rooms of this one-level, stucco home. Behind double doors, the family room shares a view of the deck with the kitchen and adjoining bay window
\par \fi360 Sturdy brick construction and arched window trim distinguish the facade of this efficient, one-level home.  The central foyer boasts access to every area of the house:  a wide-open kitchen with an adjoining b
\par \fi360 Slender columns and brick detailing lend a Georgian influence to this one-level classic.  The entry opens to a formal living room characterized by high ceilings, elegant arched windows, and a cozy fireplace.
\par \fi360 Here's a ranch home with a Tudor flavor.  Active areas are centered off the foyer, with bedrooms tucked away in their own, private corners of the house.  You'll find two bedrooms on a hallway off the foyer, e
\par \fi360 Sloped ceilings in the living room and dining room give added dimension to this charming Traditional. In the breakfast nook, note the bifold doors that keep the washer and dryer hidden.  The master bedroom, c
\par \fi360 A welcoming front porch greets your guests as they enter your home.  The foyer opens upward to a balcony above, giving a first impression of spaciousness.  The living room and the dining room are laid  are la
\par \fi360 The double sided fireplace in this home accentuates both the large living room and the hearth room.  The living room has an added feature of a sloped ceiling.  An efficient, U-shaped kitchen that is equipped
\par \fi360 The outside of the home may give you a feeling of a country farmhouse, but don't be fooled.  Inside this home is a modern layout for today's modern family.  The large living room is equipped with a fireplace
\par \fi360 Warm country traditions are updated into an upbeat modern plan.  A unique bayed entry foyer gives this split-level house style.  On the main floor the large living room is at the heart of the home.  A central
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\par \fi360 Open spaces, angular walls, and a sunny atmosphere set this  three-bedroom beauty apart.  From the two-story foyer to the vaulted breakfast bay that opens to the dramatic family room with adjoining deck, this
\par \fi360 If you enjoy carefree convenience and a cheerful atmosphere, this brick and stucco suncatcher will be hard to resist.  Wide open space characterizes the active areas of this three-bedroom charmer, beginning w
\par \fi360 This updated Victorian gem possesses all the charms of the past, but is ideal for today's busy family.  Twin palladium windows add a sunny ambiance to both the vaulted, fireplaced living room and the expansiv
\par \fi360 Four bedrooms, one a spectacular master suite with an extra large bath, equip this plan for a large family or overnight guests.  The centrally located family room merits a fireplace, a wetbar, and access to t
\par \fi360 Well-defined contemporary lines are softened by a semi-enclosed courtyard visible from the dining area of this striking design.  The 30-foot family room is dominated by a fireplace, resulting in a spacious bu
\par \fi360 Designed to work with nature, not against it, this simple design will allow you to be in tune with the elements.  Instead of being sealed up in your home, the breezes flow from front to back, heat rising to r
\par \fi360 This attractive bungalow home with an inviting covered porch, can accommodate a large family.  With not one foot of wasted space, this four bedroom home is the perfect habitation for the summer months.  The e
\par \fi360 A family can easily spread out in one of these duplex units.  Designed for family living, the spacious laundry/mud room includes a coat closet and a pantry.  There is an efficient U- shaped kitchen which incl
\par \fi360  Picture a porch swing, cozy rocking chairs and a pitcher of lemonade on this country porch.  What an inviting picture.  The homey feel continues throughout this house.  The formal areas are located in the tr
\par \fi360 A family will thrive in this home.  A modern, well-equipped kitchen will keep them well fed whether being served in the eating nook or the formal dining room, it's convenient to both.  The cooktop island, dou
\par \fi360 The Great room of this house is sure to be the hub of activities for this home.  Its sunny bayed area receives warmth and ambiance from the fireplace.  An optional entertainment center is built right in.  The
\par \fi360 A sheltered entrance presents an inviting welcome.  Notice the transom above the door and the windows to the side.  The living room and the dining room flow into each other, allowing ease in entertaining.  A
\par \fi360 All year long you are looking for ways to make your use of time more efficient.  When you're on vacation you're there to relax and enjoy yourself.  This home was designed to help you do just that. The open li
\par \fi360 A country wrap-around porch gives the visitor an impression of times gone by, yet on the inside, the conveniences of today's lifestyle are apparent.  The foyer area includes a coat closet.  A tray ceiling add
\par \fi360 A sprawling front porch gives way to a traditional foyer area with a half bath and a graceful staircase.  A tray ceiling adds elegance to the dining room, which directly accesses the kitchen.  A large country
\par \fi360  Stone and columns accentuate the wrap-around front porch of this home, hinting of times gone by.  Inside, columns are repeated in the entrances of the adjoining living room and dining room. Directly accessin
\par \fi360 A home designed for today's lifestyle.  Formal areas are located to either side of the foyer.  A decor ceiling accents the elegant dining room.  Bay windows allow for natural illumination and further enhance
\par \fi360 The view from the foyer is the captivating Great room with a focal point fireplace. The dining room has direct access to the screen porch, and is an annex to the kitchen.  A center work island contributes to
\par \fi360 Classic styling and modern amenities combine in this charming home.  A spacious two-story foyer provides a warm welcome.  The formal dining and living rooms are located to either side of the foyer.  The famil
\par \fi360 The wrap-around porch, multi-paned windows, and small oval window all point to a Victorian theme.  Yet, the interior is totally modern.  A cozy fireplace enhances the living room and can be enjoyed from the d
\par \fi360 A cozy porch sets the tone for this comfortable home.  Enter into the sun room that includes a coat closet and convenient access to a half bath.  A simple half wall separates the living room and the dining ro
\par \fi360 You don't have to sacrifice style when buying a smaller home.  Notice the palladian window with a fan light above at the front of the home. The entrance porch includes a turned post entry.  Once inside, the l
\par \fi360 This home features a well designed floor plan, offering convenience and style.  The roomy living room includes a two-sided fireplace shared with the dining room.  An efficient U-shaped kitchen, equipped with
\par \fi360 A lovely plantation styled porch on a small scale provides a sheltered entrance to this elevation.  The traditional location for the living and dining rooms, on either side of the foyer, is a perfect layout f
\par \fi360 Country styling is evident in this elevation by the use of the front porch and the dormer above.    A roomy living room with a fireplace offers a warm welcome upon entering the home.  There is also a side ent
\par \fi360 Unusual roof lines, which are both pleasing and balanced, are a feature of this plan.  An open floor plan is shared by the kitchen, dining, living and split-entry spaces on the first level.  An optional den/b
\par \fi360 Varying angles and surfaces give a unique outward appearance to this plan.  An abundance of glass allows the sun's rays into almost every nook of the interior floor plan.  The second floor affords three bedro
\par \fi360 Energy-efficient wood constructed multi-level contemporary home highlights an all wood basement.  Constructed with pressure-treated plywood and lumber this fully insulated area will stay comfortable and dry a
\par \fi360 Sloping cathedral ceilings are found throughout this home.  A kitchen holds the central spot in the floor plan.  It is partially open to a great hall room with a firebox and deck access on one side, daylight
\par \fi360 With its four floors staggered at half-level intervals, this house is both architecturally fascinating and effectively planned.  Entering on the third level, one sees dining and sunken living rooms.  The corr
\par \fi360 This all-wood dramatic home features a large living room that is one step down from the dining room and entryway.  Two bedrooms share a bath, while the master bedroom shows a fireplace, sitting room and priva
\par \fi360 A wrap-around porch and dormer windows lend an old-fashioned country feeling to this home.  Yet inside, a floor plan designed for today's lifestyle unfolds.  A great room enhanced by a large hearth fireplace
\par \fi360 Incorporated into the set of blueprints for this design are details for building each of the three charming, traditional exteriors. Each of the three alternate exteriors is distinguished in its own way. A stu
\par \fi360 The charm of a traditional heritage is apparent in this one-story home with its narrow, horizontal siding, delightful window treatment and high-pitched roof. Inside, the living potential is outstanding. The s
\par \fi360 A five-bedroom farmhouse adaptation that is truly a home for family living. The big family room will be everyone's favorite area. Note the master bedroom suite, located over the garage.
\par \fi360 When you order blueprints for this design you will receive details for the construction of each of the three charming exteriors. Whichever exterior you finally decide to build, the floor plan will be essentia
\par \fi360 You would never guess from looking at the front of this traditional design that it possessed such a strikingly different rear. From the front, it looks as though all the livability is on one floor. If you cho
\par \fi360 A wonderfully livable floor plan awaits behind this engaging traditional facade. On one side, the large living room with a fireplace and terrace access; on the other, the dining room which connects to the kit
\par \fi360 Historically referred to as a "half house", this authentic adaptation has it roots in the heritage of New England. With completion of the second floor, the growing family doubles their sleeping capacity. Noti
\par \fi360 French-style architecture at its most appealing, this design is long on attractive exterior features: hipped roof, brick quoins, cornice details and more. Inside is a roomy, well-zoned plan. There is formal a
\par \fi360 If ever a design had "vacation home" written all over it, this one does. The most carefree characteristic is the second-floor balcony which looks down onto the wood deck. Also on the second floor is the three
\par \fi360 For a lakeside retreat or as a retirement haven, this charming design offers the best in livability. The gathering room with corner fireplace, U-shaped kitchen with attached dining room, lovely deck and first
\par \fi360 Split-bedroom planning makes the most of this contemporary plan. the master suite pampers with a lavish bath and a fireplace. The living areas are open and have easy access to the rear terrace.
\par \fi360 This outstanding multi-level home comes complete with outdoor deck and balconies. The entry level provides full living space: gathering room with fireplace, study (or optional bedroom) with bath, dining room,
\par \fi360 Reminiscent of the original low-slung ranch house from the Spanish Southwest, this is one wonderful one-story--from the magnificent, double-door entryway, to the gargantuan gathering room (400 square feet and
\par \fi360 This Saltbox provides great livability for the growing family. The entry is spacious and open to the second-floor balcony. Living areas include a formal living room and dining room, a private study and family
\par \fi360 This best-selling French adaptation is highlighted by effective window treatment, delicate cornice detailing, appealing brick quoins and excellent proportion. Inside are a gathering room, formal living and di
\par \fi360 This charming Cape Cod will capture your heart with its warm appeal. From the large living room with fireplace and adjacent dining room to the farm kitchen with additional fireplace, the plan works toward liv
\par \fi360 Surely it would be difficult to beat the appeal of this traditional one-story home. Its slightly modified U-shape with two front-facing gables, the bay window, the covered front porch and the interesting use
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\par \fi360 This modest-sized house with its 1,499 square feet could hardly offer more in the way of exterior charm and interior livability. Measuring only 60 feet in width means it will not require a huge, expensive pie
\par \fi360 Tri-level living could hardly ask for more than this rustic design has to offer. Not only can you enjoy the three levels but there is also a fourth basement level for bulk storage and, perhaps, a shop area. T
\par \fi360 This full two-story traditional will be noteworthy wherever it is built. It strongly recalls images of a new England of yesteryear. And well it might for the window treatment is delightful. The front entrance
\par \fi360 The exterior detailing of this design recalls 18th-Century New England architecture. The narrow clapboards and shuttered, multi-paned windows add to the effect. Inside, the wide entry foyer leads to a study o
\par \fi360 This Colonial adaptation provides a functional design that allows for expansion in the future. A cozy fireplace in the living room adds warmth to this space as well as the adjacent dining area. The roomy L-sh
\par \fi360 This is tri-level living at its best! The Tudor-styled exterior is a facade which will hold its own for many years to come. Maximum livability is achieved on all four (including basement) levels. The occupant
\par \fi360 This home is packed with all-American charm and no small number of features. On either side of the large entry foyer are a formal dining room and a living room with a gigantic bay window, a fireplace, and acc
\par \fi360 It would be difficult to find a starter or retirement home with more charm than this. Inside, it contains a very livable floor plan. An outstanding first floor centers around the huge country kitchen which in
\par \fi360 Three floors of livability are available in this stately brick Federal design. From the two chimney stacks to the five dormer windows, the appeal is pure Americana. First-floor features include fireplaces in
\par \fi360 Versatility and planned use of space are key factors in this courtyard mini-estate. A keeping room (with a pass-through to the kitchen and a fireplace with a built-in wood box), a formal dining room, a breakf
\par \fi360 A centrally located interior atrium is one of the most interesting features of this Spanish design. The atrium has a built-in seat and will bring light to its adjacent rooms: the living room, the dining room,
\par \fi360 The rustic exterior of this one-story home features vertical wood siding. The entry foyer is floored with flagstone and leads to the three areas of the plan: the sleeping area, the living area and the work ce
\par \fi360 This historical Georgian home has its roots in the 18th Century. The full two-story center section is delightfully complemented by the 1 1/2-story wings. An elegant gathering room has ample space for entertai
\par \fi360 A stunning example of Georgian symmetry, this one-story features two wings surrounding a central living area with four fireplaces (in the country kitchen, the library, the dining room and the living room) and
\par \fi360 This two-story design faithfully recalls the 18th-Century homestead of Secretary of Foreign Affairs John Jay. First-floor livability includes a grand living room with a fireplace and a music alcove, a library
\par \fi360 For empty-nesters or small families on a budget, this Early American adaptation is a plan for all reasons. It covers all the basics: living room with raised-hearth fireplace, room L-shaped kitchen with lots o
\par \fi360 Sleek, affordable style. The large dining area, kitchen, mudroom off the garage and spacious bedroom are key selling points for a young family. Also note: private balcony off the master suite, cozy study with
\par \fi360 Entering this home will be a pleasure through the sheltered walkway to the double front doors. And the pleasure and beauty does not stop there. The entry hall and sunken gathering room are open to the upstair
\par \fi360 This impressive one-story has numerous fine features that will assure the best in contemporary living. The sunken gathering room and dining room share an impressive sloped ceiling; a series of three sliding g
\par \fi360 Here's a great farmhouse adaptation with all the most up-to-date features. There is the quiet corner living room which has an opening to the sizable dining room. This room is conveniently located near the eff
\par \fi360 This board-and-batten farmhouse design has all of the country charm of New England. The large covered front porch will be appreciated for outdoor enjoyment. Immediately off the front entrance is the delightfu
\par \fi360 This beautifully designed two-story provides an eye-catching exterior. The floor plan is a perfect complement. The front kitchen features an island range, adjacent breakfast nook, and pass-through to a formal
\par \fi360 Passersby will take a second glance at this exceptional Tudor design. The floor plan offers a wealth of convenience and efficiency. A hall leads to each of the three bedrooms and the study of the sleeping win
\par \fi360 This is definitely a four-bedroom Colonial with charm galore. The kitchen features an island range and other built-ins. All will enjoy the sunken family room with its fireplace and sliding glass doors leading
\par \fi360 This appealing Tudor home offers a practical and economical floor plan. The living/dining room expands across the rear of the plan and has direct access to the covered porch. Notice the built-in planter adjac
\par \fi360 A practical and economical floor plan highlights this contemporary home. The open living/dining room features a sloped ceiling and has direct access to the covered porch with three skylights. Notice the built
\par \fi360 This charming one-story traditional home greets visitors with a covered porch. A uniquely shaped galley-style kitchen shares a snack bar with the spacious gathering room where a fireplace is the focal point.
\par \fi360 This L-shaped home is graced with an enchanting Olde English styling. The wavy-edged siding, the simulated beams, the diamond-lite windows, the unusual brick pattern, and the interesting roof lines are all el
\par \fi360 This classic Tidewater-style home is an architecturally faithful revival of early Virginian homes. The floor plan provides a formal living room and casual family room (both with corner fireplaces); a powder r
\par \fi360 This attractive farmhouse adaptation features loads of livability. The center entrance routes traffic efficiently to all areas of the home. Formal spaces include a large living room with terrace access and a
\par \fi360 A Dutch Colonial heritage is evident in this classy two-story. The angled two-car garage makes it sit more easily on a smaller lot. The first floor contains living and dining areas for the family and guests.
\par \fi360 This hillside vacation home gives the appearance of being a one-story from the road. However, since it is built on a slope, the rear exterior is a full two-story structure. The projecting deck cleverly shades
\par \fi360 Cost-efficient space! That's the bonus with this attractive Cape Cod. Start in the living room. It is spacious and inviting with full-length paned windows. In the formal dining room, a bay window adds the app
\par \fi360 Take note of this special four-bedroom saltbox design. The large entrance foyer opens to formal living space in a living room with a hearth on the right and a dining room on the left. The family room is appoi
\par \fi360 The traditional appearance of this one-story is emphasized by its covered porch, multi-paned windows, narrow clapboard and vertical wood siding. Not only is the exterior appealing but the interior has an effi
\par \fi360 This spacious contemporary offers space for the large or growing family. The main level includes a breakfast room in addition to a formal dining room. Adjacent is a living room with sloped ceiling and raised-
\par \fi360 This impressive French design sports an exterior to be proud of. It is highlighted by a hip roof, paned-glass windows, a brick privacy wall and double front doors. The inside is just as appealing. The placeme
\par \fi360 The advantage of passive solar heating is a significant highlight of this contemporary design. The huge skylight over the atrium provides shelter during inclement weather, while permitting plenty of natural l
\par \fi360 A Spanish-style bi-level? Why not? This one has lots going for it upstairs and down. Up top, note the living room and formal dining room; they share a fireplace, and each leads to a comfy deck out back. In ad
\par \fi360 A fine sight, indeed. This is a story and a half, but the second floor has so much livability, it's more like a two-story plan. In addition to a large master suite, two kids' rooms and a second full bath, the
\par \fi360 This elegant Tudor house is perfect for the family who wants to move-up in living area, style and luxury. As you enter this home you will find a large living with a fireplace on your right. Adjacent, the form
\par \fi360 Projecting the garage to the front of a house is very economical in two ways. One, it reduces the required lot size, and two, it will protect the interior from street noise. Many other characteristics of this
\par \fi360 A greenhouse area off the dining room and living room provides a cheerful focal point for this comfortable three-bedroom trend home. The spacious living room features a cozy fireplace and a sloped ceiling. In
\par \fi360 This elegant Spanish design incorporates excellent indoor/outdoor living relationships for modern families who enjoy the sun. Note the overhead openings for rain and sun to fall upon a front garden, while a t
\par \fi360 Postcard-perfect, this an economical one story that still has all the basics covered--and then some. It's got a gathering room with fireplace and sloped ceiling, formal dining room adjacent to a rear terrace,
\par \fi360 This comfortable traditional home offers plenty of modern livability. A clutter room off the two-car garage is an ideal space for workbench, sewing or hobbies. Across the hall one finds a media room, the perf
\par \fi360 A sun space highlights this passive solar design. It features access from the kitchen, the dining room, and the garage. It will be a great place to enjoy meals because of its location. Three skylights highlig
\par \fi360 This traditional, L-shaped farmhouse is charming, indeed, with its gambrel roof, dormer windows, and covered porch supported by slender columns and side rails. A spacious country kitchen with a bay provides a
\par \fi360 This Early American offers plenty of modern comfort with its covered front porch with pillars and rails, double chimneys, building attachment, and four upstairs bedrooms. The first-floor attachment includes a
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\par \fi360 What a grand plan! This well-zoned beauty has nearly everything going for it. Start with the 340-square-foot country kitchen, which sports a fireplace, snack bar and greenhouse next door. Move to the media ro
\par \fi360 Pride of ownership will be forever yours as the occupant of this Early American home. The covered front porch provides a shelter for the inviting paneled front door with its flanking side lites. Designed for
\par \fi360 Alternating use of stone and wood gives a textured look to this striking contemporary home with wide overhanging roof lines and a built-in planter box. The design is just as exciting on the inside, with two b
\par \fi360 Organized zoning by room functions makes this traditional design a comfortable home for living. A central foyer facilitates flexible traffic patterns. Quiet areas of the house include a media room and luxurio
\par \fi360 Loaded with custom features, this plan seems to have everything imaginable. There's an enormous sunken gathering room and cozy study. The country-style kitchen contains an efficient work area, as well as spac
\par \fi360 An incredible use of curving lines and circles in this ultra modern design makes for an interesting floor plan. The dramatic use of balconies and overlooks in the plan highlights a first-floor gathering room
\par \fi360 This charming Early American adaptation with stone-and-board exterior is just as warm on the inside. Features include a complete second-floor master bedroom suite with balcony overlooking the living room, stu
\par \fi360 Consider these that make this such a charming showplace: picket-fenced courtyard, carriage lamp, window boxes, shutters, muntined windows, multi-gabled roof, cornice returns, vertical and horizontal siding wi
\par \fi360 A splendidly symmetrical plan, this clean-lined, open-planned contemporary is a great place for the outdoor minded. Gathering room (with fireplace), dining room, and breakfast room all lead out to a deck off
\par \fi360 This masterfully affordable Farmhouse manages to include all the basics--then adds a little more. Note the wraparound covered porch, large family room with raised-hearth fireplace and wet bar, spacious kitche
\par \fi360 This traditional farmhouse design is made for hospitality. The star attractions are the large covered porch and rear terrace, perfect gathering points for family and friends. Inside, the design offers much mo
\par \fi360 A natural desert dweller, this stucco, tile-roofed beauty is equally comfortable in any clime. Inside, there's a well-planned design. Common living areas--gathering room, formal dining room, and breakfast roo
\par \fi360 A magnificent, finely wrought covered porch wraps around this impressive Victorian estate home. The gracious two-story foyer provides a direct view past the stylish banister and into the great room with a lar
\par \fi360 Tudor houses have their own unique exterior features. This outstanding two-story has a first-floor master bedroom plus two bedrooms with a lounge upstairs. The living room is dramatically spacious. It has a t
\par \fi360 The distinctive covered entry to this stunning manor, flanked by twin turrets, leads to a gracious foyer with impressive fan lights. The plan opens from the foyer to a formal dining room, master study and ste
\par \fi360 What can beat the charm of a turreted Victorian with covered porches to the front, side and rear? This delicately detailed exterior houses an outstanding family-oriented floor plan. Projecting bays make their
\par \fi360 The stately proportions and exquisite Victorian detailing of this home are exciting indeed. Like so many Victorian houses, interesting roof lines set the character of this design. Observe the delightful mixtu
\par \fi360 A most popular feature of the Victorian house has always been its covered porches. The two finely detailed outdoor living spaces found on this home add much to formal and informal entertaining options. Howeve
\par \fi360 Victorian house are well known for their orientation on narrow building sites. This house is 38' wide, but the livability remains great. From the front covered porch, the foyer directs traffic all the way to
\par \fi360 This formal two-story recalls a Louisiana plantation house, Land's End, built in 1857. The Ionic columns of the front porch and the pediment gable echo the Greek Revival style. Highlighting the interior is th
\par \fi360 An echo of Whitehall, built in 1765 in Anne Arundel County, Maryland, resounds in this home. Its classic symmetry and columned facade herald a grand interior. There's no lack of space whether entertaining for
\par \fi360 This ante-bellum Greek Revival manor represents the grace of Southern plantation style. Between covered front and rear verandas lies a floor plan for great livability. Flanking a wide entry foyer are the form
\par \fi360 Here's a hillside haven for family living with plenty of room to entertain in style. Enter the main level from a dramatic columned portico that leads to a large entry hall. The gathering room is straight back
\par \fi360 Formal living areas in this plan are joined by a three-bedroom sleeping wing. One bedroom, with foyer access, could function as a study. Two verandas and a screened porch enlarge the plan and enhance indoor/o
\par \fi360 Don't be fooled by a small-looking exterior. This plan offers three bedrooms and plenty of living space. Notice that the screened porch leads to a rear terrace with access to the breakfast room. A living room
\par \fi360 Horizontal clapboard siding, varying roof planes and finely detailed window treatments set the tone for this delightful family farmhouse. The central foyer unfolds excellent traffic patterns. The living and d
\par \fi360 Projecting wood beams, called vigas, add a decorative touch to this Santa Fe exterior. A courtyard leads to the entryway. To the left of the foyer rests a living room with a beamed ceiling, a corner fireplace
\par \fi360 Nothing completes a traditional-style home quite as well as a country kitchen with fireplace and built-in wood box. Notice also the second fireplace (with raised hearth) and the sloped ceiling in the living r
\par \fi360 This Southern Colonial adaptation boasts an up-to-date floor plan which caters to the needs of today's families. The entrance hall is flanked by formal and informal living areas: to the left a spacious living
\par \fi360 You may not decide to build this design simply because of its delightful covered porch. But it certainly will provide its share of enjoyment if this plan is your choice. Notice also how effectively the bedroo
\par \fi360 Covered porches front and rear will be the envy of the neighborhood when this house is built. The interior plan meets family needs perfectly in well-zoned areas: a sleeping wing with four bedrooms and two bat
\par \fi360 Though it's only just under 1,400 total square feet, this plan offers three bedrooms (or two with study) and a sizable gathering room with fireplace and sloped ceiling. The galley kitchen provides a pass-thro
\par \fi360 This plan opens with formal living and dining rooms--a private media room keeps noise at bay. The greenhouse off the kitchen adds 147 square feet to the plan. It offers access to the clutter room where garden
\par \fi360 There is much more to this design than meets the eye. While it may look like a 1 1/2-story plan, bonus recreation and hobby space in the walk-out basement adds almost 1,000 square feet. The first floor holds
\par \fi360 Small families or empty nesters will appreciate the layout of this traditional ranch. The foyer opens to the gathering room with fireplace and sloped ceiling. The dining room is open to the gathering room for
\par \fi360 In classic Santa Fe style, this home strikes a beautiful combination of historic exterior detailing and open floor planning on the inside. A covered porch running the width of the facade leads to an entry foy
\par \fi360 Here's a two-story Spanish design with an appealing, angled exterior. Inside is an interesting floor plan containing rooms with a variety of shapes. Formal areas are to the right of the entry tower: a living
\par \fi360 Unique in nature, this two-story Santa Fe-style home is as practical as it is lovely. The facade is elegantly enhanced by a large entry court, overlooked by windows in the dining room and a covered patio from
\par \fi360 Santa Fe styling creates interesting angles in this one-story home. A grand entrance leads through a courtyard into the foyer with a circular skylight, closet space and niches and a convenient powder room. Tu
\par \fi360 An expansive gathering room/dining area with a sloped ceiling makes a grand impression. The kitchen includes a large pantry and an adjoining breakfast area with a fireplace. A courtyard in the front can be re
\par \fi360 Special details make the difference between a house and a home. A snack bar, an audio-visual center and a fireplace make the family room a favorite place for informal gathering. A desk, an island cook top, a
\par \fi360 Volume looks are achieved through the use of a high-pitched, hipped roof. The front gable with lower projecting brick pillars acts a pleasing architectural feature. Another delightful architectural feature is
\par \fi360 A double dose of charm, this special farmhouse plan offers two elevations in its blueprint package. Though rooflines and porch options are different, the floor plan is basically the same and very livable. A f
\par \fi360 Small but inviting, this one-story ranch-style farmhouse is the perfect choice for a small family or empty-nesters. It's loaded with amenities even the most particular homeowner can appreciate. For example, t
\par \fi360 Western farmhouse-style living is captured in this handsome design. The central entrance leads into a cozy parlor--half walls provide a view of the grand dining room. Entertaining's a cinch with the dining ro
\par \fi360 You'll savor the timeless style of this charming bungalow design. With pleasing proportions, it welcomes all onto its expansive front porch--perfect for quiet conversations. Inside, livability excels with a s
\par \fi360 A splendid garden entry greets visitors to this regal Tudor home. Past the double doors is a two-story foyer that leads to the various living areas of the home. A quiet library is secluded directly off the fo
\par \fi360 Intricate details make the most of this lovely one-story: high, varied roofline, circle and half-circle window detailing, multi-paned windows, and a solid chimney stack. The floor plan caters to comfortable l
\par \fi360 Interesting detailing marks the exterior of this home as a beauty. Its interior makes it a livable option for any family. Entry occurs through double doors to the left side of the plan. A powder room with cur
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\par \fi360 Practical to build, this wonderful transitional plan combines the best of contemporary and traditional styling. Its stucco exterior is enhanced by arched windows and a recessed arched entry plus a lovely balc
\par \fi360 All the charm of a traditional country home is wrapped up in this efficient, economical ranch. The time-honored, three-bedroom plan can also serve as two bedrooms plus study or playroom. The formal living roo
\par \fi360 The comfort and charm of this lovely ranch home are surprisingly affordable. Featuring an old-fashioned front porch, this three-bedroom home includes two full baths. A large dining area and a pantry adjoin a
\par \fi360 Here's a beautiful Victorian with large living spaces for family activities and entertaining friends and family. Double entry doors lead into an open ceiling foyer with the formal dining room on the left and
\par \fi360 A two-story bay window and Victorian touches give a special character to this two story home. The elegant covered front porch provides entry to either the main foyer or the mud room. One chimney serves cozy b
\par \fi360 There's great versatility in this popular energy efficient home with a three or four bedroom option. To the left of the entrance foyer is a generous living room that looks out onto the covered front porch. Th
\par \fi360 Reminiscent of the past, two functional porches front this impressive design and emphasize the space within. A Victorian touch adds to the charm of this home. The central two story foyer with a wrap-around ba
\par \fi360 Are you searching for an affordable home with a contemporary Victorian touch? If you are, then this design will complete your search! You enter by way of a small verandah that opens into a central hallway wit
\par \fi360 This two-story home with a country Victorian flair offers a no-nonsense layout that makes every bit of floor space count. The central foyer features an L-shaped stair up and access to living and dining rooms
\par \fi360 Like skylights, vaulted ceilings and a cozy fireplace? Then this three-bedroom home is for you! Vaulted ceilings add a sense of spaciousness and majesty to the entry, living room with bay window, rear activit
\par \fi360 This three-bedroom design combines comfort and good looks for modern families who love a sense of living outdoors-indoors. An impressive pillared entrance with foyer opening exposes a planter area. A large op
\par \fi360 Here's a smart-looking three-bedroom home design with arches Spanish facade and raised planters. Spanish clay-tile roofing and exposed rafters enhance exterior charms. Inside, comfort abounds with a sunken li
\par \fi360 Here a sunbelt design for a three-bedroom home with many modern comforts. You'll love the vaulted ceilings in the living room giving a spaciousness and airy feeling along with an activity area, kitchen, break
\par \fi360 Vaulted ceilings within an activity area, library, living room, front bedroom, master bedroom and master bath highlight this spacious one-story contemporary home design. A large wood deck is accessible from t
\par \fi360 The unique design of this comfortable three-bedroom home should please the family with interest in outdoors/indoors living. An open foyer leads to a sunken living room, with a sloped ceiling. An open dining a
\par \fi360 A large sunlit entry welcomes you into this cozy three-bedroom home with a plush master bedroom suite. The master bedroom features a large walk-in closet, dressing area with makeup vanity and a compartmented
\par \fi360 Exposed entry rafters, wide overhanging gable roof lines and vertical windows make this contemporary sunbelt design smart, indeed. Indoor comforts include a sun room area accessible to a master bedroom plus a
\par \fi360 Here's an L-shaped contemporary home designed to please smaller families who love open spaces. The foyer opens to an activity area with a cathedral ceiling. An open kitchen design features a pantry and large
\par \fi360 The rear sunken sun room is sure to be a center of attraction in this comfortable three-bedroom home that benefits from contemporary open planning. A cathedral ceiling ushers you into the large entry. Sloped
\par \fi360 Multiple gabled roofs with dramatic overhangs add to the exterior charm of this three-bedroom contemporary home. The interior is cozy with plenty of features for folks who love outdoor living indoors. There's
\par \fi360 A practical three-bedroom home design with plenty of appeal for families who like vaulted ceilings and a cheerful bay window. Open rafters add rustic charm to the vaulted entry. From this central foyer a slop
\par \fi360 This contemporary design is charming inside and out. A large foyer with a coat closet allows passage to the great room, kitchen or bedroom hallway. The great room features a cathedral ceiling centered over th
\par \fi360 This 1,605 square foot energy-saving design offers plenty of storage space and is an ideal starter home. Three bedrooms are clustered in the right wing with the master bedroom serviced by its own bath and wal
\par \fi360 The look of an estate home with an affordable price tag! On the inside you'll find a long living room at the front of the house. The U-shaped kitchen has an adjacent dining area and family room. Three bedroom
\par \fi360 This colonial ranch provides a modest 1,345 sq. ft. at an affordable cost! Brick front combined with wooden siding adds a touch of elegance. Three bedrooms are clustered in the left wing. Master bedroom has f
\par \fi360 This Tudor bi-level allows for future expansion as your family grows. Lower level can be left unfinished or can be completed with initial construction depending upon your requirements. Energy-saving design fe
\par \fi360 This French Provincial ranch home adds grace and style to any neighborhood.   Exterior styling is highlighted by brick, multi-panel windows and a high pitched roof that adds to the imposing presence of this d
\par \fi360 This energy-saving Colonial ranch design provides four bedrooms nicely tucked away in the left wing of the home. The master bedroom contains a spacious walk-in closet, dressing area and private bath. Another
\par \fi360 Do you need studio loft space in your new home? If you do, consider this roomy Colonial design. A covered entryway provides access to either the garage or the main living area. An ample living room provides a
\par \fi360 Thanks to two large upstairs bedrooms for the children, this modest Colonial design offers quiet and seclusion in the master bedroom located in the right wing. As you enter the foyer, you'll see the formal di
\par \fi360 This homey Cape Cod will blend beautifully in any setting. The formal living and dining rooms are completely separated from the family room, enabling adults and children to enjoy undisturbed everyday living.
\par \fi360 Varied roof lines and herringbone siding patterns give this contemporary home a dramatic flair. You'll also appreciate the many amenities built into this spacious family design--especially the sloped ceiling
\par \fi360 This design delivers affordable housing in a compact contemporary design of 1,968 square feet total living area. The living room and adjacent dining room have a combined see-through length of almost thirty fe
\par \fi360 This colonial home greets you with a wide front porch and has its own special country charm. The main entry leads into a foyer which opens to the living room with fireplace on the right and the formal dining
\par \fi360 This two-story Colonial offers four or five bedroom options for the proud owner. The covered entry opens into a foyer with closet. On the left wing are the living room and dining room. The U-shaped kitchen se
\par \fi360 This Colonial home offers a three or four bedroom option. The entry foyer with closet opens into a hallway that leads back to a large breakfast area served by the U-shaped kitchen. To the right of the kitchen
\par \fi360 This energy-saving Tudor design offers plenty of space and classic design features.   You're greeted in a large entrance foyer with an L-shaped staircase leading to the second level. The well-proportioned cor
\par \fi360 Are  you ready for the mansion of your dreams? This two story Tudor will fulfill all your desires for spacious and gracious living. Double-door entry leads into foyer with closet where you receive your guests
\par \fi360 Use this vacation retreat year around because it uses heat-dissipating glass sparingly. The only expanse of glass is at the front where sliding glass doors open onto a spacious deck. The rectangular living ro
\par \fi360 Are you ready for summertime living and a place away from home next to your favorite lake? Then you'll applaud this contemporary vacation home with its sloped ceiling, easy deck access and balcony overlooking
\par \fi360 This beautiful A-frame vacation home offers spectacular sloped ceilings and window treatments as a result of its basic design. You'll appreciate the spacious deck area and covered dining patio area outdoors.
\par \fi360 The charm of traditional Tudor design on the outside is carried inside when you step into the foyer with its open stairway and balustrades. The spacious family room, with its beamed ceiling and natural firepl
\par \fi360 A splendid master bedroom gives this two-bedroom home design a touch of class. Planter boxes flank the entry and also the front bedroom. The master bedroom in the rear features a huge walk-in closet, spacious
\par \fi360 This handsome two-story design is perfect for the growing family! You enter directly into the large living room and adjoining dining room with an elegant bay window. The efficient kitchen and dinette space ar
\par \fi360 This handsome two-story design is perfect for the growing family! You enter directly into the large living room and adjoining dining room with an elegant bay window. The efficient kitchen and dinette space ar
\par \fi360 This compact one-story design has plenty of curbside charm. A circle top window and sidelights create an entrance flooded with light. The small entry foyer leads back to a large cathedral ceiling living room
\par \fi360 This roomy one-story home incorporates open planning in the living areas plus a sunken garden room. A large entry with sloped ceiling welcomes you inside.   Sloped ceilings crown the activity area, kitchen, b
\par \fi360 If planters and decks delight you, then this new three-bedroom home design is made for you! A rear deck wraps around the activity area with seating and a planting area accessible from the master bedroom, brea
\par \fi360 Here's a compact two bedroom home with a cozy fireplace, large breakfast area and vaulted ceilings sure to please. A rear deck is accessible from both the activity area and a master bedroom. Bedroom suite boa
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\par \fi360 While this home looks mammoth from curbside, its actual dimensions and square footage are more modest than appearances would indicate. Moreover, it's packed with features that you'll treasure! The columnar en
\par \fi360 This design stresses economical and compact construction. You enter directly into the amply sized living room. Adjoining the living room in the rear is an L-shaped kitchen with closet enclosure for your washe
\par \fi360 The rear sun room is sure to be a center of attraction in this comfortable three-bedroom home that benefits from contemporary open planning. A cathedral ceiling ushers you into the large entry. Sloped ceiling
\par \fi360 This traditional two-story brick home features an open floor plan that can take advantage of a shallow lot and still provide plenty of living space. When you enter throughout the impressive entry with double
\par \fi360 This attractive contemporary bi-level design provides both convenience and affordability. When you enter at the front door with its sidelights and circle top window, you'll find a bright entrance foyer that l
\par \fi360 This sprightly country home is an excellent choice for the first-time home buyer seeking affordable housing. An optional garage on the right and optional front porch lets you add to your home as your budget a
\par \fi360 Compact design and contemporary amenities are the hallmarks of this pleasing gable roof design. The columned entry porch leads directly into the skylighted living room with fireplace on your right. To the rea
\par \fi360 Are you searching for a design that stands out from the rest? Then consider this striking contemporary design which offers complete handicap accessibility.   If either you or a loved one requires wheelchair a
\par \fi360 This traditional two-story colonial home features an open floor plan that can take advantage of a shallow lot and still provide plenty of living space. When you enter through the impressive entry with double
\par \fi360 This sprightly country home is an excellent choice for the first-time home buyer seeking affordable housing. An optional garage on the right and optional front porch let you add to your home as your budge all
\par \fi360 This modest but handsome contemporary design provides an open living floor plan and extra amenities not usually found in a home of this size. You'll step into an entry foyer with the kitchen and breakfast are
\par \fi360 This traditional two-story brick home features an open floor plan that can take advantage of a shallow lot and still provide plenty of living space. When you enter through the impressive entry with double sid
\par \fi360 This rustic Colonial design is the ideal starter home for the economy-minded home builder. Attached single-car port with enclosed storage is perfect for milder climates. Enclosed porch leads directly into the
\par \fi-180 * Exterior view of this traditional Colonial exhibits double-hung windows and horizontal siding.\par \fi-180 * Foyer opens to large living room for formal entertaining at the left and dining room at the righ
\par \fi-180 * Cozy, efficient comfort is the key in this home.\par \fi-180 * Three bedrooms with two full baths.\par \fi-180 * Living/dining room combination.\par \fi-180 * Efficiently sized kitchen.\par \fi-180 * Famil
\par \fi-180 * Colonial ranch design offers many amenities.\par \fi-180 * Small porch gives a cozy welcome feeling to front entrance.\par \fi-180 * Sunken great room with sloped ceiling features fireplace.\par \fi-180 *
\par \fi-180 * Spacious two-story brick home offers lots of living space in an interesting design.\par \fi-180 * Right wing showcases a large living room with bay window and formal dining room with bay window.\par \fi-18
\par \fi-180 * Compact and stylish, this home is perfect for those with a limited budget.\par \fi-180 * The two-car garage is optional and can be added later.\par \fi-180 * Front door opens to a spacious living room with
\par \fi-180 * This rustic, split-level home includes many outstanding features, such as wide roof overhangs and vertical windows.\par \fi-180 * Entry leads up to sleeping quarters on the left.\par \fi-180 * Master bedro
\par \fi-180 * Distinctive one-story home with efficient floor plan.\par \fi-180 * Foyer enters into open great room with corner fireplace and rear dining room with adjoining kitchen.\par \fi-180 * Left wing includes two
\par \fi-180 * Traditional 1-1/2 story home with covered entrance porch sure to please the most exacting family.\par \fi-180 * Designed to enhance an outdoor lifestyle.\par \fi-180 * Variable roof lines with wide overhan
\par \fi-180 * Charming exterior hints at the marvelous interior design.\par \fi-180 * Foyer opens to large L-shaped living room/dining room.\par \fi-180 * Two sliding glass doors provide access to rear sun space from th
\par \fi-180 * Traditional Colonial design with special, contemporary touches.\par \fi-180 * Tiled entry foyer opens to staircase and large activity room with fireplace.\par \fi-180 * Powder room, entry closet, and utili
\par \fi-180 * Perfect for a narrow lot.\par \fi-180 * Spacious, comfortable design.\par \fi-180 * Sloped ceilings crown entry and living room.\par \fi-180 * Dining room adjoins kitchen with breakfast bar.\par \fi-180 *
\par \fi-180 * Symmetrical gable roof-lines give contemporary flair to this home.\par \fi-180 * Pillared, walk-up front porch showcases front entrance door with circle top window and sidelight.\par \fi-180 * Enter a open
\par \fi-180 * Salt-box design reminds us of our heritage while modern comforts surround in this beautiful home.\par \fi-180 * Well-defined activity area in this home includes U-shaped kitchen with open dining/family roo
\par \fi-180 * Beautiful country Victorian home with unique design features.\par \fi-180 * Large, elevated front porch extends the full length on the house.\par \fi-180 * Main entry leads to living room and recreation ro
\par \fi-180 * Traditional spirit of New England salt-box design is embodied in this home.\par \fi-180 * Long living room with built-in shelves flanking the interior-wall fireplace occupies the right wing.\par \fi-180 *
\par \fi-180 * Combine country comfort with stately simplicity in this home.\par \fi-180 * Wide, wrap-around porch brackets the front and right side of this home.\par \fi-180 * At the left, a large living room with firep
\par \fi-180 * This two-story home features a front-facing loft and balcony for extra appeal.\par \fi-180 * Large, tiled entryway leads to living room and activity room, which share a two-way fireplace.\par \fi-180 * Thr
\par \fi-180 * This energy-saving design offers considerable total living area for the economy-minded homeowner.\par \fi-180 * The covered front porch invites you to the front entry and entry foyer with the L-shaped livi
\par \fi-180 * Impressive stucco exterior and large windows makes this home a sun-worshippers haven.\par \fi-180 * Front entrance features built-in planters on either side.\par \fi-180 * Large open foyer is open above.\p
\par \fi-180 * Contemporary comfort lodges in this compact Victorian design.\par \fi-180 * Front parlor with bay window recaptures the charm of yesteryear.\par \fi-180 * Centrally located kitchen shares counter with bay-
\par \fi-180 * Lavatory/mud room/utility room off garage offers ultimate convenience.\par \fi-180 * Large living and family rooms.\par \fi-180 * Three large bedrooms plus master bedroom on second floor.\par \fi-180 * Two
\par \fi-180 * Country Victorian design with stunning exterior visual appeal.\par \fi-180 * Geometric shapes delight the senses, with a spectacular octagonal gazebo.\par \fi-180 * Octagonal foyer area contains angles ste
\par \fi-180 * Exterior features of this Early American home showcase its unique design.\par \fi-180 * Second-floor overhang and gabled windows add dramatic tension to horizontal siding.\par \fi-180 * Formal dining room
\par \fi-180 * Charming, traditional design of exterior is carried inside this home.\par \fi-180 * Foyer boasts open stairway and balustrades.\par \fi-180 * Family room has beamed ceiling and natural fireplace.\par \fi-1
\par \fi-180 * Colonial design adds a distinctive touch to this two-story.\par \fi-180 * Porch opens into mud room and kitchen with adjoining breakfast nook.\par \fi-180 * Front door opens into a foyer with adjoining liv
\par \fi-180 * Handsome two-story design perfect for the growing family.\par \fi-180 * Attractive porch entrance opens directly into a large family room with adjoining dining room.\par \fi-180 * Dining room features an e
\par \fi-180 * Attractive, contemporary home is designed for a large family.\par \fi-180 * Spacious foyer allows easy traffic flow to all areas of home.\par \fi-180 * Sunken living room with sloped ceiling leads to secon
\par \fi-180 * Brick and exposed wooden beams offer the joy of outdoor living indoors.\par \fi-180 * A front guest room features vaulted ceiling and private bath.\par \fi-180 * Centrally located activity room with firepl
\par \fi-180 * Dramatic roof lines and brick exterior make this design a stand-out.\par \fi-180 * Cheerful entrance foyer features an open ceiling and accent windows.\par \fi-180 * Spacious kitchen with breakfast nook.\p
\par \fi-180 * This spacious home features a front courtyard and bell roof that provide an elegant, curbside look.\par \fi-180 * L-shaped kitchen with cooking island and breakfast area is adjacent to dining room.\par \fi
\par \fi-180 * Unique exterior design hints at the spacious interior of this home.\par \fi-180 * Interior features open ceilings with wrap-around staircase and full bay windows on stair landing.\par \fi-180 * First-floor
\par \fi-180 * This spacious design will delight the senses, inside and out.\par \fi-180 * Exterior brick facing and trim proves an eye-catching combination.\par \fi-180 * Inside, a spacious foyer opens to a living room
\par \fi360 The first floor features a grand foyer with stately staircase and a large formal living room, separated from the Family room by pocket doors. 9' ceilings are throughout the house. The kitchen is spacious and
\par \fi-180 * Bright and spacious living are the rule in this contemporary two-story.\par \fi-180 * Sunlit, vaulted entrance leads to living room/dining room combination, featuring a fireplace and vaulted ceiling.\par \
\par \fi-180 * Traditional styling suited to country or urban living.\par \fi-180 * Attractive steep gable roof with dormers.\par \fi-180 * Brick veneer with trim.\par \fi-180 * Large foyer opens to gently curved stairca
\par \fi-180 * First floor features a large kitchen with island plus a formal dining room and breakfast nook with skylights.\par \fi-180 * Large living and family rooms.\par \fi-180 * First floor study.\par \fi-180 * Fir
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\par \fi-180 * Open outdoor terrace graces brick exterior across the front.\par \fi-180 * Three fireplaces fill this home with cozy comfort, in living room, family room, and master bedroom.\par \fi-180 * Tiled foyer lead
\par \fi-180 * Exciting Tudor adaptation shows interesting roof lines, window treatment, and appealing use of brick and stucco.\par \fi-180 * Two-story entrance foyer exhibits the curved staircase to second floor.\par \f
\par \fi360 This fun country style home features a series of gables, each with a special treatment of shingles and architectural details that give it great character.  The covered patio off of the breakfast nook creates
\par \fi360 Reminiscent of the Victorian period this cute narrow 1531 square foot home features a covered front porch supported with square columns.  The large cable over the double garage is accented with shingles to co
\par \fi360 Unlike most duplexes, this plan's exterior is asymmetrical, thus giving it all the sophisticated street appeal of an upscale executive home. This scheme also affords a degree of privacy for each units entranc
\par \fi360 Comfortable and stylish living spaces for a young couple looking for a first home, or for empty-nesters seeking smaller but pleasant surroundings, are offered in these two-bedroom duplex units of just 1,178 s
\par \fi360 If you are looking for a way to develop some income property, this two story contemporary duplex may be just what you are looking for. Each unit has 1264 sq. ft. with all of the amenities that a single family
\par \fi360 Grouped under a cluster of hip roofs, clad in horizontal board siding and designed to fit on a narrow building site, these three-bedroom duplex units provide comfortable living spaces for a family in just 1,2
\par \fi360 This two story duplex is very compact and would fit nicely on a lot with limited square footage. The exterior design is such that it does not appear to be a duplex, but a single family home. The entrances are
\par \fi360 This creative duplex looks more like a single family residence than a duplex. With the garages and the entry doors at right angles this duplex would fit very nicely on a corner lot and afford privacy for all
\par \fi360 One of the most popular floor plans in our collection offers twice the appeal in this sensational duplex. The entry unusually elaborate for a home, and especially so for a multi-family dwelling. A covered gat
\par \fi360 This stylish two story duplex has 1346 square feet in each unit featuring a contemporary exterior with beveled wood siding and a hipped wood shake roof. This plan also lends itself to being separated into two
\par \fi360 A three-bedroom, 1,480 square feet duplex unit with a vaulted great room offers comfortable living for a young family, plus the opportunity to rent the second unit and build an equity investment faster. With
\par \fi360 This delightful duplex combines an ambiance of intimate coziness with an abundance of space and contemporary pizzazz. Ideal for sloped lots, each unit's two level configuration thoughtfully separates living a
\par \fi360 Distinctively angled walls and a spacious Great Room mark the interiors of this gracious duplex, while clean, contemporary lines under intersecting hip roofs highlight the wood-clad facade. Each unit has two
\par \fi360 Generously sized living spaces and spacious entertaining areas join with three bedrooms to fill all a family's needs in these two-story' 1,767 square foot duplex units. The strong, contemporary facade, clad w
\par \fi360 Offset gables over the bedrooms at each end and a long gable roof over both units, plus horizontal board siding and wide soffits and trim combine into a handsome facade for these three bedroom, 1,298 square f
\par \fi360 Each unit of this duplex is 1530 square feet with a charming exterior featuring three gables creating a style that is reminiscent of the east coast cape cod.  The siding is beveled wood and paired with a wood
\par \fi360 This creative but compact duplex has a surprising number of features in each 1531 square foot unit.  The narrow foot print makes this plan work on those hard to build on multiple unit lots.  The charming exte
\par \fi360 Each 1531 square foot unit of this country style duplex is packed with features that make them very attractive for the owner occupied situation.  The exterior has a porch treatment that creates a country look
\par \fi360 The formal arched entry enters into the symmetrical layout of the living room, directly opposite the fireplace flanked with two views of the rear yard and deck. High sloping ceilings take you either left into
\par \fi360 This home has a master on the main level and it is perfect for a family who is looking for equal treatment in each of two bedrooms for kids on the upper level.\par \fi360 Stepping down from foyer into the liv
\par \fi360 This home has a very efficient layout. All the functions of the home revolve around the central stairwell. Entry into the home from either the front door or the garage can take you to any part of the home wit
\par \fi360 Four bedrooms and three baths up and a main level perfect for entertaining. Spacious, open and with easy flow throughout the main level, this beautiful French Norman detailed stucco home (also beautiful in br
\par \fi360 The main living area is on the upper level with a roofed sun deck. With the master on this upper level you can take advantage of being in control of the house, being up to take care of the kids or your guests
\par \fi360 With three bedrooms and two and one half baths, this great selling, home lives like a larger home even though it's only 1547 square feet. The deck on the back and a large covered porch on the front help the m
\par \fi360 Three bedrooms, three and one half baths, plus bonus room: a big house in just 2878 square feet. With its large, generously spaced 1742 square foot main level, encompassing the master suite and the bonus of a
\par \fi360 This timeless rustic ranch design is at home in the mountains, the beach, or in suburbia. The focused symmetry of the entry brings you into the foyer which then directs you into the living room, with high slo
\par \fi360 This home packs a great deal into a narrow lot line. The central foyer/stairwell focused plan offsets a garage on one side with a large cathedral ceiling living room on the other side. A large bay on one side
\par \fi360  Three bedrooms and two and one half baths in slightly more than 1300 square feet. Offset entry foyer does not allow winter cold drafts from door to blow across those enjoying fire and warmth of living room w
\par \fi360 Clear views and open plan front to back make this plan live larger than life. Only 1000 square feet per floor, but with large windows, a covered front porch, and a rear deck, this three bedroom two and one ha
\par \fi360  Three bedrooms and two and one half baths in slightly more than 1300 square feet. Offset entry foyer does not allow winter cold drafts from door to blow across those enjoying fire and warmth of living room w
\par \fi360 A grand palace in only 5145 square feet, this brick Normandy is large yet efficiently laid out around a central two story entry foyer with all of the major living spaces directly accessible off of the brightl
\par \fi360 Placing its garage on the street side of this home the best of its living area is left to the privacy of its rear view. The master bedroom, living room with fireplace, and the dining room are all oriented for
\par \fi360 The front door is sheltered with a covered porch. The large living room it is also great for entertaining guests. Entry into the foyer brings you immediately into the living room with its tray ceiling. The cl
\par \fi360 At home at the beach, in the mountains or in a subdivision, this compact jewel has made its place in all locations. From the foyer a step to the left and you are on your way upstairs, or two steps to your lef
\par \fi360 The foyer of this 2915 square foot home sets the mood for excitement with its second floor balcony overlook. the spacious great room features a sloped ceiling, fireplace and bay window. the dining room, with
\par \fi360 Perfect corner lot side entry garage, or side main entry foyer, depending on how you look at it. Either way in can bring you to the same central point in this beautiful home. One direction from this central f
\par \fi360 One of our best selling contemporary classics, organized around the fast pace of a family on the go, this home's continuous flow around the central core allows everyone in the house to come and go with ease a
\par \fi360 A foyer entry that brings you into a grand sloping ceiling living room, and a hall taking you from the garage to the heart of this home make both ways in the ideal way to present your home to visitors. It is
\par \fi360 Grand entrances and smooth flowing interior spaces gives this home the best of classical design and a streamlined floor plan. A large foyer for a 3000 plus square foot home, this plan leads you out into a spr
\par \fi360 This home looks great in brick or stucco, and sits well in either the city or the country. The foyer is entered off of a covered porch, protecting visitors and family from the elements as they come and go. En
\par \fi360 Stepping down from the foyer into the living room combine with the high sloped ceilings to make a grand living room dining room open plan. Built-ins flanking the fire place top off this great living area serv
\par \fi360 This best selling floor plan combines the best of the split bedroom concept with the niceties that make a home great to live in. The court yard entry concept adds European flavor to the ultimate of ranch livi
\par \fi360 This home has privacy for all members of the family. The study could serve a fourth bedroom or guest room with its own bath off the foyer. The master bedroom is graciously set with space, a fireplace, large c
\par \fi360  A central stairwell and foyer flanked by a living room on one side, and study on the other, then the dining room and kitchen opposite the large family room with fireplace, the layout is similar to many but w
\par \fi360 Grand entry foyer and staircase spells excitement, enthusiastic entertaining or an active family life. The 17' X 30' living room with fireplace creates the kind of home space the whole family can enjoy at the
\par \fi360 With gable window lighting the foyer, you enter this classic country house to find a home plan made for privacy. The master on the main level has a fireplace, its own private screened porch, large walk-in clo
\par \fi360 Covered porches, country living, mountain house, or at home in the city, this house can take you anywhere. A large master bedroom with well suited master bath makes this your home for many years. The large li
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\par \fi360  Covered porch entry brings you into a private foyer with a convenient powder room. The open stair case makes this efficient hall space feel large as you work your way into the very large great room with fire
\par \fi360 St. Augustine here we come!!. This Florida look works anywhere. It is not necessary to use tile roof as heavy gage architectural shingles give this narrow lot line compact plan a country flair if the plan wor
\par \fi360  This "in-town" country look is great for any city in the country. By stretching this house front to back we give you your privacy in the master suite and your living room on the rear of the home. The dining
\par \fi360 A split bedroom ranch ideal for the family with older kids looking for more privacy and to life revolving around multiple schedules. The straight through shot from one end of this house to the other gives the
\par \fi360 This coastal low lands style home elevates the main living level for views no other plan can provide. An elevated covered front porch accessed from both the living room and the master bedroom becomes extensio
\par \fi360 This appealing duplex is available with either a Colonial or Contemporary style elevation.  The central entry leads you directly into the living room or down the hall to the kitchen, bath and bedrooms without
\par \fi360 This 38-foot wide contemporary two-story duplex will fit a 50-foot wide lot, and with the broken roof lines, not appear crowded.  With a little over 900 square feet in each unit, this three bedroom plan packs
\par \fi-180 * Vaulted Foyer, with open staircase, is brightened by second story dormer window.\par \fi-180 * Living room, with bay window, adjoins dining room.\par \fi-180 * U-shaped kitchen is open to breakfast nook an
\par \fi-180 * Vaulted ceilings throughout the living and dining rooms.\par \fi-180 * Den can double as a guest room or study.\par \fi-180 * Kitchen has center cooking island and pantry.\par \fi-180 * Breakfast room has
\par \fi-180 * Covered railed verandah and decorative woodwork adorn this family home.\par \fi-180 * Dormer window brightens vaulted foyer.\par \fi-180 * Spaciousness of living room is enhanced by open staircase.\par \fi
\par \fi-180 * Sunken living room boasts bay window and masonry fireplace.\par \fi-180 * Kitchen, with center cooking island, is open to breakfast bay and family room.\par \fi-180 * Family room has masonry fireplace and
\par \fi-180 * Chalet-style home is enhanced by steep gabled roof, scalloped fascia boards and fieldstone chimney detail.\par \fi-180 * Front facing deck and covered balcony encourage outdoor living.\par \fi-180 * Firepl
\par \fi-180 * Railed verandah, multi-paned windows and dormer provide a nostalgic charm to this three-bedroom heritage home.\par \fi-180 * Living room features masonry fireplace and elegant French doors to the rear vera
\par \fi-180 * Porches, with turned wood spindles, wrap this traditional family home.\par \fi-180 * Great room, with wood stove and wood storage bin, adjoins dining room.\par \fi-180 * Country kitchen, with center island
\par \fi-180 * Covered railed porch wraps around traditional home.\par \fi-180 * Dining room rests in large windowed bay.\par \fi-180 * Country kitchen, with center cooking island, adjoins breakfast bay and family room.\
\par \fi-180 * Turret roof and covered railed porch, with turned wood spindles, adorn this traditional home.\par \fi-180 * Octagonal living room boasts tray ceiling and warming fireplace.\par \fi-180 * Country kitchen of
\par \fi-180 * Den or study can double as an extra bedroom or guest room.\par \fi-180 * Kitchen, with large center preparation island, easily serves the sunny breakfast and dining rooms.\par \fi-180 * Family room, with c
\par \fi-180 * Affordable ranch design offers a choice of exteriors - contemporary California stucco or horizontal siding with brick detailing.\par \fi-180 * Tall, arched window wall accentuates the dining room's vaulted
\par \fi-180 * Skylit foyer is visually zoned from the living room by a plant shelf.\par \fi-180 * Twin set of French doors flank the masonry fireplace.\par \fi-180 * U-shaped kitchen, with breakfast bar, conveniently se
\par \fi-180 * Covered, railed porch provides a weather-protected entry and introduces the vaulted foyer.\par \fi-180 * Vaulted ceiling, extending from the foyer through to the living room, increases the sense of spaciou
\par \fi-180 * Covered verandah, prominent bay windows and decorative woodwork adorn this three-bedroom home.\par \fi-180 * Vaulted foyer is brightly illuminated by a second-level window.\par \fi-180 * Kitchen has an ang
\par \fi-180 * Plans include two exterior designs, contemporary stucco with round top windows and traditional brick and siding.\par \fi-180 * Two story foyer opens to a vaulted living room and dining room.\par \fi-180 *
\par \fi-180 * Portico entry, graceful arches and brick detailing provide a distinctive, low-maintenance exterior.\par \fi-180 * Half-circle transom window over the entry accentuates the two-story foyer; plant shelf line
\par \fi-180 * Wrap-around verandah, multipaned shuttered windows and decorative woodwork adorn this four-bedroom design.\par \fi-180 * Large bay windows and high ceilings throughout the first level further enhance the c
\par \fi-180 * Victorian detailing, turret roof and wrap-around verandah distinguish this four-bedroom design.\par \fi-180 * High nine-foot ceiling further enhance the tray ceilings in the den, living and dining rooms.\p
\par \fi-180 * Scalloped shingles, intricate wood detailing, wraparound verandah and turrets distinguish this Victoria design.\par \fi-180 * Archways create a distinctive entrance into the trayed ceiling living room.\par
\par \fi-180 * Living and dining room is visually divided by half walls with decorative columns.\par \fi-180 * Country kitchen extends to a spacious family room for informal gatherings around the fireplace.\par \fi-180 *
\par \fi360 The look of this ranch house is upscale all the way. Two-story columns rise to a post-modern hip roof over an entry porch--a magnificent introduction to the house, with stucco and shingle contrasting with win
\par \fi360 This is an affordable house but the look is one of better living with attractive gables on the facade and a family-favorite series of porches-front, side and back. Economy size-less than 44' across, does not
\par \fi360 This is a charming house, worthy of its distinguished antecedents. The VIP (very important porches) are a link with the modest but substantial homes of the early century. The lovely pointed gables, with round
\par \fi360 With such classic features as a columned porch, graduated roof lines and shingle and board for its exterior, this one-floor home presents a plan that promises a great future. The layout suggests an easy lifes
\par \fi360 For the new homeowner, this is an affordable dream plan come true. Smartly styled in stucco with hip and gable roofs, the effect is the current Post-Modern mode. A foyer and gallery combine to provide unimped
\par \fi360 A lot of appeal of this home is in the combination of convenience, economy and very good appearance. With the country kitchen at the front incorporating a lovely windowed dining area, the air of informality b
\par \fi360 In this smart example of flexible living, about 1,200 square feet on two floors, there's space for a small family or single owner. The volume-ceiling living room has a fireplace surrounded by lower and upper
\par \fi360 This very handsome house has a period styling that fits in the modern idiom today. The columned entry porch adds the right note with the stucco exterior, corner quoins and wonderful windows. The foyer rises 1
\par \fi360 This lively recreation home soars high, using board and batten siding and smart roof slopes. There's true visual appeal with the recessed entry under a charming chalet type balcony. The savings are smart, too
\par \fi360 From the outside, this house has a air of hospitality that has a lot to do with tradition as well as modern embellishments. Vertical wood siding, covered porch entry and farmhouse solidarity are enhanced by t
\par \fi360 This is a rare home, informal and perfect for vacation areas, but substantial and appealing as a family home year 'round in town or suburb. The plan offers an option of a full basement or basementless constru
\par \fi360 Gables and dormers and a sheltered front porch set the scene for this home. A growing family will find in it the comfort and privacy that made the farmhouse the best-loved style from Colonial times to the pre
\par \fi360 This plan will do well in a town or suburb or as a vacation cottage in the country. This home is economical to build and a homeowner investment for the future. A gable overhang in the Swiss style fits the new
\par \fi360 This home's interior offers a perfect small-family home plus amenities worthy of much costlier residences. The center staircase adds visual dimension to the living room. A fine fireplace on the end wall furth
\par \fi360 It's your dream of a country-styled home--updated! Although the look from the outside is in the country tradition, accented by portico and cupola, the inside is airy and spacious. From the foyer, the high-cei
\par \fi360 Especially the kind you want to come home to, with a wide, welcoming porch and triple arch-windowed dormers sparkling in the sunlight. This one has three spacious bedrooms and wide open living areas that take
\par \fi360 This variation of the A-frame will win "A+" raves from guest and homemaker alike. The covered front entry, graced by a long stone planter is carried into the foyer. Past two steps lies the living room. The hi
\par \fi360 Called Gothic Revival this exuberant styling remains a symbol of substance and property value. Typically American in its ancestry, the Carpenter Gothic mode uses fanciful ornamental wood trim to decorate the
\par \fi360 With a budget consideration, this delightful Colonial-styled ranch makes economy an asset. There's not a bit of space wasted, but there's almost nothing more to want in a home for a young family, retired folk
\par \fi360 Close to perfect for a cost-conscious family, this spacious ranch has a lot in the asset column. Circulation in and out of the house is calculated to protect formal areas, insure quiet and privacy for sleepin
\par \fi360 The dormers, wrap around porch and bays for the bedroom and dining porch offer curb appeal for this house as they have done for many generations. The test of time goes well with contemporary planning. The cen
\par \fi360 In achieving an attractive appearance and comfortable floor plan, this ranch home combines tradition and the best of today's design. The result is a warm welcoming house, casual yet formal, all the best of bo
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\par \fi360 This home recalls the front porch/back porch farmhouse. Here it is made distinctive with the handsome 3-part dormer. The plan itself is an up-to-date version of the tried and true multi-level, moderate in dim
\par \fi360 An exterior flavor of Colonial tradition suits today's home styles. Off a double-height entry foyer, the vault-ceilinged living room is a model of privacy planning. Sliding glass doors open to the rear terrac
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